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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The present attempt aims at making the thoughts 

of the great saint and philosopher Sri Sankaracarya 
available to those readers who are either unfamiliar with 

Sanskrit or, though fairly acquainted with it, prefer the 

medium of another language for a better understanding. 
It is very difficult to present such an abstruse philosophy 
through translation, when the language into which it is 

rendered differs so widely in form and im spirit from the 

original. We have still tried to be as literal and as true 
to the spirit and sequence of the sentences, as the English 

language would permit, without compromising com- 
prehension. 

In the translation of the commentary we have pre- 

sented in italics the words quoted from the text by 

Sankaracarya. These are followed by commas and the 

English equivalents, the cxplanatory words and passing 

remarks being separated from the synonyms by semi- 

colons or dashes. The words of the text along with their 
synonyms, are separated by semi-colons from other words. 

A full-stop marks the end of a group of connected words 
in the text. Readers unfamiliar with Sanskrit may skip 

over these italicised words; and still they will get fairly 
self-contained sentences to convey the ideas of the com- 
mentary in full. 

The present volume contains only four of the principal 

Upanisads. And we hope to publish in the near future 

another volume containing four others, viz. Aitareya, 
Mundaka, Mandiikya, and Prasna.!



IV 

We have been laid under a deep debt of gratitude 

by Swami Omkarananda, who kindly edited the Isa 
Upanisad. Our thanks are also due to many others who 
helped us in various ways in executing this work. 

In transliteration we have followed the interna- 

tional system with which the readers of the masterly 

translation of the Brhadadranyaka Upanisad by Swami 
Madhavananda are familiar. 

September 1957 GAMBHIRANANDA
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ISA UPANISAD



% uae: Gifad quid qraasad 
grey TAT TrAarafaeay | 

a atfca: aria: anfea: 

Om. That (supreme Brahman) 1s infinite, 
and this (conditioned Brahman) 1s infinite. The 
infinite (conditioned Brahman) proceeds from the 

infinite (supreme Brahman). (Then through 
knowledge), taking the infinite of the infinite 
(conditioned Brahman), it remains as the infinite 

(unconditioned Brahman) alone. 

Om! Peace! Peace! Peace!



ISA UPANISAD 

Introduction: The (Vedic) mantras (verses) beginning 
with Isa@vasyam have not been utilised in karma (rituals 
etc.), for they serve to reveal the true nature of the Self, 
which is not an appendage to karma. The real nature of the 
Self consists in Its purity, sinlessness, oneness, eternity, in- 

corporeity, omnipresence, etc., which will be indicated later 
on (Is. 8). As that (nature) would conflict with Karma, it is 
but natural that the verses are not applied to karma; for 

neither is the Self in Its real nature, as defined, a thing to be 
created, transformed, achieved, or purified, nor is It of the 

nature of an agent or enjoyer, whereby It could become a 

factor in karma. Moreover, all the Upanisads exhaust 
themselves simply by determining the true nature of the 

Self, and the Gita and the scriptures dealing with moksa 
(the emancipation of the soul) have only this end in view. 
Accordingly all Aarmas have been enjoined by assuming 
such qualities for the Self as multiplicity, agentship, en- 
joyership, etc., and impurity, sinfulness, etc., which com- 
mon sensc takes for granted. For people who are versed in 
the science dealing with competence (of people treading this 
path) say that a man is qualified for Karma when he hankers 
after the results of karma, be they of this world in the form 
of spiritual eminence etc., or of the hereafter in the form of 
heaven etc., and thinks of himself thus: ‘‘I am a twice-born 

man and am free from such defects as being one-eyed or 
hump-backed which stand in the way of one’s competence 

for karma.’ Therefore these verses remove inherent igno- 
rance through the revelation of the true nature of the Self, 
and thereby produce the knowledge of the oneness etc. of
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the Self, which is the means for the uprooting of sorrow, 
delusion, etc., incidental] to mundane existence. We shail 

briefly explain these (Vedic) verses for which have thus been 

determined the competent students, the subject matter, the 

relation between the Vedic text and the subject matter and 

the purpose. ! 

a gat areafaay ad cafes arco sr | 
aT aad WSsar at we: HeafeagayA eu 

1. Om. All this—whatsoever moves on the 

earth—should be covered by the Lord. Protect 
(your Self) through that detachment. Do not 
covet anybody’s wealth. (Or—Do not covet, 
for whose 1s wealth?) 

One who lords it over is It;2 Isa, by It, by the Lord. He 
who is the supreme Ruler and supreme Self of all is the 

Lord. For as the indwelling soul of all, He is the Self of all 

beings and as such rules all. (So) [s@(means) by that Lord, in 
His true form as the Self; vasyam, should be covered. What 

(is to be covered)? Jdam sarvam yat kim ca, all this whatso- 
ever; jagat, moves; jagatyam, on the earth. All this is to be 

covered by one’s own Self, the Lord, through His supreme 

reality (present in the realisation): ‘‘As the indwelling Self 

(of all), [am all this’: all that is unreal, whether moving or 

1 One who wants emancipation is the competent student; the 
identity of the individual self and the absolute Self is the subject matter; 
the relation of the Vedic text and the subject matter consists in the 

former being the revealer of the latter; and the purpose is the removal 

of ignorance and the attainment of supreme Bliss. 

2 [¢ is derived from the root 7%, meaning ‘“‘to rule 
power’. 

$3 

or “to have
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not moving, is to be covered by its own supreme Self. As 
the adventitious bad odour of sandal, agaru, etc., resulting 

from moisture etc., because of their contact with water etc., 

is covered up by their natural smells through the process of 
rubbing those woods themselves, just so, (whatsoever 

moves on the earth will be abandoned through the contem- 

plation of the Self which is the supreme Truth). ‘‘Whatever 

moves’’ means the apparent duality, the effect of ignorance, 
which is characterised by such ideas as doership, enjoyer- 

ship, etc., and which is superimposed on one’s own Self; 

and the phrase “‘on the earth’’ having been used illustrative- 

ly (for all the worlds), it follows that all the bundle of modi- 
fications known as name, form, and action will be aban- 

doned through the contemplation of the Self which is the 

supreme Truth. He, who is thus engaged in the thought of 

the Self as God, has competence only for renouncing the 

three kinds of desire for son etc.,! and not for karma. Tena 

tyaktena, through that detachment. 7Tyaktena means 

through detachment, (and not “‘by any abandoned thing’’); 

for a son or a servant, when abandoned or dead, does not 

protect one, since he has no connection with oneself. So 

the meaning of the Vedic word (tyaktena) is “‘through 

renunciation”. BAunjithah, protect. You who have re- 

nounced desires, m@ grdhah, do not covet, do not cherish 

any desire for wealth. Do not long for kasya svid, any- 

body’s—either your own or somebody else’s; dhanam, 
wealth—this is the meaning. The word svit is a meaningless 

particle. Or the meaning is this: Do not covet. Why? 

Kasya svid dhanam, whose is wealth?—this (question) is 
used in the sense of a denial, because nobody has any 

wealth which can be coveted. The idea is this: All this has 

1 For son, wealth, and worlds (vide Br. LV. iv. 22).
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been renounced through this thought of the “‘Lord’’, “All 

this is but the Self’’, so that all this belongs to the Self, and 

the Self is all. Therefore do not have any hankering for 

things that are unreal. 
So far as the knower of the supreme Self is concerned, 

the purport of the Vedic text (i.e. of the first verse) is this, 

that the Self is to be saved through firm devotedness to the 

knowledge of the Self after the renunciation of the threefold 

desire for sons etc. As for the other person who Is unable 

to cognise the Self because of his mental preoccupation 

with the non-Self, the Vedic text (i.e. the second verse) 

imparts this instruction: 

Haade BAiir fastfagesrs AAT: | 
ud cafe areagaisfea a at forma AT QI 

2. By doing karma, indeed, should one wish 
to live here for a hundred years. For a man, 
such as you (who wants to live thus), there is 
no way other than this, whereby karma may not 
cling to you. 

Kurvan eva tha, verily by doing here—only by accom- 

plishing; karmani, karmas—Agnihotra (sacrifice) etc.; jiji- 

viset, one should wish to live; satam samah, a hundred 

years. That much has been ascertained to be the longest 

span of human life. So through a restatement of that well- 
known fact, it is being enjoined that if one would desire to 

live a hundred years, one should do so by performing 

karma only. Evam tvayi, for you, such as you—as you 

have this kind of hankering for life; nare, for a man—for 

one identifying oneself only with one’s human personality;
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itah, other than this—than the present mode of life, viz of 
performing rituals like Agnihotra etc.; xa asti, there is not, 

any other mode by which method, karma na lipyate, bad 

karma may not cling, i.e. one may not get attached to 

karma. Therefore, one should desire to live by doing only 

such kKarmas as Agnihotra etc., which are enjoined by 

scriptures. 

Objection: But how ts it known that the previous verse 

teaches the pursuit of knowledge for the man of renuncia- 

tion, and the second one (teaches the path of) karma for one 
who is unable to renounce ? 

The answer is: Do you not remember what was point- 

ed out (in the introduction) that the antithesis between 
knowledge and karma is irremovable like a mountain? 

Here also it has been said: ‘‘He who would desire to live 

should do so by performing work’’; as also “All this should 

be covered by the Lord; protect (the Self) through that 
detachment; do not covet anybody’s wealth.’? Moreover, 

the Vedic conclusion is this: ‘‘One should not hanker after 

life or death, and should repair to the forest.’’ Renuncia- 
tion has been ordained by saying, ““He shall not return from 

there’’ (Sunnyasa). And the difference between the results 

of these two (paths) will be spoken of (in verses 7 and 18) 

seriatim. Following on the creation of the cosmos, these 

two paths did emerge out: the path of karma being the 

earlier one; and the other being renunciation, consisting in 

the giving up of the three kinds of desire (for son etc.), in 

accordance with the latter path of detachment. Of these, 

the path of renunciation is the more excellent. And in the 

Taittiriya Aranyaka it is said, “‘Renunciation did, indeed, 
excel’’, ‘‘These then are the two paths on which the Vedas 

are established: the one consists of duty characterised by
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attachment, and the other is clearly marked out by detach- 

ment’? (Mbh. Santiparva, 241.6)—this and similar ideas 

have been declared, after much deliberation, as his firm 

conviction to his son (Suka) by Vyasa, the teacher of the 
Vedas. The distinction between the two we shall show 

hereafter. 
Now begins the verse for decrying the man who is 

devoid of knowledge: 

AGA ATA ST StH Hedi ATATSsaAT: | 
aed Seafarer FF BAST AAT: 13 

3. Those worlds of devils are covered by 
blinding darkness. Those people that kill the 
Self go to them after giving up this body. 

Asuryah, of devils; as compared with the attainment of 

the non-dual state of the supreme Self, even gods are asuras, 

devils; and the worlds belonging to them are asuryah. The 

word nama is a meaningless indeclinable. Te, those; lokah 

(lit. worlds)—(derived) from the root /uk—means the births 

in which the results of karma are perceived or enjoyed; 

avrtah, are covered; andhena, by blinding—characterised by 

blinding—characterised by the inability to see; tamasa, by 

darkness—in the form of ignorance. T@n, to them—that 

extend up to the motionless (trees etc.); pretya, after depart- 

ing, giving up this body; gacchanti, gzo—in accordance with 

their karma and meditation (on gods etc.); &tmahanah, 

those that kill the Self. Who are they? Jandah, (the common 

people) those that are ignorant. How do they kill the 

eternal Self? Because the Self, which exists, is concealed 

through the fault of ignorance. The experience of the Self
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as free from decrepitude and death (present in the realisa- 

tion, ‘I am free from decrepitude and death’’), that comes 
as a result of the existence of the Self, remains concealed, 

as is the consciousness of a person who is killed. So the 

ordinary and ignorant persons are called the killers of the 

Self. Because of this fault of slaying the Self, they are sub- 
ject to birth and death. 

What is the nature of the Self by slaying which the 

ignorant people transmigrate, and contrariwise, the men 

of knowledge, the non-killers of the Self, become freed? 

This is being answered now: 

AAI TAA Tata AAT areTaTsTAsT | 
qaraaisraracatea fassaferagt arafeeat carta uit 

4. It is unmoving, one, and faster than the 
mind. The senses could not overtake It, since 
It ran ahead. Remaining stationary, It outruns 
all other runners. It being there, Matarisva 
allots (or supports) all activities. 

Anejat, unmoving. The root ejr implies shaking. Shak- 

ing is motion, deviation from one’s own condition. It is 
devoid of this, i.e. It is ever of the same form. And It is 

ekam, one, in all beings. It is javiyah, faster, manasah, than 
the mind, characterised by volition etc. 

Objection: How can there be such contradictory state- 

ments that It is constant and motionless, and yet faster than 

the mind? 

Answer: There is no inconsistency, for this is possible 
from the standpoint of the conditioned and the uncondi- 
tioned. As such, It is spoken of as ‘‘unmoving, one’’, in
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respect of Its own unconditioned aspect. And by reason of 

Its following the limiting adjunct, the mind, the internal 
organ characterised by volition and doubt, (It appears to be 

subject to modifications). The mind though encased in the 

body in this world, is able to reach such distances as the 

world of Brahma in a single moment, at one volition; and 

hence the mind is well known as the fastest thing in the 
world. When that (speedy) mind travels fast to the world 

of Brahma etc., the reflection of the conscious Self is per- 

ceived to have reached there, as it were, even earlier; and 

hence It is said to be (manaso javiyah) faster than the mind. 

Devah, the gods—the senses, the organs of knowledge such 

as eyes etc., are the devas because of tIluminating (dyotana) 

their objects, na @pnuvan, could not overtake; enat, It, the 

reality of the Self that is under discussion. The mind is 

faster than these (senses). Because of the interposition of 

the activity of the mind, (between the Self and the senses), 

even a semblance of the Self does not become an object of 

perception to the senses; since, being all-pervasive like 

space, It purvam arsat, ran ahead-——reached the goal even 

before the swift mind. Though the all-pervasive entity of 
the Self, in Its real unconditioned state, is devoid of all 

worldly attributes and is subject to no mutation, yet (by 

reason of following the limiting adjunct, the mind), it 

appears, in the eyes of the non-discriminating people, to 

experience all empirical modifications brought about by the ° 

limiting adjuncts, and It also appears to be diverse in rela- 

tion to the individual bodies. Hence the verse said so. Tat, 

That; atyeti, outruns—as it were; dhavatah anyan, all other 

fast moving ones (runners), viz the mind, speech, the senses, 

etc., which are distinct from the Self. The sense ‘‘as it were’’ 
is suggested by the verse itself by the use of (the expression)
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tisthat, remaining stationary, which implies, ‘‘Itself remain- 

ing unchanged”. Tusmin, It being there—while the entity 

of the Self endures, which by Its nature is everlasting con- 

sciousness; matarisva, Air—so called because it moves (sva- 
yati) in space (mdatari)—which sustains all life, which is of 

the nature of activity, on which depend all bodies and 

senses, in which all inhere, which is called Sutra! (thread), 

and which holds together the whole world. That Matarisva, 
dadhati, allots; apah, the activities*—consisting in the 
efforts of creatures, as well as flaming, burning, shining, 

raining, etc. in the case of fire, sun, cloud, etc. Or dadhati 

many mean supports, in accordance with such Vedic texts 

as ‘‘From His fear the wind blows” (Tai. [f. viii. 1). The 
meaning is that all these modifications of causes and effects 

occur so long as the eternally conscious reality of the Self, 
the source of everthing, endures. 

Since the Vedic mantras are untiring in their emphasis, 

the idea imparted by the previous verse is being stated 

again: 

aaa wasfa cage aafeat | 
TAAL AFCA AT FACIE] FATT: WKN 
5. That moves, That does not move; That 

is far off, That is very near; That 1s inside all, 
and That is outside all. 

1 Hiranyagarbha, who is possessed of the twofold power of action 

and knowledge, is called Sitra when conceived of as the principle of 
action. 

2 Since all Vedic sacrifices are performed with liquids like soma, 
ghee, milk, etc., and life, too, is dependent on liquids, apah (water) is 
figuratively used for action—the cause for the effect, i.e. activities 

of life.
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Tat, That, the entity of the Self that is under considera- 

tion. That ejati, moves; and That again, by Itself, na ejati, 
does not move. The meaning is that, though in Itself It is 

motionless, It seems to move. Moreover, tat diire. That is 

far off—That seems to be far away, since It is unattainable 

by the ignorant even in hundreds of millions of years; 

tadvantike is split into tat u antike, That is very near in- 

deed—to the men of knowledge—lIt being their Self, that is 

not only far off, but is near too; tat antar, That is inside; 

asya sarvasya, of all—in accordance with the Vedic text: 

“The Self that is within all’? (Br. III. iv. 1)—-of all this 

world, consisting of name, form, and activity; tat, That; u, 

also; sarvasya asya bahyatah, is outside all, because It is all- 

pervasive like space; and It is inside because It is extremely 

subtle. Besides, It is without interstices, (It is continuous), 

in accordance with the Vedic text: ‘‘Pure intelligence alone’”’ 

(Br. IV. v. 13). 

qeg vat warearcneatarareata | 
TAUAT AAT Tat AT fas 1 | UI 

6. He who sees all beings in the very Self, 
and the Self in all beings, feels no hatred by 

virtue of that (realisation). 
Yah, he who—the mendicant who wants to be freed; . 

anupasyati, sees; sarvani bhitani, all beings—beginning 

from the Unmanifested and ending with the immobile; (as 

existing) @tmani eva, in the very Self—i.e. he does not see 

them as different from the Self, sarvabhiitesu ca, and in all 
those beings; sees a@tmanam, the Self—sees the Self of those 

beings as his own Self thus: ‘‘Just as I, the soul of the body 

which is an aggregate of causes and effects, am the witness
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of all perceptions, and as such I am the source of its con- 

sciousness, and am pure and unconditioned, similarly in 

that very aspect of mine am I the soul of all, beginning 

from the Unmanifested and ending with the immobile’’; he 

(who realises the unconditioned Self in all beings thus), 
tatah, by virtue of that vision; ma vijugupsate, feels no 

hatred, does not hate. This is only a restatement of a 

known fact. For this is a matter of experience that all revul- 

siofi comes to one who sees something as bad and different 

from oneself, but for one who sees only the absolutely pure 

Self as a continuous entity, there is no object that can be 

the cause of revulsion. Therefore he does not hate. 

Another verse also expresses the same purport: 

aferraaitr yarasarafearaa: | 
TH Sl Ale: H: Ma WHCaATIAAT: 19 1 
7. When to the man of realisation all 

beings become the very Self, then what delusion 
and what sorrow can there be for that seer of 

oneness? (Or—In the Self, of the man of reali- 

sation, in which all beings become the Self, what 
delusion and what sorrow can remain for that 

seer of oneness?) 

Yasmin vija@natah, when to the man who has realised, 

(Or—in ‘the aforesaid Self of the man of realisation in 

which); sarvdni bhiitani, all those beings; atma eva abhiit, 
have become the Self alone—as a result of the realisation of 

the supreme Self; fatra, at that time (or to that Self); kah 
mohah, kah Sokah, what delusion and what sorrow can 
there be? Sorrow and delusion, happen to the ignorant
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man who does not perceive the seed of desire and actions, 

but not anupasyatah ekatvam, to the man who realises the 
oneness, of the Self which is pure like space. The impossi- 

bility of grief and delusion, the effects of ignorance, having 

been indicated through the question, ‘“‘what delusion and 

what sorrow can there be ?’’, the total eradication of world- 

ly existence, with its cause, has been shown ipso facto. 

This verse indicates what the Self, that was spoken of 

in the previous verses, really is in Its own nature: 

qT TASHA HTAAAT- 
yerfars Tansy | 

fanaa ofeu: tqaey- 
AATAZAATISATT SATA SSAA FA: AAA: UWI 

8. He is all-pervasive, pure, bodiless, with- 
out wound, without sinews, taintless, untouched 

by sin, omniscient, ruler of mind, transcendent, 

and self-existent; he has duly allotted the (re- 
spective) duties to the eternal years (i.e. to the 
eternal creators called by that name). 

Sah, He the aforesaid Self; paryagat, is all-pervasive, 

like space—(the word) being derived from pari, on all sides, 

and agat, went. He is sukram, pure, bright, resplendent, 
akayam, bodiless, i.e. without the subtle body; avranam, 

without wound, scatheless; asnaviram, without sinews— 

one in whom there is no sinew. By the two expressions, 
‘without wound”’ and “‘without sinews’’, the gross body is 
negated. Suddham, taintless, devoid of the dirt of igno- 
tance; thereby is negated the causal body. Ap&paviddham,
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untouched by sin in the form of merit and demerit etc.! 

The expressions beginning with sukram are to be converted 
into masculine because the introduction is made with sah 
paryagat and the conclusion with kavih manisiin the mascu- 
Jine form. Kavih (omniscient) means the seer of the kranta, 

past, i.e. seer of all, as the Vedic text says, ‘‘There is no 

other seer but this’ (Br. HI. viii. 11). Manist means the 
ruler of the mind, |.e. omniscient God. Paribhiih is one who 
exists above all (transcendent). Svayambhiih means he who 

exists by himself. He, the all, becomes by Himself all, viz 

all that is transcended as well as all that is transcendental ; 

and hence He is self-existent. He, the ever-free (all-power- 

ful) Lord, because of His omniscience, )atha@tathyatah, 
duly, as it should be, in consonance with actual result and 

endeavour; arthan, the duties; vyadadhat, has allotted, i.e. 

distributed in the proper way (according to individual 
competence); sa@svatibhyah sumabhyah, to the eternal years, 
to the Prajapatis (creators) called the years. 

Here the first purport of the Vedas is devotedness to 

knowledge after renouncing all desires; and this idea has 

been expressed by the first verse thus: “All this should be 

covered by the Lord... . Do not covet anybody’s wealth.”’ 

And the second purport of the Vedas is that, in case this 

devotedness to knowledge is impossible for the man of 

ignorance, there should be continuance in the path of duty, 

which fact is stated in the second verse thus: “By doing 

karmas, indeed, should one wish to live.’’ This division of 

paths of life, as shown in these verses, has also been indi- 

1 The idea is that the Self transcends morality, though a man of 
knowledge never acts immorally, his past training being a sufficient 
guarantee against this. 

2 By implication, past, present, and’future.
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cated in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad. Thus from the text, 
‘‘He desired, ‘Let me have a wife’,”’ etc. (Br. I. iv. 17), it can 

be clearly understood that works are meant for a man who 

is ignorant and hankers after results. And from the sen- 

tence, ‘‘The mind is his soul, and speech his wife,’’ etc. (ibid. 

TI. iv. 17), it can be clearly understood that ignorance and 

desires are the characteristics of a man devoted to work. 

So the result of this work is the creation of seven kinds of 

fruits! and continuance ina state of identification with 
them under the idea that they are the Self. And by the text, 

‘‘What shall we achieve through children, we to whom the 

Self which we have attained is the goal ?”’ etc. (Br. IV. iv. 
22), it has been shown that for those who have realised the 

Self by renouncing the threefold desire for wife etc. (i.e. for 

son, wealth, and heavens), there can only be continuance 

in the Self Itself, as opposed to the continuance in the path 

of karma. After the condemnation of the ignorant man by 

the verse, ‘‘Those worlds of the devils’ etc. (Is. 3), the true 
nature of the Self has been revealed by the verses ending 
with, ‘‘He is all-pervasive,” etc. (IS. 8), to those men of 
renunciation who are steadfast in knowledge, so as to show 

that they alone are qualified for this and not those who 

have desires. So also in the Svetasvatara Upanisad (VI. 21) 
this has been separately spoken of thus: ‘*‘To those (men of 

complete renunciation) who had gone beyond all (the four) 

stages of life,2 he spoke this holiest of things which is fully 

1 Br. f. v. 1-3. (1) The common human food; (2-3) Auta and 
prahuta or Darsa and Purnamdsa, which are foods for gods; (4-6) mind, 
speech, and vital force, which are foods for the soul; (7) milk, which 
is food for animals. 

“The student, the householder, the man who has repaired to the 
forest, and the formal anchorite, as distinguished from the man who 
renounces either after or for the sake of God-realisation.
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adored by the seers as a class.’’ But the present verse is 
meant for those men of activity who have desires and want 

to live by doing karma. 
Objection: How is it, again, known that it is not meant 

for all? 

The aaswer is: None but a fool will wish to combine 

with any work, or with any other knowledge (i.e. medita- 

tion), that knowledge of the oneness of the Self that has 

been imparted to the passionless man after the eradication 
of the distinction of all ends and means, by the text, ‘““‘When 

to the man of realisation all beings become the very Self, 

then what delusion and what sorrow can there be for sucha 
seer of oneness?” (IS. 7). But the condemnation of the 
ignorant etc. is done here with a view to achieving a com- 

bination (of vidyd, i.e. worship or meditation, and karma). 

And as to that, not the knowledge of the supreme Self, but 

the thing—viz the divine possession (i.e. the meditation on 

the gods)—that can possibly be combined with the other 

factor (viz karma), has been spoken of here as the associate 

of karma, since for this vidya (meditation or worship) a 
result, different from the knowledge of Brahman has been 

declared thus: ‘“‘Through vidya is attained the world of the 

gods”’ (Br. I. v. 16). The denunciation of the separate pur- 

suit of either of these two—vidya and karma—is not merely 

for the sake of denunciation, but for the sake of bringing 

them together, for a distinct result is declared for each by 

the Vedic texts: ‘‘They ascend to this through vidya’’; 

“The world of gods (is attained) through vidya’ (Br. I. v. 

16); “‘The people following the Southern Path do not reach 

there’; ““The world of the Manes through rites” (Br. I. v. 
16); and this is so because nothing enjoined by the scrip- 

tures can be unworthy of performance.
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aq aa: afaafea asfrarrarad | 
dat Wa ea a aN a Ss faarars Tar: 8 
9. Those who worship avidyG (rites) enter 

into blinding darkness; but into greater darkness 
than that enter they who are engaged in vidya 
(meditation). 

Of these two, they pravisanti, enter; into andham 

tamah, blinding darkness, characterised by absence of per- 

ception. Who? Ye avidyam, those who (worship) avidya. 

Avidya is different from vidyd, i.e. it is Karma, since karma 

is opposed to vidya; (they) upasate, worship; that avidya in 

the form of Agnihotra etc., alone. The import is that they 

perform this whole-heartedly. Tatah, than that darkness, 
characterised as blindness; bhiiyah iva tamah, into greater 
darkness; te, they; enter. Who? Ye, they, who giving up 

rites; vidyayam u ratah, are engaged only in vidya, are 

always bent on the meditation on (and worship of) gods. 

With regard to that matter, again, the separate secon- 

dary results of meditation and rites are advanced as reasons 

for the combination of the two, as otherwise, if one of these 

two closely associated factors bore fruit, while the other 

did not, they would be related as the part and the whole, 

(which is absurd).! 

HUA ATM SAASaAGAT | 
ata ware arart & aeafarafery tt 20 I 
10. ““They say that by vidya a really differ- 

' Vidya and karma are very often enjoined to be performed sepa- 

rately by men of different tendencies; and separate results are enjoined 

for them. This would not have been so, if either formed part of the other.
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ent result (is achieved), and they say that by 
avidya a different result (is achieved)’, thus have 
we heard the (teaching of) those wise men who 

explained that to us. 

Anyat eva, a really different (thing); is produced as a 

result; Vidyaya, by vidya (worship or meditation)—(this) 

ahuh, they say, because of the Vedic texts: “‘The world of 
gods is (won) through meditation” (Br. I. v. 16); “They 

ascend there through meditation’. Ahuh, they say; anyat 
avidyaya by avidya, karma (rites), a different (result) is 

produced, because of the Vedic text: ‘‘The world of the 

Manes (is won) through karma” (Br. 1. v. (6). /ti, thus; 

susruma, we have heard; dhiranam, (the teaching) of the 
wise men, those teachers, who vicacaksire, explained to us; 

fat, that —karma and meditation, The purport is that this 

is their knowledge traditionally received. 

fant arfaat a aedgalaae az | 
afaaqar aa aleat fawarswaaead 1128 u 
11. He who knows these two, vidya@ and 

avidya, together, attains immortality through 
vidya, by crossing over death through avidyda. 

Since this is so, therefore vidya and avidyd, i.e. medita- 

tion on deities and rites; yah tad veda ubhayam saha, he who 

knows these together, knows them as things to be perform- 

ed by the same person; for that man alone, who thus com- 

bines (the two), there occurs the successive acquisition of 

the two goals in the same individual. This is being said: 

Avidyaya, through avidyad, through rites such as Agni- 

hotra; mrryum, death—rites and meditation induced by
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one’s nature;! firtva, crossing over—over both these which 

are called death; vidyayda, through vidya, the meditation on 

the deities; (one) asnute, attains; amrtam, immortality, 
identification with the deities; that very fact of becoming 

one with the gods being called immortality. 
Now, with a view to combining the worship of the 

Manifested and the Unmanifested, each is being denounced 

separately: 

rar ay: afar asarataraad | 
qa Wa Sq A TAT A FT AFAATS LAT: UI VU 

12. Those who worship the Unmanifested 
(Prakrti) enter into blinding darkness; but those 
who are devoted to the Manifested (Hiranya- 
garbha) enter into greater darkness. 

Ye, those who; (worship) asambhitim: Sambhiti 

means the fact of being born, as also the effect that has this 

(quality of being born); other than that is asambhiti, called 

Prakrti (primal material cause), avidya (ignorance), and 

avyakrta (the Unmanifested). Those who upa@sate, worship; 

this asambhiiti—known as the unmanifest Prakrti, cause, 
and avidya, which is the seed of desire and work, and is 

blinding by nature; fe, they; pravisanti, enter into; andham 
tamah, blinding darkness, which is of a similar nature. 

Tatah than that; bhiiyah, greater; iva, as it were; tamah, 
darkness; pravisanti, enter; ye, those who; sambhiityam 
ratah, are devoted to sambhiiti—to the manifested Brahman 
called Hiranyagarbha. 

1“The impression (created on the mind) by merit, demerit, etc., 

acquired in a previous birth, as manifested at the time of death, is 
called nature.’—Sankara’s commentary on the Giti, XVII. 2.
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Now in this verse are being stated the results of the two 

constituent worships, which (results) necessitate the com- 
bination of those worships: 

HACE: TEMAS AATEC ATT | 
aft aay atu F acafeaafere 1123 U1 

13. “They spoke of a different result from 
the worship of the Manifested, and they spoke of a 
different result from the worship of the Unmani- 
fested’”—thus we have heard (the teaching of) 
those wise men who explained that to us. 

Anyat eva, a different result indeed; ahuh, they spoke 

of; sambhavat, from sambhiti, the Manifested; the idea is 

that they spoke of the result, comprising supernormal facul- 

ties such as becoming subtle etc., accruing from the worship 

of the manifested Brahman (Hiranyagarbha). Similarly 

too, they anyat Ghuh, spoke of a different result; asambha- 

vat, from asambhiiti, avyakrta—from the worship of the 

Unmanifested—that which has been referred to in the text, 

‘“‘They enter into blinding darkness’’ (Is. 12) and is called 
absorption into Prakrti (Primordial Nature) by the paurani- 

kas. Iti, thus; susruma dhiranam, we have heard the speech 
of the wise; who vicacaksire, explained that to us, i.e. ex- 

plained the result of the worship of the Manifested and the 

Unmanifested.! 

1**Maya, depending on Consciousness and acting as a hmiting 
adjunct of the supreme Lord, is well known in the other Vedic text: 

‘Know Maya as Prakrti (material cause) and the great Lord as the 
possessor of Maya’ (Sv. LV. 10)—that Maya and not Brahman is spoken 
of here by the word Unmanifested, for it is not possible for the unchang- 

ing Brahman to be directly the materfal cause.” —A.G.
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Since this is so, and since both are meant for the same 

human goal, it is proper to combine the worship of the 

Manifested and the Unmanifested. This is being said by 
the verse: 

aaa A faa A aeasalaay Az | 
faaratat aa ateat FEUCaTSTAARATT eX I 

14. He who knows these two—the Unmani- 
fested and Destruction (Hiranyagarbha)—together, 
attains immortality through the Unmanifested by 
crossing death through Destruction. 

He who knows these two—the Unmanifested and 

Destruction—together; vinasena, through Destruction; 

though vinasa (destruction) is an attribute of the evolutes of 

its substantive, it is spoken of as identical with the substan- 

tive itself (i.e. manifested Brahman or Hiranyagarbha), of 

which, too, it (vinasa or destruction) is a characteristic; by 
that, by the worship of that (vin@sa); mrtyum tirtva, crossing 

over death—the bundle of faults such as absence of super- 

normal faculty, and demerit, desire, etc.; for through the 

worship of Hiranyagarbha is obtained such results as 
powers of becoming subtle; mrtyum firtva, crossing over 

death, consisting in the non-possession of supernormal 

faculties; asambhitya, through the worship of the Unmani- 

fested; amrtam asnute, (he) attains immortality—charac- 

terised as absorption in Prakrti. It is to be noted that in 
sambhiitim ca vinasam ca there is a presentation by omission 

of the letter a (before sambhiiti) which should be asambhiati 

in conformity with the mention of the fruit, viz absorption 

in Prakrti (i.e. asambhiiti).
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It is indicated by the scriptures that absorption into 

Prakrti is the highest result attainable through human and 
divine wealth.! Up to this is the course of worldly exist- 

ence. Beyond this is the identification with the Self in all, as 

indicated earlier in the verse: ‘“‘When to the man of realisa- 

tion all beings become the very Self’’ (Is. 7), which is the 
result of devotion to knowledge after renouncing all desires. 

Thus has been revealed the twofold purport of the Vedas 

consisting in desire for and desisting from activity. As to 
this, the (Satapatha) Brahmana, ending with the Pravargya 

ritual, is devoted to the revelation as a whole of the Vedic 

purport indicated through injunction and prohibition of 

activity. And the Brhadaranyaka thereafter is devoted to 
the revelation of the Vedic purport characterised by desist- 

ing from activity. In this connection, the verse, ‘‘He who 

knows these two—vidya and avidya—-together, attains im- 

mortality through vidya, by crossing over death through 

avidya’’ (18. 11), has been cited for the person who wants to 

live by doing rites——beginning from conception and ending 
in death—in conjunction with meditation on the lower 

Brahman. Now, then, the question, ‘““By what route will he 

achieve immortality?’ is being answered. ‘‘Now, That 

which is the Truth (Brahman), is the Sun—who 1s the 

Person in the solar orb, as also the Person in the right eye’” 
(Br. V. v. 2)—he who has meditated on both these (Persons) 

as the Truth (Brahman) and performed the rites as men- 
tioned (in the scriptures), prays at the time of death, to the 

Self, for the door leading to the Self, in the verse: ‘“‘The 

face of Truth is concealed with a golden vessel”’ etc. 

1 “Cattle, land, gold, etc , are human wealth; meditation on gods 

is divine wealth.”—A.G. ~e
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fawraa aan aaeariafed WaT | 
ATA FIATTAN AAIAA Ter tt 24 I 

15. The face of the Truth (Brahman in the 
solar orb) is concealed with a golden vessel. Do 
thou, O Sun, open it so as to be seen by me who 

am by nature truthful (or am the performer of 
rightful duties). 

Hiranmaya means golden, appearing as though made 

of gold, i.e. resplendent; by that; pa@trena, by the vessel, 

which is like a lid that hides from view; apithitam, is con- 

cealed, covered; mukham, the face, the door, satyasya, of 

Truth, of that very Brahman who Is in the solar orb. Tat 

tvam piisan, that thou, O Sun; apavrnu, do open, 1.e. remove. 
1 who have got the quality of Truth, by meditating on you 

as Truth, am satyadharma; so satyadharmaya means, for my 

sake who am of that kind (truthful); or it means, for the 

sake of one (i.e. me) who performs the rightful duties. 

Drstaye, so as to be seen; so that you yourself, who are the 

Truth, may be realised. 

TIaAHs AA AA ATATIT 
sag CRA AAS A: | 

Ta St Heady Tat Tafa 
qisataat Fea: aiseater 1 Ve 

16. O, thou, who art the nourisher, the 
solitary traveller, the controller, the acquirer, the 

son of Prajapati, do remove thy rays, do gather 
up thy dazzle. I shall behold that form of thine
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which is the most benign. I am that very Person 
that is yonder (in the sun). 

Pisan, O Sun! The sun is the piisd, nourisher, because 

he nourishes the world. Similarly he travels alone (ekarsat) ; 

hence he is ekarsi. Ekarse, O solitary traveller. So also he is 
yama, controller, because of controlling (samyamanat) all; 

O controller. Likewise he is s#rya, acquirer, because of 
securing to himself (svikaranar) all rays, vital forces, and 

liquids; O acquirer. The son of Prajapati is prajapatya; O 

son of Prajapati. Vyiha, remove; thy own rasmin, rays; 

samitha, gather up, withdraw; thy tejah, heat, the oppress- 

ing dazzle. Yat te, that which is thy; ripam kalyaGnatamam, 

most benign, most graceful, form; tat, that; pasyami, I shall 

see; by te, thy—thy grace, who art the Self. Moreover, I do 

not entreat thee like a servant; yah asau, the Person who is 
there, in the solar orb—-whose limbs are the vyahrtis,! and 

who is called a Person (Purusa) because he has the figure of 

a person; or because by him, in the form of the vital forces 
and intelligence, the whole world is filled; or because he 

resides in the city (of the heart)—sah aham asmi, that 
Person am I. 

aTatirmay Tess ACATTS TATA | 
a HAT CAL HAY CAL WA TAT FAY CAT VV 

17. Let (my) vital force now attain the 
(all-pervading) immortal Air; (and) now let this 
body be reduced to ashes. Om, O my mind, 

1 Bhah (earth) is his head; Bhuvah (sky) his hands; svah (heaven) 

his legs (Br. V.v. 3-4, Tai. I. v-vi, f.n., p. 254). 

2 “Om, O my mind”? means—O Fire (1.e. Brahman) who is indenti- 
fied with the mind and whose symbol is Om.
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remember—remember all that has been done. 

Remember—remember all that has been done. 

Atha, now; as I am dying, let my va@yuh, vital force: 
give up its physical limitation and attain its divine nature 

which 1s the all-pervading, amrtam anilam, immortal] Air, 

1.e. satratma (Hiranyagarbha). The word “‘attain’’ has to be 

supplied to complete the sentence. The idea, ‘‘And let this 

subtle body, purified by rites and meditation, ascend’’, is 

also understood, by virtue of the solicitation for the path 

(to ascend by). Atha, now; idam sariram, this body; being 
offered as an oblation to fire; bhasmantam, may be reduced 

to ashes. Since Brahman has Om as Its symbol, therefore, 

consonantly with the meditation followed (by the dying 

man), Brahman, which is called Fire and is Truth by nature, 

is presented here as identical with Om. Krato, O mind, 

whose characteristic is volition; smara, (you) remember; 

the time has arrived when all that has to be remembered by 
me should be remembered; therefore (you) remember all 

that has been thought of so long. And O Fire, smara, re- 

member; Artam smara, whatever work has been done from 

my childhood, that too, thou remember. MKrato smara, 

krtam smara—this repetition implies solicitude. 

He prays for the path again through another verse: 

ay TA FIAT UA AAT 
fazatia ea aqatia faara | 

AAEqeASAT UTA 
afasat a aaetad far i ect 

18. O Fire! O god! Knowing, as thou do, 
all our deeds, lead us by the good path for the
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enjoyment of the fruits of our deeds; remove 
from us all crooked sins. We offer thee many 
words of salutation. 

Agne, O Fire; deva, O god; vidvan, knowing; visvani 

vayunani, all deeds or meditations; naya, lead; asman, us— 

who are endowed with the aforesaid fruits of virtue; supa- 
tha, by the good path. The attribute ‘‘good path”’’ is used 
for eschewing the Southern Path (Pitr-yana). I am disgust- 

ed with the Southern Path which is characterised by going 

and coming; hence I entreat thee again and again, ‘“‘Lead 

by the good path which ts free from going and coming.” 

Raye means, for the sake of wealth, 1.e. for the enjoyment 

of the fruits of decds. Moreover, yuyodhi, remove, destroy; 

asmat means asmattah, from us; juhuranam, crooked, deceit- 

ful; enas, sin. The idea is this: Becoming purified thereby, 

we shall achieve our desired object. But (as) at present we 

cannot render any service to thee, (So) fe, to thee; bhityis- 

tham, many; namah uktim, words of salutation; vidhema, 

we offer—i.e. we serve thee with salutations. 

(A doubt): Some people are filled with doubt at hear- 

ing the texts: ‘‘Crossing over death, through avidya, attains 

immortality through vidya’’ (Ig. 11), and ‘Crossing over 
death, through Destruction, attains immortality through 

the Unmanifested’”’ (Is. 14). Hence, to remove that doubt, 

we shall discuss (the topic) in brief. Now, then, the reason 

why the doubt arises is being stated: ‘“‘“By the word vidya, 
why should not the knowledge of the supreme Self itself be 
understood; and so also (why should not) immortality (be 

taken in the primary sense) ?”’ 

Answer: Is it not a fact that by reason of the opposi- 
tion between the knowledge of the supreme Self and
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karma, mentioned earlier, there is no possibility of combi- 
nation ? 

Objection: True. But the opposition is not compre- 

hended, because opposition or agreement rests on the 

authority of scriptures. Just as the performance of karma 
and the pursuit of knowledge rest on the authority of the 

scriptures, so also do their opposition and agreement. Just 

as the prohibition, “‘Do not kill any living thing’’, learnt 

from scripture, is overridden by the injunction, ‘‘One 

should kill an animal in a sacrifice’’, so also it is possible in 

the case of karma and knowledge that karma and know- 
ledge are to be combined. 

Answer: No (they cannot be combined), because of 

the Vedic text: “‘What are known as vidya (knowledge) and 

avidya (karma) are entirely different, and they follow differ- 
ent courses’’ (Ka. I. ti. 4). 

Objection: Suppose we Say that there is no antagonism 

because of the text: “‘He who knows vidya and avidya 
together’’ (Is. 11). 

Answer: No, because of the opposition involved in 

(their) causes, natures, and results. 

Objection: Since (on the one hand) it is impossible to 

accept either alternative when there is both opposition and 

non-opposition between karma and knowledge, and since 

(on the other hand) their combination is enjoined (here), 

may we not argue that there is (really) no contradiction 
(between them)? 

Answer: No, since their co-existence is absurd. 

Objection: Suppose we say that knowledge and karma 

may cohere in the same person successively.
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Answer: No.! For when knowledge arises, karma 

vanishes, since in the person in whom knowledge exists, 

karma cannot remain. For it is a fact that when the know- 

ledge, “‘Fire is hot and effulgent’’, has arisen in a person, 

then in that very person there cannot arise the ignorance or 

doubt or error (of the form), ‘‘Fire is cold or non-illuminat- 

ing’’. The impossibility of sorrow and delusion (for a man 

of knowledge) is declared by the Vedic text: ‘‘When to the 

man of realisation all beings become the very Self, then 

what delusion and what sorrow can there be for that seer of 

oneness ?”’ (Is. 7). And we have already said that since 
ignorance is impossible (for such a man), karma, which 

originates from ignorance, is also impossible. 
As for the text, ‘‘He attains immortality’’, (IS. 14) the 

immortality 1s a relative thing. If the knowledge of the 
supreme Self is understood by the word vidya, the prayer 

for the path etc. in the text, ‘‘The face of the Truth (Brah- 

man) is covered’’ etc. (Is. 15) becomes irreconcilable.2 
Accordingly, the combination (of Aarma) is with meditation 

and not with the knowledge of the supreme Self. Thus we 

conclude by remarking that the meaning of the verse is just 

as we have interpreted. 

se Aa: Gifas Tier | 
queq qyarar qiAarafacad 1 

a area: atfea: atta: i 

1 Jf the succession consists In !gnorance being earlier and know- 

ledge later, then it 1s certainly admitted. But if ignorance 1s later 

(than knowledge), then it 1s tmpossible ”’—A G. 

2 For there can be no going or coming for a knower of Brahman 

who becomes all by becoming Brahman Itself
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oe aeaqaegd FATS aan: aaTaT 
antarsati a gatfr aa awanafase arse wal 

frurpat at at war fraarctatacrecorecafat per 
Hse darcata fact a safaacg aaied afa arg 
aq ata arg | 

3% anfea: atta: afar: 

May my limbs, speech, vital force, eyes, ears, 

as also strength and all the organs, become well 
developed. Everything is the Brahman revealed 
in the Upanisads. May I not deny Brahman; 
may not Brahman deny me. Let there be no 
spurning (of me by Brahman), let there be no 
rejection (of Brahman) by me. May all the 
virtues that are (spoken of) in the Upanisads 
repose in me who am engaged in the pursuit of 
the Self; may they repose in me. 

Om Peace! Peace! Peace!



KENA UPANISAD 

PART I 

Introduction: Since the Upanisad commencing with 
Kenesitam and revealing the supreme Brahman has to be 
spoken of, the ninth chapter! begins. Earlier than this, rites 
have been exhaustively dealt with, and the (different) medi- 
tations on the vital force as the basis of rites, as also the 

meditations on the (various) S@mas,2 forming parts of rites, 

have been spoken of. After that is stated the meditation on 
the Gadyatra Sama, (thought of as the vital force), which ends 

with a succession of teachers and pupils and which relates 

to effects of action. If all these rites and meditations, as 
enjoined, are properly observed, they become the cause for 
the purification of the mind of one who is free from desires 
and longs for emancipation. But in the case of one who 
cherishes desires and has no enlightenment (i.e. meditation 

on or knowledge of gods), the rites by themselves, as en- 

joined in the Vedas and the Smrtis, become the cause for 
the attainment of the Southern Path and for return to this 
world. But through activity prompted by natural impulses 

that are repugnant to the scriptures, there will be degrada- 

tion into lower beings ranging from beasts to the motion- 
less ones (trees etc.), in accordance with the Vedic text: “(If 

one does not perform rites or meditation), then one does 

1 The Kena Upanisad forms part of the Upanisad Brahmana of the 
Talavak&éra branch of the Sama-Veda. 

2A Sdma song is divided into parts—five or seven. This Sama 
as also each of its parts has to be thought of variously. For such 
meditation see Ch. I and IT. 

2
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not proceed by either of these Paths (Northern or Southern). 
They become these little creatures (mosquitoes ctc.) that 

are constantly subject to birth and death following the 

(divine) order “Be born and die.’ This is the third state”’ 

(Ch. V. x. 8); and in accordance with the words of the other 
Vedic text: ““Three kinds of beings! followed a course that 

deviates (from these Northern and Southern Paths)’’2 (At. 

A. ll. i. 1.4). The longing for the knowledge of the indwell- 
ing Self arises only in that desireless man of pure mind who 

has renounced all transitory, external means and ends by 

virtue of the emergence of a special kind of tendency (in 

his mind) created by works done in this life or in previous 

ones. This fact is being shown in the form of questions and 

answers by the Vedic text beginning with Kenesitam. In 

the Katha Upanisad, too, it is said, ‘*The self-existent Lord 

destroyed the oulgoing senses; therefore one sees the outer 

things and not the Self within. A rare discriminating man, 
who desired immortality, turned his eyes away and then saw 

the indwelling Self” (Ka. I. t. 1) etc. And in the (Mundaka) 
Upanisad of the Atharva-Veda it is said, “‘Having examined 

the worlds attainable by work thus: ‘The unproduced 

(everlasting emancipation) is not to be produced by work’, 

the Brahmana should resort to renunciation. In order to 
know that fully, he must approach, with sacrificial faggots 

in hand, a teacher who is versed in the Vedas and is estab- 
lished in Brahman” (Mu. I. tt. 12). In this way alone, does 

a man of detachment acquire the competence to hear, medi- 

tate on, and realise the knowledge of the indwelling Self, 

and not otherwise. Besides, as a result of this realisation of 

the indwelling Self as Brahman, there comes the total cessa- 

lL Born from the womb, egg, vr earth. 
2 And thereby they tread a path of sorrow.
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tion of ignorance which is the seed of bondage and the 
cause of the emergence of desire and activity, in accordance 

with the verse: “‘What sorrow and what delusion can there 

be for that seer of oneness?’ (Is. 7); and also in accord- 
ance with the Vedic texts: ‘‘The knower of the Self tran- 

scends sorrow”’ (Ch. VII. 1.3); ‘““When the One that is both 

cause and effect is seen, the knots of the heart of the (seer) 
are cut, all (his) doubts are resolved, and all karma is 
consumed’’ (Mu. IE. i. 8). etc. 

Objection: May it not be argued that this result can be 

attained even from knowledge! coupled with rites and 
duties ? 

Answer: No, because in the Vajasaneyaka (Brhada- 

ranyaka) Upanisad that (combination of rites and medita- 
tion) has been spoken of as the cause of a different result. 

Starting with the text, “Let me have a wife” (Br. L. iv. 17), 

the Vajasancy aka shows in the text, ““This world of man is 

to be won through the son alone, and by no other tite; the 

world of the Manes through rites; and the world of the 

gods through meditation” (Br. I. v. {6), how rites and duties 

lead to the attainment of the three worlds that are different 

from the Self. And there (in that Upanisad itself), again, 

the reason for embracing renunciation is adduced thus: 

‘*‘What shall we achieve through childten, we to whom the 

Self we have attained is the goal?” (Br. IV. iv. 22). The 
explanation of that reason Is_ this: What shall we do with 

progeny, rites, and meditation combined with rites, which 
are the means for the attainment of worlds other than that 

1 The word jAdna occurs in two senses: (1) Vedintic knowledge 
and (ii) knowledge about gods or meditation on them. Jadnua in the 
second sense can be combined with rites and duties, but not Vedantic 
jihana,
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of the Self, and are the causes for the attainment of the 

three worlds of men, Manes, and gods? Nor are the three 

worlds—transitory and attainable by means as they are— 

desirable to us, to whom is desirable the world that is 

natural, ‘‘birthless, undecaying, immortal, fearless” (Br. 

LV. iv. 25), that ‘‘neither increases nor decreases through 

work” (Br. IV. iv. 23), and is eternal. And being eternal, it 

is not to be secured by any means other than the cessation 

of ignorance. Hence the only duty is to renounce all desires 

after the realisation of the unity of the indwelling Self and 

Brahman. Besides, the knowledge of the identity of the 

indwelling Self and Brahman militates against its co-exist- 

ence with work. For the realisation of the identity of the 

Self and Brahman, which eradicates all dual ideas, cannot 

reasonably co-exist with work which presupposes the ideas 

of the difference of agent and results; for the object (of 

knowledge) being the deciding factor, the realisation of 

Brahman is not determined by human effort.! 

Therefore this desire to know the indwelling Self, in 

the case of a man who has renounced al! seen and unseen 

results attainable by external means, is being shown by the 

Vedic text beginning with Kenesitam. But the object (of the 

inquiry)- being subtle, the presentation in the form of ques- 

tions and answers of the student and teacher leads to easy 

comprehension; and it is also shown that the object is not 

realisable through mere dialectics. Moreover, in accord- 

ance with the Vedic text, ““This knowledge is not attainable 

~ 1%An object of injunction is thal which bas to be achieved by 
effort consequent on the injunction. Knowledge is not of that kind’’— 
A.G. The object is the determining factor as regards the content of 

any valid knowledge. Neither injunction nor any accessory has any 
effect here.
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through dialectics” (Ka. I. ii. 9), and the obligation about 

taking a teacher implied in the Vedic and Smrti texts, “One 
who has a teacher knows’ (Ch. VI. xiv. 2), “Such know- 

ledge alone as is acquired from a teacher becomes the 

best’?! (Ch. IV. ix. 3). “‘Learn that through obeisance’’ (G. 

TV. 34), it can be imagined that someone, having found no 

refuge in anything other than the indwelling Self, and hav- 
ing a longing for the fearless, eternal, auspicious, and un- 

shakable (Brahman), approached a teacher who is establish- 

ed in Brahman, and asked: 

a4 Hafod cafes What Aa: 
wT ITT: TIT: Wha waa: | 

Hafrat arataat aafea 

aa: at HT say TafaT 2 
1. Willed by whom does the directed mind 

go towards its object? Being directed by whom 
does the vital foree, that precedes all, proceed 
(towards its duty)? By whom is thts speech 
willed that people utter? Who is the cflulgent 
being who directs the cyes and the ears ? 

Kena, by what agent; being /sitam, willed, directed; 
manah, the mind; patati, goes, goes towards its own object— 

this is the construction. Since the root 7s cannot be taken 
here to imply either repetition or going,? it must be under- 

1 “Teads to the acquisition of the best result.”-—A.G. 

2"*Since the intention here is not to make the mind an abject of 
the concept of either repeated occurrence or going, and since the desire 
is for knowing some special director of the mind.”-——A.G.
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stood that the present form of the root is in its sense of 

desiring. The form in which the suffix it is used in the word 
isitam is a Vedic licence.! Presitam is a form of the same 
root, with pra prefixed to it, in the sense of directing. If the 

word presitam alone were used (without fsitam) there would 
arise such an inquiry about the particular kind of director 

and the direction as: ‘“‘By what particular director? And 
how is the direction?”’ But the attribute fsitam being there, 

both the questions are set at rest, because thereby is ascer- 

tained a special meaning, viz “‘directed (pres/tam) through 

whose mere will ?’’2 

Objection: [f this be the meaning intended, the pur- 

pose is served by the expression willed by alone, and the 

expression directed need not be used. Moreover, since it 1s 

reasonable that an additional word should imply an addi- 

tional meaning, it 1s proper to understand some special 

sense such as: “By what is it directed—by will, act, or 

speech ?” 

Answer: This cannot be so because of the trend of the 

question. For the reasonable conclusion derived from the 

trend (of the question) is that the inquiry is made by a man 

who has become disgusted with the ephemeral works and 

their results, such as the assemblage of the body, senses, 
etc., and seeks to Know something other than these, which 

is unchangeable and eternal. If it were not so, the question 

would be surcly meaningless, since the directorship of the 

group of body etc. (over the mind) through will, word, and 

act is a familiar fact. 

Objection: Even so, the sense of the word directed is 

not certainly brought out. 

l The correct form should have been ‘“‘esitam.”—-A.G. 
2 “By mere presence that involves no effort.”-—A.G.
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Answer: No, since the word directed can reasonably 

convey a special sense, viz that it is the question of a man 

in doubt. Both the adjectives isitam (willed) and presitam 
(directed), in the sentence willed by whoni the directed mind 

goes, are justifiable as implying: “Does the directorship 

belong to the aggregate of body and senses, which is a well- 

known fact; or does the directorship through mere will, 

over the mind etc., belong to some independent entity 

is different from the aggregate?” 

Objection: Js it not a well-known fact that the mind is 

free and goes independently to its own object? How can 

the question arise with regard to that matter ? 

The answer ts this: If the mind were independent in 

engaging or disengaging itself, then nobody would have 

contemplated any evil. And yet the mind, though conscious 
of consequences, wills evil: and, though dissuaded, it does 

engage in deeds of intensely sorrowful result. Hence the 

question, kenesitam patati etc., iS appropriate. 

Kena, by whom: pranah, the vital force; being yuktah, 
engaged, directed; praiti, goes, towards its own activity? 

Prathamah, first, should be an adjective of the vital force, 

for the activities of all the organs are preceded by it. /mam 

vacam, this speech, consisting of words; as ordinary people 

vadanti, utter; kena isitam, by whom is it willed (during 

that utterance)? Similarly, Aah uw devah, which effulgent 

being; yunaAtt, engages, directs towards their respective 
objects; caksuh srotram, the eyes and the ears? 

To the worthy disciple who had asked thus, the teacher 
said, “‘Hear what you have asked for in the question, “Who 

is that effulgent being who is the director of the mind and 

other organs towards their own objects, and how does he 

direct ?’”’
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acy By ATA AAT 72 
aval @ ata F FS AMT ATT: | 

aqeqraqacadey AR: 
TATA PMT SAAT AAT 2A 

2. Since He is the Ear of the ear, the Mind 

of the mind, the Spcech of speech, the Life of life, 
and the Eye of the cye, therefore the intelligent 
men, after giving up (self-identification with 
the senses) and renouncing this world, become 
immortal. 

Srotras ya Srotram, the Ear of the ear. The srofram is 
that by which one hears, the instrument for the hearing of 

sound, the organ of hearing which reveals the words. He 

about whom you put the question, ‘‘Who is the effulgent 

being who directs the eves and the ears ?”’ —-is the Ear of the 
ear. 

Objection: ts it not incongruous to answer, “‘He ts the 

Ear of the ear’’, when the reply should have been *‘So-and- 
so, with such and such attributes, directs the ears etc.”’? 

Answer: This is no fault, because His distinction can 

not be ascertained otherwise. If the director of the ears etc. 

can be known as possessed of His own activity, indepen- 

dently of the activities of the ears etc. just as it is in the case 

of the wielder of sickle etc., then this answer-will be incon- 
gruous. But as a matter of fact, no director of ears etc., 

possessed of his own activity, is apprehended here like a 
mower possessed of a sickle etc. But He can be known, (as 

existing unmixed with the ear etc.), from the logical neces-
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sity that such activities as deliberation, volition, determina- 

tion, of those very composite things, viz the ear etc., must 

be meant for some one’s benefit. Just as tn the case of a 
house, so also (in this case) there does exist some one, 

standing outside the conglomeration of ears etc., by whose 

necessity is impelled the group of ears etc. Thus from the 
fact that composite things exist for the need of some one 

else, a director of the ears etc. can be known (i.e. inferred).! 

Hence the reply, ““He is the Ear of the ear’’, is quite appro- 
priate. 

Objection: What, again, can there be the significance 

here of the expression, ‘““The Ear of the ear’ etc. ? For just 
as a light has no need for another hight, so in this context 
the ear can have no need for another ear. 

Answer: There is no such fault. The significance here 

is this: The ear, to wit, is seen to be able to reveal its own 

Object. This ability of the ear to reveal its own object is 

possible only when the eternal non-composite, all-pervad- 
ing light of the Self is there, but not otherwise. Hence the 

expression, “Lar of the ear” etc., is justifiable. To the same 

effect there are other Vedic texts: “It is through the light 
of the Self that he sits” (Br. 1V. i. 6), ““Through His light 

all this shines” (Ka. H1. ii. 15; Sv. VI. 14: Mu. If. ii. 10), 
“kindled by which light the sun shines” (Tai. B. UM. xii. 

9.7), etc. And in the Gita, “(Know that light to be mine), 

which is in the sun and which illumines the whole universe”’ 

1 “Fars etc., are subsidiary to some one different from themselves, 

for they are composite things, like a house etc.’— by this inference the 
master of the ears etc. can be known. If he, too, should be a part of 

the combination, then he will be insentient like the house etc. Then 

we shall have to imagine another master for him, and so also a third 
for this. Thus to avuid an infinite regress, a Consciousness that is not 

a part of the combination is apprehended ” —-A.G.
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(XV. 12), and ‘(As the one sun illumines the whole uni- 

verse), SO does He who resides in the body, O descendant of 

Bharata, illumine the whole body” (XIII. 33). So also in 

the Katha Upanisad, “the permanent among all that is 

impermanent, the conscious among all that is conscious’’ 

(II. i. 13). It is a commonly accepted belicf that the ears 

etc. constitute the Self of all, and that these are conscious. 
This is being refuted here. There docs exist something 

which is known to the intellect of the men of realisation, 

which dwells in the inmost recesses of all, which is change- 

less, undecaying, immortal, fearless, and unborn, and which 

is the Ear etc. of even the car etc., i.e. the source of their 

capacity to act. Thus the answer and significance can be 
justified. 

Similarly, snanasah, of the mind, of the internal organ: 

(He is) the manah, Mind; because the internal organ is not 
able to perform :ts own functions— thinking, determina- 

tion, etc.—unless the radiance of the light of consciousness 

is there. Therefore He 1s the Mind of the mind, too. Here 

the mind and the intellect are jointly mentioned by the 

word manah (mind). Yad vaco ha vécam: the word yat, 

used in the sense of because, is connected with all such 
words as srotra (ear) in this way: because He is the Ear of 

the ear, because He is the Mind of the mind, and so on. 

The objective case in vaco ha yacaum is to be changed into 

the nominative in consonance with the expression pranasya 

pranah (the Life of life). 
Objection: In conformity with vGco ha vacam, why 

should not the conversion be into the objective case thus: 

pranasya pranam? 

Answer: No, for it is reasonable to conform to the 

majority. So in consonance with the two words, (sai and
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pranah), in sah u pranasya pranah (where they are in the 
nominative case), the implication of the word vacam is vak, 

for thus is the reasonable conformity with the majority 

maintained. Moreover, a thing asked about should proper- 

ly be denoted in the first (nominative) case. He, of whom 

you ask, and who 1s the Life of prana—of that particular 
function called life; by Him, indeed, is ensured the capacity 

of the vital force to discharge its functions of sustaining 

life, and this is because there can be no sustaining of life by 

anything that is not presided over by the Self, in accordance 
with the Vedic texts: ““Who, indeed, will inhale, and who 

will exhale if this Bliss (Brahman) be not there in the su- 

preme Space (within the heart)?” (Tai. HW. vii. 1), “"Who 

pushes the prana upward and impels the apana inwards” 

(Ka. TH. ii. 3), etc. Here, too, it will be said, ‘““That which 

man does not smell with prana (the organ of smell), but 

that by which p/dava is impelled, know that to be Brahman” 

(Ke. 1.9). 

Objection: Is it not proper to understand prana as the 
sense of snielling (and not life)! in a context which deals 

with the senses ears etc. ? 

Answer: This is true. But the text considers that by 
the mention of prdna (meaning the vital force), the sense of 
smell is referred to ipso facto. The meaning intended in the 

context is this: That for whose purpose occu’s the activity 

of all the motor and sensory organs is Brahman. 
So also He 1s the caksusauh caksuh, the Eye of the eye; 

the capacity to perceive colour that the eye, the organ of 

Sight, possesses is merely by virtue of its being presided over 

by the consciousness of the Self. Hence He is the Eye of 

1 The word pidna 1s used in different senses in different contexts, 

It may mean vital force, exhaling, sense pf smell, etc,
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the eye. Since a questioner’s desire is to know the thing he 

asks for, the expression, ‘“‘having known” has to be supplied 

thus: “‘Having known Brahman, as the Ear etc. of the ear 

etc., as indicated before.’ This (addition) is also necessary, 

because the result is stated thus, “‘They become immortal” 

(Ke. 11.5), and because immortality is attained through 

realisation. From the fact that a man becomes free after 
getting realisation, it follows (that he becomes immortal) by 

giving up, (through the strength of knowledge), the group 

of organs beginning with the ear; that is to say, since by 
identifying the Self with the ear etc. a man becomes condi- 

tioned by these and takes birth, dies, and transmigrates, 

therefore having realised, as one’s Self, the Brahman that is 

defined as the ‘Ear of the ear” etc., and atinicya, giving up 

self-identification with the ear etc. —(he becomes immortal). 

Those who give up self-itdentification with the ear etc. are 
the dhirah, intelligent, because the self-identification with 

the ear etc. cannot be given up unless one is endowed with 

uncommon intellect. Pretya, desisting; asmar lokat, from 

this world of empirical dealings involving ideas of “‘T and 
mine” with regard to sons, friends, wives, and relatives; 1.¢. 

having renounced all desires; (they) bhavanti, become; 
amrtah, immortal, immune from death. This is in accord- 
ance with the Vedic texts: *‘Not by work, not by progeny, 

not by wealth, but by renunciation some (rare ones) attain- 
ed immortality” (Kaivalya Upanisad 1.2). ‘The self-exist- 

ent Lord destroyed the outgoing senses hence one per- 

ceives the external things and not the Self within. A rare, 

discriminating man, longing for immortality, turned his 

eyes away and then saw the indwelling Self” (Ka. IT. i. 1), 

‘“When all desires that cling to one’s heart, fall off . . . then 
one attains Brahman here”’ (Ka. IL, fii. 14), ete. Or renun-
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ciation of desires being implied in the expression atimucya 
(giving up) itself, pretya means separating from this body, 
dying. 

TTT Aepeota T amass at AA: | 
q fact a fasta aaazafereara tt 3 

3. The cye does not go there, nor speech, 
nor mind. We do not know (Brahman to be 

such and such): hence we are not aware of any 
process of instructing about It. 

Since Brahman, as the Ear etc. of the ear etc., is the 

Self of those organs, therefore, fatra, there, to that Brah- 

man; caksuh, the eye; na gacchati, does not go; for it is not 

possible to go to oneself. Similarly mea vak gacchati, speech 
does not go. When a word, as expressed by the organ of 

speech, reveals its own tdea, speech is said to go to its object. 

But Brahman ts the Self of that word, as also of the organ 
that utters it; therefore speech does not go. Just as fire, 

which burns and ilumines, does not burn or illumince itself, 
similarly is this so. No manah, nor the mind. Though the 

mind thinks and dete: mines other things, it does not think or 

determine tutself; for of it, too, Brahman is the Self. A thing 

is cognised only by the mind and the senses. As Brahman 

is not an vbject of perception to these, therefore, na vidmah, 

we do not know. “That Brahman ts of this kind’, Hence 
na vijanimah, we are not aware of; yatha, the process by 

which; erat, this Brahman, anusisyat, should be taught, in- 

structed to a disciple-—this is the significance. For a thing 

that is perceived by the senses can be taught to another 
through categories denoting class, quality, and action.
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Brahman 1s not possessed of these categories, viz class etc. : 

hence it is very difficult to convince the disciples about It 

through instruction. In this way the Upanisad shows the 

necessity of putting forth great effort in the matter of im- 

parting instruction and comprehending its meaning. 

The contingency of the total denial of any process of 
instruction having arisen from the text, “‘We do not know 

Brahman, and hence we are not aware of any process of 
instructing about It’, and exception to this is being stated 
in the next verse. Tiue it is that one cannot impart know- 

ledge about the Highest with the help of such means of 

valid knowledge as the evidence of the senses; but the 
knowledge can be produced with the help of traditional 

authority. Therefore traditional authority! is being quoted 
for the sake of imparting instruction about It: 

auea afefanaat afafzarafr | 

fa Tan qaot a aeaqeqTaafeaz tw tl 

4. “That (Brahman) is surely different from 

the known; and again, It is above the unknown’’- - 

such was (the utterance) we heard of the ancient 
(teachers) who explained It to us. 

Anyat eva, different indeed; 1s fat, that, which is the 

topic under discussion and which has been spoken of as the 
Ear etc., of the ear etc., and as beyond their reach. It is, 

indeed, different from the known. The known is that which 

1 The word used by Sankara is @gama which literally means tradi 
tional knowledge which has come down through the line of teachers 
and pupils. By quoting traditional teaching one does not expose one- 
self to the charge of speaking about something that defies speech.
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is very much within the grasp of the act of knowing, that 

which is the object of the verb, “‘to know’. Inasmuch as 

everything is known somewhere by somebody, all that is 

manifeste@is certainly known. The idea is that, It (Brah- 
man) is different from that. Lest, n thal case, It should be 

unknown, the text says, afho, again; aviditat, from the un- 

known, from what is opposed to the known, from that 

which consists of the unmanifested ignorance, which is 

the seed of the manifested. The word adi, used in the 
sense of ‘above’, means “different” by a figure of speech; 

for it is well known that anything that exists above another 

is different from that other, Whatever 1s known is limited, 

mortal, and full of misery: and hence it is to be rejected. 

So when it is said that Brahman is different from the known 

it amounts 10 asserting that It is not to be rejected. Similar- 
ly, when it is affirmed that It is different from the unknown, 

it amounts to saying that It 1s not a thing to be obtained. 

It is for the sake of getting an effect that somebody acquires 
something different from himself to serve as a cause. For 
this reason, too, nothing different from the Self need be 

acquired tO serve any purpose distinct from the knower 

(Self). Thus the statement, that Brahman is different from 

the known and the unknown, having amounted to Brahman 

being denied as an object to be acquired or rejected, the 

desire of the disciple to know Brahman (objectively) comes 
to an end, for Brahman is non-different from the Self. (Or, 

according to a different reading --the desire of the disciple 

to know a Brahman, different from the Self, comes to an 

end).! For nothing other than one’s own Self can possibly 

be different from the known and the unknown. Thus it 

1 The expression concerned 18 svaétmano'nanyatvdt brahmavisaya 
Jijfidsd, or svatmano'’nyvabrahmavisayd JgRasa.
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follows that the meaning of the sentence is that the Self is 

Brahman. And this also follows from such Vedic texts as; 

“This Self is Brahman” (Ma. 2; Br. U. v. 19, IV. iv. 5), 
“that Self which is untouched by sin’’ (Ch. VIII. @ii. 1), ‘‘the 

Brahman that is immediate and direct—the Self that is 
within all” (Br. IH. iv. 1), etc. In this way, the text, “Thus 
we heard” ete., states how through a succession of precep- 

tors and disciples was derived the purport of the sentence 

which establishes as Brahman that Self of all which is 

devoid of distinguishing features, and is the light of pure 
consciousness. Morcover, Brahman can be known only 

through such a traditional instruction of preceptors and 

not through argumentation, nor by study (or exposition), 

intelligence, great learning, austerity, sacrifices, etc.—i1/, 

such (was what); susruma, we heard; purvesdm, of the 

ancient teachers, i.e. the utterance of those ancient teachers; 

ye, who; nah, to us; tat, that Brahman; vyacacaksire, 

explained, spoke cleaily. 

The idea that the Self is Brahman having been estab- 

lished through the sentence, ““That is surely different from 
the known, and, again, that is above the unknown’’, the 

hearer has this doubt: ‘‘How can the Self be Brahman? 

For the Self is familiarly known to be that which is entitled 
to undertake rites and meditation and which, being subject 

to birth and death, seeks to attain cither the gods headed by 

Brahma (Creator) or heaven through the performance of 

rites or meditation. Therefore some adorable being other 
than that (Self), c.g. Visnu, Isvara (Siva), Indra, or Prana 

(vital force or Hiranyagarbha) may well be Brahman, but 

not so the Self: for this is opposed to common sense. Just 

as other logicians say that the Self is different from the 

Lord, so also the ritualists worship other gods saying,
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‘Sacrifice to that one’, ‘Sacrifice to that one’. Therefore it is 

reasonable that, that should be Brahman which is known 
and adorable; and the worshipper should be one who is 
different from this.””) Having noticed this doubt either from 

the looks or the words of the disciple, the teacher said, 

“Dont be in doubt’ 
2 oN ~ 

Aalarsavafad AT ATA i 

deq aal «a fafe az afeenqrad 4 i 
5. ‘That which is not uttered by speech that 

by which speech ts revealed. know that alone 
to be Brahman, and net what people worship 

as an object. 

Yat. that which, whose essence consists of Conscious- 

ness alone. VdaA (speech) is the organ which, clinging to 
the cight localities! and being presided over by (the god of) 

Fire, expresses the letters. The letters, too, as Imiuted in 

thei number and as subject to a certain sequence, in con- 

formity with the meaning intended to be conveyed, are also 

called rah.” Phus also the sound expressible by them, which 

is the pada (sphota),* is called vak. This ts wn accordance 

’ Chest, throat, head, tool of the tongue, teeth, nose, lips, and 

palate 

“The word gau (cow), for instance, consists of the letter g and 

au which are fixed as regards their sequence so as to be able to express 

the meaning cow. This is the vicw of the Mimamsaka school. 

3 This is the view of the Sphotavidi grammarians. “Sphota 1s 

derived from the root sphut in the sense of that which ts manifested by 

letters, i.c. that which imparts definite knowledge of word (parca), 

sentence, etc. Their idea is that this (pada-) sphota has to be admitted 

since a unilicd :dea (conveyed by the word) cannot be contingent on a 

multiplicity of letters.”---A.G. 

3
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with the Vedic text: ‘“‘The letter a, indeed, is all speech.! 

And that speech, being manifested as the sparsa letters, the 

antahstha letters (semi-vowels), and usma letters (aspi- 

rates),2 becomes many and multifarious” (Ai. A. IL. iii. 7.13). 
Vaca, by vak, by speech, which has these modifications, viz 

regulated (metrical, RA) non-regulated (prose, Yajuh), 

musical (Sadia), true, and false-—by that rak which becomes 

defined as words and to which the organ of speech is sub- 

ordinate.3 (Yat, that which) 1s anabhyuditam, not express- 

ed, not uttered; vena, that by which, by Brahman, by the 

light of Consciousness; vak, speech, together with its 

organs; abhyudyate, is uttered, is expressed, that is to say, 

is engaged. That which has been spoken of here as “‘the 

Speech of speech” (Ke. |. 2), and as ‘““‘When It speaks, It is 

called the organ of speech” (Br. I. tv. 7) and ‘*He who con- 

trols the organ of speech from within” (Br. I. vit. 17), etc., 

in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, and about whom the 

question has been raised thus, ““The (power of) speech, that 

is found in men, is established in sounds. Does any Brah- 

mana know it?’ and the answer has been given by saying, 

“That by which one speaks in dream is speech’’—that 

eternal power of speech that a speaker has its vak which is 

in essence the light of Consciousness. And this follows 

from the Vedic text, ““For the speaker’s power of speech 

can never be lost” (Br. IV. iti. 26), Zar eva, that indeed, that 

Sclf in its true nature; fvam, you; viddhi, know; as brahma, 

1 “That Power of Consciousness is v@A which is indicated by Ov, 

in which a predominates, (Om being a combination of a, uw, ™), and 
this Om is called sphotu.’—A.G., 

2 Sparsa—25 consonants from k to m; antahstha—y, r, 1, v5 usma— 
8, 3, Sh. 

3‘‘The power of speech that human beings have, is established in 
sounds and Ietters, for it is expressed by these.”
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Brahman—(so called) because of its extensity (or unsur- 

passability)—that which is all-surpassing and is called 

Bhiima, great (Ch. VII. xxiii. 1). The significance of the 
word eva is this: Know the Sclf alone to be the uncondi- 
tioned Brahman after eradicating all such things as speech 

because of which adjuncts there occur such empirical expres- 

sions, with regard to the transcendental, unconditioned, 
unsurpassing, and equipoised Brahman, as “‘It is the Speech 

of speech”, “‘the Eye of the eye”, “the Ear of the ear’’, “the 
Mind of mind’, the agent, the cnjoyer, the controller, the 

knower, governor. “Consciousness, Bliss, Brahman” (Br. 

III. ix. 28.7), etc. Ma idam, this is not; brahma, Brahman; 
yat, which; people wpasate, meditate on; as fdam, this, (as a 

limited object) possessed of distinctions created by limiting 

adjuncts-—as a non-Self e.g. God etc. Although in the 

sentence, “Know that alone to be Brahman” it has already 
been stated that the non-Self is not Brahman, still with a 

view to enunciating an explicit rule (that leaves no scope 
for option) the idea is repeated in the sentence, “This is not 
Brahman’’; or this may be with a view to excluding the 

identification of Brahman with what is not Brahman. ! 

HATA T AAA AASAAT AAT | 
qaqa aa <a fafa ag ataqygqrad gil 

6. That which man does not comprehend 
with the mind, that by which, they say, the 

lin Mimamsa philosophy MNiyama-vidhe pins one down to one 
thing only when alternatives are possible. llere the possibilities are, 

thinking of both Brahman and non-Brahman as Brahman. And the 
rule fixes us to the persuit of Brahman only. Parisankhyd-vidhi merely 

excludes something--here the thought of non-Brahman as Brahman. 

So the text may be interpreted from either point of view.
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mind is encompassed, know that to be Brahman 
and not what people worship as an object. 

Manas means the internal organ, mind and intellect 

being taken as one entity. The word smanas, derived from 
the root man in the sense of that by which one thinks, is 

common to all organs, since it embraces all objects. In 

accordance with the Vedic text, ‘Desire, deliberation, 

doubt, faith, want of faith, steadiness, unsteadiness, shame, 
intelligence, and fear—all these are but the mind”’ (Br. I. v. 

3), mind is that which has desire etc. as its functions. Yat, 

that which—the light of Consciousness which illumines the 

mind; one va manute, does not think or determine, by that 

mind, because It rules the mind by virtue of being the en- 

lightener of the mind. Since the Self, indeed, constitutes 

the essence of everything, therefore the mind cannot act 

with regard to its own Self. The mind can think only when 

it is illumined by the light of Consciousness within. That 

Brahman, yena, by which—they, the kKnowers of Brahman, 

ahuh, say—-manas, the mind, together with its modes; 

matam, is thought of, encompassed. Therefore viddhi, 

know, fat eva, that very one, the Self of the mind, the inter- 

nal illuminator; as Brahman. Na fda, etc, is to be under- 

stood as before. 

qaqa 7 Teafa aq aeqefa qeafa | 

ata ral a fafg Ad afranaraa TACT 
7. That which man docs not sce with the 

eyes, that by which man perceives the activities 
of the eye, know that alone to be Brahman and 
not what people worship as an object.
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Yat, that which; caksusa, with the eye, as associated 
with the functions of the internal organ; na pasyati, (man) 

does not see, does not make an object of perception; yena, 

that by which; man pasyati, sees, perceives, encompasses, 

through the light of Consciousness; caksiimsi, the activities 
of the eye—diversified in accordance with the modes of the 

internal organ. Tat eva, etc., as before. 

ream Tanita sa Mafrs aT | 
qaqa ga a fate ag ateeaqrad uc 

8. That which man does not hear with the 
car, that by which man knows this ear. know 
that to be Brahman and not this that people 
worship as an object. 

Yat srotrena na srnoti, that which man does not hear 

with the ear, that 1s presided over by the deity of the quar- 

ters, that is produced from @kdasa, and that is connected 

with the activity of the mind; yea, that by which, by the 

light of Consciousness; idan srotram Srutam, this well- 

known ear 1s encompassed; Tut eva, ecte., as before. 

mera Tt aff sar aT: rortag | 
ava aa ed fate ae afecqarad <1 

ofa sarafasts waa: ae: 11 

9. That which man does not smell with the 
organ of smell, that by which the organ of smell 
is impelled, know that to be Brahman and not 
what people worship as an object.
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Pranena, by the organ of smell, produced from earth, 

existing in the nostrils, and associated with the activities of 

the internal organ and the vital force; yar, that which; man 

na praniti docs not smell, does not comprehend like smell: 

yena, that by which light of the Self: pranah, the organ of 
smell—-being illumined as an object; prantyate, is impelled— 

towards its own object. All the rest, fat eva etc., is just like 

what has gone before.



PART II 

ate wae gata aecaarly 

qt a FT TAT SAT | 
Teaey a Wary TaqCTy FT 

HTATsegHa gt ara fafeay tet 
I. (Teacher): If you think, “IT have known 

Brahman well enough”, then you have known 

only the very little expression that It has in the 
human body and the little expression that It has 

among the gods. Therefore Brahman 1s still to 

be deliberated on by you. (Disciple): “I think 
(Brahman) is known.” 

Fearing that the disciple, to whom has been brought 

home the conviction, “You are the Self, which is opposed 

to the acceptable and the unacceptable, and which ts Brah- 

man’, may jump to the conclusion, “I know myself well 

enough that I, indeed, am Brahman”, the teacher, with a 

view to dispelling that notion of the disciple, savs, “TF you 

think” etc, 

Objection: Is not such a firm conviction as, ““T know 

well enough’, desirable ? 

Answer: True, a firm conviction 1s desirable but not 

such a onc as, “I know It well enough.” That knowable 

thing alone that falls within the range of cognition can be 

known thoroughly, just as an inflammable substance be- 

comes consumable to a fire that burns it, but not so the 
essence itself of the fire. The well-ascertained purport of
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all the Upanisads is that the personal Self of each Rnower is 
Brahman. Here, too, the same fact has been established in 

the form of an answer to questions, in the text beginning 

with, ““That which is the Ear of the ear” etc. (I. 2); and the 

same has been specifically affirmed in the text, ““That which 
is not uttered by speech” (1. 5). Besides, the positive con- 

clusion of the (traditional) line of knowers of Brahman has 

been adduced in the text: ‘“‘That is surely different from the 

known; and again, It is above the unknown” (I. 4). And 

the topic will be concluded thus: “It is unknown to those 

who know well, and known to those who do not know” (II. 

3). Hence it is proper to dispel the disciple’s notion: “I 

know well enough.’ For the knower cannot be known by 

the knower, just as fire cannot be consumed by the consum- 
ing fire; and there is no other knower different from Brah- 

man to whom Brahman can become a separate knowable. 

A separate knower is denied by the Vedic text: ‘*There is 

no other knower but this” (Br. HI. viii. 11). Therefore the 

conviction, “I know Brahman well cnough’, is certainly 

false. Hence the teacher has justifiably said, “If you think” 

etc. 

Yadi, if perchance; manyase, you think; Su veda iti, 

**T know Brahman well enough.” Although the entity may 

be inscrutable, yet some one who ts possessed of real 

wisdom and who is free from defects, may at some time 

comprehend It, whereas some one else may not; hence the 

teacher says with hesitation, “If you think’ etc. And it has 

been noticed that when it was declared, ‘‘ “The person that is 

perceived in the eye—this is the Self’, so said he (Prajapati). 

‘This is immortal, fearless—-this is Brahman’ ” (Ch. VIII. 

vil. 4). Virocana, though he was a son of Prajapati, and a 

scholar, and a king of the demons, still, owing to his natural
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defects, understood, contrary to what was taught, an oppo- 
site object, viz the body, to be the Self. Similarly, Indra, 

the king of the gods, who could not comprehend when 

instructed once, twice, and thrice, did, at the fourth stage, 

when his natural defects had been removed, realise the 

same Brahman that was spoken of at the very initial stage 

(Ch. VII. vii-xit). In ordinary life also it is seen that, of the 
disciples hearing from the same teacher, some one under- 

stands accurately, some one inaccurately, some one con- 

trarily, and Some one nothing at all. What more need one 
speak with regard to (the knowledge of) the real nature of 

the Self which is beyond the senses? In this matter, indeed, 

all dialecticians, whether they believe in (the) existence or 

non-existence (of the Sclf), have got their misconceptions. 

Therefore though the statement, “Brahman has been real- 

iscd*, has been made with firm conviction, — still the 

teachers apprehensive remark, “If you think” etc., 15 quite 

appropriate in view of the unwatranted comprehensions. 
Tvam, you. vettha, know; nianam, certainly; daharam)} 

ripam eva api, the very little form (C.e. expression); brah- 

manah, of Brahman. 

Objection: Are there many forms of Brahman, great 

and small, because of which it 1s said, “‘very little form” 

etc. ? 

Answer: Quite so. Many, indeed, are the aspects of 

Brahman created by conditions of name and form, but not 

naturally. From Its own standpoint, forms, together with 

words, are denied thus: ‘‘That which is without sound, 

touch, form, and destruction; likewise tasteless, everlasting, 

and odourless” (Ka. I. ii. 15; Nr. 9: Muk. IT. 72). 

1A different reading is dabhiam, having the same sense.
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Objection: Is it not a fact that the very attribute by 

which a thing is determined is its own nature? Therefore 

that very distinctive feature by which Brahman is defined 

must be Its nature. Hence it is argued that since conscious- 
ness cannot be an attribute of any one of (the clements) 

earth etc., nor can it be of all of them in their transforma- 

tion (as body), and as it is not an attribute of cither of (the 

senses such as) the ear etc., or of the internal organ (mind), 
therefore it 1s a feature of Brahman; and thus is Brahman 

defined by consciousness. Thus it has been said, “‘Know- 

ledge, Bliss, Brahman” (Br. ILI. 1x. 28.7) ““Pure intelligence 

only’ (Br. Hf. iv. 12), “Brahman ts Truth, Knowledge, 

Infinite’ (Tat. HH. i. 1), “Brahman is consciousness” (Ai. V. 

3) —thus, too, is the feature of Brahman determined in the 

Vedic texts. 
Answer: Truly this is so. But even so, that aspect Is 

indicated, not from the intrinsic point of view, but merely 

with reference to the limiting adjuncts --mind, body, and 
senses; and this is because of Its correspondence with those 

things, in accordance as the body etc. undergo expansion, 

contraction, disruption, etc., or are destroyed. But in real- 

ity, the conclusion will be: “‘‘unknown to those who know 

well, and known to those who do not know” (Ke. If. 3). 

The expression, yat asya, Should be construed with the 

expression, brahmanah riipam (the aspect of Brahman), that 
preceded it, (meaning thereby: that form of Brahman 

which). Not only do you know little of the expression of 

that Brahman that is conditioned by the human personal- 
ity, but the expression of Brahman as conditioned by 

divine adjuncts, which you devesu vettha, know among the 

gods, that too, as known to you, is very little indeed. This 

is how I think. Whether the expression be in the human
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personality or whether it be among the gods, it does not 
become freed from insignificance, since it is conditioned by 

adjuncts. The purport is that the Brahman, that is free 
from all distinctions, that is one without a second, and that 

known as Bhuma (great) and cternal, cannot be known as 

a fully comprehended object. Since this is so, atha uu, 

therefore; manye, T think; te, for you; even now, Brahman 

iS mmunarnisyam eva, certainly to be deliberated on. The 

disciple having been told so by the teacher, sat in solitude 

with his mind concentrated, discussed the traditional teach- 

ing, as imparted by the teacher, together with its purport, 

ascertained it by a process of 1casoning, made It a matter 

of personal experience, approached the teacher, and said, 

*Manye, (now) T think: (Brahman) is viditam, known,” 

(Teacher): “How (is Brahman known to you)?” 

(Disciple): “Listen!” — 

ate Wea gaefe ai a aefa az a 
Ol qtage ass al a atta AT AU 

2. “I do not think, ‘] know (Brahman) well 

enough’: (i.e. | consider) ‘Not that I do not 
Know: I know and I do not know as well.” He 

among us who understands that utterance, ‘Not 
that | do not hnow: I know and IT do not know 

as well, knows that (Brahman).” 

Na aham mye suveda iti, 1 do not think, “I know 
Brahman well enough.” Being told (by the teacher), ‘‘Then 

Brahman is not certainly known by you”, (the disciple) 

replies, ““No na veda iti, veda ca, not that I do not know 

Brahman: and I know, too.”” From the use of the word ca
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(and), in the expression veda ca, we are to understand, ‘‘Na 

veda ca, and I do not know, as well.” 

(Teacher): Is it not contradictory (to say), “‘I do not 

think, ‘I know (Brahman) well enough,’ * and “‘Not that I 

do not know: I know and I do not know as well’? If you 

do not consider, “I know well enough’, then how can you 

consider, ‘“‘I know too’? Again if you consider, “I do 

know’, then why do you not consider, ‘I know well 

enough’? Leaving out of consideration doubt and false 

knowledge, it is a contradiction to say that the very same 

thing which is known by a man is not known well enough 

by him. Nor can a restrictive rule be laid down to the effect 

that Brahman is to be known as an object of doubt or false 

knowledge. For doubt and false knowledge are, indeed, 

everywhere known to be the causes of harm. 
Though the disciple was thus given a shaking by the 

teacher, he remained unmoved. Moreover, revealing his 

own firm conviction in the knowledge of Brahman, he bold- 

ly declared with the strength derived from the traditional 

knowledge as imparted by the teacher in the sentence, “It is 

different from the known and is also above the unknown”, 

as also from the strength derived from reasoning and 

(personal) realisation. How (did he declare)? That is being 

said: *‘ Yah, anyone who: nah, among us, among my Co- 
disciples: veda, knows in reality; rar, that, that sentence 

uttered by me: he veda, knows; tat, Brahman.” (Teacher): 

“What again is your assertion?”’ To this he answers: ‘*No 

na veda iti veda ca, not that Ido not know: I know and I do 

not know as well.’’ With a view to showing his concurrence 

with the idea of the teacher and counteracting the compre- 

hension of people of dull intellect, the disciple repeated 

with conviction in another language, viz “Not that I do not
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know: I know and I do not know as well’’, the very same 

thing which was presented in the sentence, “It is different 

from the known and it is above the unknown’: and in 

doing so, he associated with this his own inference and 
realisation. Thus the exclamation, “‘He among us who 

understands that utterance knows that Brahman’’, becomes 
justifiable. 

Stepping aside from the dialogue between the teacher 

and the taught, the Upanisad, speaking for itself, presents 

in these words, yusvamatan etc., the whole of the conclu- 
sion arrived at through the dialogue: 

Geqrad Ata Aa Aa Ata 7 Az a: | 

afaara faataat fasraafasraarsy tl 2 ti 

3. It is known to him to whom I[t is un- 

known; he does not know to whom It 1s known. 

It ts unknown to those who know well, and 

known to those who do not know. 

To that knower of Brahman, yas) a, to whom: amatam, 

unknown; whose view, conviction, ts that Brahman is not 

known; tasya, to him; matam, is known, Brahman ts fully 

known —that is the meaning. Again, vasya, he to whom; 

matam, known; he who has the conviction, ‘‘Brahman is 

known to me”; sa/, he: na veda, does not know; to be sure. 
The two views of the man of knowledge and the man of 

ignorance, which are thus presented, are being distinctly 

affirmed (in the second line), avijfiiatam vijanatam etc. 

Avijiiatam, not known; Brahman is in fact unknown to 

vijanatam, to the people who know _ that is to say, to those 

who have fully realised. Brahman, is vi/Adtam, known;
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avijanatam, to those who do not know, to those who have 
not got full realisation —that is to say, to those who identify 
the Self merely with the senses, the mind, and the intellect, 

but not to those whose intelligence is extremely primitive, 

(these latter being left out of consideration), for the fatter 

do not have the consciousness, ‘‘Brahman is known by us”’. 
The error involved in the idea, ‘‘Brahman is known to us”’, 

is possible for those, however, who, by reason of non-dis- 
crimination between Brahman and the limiting adjuncts 

and because of their familiarity with the limiting adjuncts 

such as the intellect, consider the senses, the mind, and the 

intellect as the Self. Hence the incomplete knowledge is 

presented as a view to be refuted in the text, “known to 

those who do not know”. Or the latter half (of the verse, 

viz) avijidtant etc., 1s adduced as a reason (for the first 

half).! 

It has been ascertained that Brahman is unknown to 

those who know. If Brahman be wholly unknown, then 

there remains no distinction between the ordinary people 

and the knowers of Brahman. Besides, the statement, ‘‘un- 

known to those who know’, is self-contradictory. How 

then can Brahman be known adequately? To explain this 

the Upanisad says: 

sfaatafafadt aannace fe fara | 
araat farad ata faaar farzasyag tv i 

“Just as in Common experience It ts well known that to the 

people, aware of the nature of the mother of pearl, the silver superim- 
posed on it remains unknown (on that mother of pearl) but to the 

ignorant alone the superimposed silver ts known (as silver), similarly, 

knowableness being a thing superimposed on Brahman, the men of 

realisation do not consider that Brahman us known.”—A.G.
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4. It (ie. Brahman) is really known when 
It is known with (1.e. as the Self of ) each state of 
consciousness, because thereby one gets immor- 
tality. (Since) through one’s own Self is acquir- 

ed strength, (therefore) through knowledge is 
attained immortality. 

Pratibodha-viditam, known with reference to each state 

of intelligence. By the word bédha are meant the cognitions 

acquired through the intellect. The Self, that encompasses 

all ideas as Its objects, is known in relation to all these 

ideas. Being the witness of all cognitions, and by nature 

nothing but the power of consciousness, the Self is indi- 

cated by the cognitions themselves, in the midst of cogni- 

tions, as non-different from them. There is no other door 
to Its awareness. Therefore when Brahman is known as the 

innermost Self (i.e. witness) of cognitions, then is It vata, 

known, that is to say, then there is I{s complete realisation. 

Only by accepting Brahman as the witness of al! cognitions 

can it be established that It is by nature a witness that is 

not subject to growth and decay, and is eternal, pure in 

essence, the Self, unconditioned, and one in all beings,! 

just as it is in the case of akd@sa (space) because of the non- 

difference of its characteristics despite its existence in pots, 

caves, etc. The purport of that very traditional text, “It is 

different from the known, and again It ts above the un- 

known” (Ke. I. 4) which is thus clarified, is concluded here. 

1 “Since the reality of my consciousness, by virtue of which I am 
the witness, exists equally in all, [ am not a mere witness in a single 

body. And since difference, origination, etc. do not inhere in the 
witness, therefore the non-duality, eternality, etc. of the witness are 

also established.” —A.G.
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For (in support of this) there is the other Vedic text: ‘tThe 
Witness of vision, the Hearer of hearing, the Thinker of 

thought, the Knower of knowledge” (Br. III. 1V. 2). 

On the other hand, the explanation may run like this: 

‘The Self being the agent of the act of knowing, one infers 

It to be the agent of the action from the fact of the cognitive 

act itself, just as one knows that to be the wind which 

moves a tree’; if this be the explanation, then the Self is a 

substance possessed of the power of knowing, but It is not 

the knowledge itself; and as for knowledge, it originates 

and dies; when knowledge originates, the Self becomes 

modified by it; and when knowledge dics, the Self becomes 
nothing but an unmodified substance with Is intelligence 

destroyed. In such a case, one cannot avoid the objection 

that the Self (thereby) becomes changeable, composed of 

parts, non-eternal, impure, etc. 

As for the (following) view of the school of Kanada, 

“Knowledge, arising from the contact of the soul and the 

mind, inheres in the soul; hence is the soul endowed with 

knowership. But it is not changeable; it is merely a sub- 
stance just like a pot in which colour inheres” --since 

according to this view, too, Brahman is a mere substance 

without consciousness, it Contradicts such Vedic texts as, 

“Knowledge, Bliss, Brahman” (Br. HI. ix. 28.7), “Brahman 

is Consciousness”’ (Ai. V. 3). And as the soul is partless and 

hence has no locality in it, and as the mind is ever in con- 

tact with it, the consequent illogicality of admitting any law 

regarding the origination of memory becomes insurmount- 

able. Besides, one has to imagine that the Self can have the 
attribute of coming in contact with others, which idea is 

repugnant to the Vedas and the Smrtis; for such are the 
Vedic and Smrti texts: ‘“‘Unattached, for It is never at-
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tached” (Br. HI. ix. 26), “‘It is unconnected, and is the sup- 

porter of all’ (G. XIII. 14). Moreover, since logic demands 

that a thing that has attributes, and is not of a different 

category, can come into contact with another having attri- 

butes, therefore it is illogical to hold that the Self which is 
attributeless, undifferentiated, and distinct from everything 

else, can come into contact with anything whatsoever that 

does not belong to the same category. Hence if the Self is 

the witness of all cognitions, then and not otherwise is 

established the idea that the Self, which is an effulgence 
that is in reality eternal and undecaying knowledge, is 

Brahman. Therefore the expression pratibodha-viditam has 
the meaning as explained by us. 

As for the explanation, ‘“The expression, pratibodha- 
viditam means that the Self is known to oneself’’, it 1s 

possible in a context where the Self appears as a condition- 
ed thing through identification with the limiting adjunct, 
intellect, so as to have such apparent activities as knowing 

the Self by the self (referred to in the texts): ‘‘Sees the Self 
in his own self’ (Br. IV. iv. 23), ““O Purusottama, (lit. 
Supreme Purusa, i.e. Being) you yourself know your Self 
through the self’? (G. X. 15). But in a context where the un- 

conditioned Self is one, there can neither be knowing by 
oneself nor by another. Besides, It being by nature Consci- 

ousness Itself, there can be no dependence on another con- 

sciousness, just as a light does not depend on another light. 
If the fact of being known to oneself is held in accord- 

ance with the Buddhist theory, then knowledge becomes 
momentary and 1s left without a Self (Reality); and this will 

contradict such Vedic texts as: “‘For the knower’s function 

of knowing can never be lost, because it is immortal” (Br. 
IV. iti. 30), “‘Eternal, multiformed, all-pervading”’’ (Mu. I. i. 

5
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6), ““That great birthless Self is undecaying, tmmortal, un- 

dying, fearless” (Br. TV. tv. 25). 
Others, again, imagine that by the word pratibodha is 

meant uncaused knowledge, as in the case of a sleeping 

man, while according to still others it is the knowledge that 

flashes but once.! (To this we say): Whether it be caused 

or uncaused, and whether it flashes once or twice, it Is 

pratibodha to be sure. 

Hi, because; vindate, (one) attains; anirtatvam, im- 

mortality, existence in one’s own Self, emancipation -by 

virtue of the aforesaid pratibodha, i.e. from the knowledge 

of the Self as appearing with reference to (i.e. as the witness 

of) each state of consciousness, therefore the Self is truly 

known when It is known along with each state of conscious- 

ness. Besides, consciousness, as having the indwelling Self 

as its content, is alone held to be the cause of immortality. 

Immortality does not surely consist in the Self becoming a 

non-Self. Immortality being the very nature of the Self, it 

is certainly without any cause. And thus mortality consists 

in the Self being perceived as the non-Self through igno- 

rance. 

How, again, is immortality attained through the afore- 

said knowledge of the Self? This is being answered. Atmana 
through one’s own Self; vindute, (one) attains; viryam, 

strength, capacity. The strength got from wealth, friend, 

incantation, medicine, austerity, or Yoga cannot conquer 

death, for it is produced by impermanent things. But the 

strength, consequent on the knowledge of the Self, is 

1“Once the unchanging Self is realised, there can no more be 

any knowership and therefore no possibility of further knowledge. 

Hence the knowledge that flashes but once and becomes the cause of 

t mMmediate emancipation is called pratibodha.”—A.G.
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acquired through the Self alone and not through anything 

else. Thus, since the strength resulting from the knowledge 

of the Self is independent of any means of acquisition, that 
strength alone is able to conquer death. Since the strength 

produced by the knowledge of the Self is thus attained 

through the Self, therefore, vidyaya, through knowledge 

about the Self; (one) vindate, attains; amrtam, immortality. 

In the Upanisad of the Atharva-Veda it is said, ““This Self 
is not to be attained by one who has no strength, (resulting 
from steadfastness in the Self)’? (Mu. ITI. ii. 4). Therefore 

the statement of the reason, “‘because thereby one attains 

immortality”, is quite appropriate. 

Pitiable, indeed, it is to suffer through ignorance, birth, 

old age, death, disease, etc., among multitudes of beings 

such as gods, men, animals, ghosts, etc., in whom there is 

an abundance of misery natural to transmigratory existence. 
Therefore, 

se daaaley acaated 
q Afegrataed faafee: 

Ady. WaT fafaca yz: 

TeaeAresHTaq aT AategT 14 

afa sarataate fadia: aus: 1 

5. If one has realised here, then there is 
truth; if he has not realised here, then there is 
great destruction. The wise once, having real- 
ised (Brahman) in all beings, and having turned 
away from this world, become immortal.
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Cet, if—a man having scriptural sanction and ability; 

avedit, has known—the Self as defined and in the manner 

already explained; tha, here, indeed; atha then; asti satyam, 
there is truth, there subsist in this human birth the values 

consisting in long life, wealth, and holiness,! or supreme 
reality. Jha, here, even while living, cet, if; a competent 

man na avedit, has not realised; then there is mahati, great, 
interminable; vinastih destruction, transmigratory existence 

consisting in non-cessation of a continuous succession of 

birth, old age, death, etc. Therefore the dhirah, wise, Brah- 

manas (the knowers of Brahman), who are thus familiar 
with merits and demerits; vicitya, having known, realised, 

the one reality of the Self; bhiitesu bhitesu, in all beings 

moving and unmoving; pretya, turning away from, desist- 

ing from this world of ignorance—the world consisting of 
‘I and mine’’—1i.e. having attained the non-dual state con- 

sisting in becoming identified with the Self of all; amrrah 

bhavanti, become immortal, become Brahman indeed—this 

is the idea; as it has been said in the Vedic text: ‘‘He who 

knows that supreme Brahman becomes Brahman indeed” 
(Mu. III. ii. 9). 

1 “This 1s said by way of eulogy. (The idea is that) even worldly 
reality (or value), comprising long life (avindésa), wealth (arthavarta), 

holiness (sadbhdva), and fame, comes to the knower of Brahman (as a 

by-product). In reality, the result consisting in being established in 

Brahman follows as a necessary consequence.”—A.G.



PART IIT 

qa e tarot fafara aca a warm fawg ear 
AMSAT We I 

1. It was Brahman, indeed, that achieved 

victory for the sake of the gods. In that victory, 
that was in fact Brahman’s, the gods became elated. 

After hearing the text, “Sunknown to those who know 

well, and known to those who do not know’’ etc. 

(Ke. II. 3), some people of dull intellect may have this 
kind of delusion: “It is seen that whatever exists is known 

through the valid means of cognition; and whatever does 

not exist remains unknown, ts like the horns of a hare, 

and is absolutely non-existent. Similarly, this Brahman, 

being unknown, Is certainly non-existent’; lest there be 

this delusion, this story is begun. For the subsequent 

passages are seen to be leading to this conclusion: ‘*Since 

that very Brahman ts the ruler in every way, the supreme 

Deity of even the deities, the supreme Lord over the 
lordly beings, inscrutable, the cause of victory of the gods, 

and the cause of the defeat of the devils, therefore, how 

can It be non-existent ?’’ Or the story is meant to eulogise 
the knowledge of Brahman. How? By saying that 1t was 

surely by virtue of the knowledge of Brahman, that Fire 

and other gods attained supremacy over the gods, and 
Indra got greater pre-eminence still. Or (through the 

story) it is shown that Brahman is inscrutable, inasmuch 

as Fire and others, powerful though they are, knew 

Brahman with sheer difficulty, and so also did Indra,
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even though he is the ruler of the gods. Or the whole 
thing is meant to enjoin an injunction regarding the secret 

teachings (about meditations) that will follow! (Ke. IV. 4-7). 

Or the story is meant to show that apart from the know- 

ledge of Brahman all notions of agentship etc. that crea- 

tures possess, as for instance the conceit of the gods with 

regard to victory etc., are false. 
Brahman, the supreme Brahman already spoken of; /a, 

verily; devebhyah, for the sake of the gods; vijigye, achieved 

victory. In a fight between the gods and the devils, Brah- 

man, after conquering the devils, the enemies of the world 

and transgressors of divine rules, gave to the gods the 

victory and its results for ensuring the stability of the 
world. Tasya ha Brauhmanah vijaye, in that victory which 

was, indeed, Brahman’s; devah the gods, Fire etc.; amahi- 

yanta, became elated. 

q narareararaa fasasenaaary afenta 
agai faaal aval ze siedua aa sastaa fafae 

mettata 2 i 

2. They thought, “Ours, indeed, ts_ this 
victory; ours, indeed, is this glory.” Brahman 
knew this pretension of theirs. To them He did 

“The realisation of the Self as Brahman, which is meant for the 

most advanced ones and which ts not an object of knowledge, has 

been spoken of earlier. Later will be stated the meditation on the 

qualified Brahman which is for the less advanced people. The following 

Passages present that meditation, for the injunction for it is clearly to 

be seen (in IV. 6-7). So the real significance lies in this. As for the 
other interpretations (advanced by Sankara), they are merely by way 

of showing possibilities.’‘—A.G.
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appear. They could not make out about that 
thing,’ as to what this Yaksa (venerable Being) 
might be. 

Then not knowing that this victory and this glory 

belonged to God who sits in the hearts as the indwelling 

Self—omniscient, dispenser of the fruits of all works of 

all creatures, Omnipotent, and desirous of encompassing 

the stability of the world-- re, they, those gods; aiksanta, 

thought ; ‘“‘Ayam Vijayah, this victory, achieved by those 

who identify themselves with such limited beings as Fire 
etc.; 18 asmakam eva, ours indeed. Asmakam eva, ours 

indeed, and not of God who is our indwelling Self; is 

ayam mahiina, this glory evidenced by such states as of Fire, 

Air, Indra, etc., which are experienced by us as the result 

of victory. This has not been achieved by God who 

is our indwelling Self.”’ Brahman /a, surely; vijajnau, 

knew; tart, that, that deliberation of those whose thoughts 

were being directed by a false self-conceit; for Brahman 

is Omniscient by virtue of being the director of the senses 

of all creatures. Noticing this false pride of the gods, 

and thinking, “In order that the gods may not be thus 

defeated like the devils, as a consequence of their vain- 

glory, I shall, out of grace for them, favour the gods by 

removing their presumptuousness”’; tebliyah, to the gods, 

for their sake; ha, indeed; through an unprecedentedly 

wonderful and astonishing form created by Brahman’s 

own power of Maya;2 prdadurbabhiiva, appeared as an 

tL Could not solve this riddic about the Brahman, appearing in the 

form of Yaksa. 

2“The yoga, or the combination, of attnbutes—Sattva, Rajas, and 

Tamas is Maya. Through the power of that.”--A.G.
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object of perception to the senses of the gods. The gods 

na vyajanata, did not comprehend; fat, that, the Brah- 

man, aS appearing; kim iti, as to what; idam yaksam, 

this venerable great Being, might be. 

asttargasmaae udfearife fafae aeafate 
aafa uw 3 

3. They said to Fire, ““O Jataveda, find out 
thoroughly about this thing as to what this 
Yaksa ts.” He said, ‘‘So be it.” 

Te, they—those gods who failed to know It, and 

were desirous of knowing It, but had fear in their hearts ; 

agnim, to Fire, (lit.) who goes ahead (of all); and who is 

jataveda, almost omniscient ;! abruyan, said: O Jataveda, 

you being powerful among us vwijanthi, thoroughly find 

out about; efat, this Yaksa that ts in our view; Aim etat 

yaksam iti, as to what:this Yaksa (venerable Being) is. 

aqaragadaaadacHiseaattaral = werent 
SHATATTAT AT AAATATT uw Ui 

4. To It he went. To him It said, ‘‘Who 
are you?’ He said, “I am known as Fire, or 

I am Jataveda.”’ 

Saying, ‘‘Tatha, so be it’, iti, this much; Fire tat, 

towards that Yaksa; adravat, approached; Fire moved 

towards It. Tam, to him, to Fire, who had approached 

  

1 Agni precedes all other deities (agre gacchati) in receiving obla- 

tions at sacrifices; and Jatavedé is one who knows (veda) all that ts 

created (/d/a).
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and was desirous of asking, but had become silent because 

of absence of arrogance in Its presence, the Yaksa, 

abhyavadat, said; “Kah asi iti, who are you?’ Thus 

being asked by Brahman, Fire said, ‘Agni vai, 1 am Fire 

(agni) by name, and am also familiarly known as Jata- 
veda’, showing thereby his self-importance consisting in 

his being well known through the two names. 

afenvecafa fa adtafacadias ad ata afed 
qtaeattata 4 

5. (it said), ““What powcr is there in you, 
such as you are?” (Fire said), “I can burn up 
al) this that 1s on the earth.” 

To him, who had spoken thus, Brahman said, *‘Tasmin 

fvayl, In you who are such, who possess such famous 
names and attributes, Aun viryant what power, what 

ability, is there?” He replied, daheyam, 1 can burn up, 

reduce to ashes. idan? sarvam, all this creation that moves 

and does not move: prithivyam, on this earth. The 

word prithivyam is used illustratively (to indicate every- 

thing), for even things that are in the region above the 

earth are surely consumed by fire. 

aeq at franaagefa | agitara aaa Ta 
Ta wae a ad va faaqa aaa fad a2- 
qaettata 1 et 

6. (Yaksa) placed a straw for him saying, 
“Burn this.” (Fire) approached the straw with 
the power born of full enthusiasm. He could
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not consume it. He returned from the Yaksa 
(to tell the gods), ‘‘! could not ascertain It fully 

as to what this Yaksa ts.” 

Tasmai, for him, who had such presumption: Brah- 

man trnam nidadhau, placed a straw, in front of Fire. Being 

told by Brahman, ‘‘Erart, this, mere straw; daha, burn, 

in my front. If you are not able to burn it, give up your 

vanity as a consumer everywhere.”” (Fire) tat upapreyaya, 
went near that straw: sarvajavena, with the speed born 

of the fullest enthusiasm. Going there, fut, that thing; 

na sasaka dagdhum, he could not burn, That Fire being 
unable to burn the straw and becoming ashamed and 
foiled in his promise, tatah eva, from that Yaksa; silently 

nivavrte, withdrew, and went back towards the gods (to 

tell them), ‘“‘Na asakam, 1 did not succeed; vijfidtum, in 
knowing fully, erar, this Yaksa: yat etat Yaksam, as to 

what this Yaksa is.” 

ay aqaaararaatearte feacaetfata aa fa 
Wot 

7. Then (the gods) said to Air, “O Air, 
find out thoroughly about this thing as to what 
this Yaksa is.”’ (Air said), “So be it.” 

qarasaaaaqahsatia saat aeATAtaaal- 
FATaAaaT aT aeAeAa 1 

8. To It he went. To him It said, ‘“‘Who 

are you?’’ He said, ““l am known as Air, or 

l am Matarisva.”’
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dfeqvecafa fe drafaeadray aduredia ated 

qfaeartafa eu 
9. (It said), ““What power ts there in you, 

such as you are?” (Air said), “I can blow away 
all this that is on the earth.” 

qeq ga fazaraqaraceafa agayar aaa 
TT warslar 47 aa va faaga aqazaa fas 
qeaqaettata 1 20 tl 

10. (Yakse) placed a straw for him saying, 
“Take it up.” Ath approached the straw with 
all the strength born of enthusiasm. He could 
not take it up. He returned from that Yaksa 
(to tell the gods), “I could not ascertain It fully 

as to what this Yaksa ts.” 

Atha, after that, they said to Air, ““O Air, find out” 
etc. bears the same meaning as before. Vayu (air) is so 

called because it blows, goes, or carries smell. Matarisva 

means that which travels (Svayati) in space (ma@rari). 

Idam sarvam api, all this. G@dadiya, I can take up, blow 

away. Yad idam prithivyam etc., 1s Just as explained 

earlier. 

aerate fercaefats arfs 
TAVATACMEAAUNTT 11221 

11. Then (the gods) said to Indra, “O 
Maghava, find out thoroughly about this thing, 
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as to what this Yaksa is.” (He said), “So be it.”’ 
He (Indra) approached It (Yeksa). From him 
(Yaksa) vanished away. 

Atha indram abruyvan, maghavan etat vijanthi etc., 

is to be explained as before. Indra who is a great Lord, 

and is called Maghava, because of strength; tat abhya- 

dravat, approached that Yaksa. Tasmat, from him, from 
Indra who had approached Itself (Yaksa): that Brahman, 

ttroadadhe, vanished from sight. Brahman did not so 

much as grant him an interview, so that Indra’s pride at 

being Indra might be totally eradicated. 

a afenatarea feraaismra aganrararaars 
sradl averara faacqwatatea 22 

afa aatcfatafe adia: aos: i 
12. In that very space he approached the 

superbly charming woman viz Uma Haimavatt.* 
To Her (he said), ‘‘What is this Yaksa?”’ 

The space, or the part of the space, where that Yaksa 

vanished after revealing Itself, and the space where Indra 
also was at the time of the disappearance of Brahman, 

tasmin eva akase, in that very space; sah, he, Indra, 
stayed on, deliberating in his mind, ‘‘What is this Yaksa ?” 

He did not return like Fire etc. Understanding his 

devotion to Yaksa, Knowledge (of Brahman) made Her 

appearance as a woman, in the form Uma. Sah. he, 

Indra; djagama, approached; bahusobhamanam, superbly 

1The superbly fascinating (Aaimavati) knowledge of Brahman 

(Umd), or the daughter of Himalayas, whose name was Uma.
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charming; tam, Her, Uma; Knowledge being the most 

fascinating of all fascinating things, the attribute ‘superbly 

charming’ is appropriate for it—he approached haima- 

vatim, one who was as though attired in dress of gold, 

i.e. exquisitely beautiful. Or Uma Herself is Haimavati, 

the daughter of Himavat (Himalayas). Thinking that, 

since She is ever in association with the omniscient God, 

She must be able to know, Indra approached Her; (and) 

tam, 1o Her, to Uma: uvaca, said, “Tell me, kim etat 

yaksam iti, what is this Yaksa—that showed Itself and 
vanished ?””



PART IV 

at awaifa atata gar at vafanad adtaeafafa 
aat ta faaraare gaifa i en 

1. “It was Brahman,” said She. ‘In Brah- 
man’s victory, indeed, you became elated thus.”’ 
From that (utterance) alone, to be sure, did 

Indra learn that It was Brahman. 

Sa, She; uvaca ha, said, “Brahma iti, It was Brahman: 

Brahimanah vai vijaye, in the victory of God, indeed. The 

devils were conquered only by God, and you were mere 
instruments there. In the victory that was really His, you 
mahityadhvam, became elated, you attained glory.”’ The 

word efat, in this way, is used adverbially (to modify the 
verb). “‘But yours is this vaingloriousness: ‘Asmakam eva 

ayam vijayah, asmakam eva ayam mahima—ours is this 
victory, ours is this glory,’ (Ke. II. 2). Tatah ha eva, from 

that, from Uma’s words alone, to be sure; Indra, vidam- 
cakara, learned; Brahma iti, that It was Brahman. The 

emphatic limitation implied in tatah ha eva, from that alone 
to be sure, implies that (he came to learn) not independently. 

qeAtat Ut sar afarufsararearaahaaty- 
feart aarafacs cena aacraal faarsanix 
Tata UWQVU 

2. Therefore, indeed, these gods, viz Fire, 
Air, and Indra, did excel other gods, for they
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touched It most proximately, and they knew It 
first as Brahman. 

Since these gods—Fire, Air, and Indra—approached 

Brahman through conversation, visualisation, etc., tasnzat, 

therefore, ete devah, these gods; atitaradm iva, surpassed 

greatly, through their own excellence, i.e. good luck com- 

prising power, quality, etc; anyan devan, the other gods. 
The word iva is meaningless or is used for the sake of 

emphasis. Yat agnih vayuh indrah, (the gods) viz Fire, Air, 

and Indra. Af7, since; te they, those gods; nedistham pa- 

sparsuh, most proximately, intimately, touched; enat, this 
Brahman; through the process of conversation etc., as 

described earlier. AH, because, because of the further reason 
that; re, they; being pi athamah (should be prathamah) first, 

being prominent; enat, this Brahman; vid@mcakara, (shoud! 

be vidamcakruh), knew, knew It to be Brahman. 

qearat sesisfaacifaarareara 4 aaafass 
qeqar a waesaal faarsaart galfa 131 

3. Therefore did Indra excel the other deities. 

For he touched It most proximately, inasmuch 
as he knew It first as Brahman. 

Since even Fire and Air knew from the words of Indra 

alone, and since Indra heard first from Uma’s words that 
It was Brahman, tasmat vai indrah atitaram iva, therefore 
{ndra did excel (the other deities). Hi sah enat nedistham 
pasparsa, inasmuch as he touched It most proximately, 
because sah hi enat prathamah vidamcakG@ra Brahma iti—this 
sentence has been already explained.
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TAT sweat atafeaa sraqary edt aaHY- 
fasars afiraay ue it 

4. This is Its instruction (about meditation) 
through analogy. It is like that which is (known 
as) the flash of lightning, and It is also as though 
the eye winked. These are (illustrations) in a 
divine context.’ 

Tasya of the Brahman under discussion, esah Gdesah, 
this is the instruction through analogy. That analogy 

through which the instruction about the incomparable 
Brahman is imparted is called Gdesah. What is that? Yat 
etat, that fact, which is well known among people as the 

flash of lightning. Since vidyutah vyadyutat, cannot mean 
that Brahman (vyadyutat) flashed (by borrowing Its light) 

(vidyutah) from lightning,2 therefore the meaning has to be 

assumed to be “the flash of lightning’. A, like, is used in 
the sense of comparison. The meaning is: “It is like the 
flash of lightning’; and (this meaning is acceptable) since it 

is seen in a different Vedic text, “comparable to a single 

flash of lightning”’ (Br. IT. tii. 6); for Brahman disappeared 

after revealing Itself but once to the gods like lightning. 

1 Analogies with regard to Brahman as It exists in [ts divine, but 

conditioned, form in the solar orb. Cf. Gita VIII.4 Brahman in Its 

form as Hiranyagarbha resides in the solar orb and presides over all 

the deities that are but Its different manifestations. 

2‘*The meaning, ‘It flashed from lightning’, is inadmissible, for 
Brahman being self-effulgent, Its effulaence cannot be dependent on 

others. The meaning, ‘It performed the flashing of I[tghtning,’ is 

unacceptable, since the flash that belongs to something cannot be 
produced by another.’’—A.G.
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Or the word fejah (brilliance) has to be supplied after the 
word vidyutah (of lightning). Vyadyutat (in this case) means 
flashed ; (and) @ means as it were. The purport is: It was, 
as though, the brilliance of lightning flashed but once. The 
word iti is meant to call back to memory the word adesa; 

(so the meaning is): This is the @desa, the analogy. The 
word it is used for joining together. (So the sense is): Here 
is another analogy for It. What is that one? Nyamimisat, 
winked, as the eye did the act of winking. The causative 
form (in nyamimisat) 1s used in the same sense as the root 
itself. The @ is used here, too, in the sense of comparison. 
The meaning is: And it was like the opening and shutting 
of the eye with regard to its object. Iti adhidaivatam, this is 
by way of showing analogies of Brahman in a divine con- 
text. 

ATEN TITS A AA SAaT AAGITAT- 
cqateTe TESST: U4 UI 

5. Then is the instruction through analogy 
in the context of the (individual) self: This known 
fact, that the mind seems to go to-Jt (Brahman), 
and the fact that It (Brahman) is repeatedly 
remembered through the mind; as also the thought 
(that the mind has with regard to Brahman). 

Atha, after this; is being told the analogical instruction 
adhyatmam, in the context of the soul, with regard to the 
indwelling Self. Yat etat, that which is a known fact, viz 
that efat, to this Brahman; gacchati iva ca manah, as though 
the mind goes, as though the mind enters into Brahman, 
encompasses It as an object. And the fact that anena, by  
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that mind; the spiritual aspirant; abhiksnam, repeatedly, 
upasmarati, remembers intimately; etat, this Brahman; and 

the sanikalpah, thought of the mind with regard to Brah- 

man. Since Brahman has got the mind as Its limiting ad- 

junct, It seems to be revealed by such states of the mind as 

thought, memory, etc., by which It seems to be objectified. 

Therefore, this is an instruction about Brahman, through 

analogy, in the context of the soul. In the divine context, 

Brahman has the attribute of revealing Itself quickly like 

lightning and winking;! and in the context of the soul, It 

has the attribute of manifesting Itself simultaneously with 

the states of the mind.2 This is the instruction about Brah- 

man through analogy. The need for this teaching about 

Brahman through analogy is that It becomes easily com- 

prehensible to people of dull intellect when instruction is 

thus imparted. For the unconditioned Brahman, as such, 

cannot be comprehended by people of dull intellect. 

qs dat ary agatucagtacer a a vaed aarfy 
eqs aattr wanft aarSorea 1g 1 

1“The winking of the eye ts rapid—this 1s well known; similar is 

Brahman’s power of acting quickly. Its attribute in the divine context 

is the power to act quickly with regard to creation etc., since there is 
an absence of obstruction and effort. ...The light of lightning covers 

the whole world at once, similarly Brahman is unsurpassingly bright 

by nature, It accomplishes creation etc. of everything quickly, and 

It is possessed of supreme glory.’’—A.G. 

2“One should meditate thus: ‘Towards this Brahman, that is 
of the nature of light, my mind proceeds and there it rests.” The 
instruction in this form is the instruction in the context of the 
individual soul. The indwelling Brahman becomes revealed to one who 

meditates thus: ‘The thoughts in my mind constantly revolve round 

Brahman.’ "—A.G.
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6. The Brahman is well known as the one 
adorable to all creatures: (hence) It is to be 
meditated on with the help of the name tadvana. 
All creatures surely pray to anyone who meditates 
on [t in this way. 

Tat, that Brahman; is ha, certainly; tadvanam nama: 

tadyvanam is derived from the words tasya, his, and vanam, 

adorable; It is adorable to all creatures, since It is their in- 

dwelling Self. Therefore Brahman is tadvanam nama, well 

known as the one to be adored by all beings. Since it is 

tudvana, therefore tadvanam iti, through this name, tadvana, 

which is indicative of Its quality; It is updsitavyam, to be 

meditated on. The text states the results of meditation 

through this name; sah yah, anyone that; veda meditates 

on: etat, the aforesaid Brahman; evam, thus, aS possessed 

of the qualities mentioned above; sarvani bhittani, all 
beings; fa, certainly; enam, to him, this meditator; abhi- 

samvalichanti, pray, as (they do) to Brahman. 

safe wt aékarat a sofasaaralt aa a 
safareagara 9 i 

7. (Disciple): “Sir, speak of the secret 
knowledge.” (Teacher): ‘“] have told you of 
the secret knowledge; I have imparted to you 
that very secret knowledge of Brahman.”’ 

After being instructed thus, the disciple said to the 
teacher, ““Bhoh, sir; briihi, speak of; upanisadam, the secret 

thing, that is to be thought about.” iti. To the student who 
had spoken thus, the teacher said, te, to you; upanisat, the
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secret knowledge; ukt@, has been spoken of. ‘‘What is that, 

again ?”’°—-to such a question he answers, ‘‘Te, to you; upa- 

nisadam vava abriima iti, | have spoken the very secret; 

brahmi, relating to Brahman, to the supreme Self—since 

the knowledge already imparted relates to the supreme 

Self.”’> For the sake of (distinguishing) what follows, the 
teacher delimits (his teaching) thus: ‘The Upanisad that I 

have told you consists of nothing but what has already 

been presented as the Upanisad of the supreme Self.”’ 

Objection: What motive could have prompted the 

disciple, who had heard the Upanisad about the supreme 
Self to put this question: “Sir, speak of the Upanisad”’? 

If, now, the question related to what had been already 

heard, then it is useless, inasmuch as it involved a repetition 

like the grinding over again of what had already been 

ground. If, again, the carlier Upanisad was incomplete, 

then it was not proper to conclude it by mentioning its 

result thus: ‘“‘Having turned away from this world, the 
intelligent ones become immortal” (Ke. IT. 5). Hence the 

question is improper even if it relates to some unexplained 

portion of the Upanisad already presented, inasmuch as no 

remainder was left over. What then is the intention of the 

question ? 

Answer: We say that this is the int-ution (of the dis- 

ciple): ‘“‘Does the secret teaching already imparted need 

any accessory, or does it not need any? If it does, tell me of 

the secret teaching with regard to that needed accessory. 

Or if it does not, then like Pippalada make the clenching 

assertion: ‘There is nothing beyond this’ (Pr. VI. 7).”’ Thus 

this clencher of the teacher, “I have told you the Upanisad”’ 

is justified.
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Objection: May it not be urged that this is not a con- 

cluding remark, inasmuch as the teacher has something 

more to add in the statement: ‘‘Concentration, cessa- 

tion from sense-objects, rites, etc. are its legs’ etc. 
(Ke. IV. 8). 

Answer: [t is true that a fresh matter is introduced by 

the teacher; but this is not done either by way of bringing 

in something as an attributive constituent (sesa) of the 
Upanisad or as an accessory (sahakart) to i,! but rather as 

a means for the acquisition of the knowledge of Brahman, 

because tapas (concentration) etc., occurring as they do in 

the same passage along with the Vedas and their supple- 

mentaries, are given an equal status with the Jatter, and 

because neither the Vedas nor the science of pronunciation 

and euphony (siksa) etc., which are their supplementaries, 

can directly by either attributive constituents of the know- 
ledge of Brahman or its helpful accessories. 

Objection: Should not even things that occur in the 
same passage be put to separate uses according to their 

appropriateness? Just as the mantras, occurring at the end 

of a sacrifice, in the form of a hymn meant for the invoca- 
tion of (many) deities, are applied with respect to the (indi- 

vidual) deities concerned, similarly it can be imagined that 

concentration, self-control, rites, truth, etc., will either be 

attributive constituents of the knowledge of Brahman or be 

helpful accessories (in accordance with their respective 

1 “By the word gesa is implied an attributive part contributing to 
the production of the effect (of the main 1ite). By the word saehakdri 
iS implied something that need not necessarily be a constituent, but can 

be combined (with the principal rite)."-—A.G. Both have a bearing 

on the result.° *
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appropriateness).! As for the Vedas and their subsidiaries, 

they are means for either knowledge or rites by virtue of 

their respective meanings (ideas). In this way this division 
becomes appropriate when significance of words, relation 

(of things denoted), and reason are taken into considera- 

tion. Suppose we advance such an argument? 

Answer: No, because this is illogical. This division 

does not certainly accord with facts, because it is not 

reasonable that the knowledge of Brahman, which repels 

all ideas of distinction of deeds, doers, and results, should 

have dependence on any attributive constituent, or any 

relation with any helpful accessory, and because the know- 

ledge of Brahman and its result, freedom, are concerned 

only with the Self which is unassociated with any object. 

‘“‘He who wants emancipation should for cver give up all 

works together with their instruments, because it is known 

only by the man of renunciation. The state of the supreme 

Reality that is the same as the indwelling Self is attained by 
the man of renunciation.”” Therefore knowledge cannot 

reasonably have work either as an accessory or as a comple- 

ment. Therefore the division (of concentration etc.) on the 
analogy of the invocation through hymn, occurring at the 

1“At the end of all sacrifices, the deities ure invoked with the 

hymn beginning with: 

afar gfarararatara wet carats | 
sararfag efaragarratarat wet saratsarany 

Now, although in this hymn many deities are mentioned, still, since 

it is proper to invoke at the end the deity to whom any particular 
sacrifice is made, the hymn itself has to be applied in accord with that 

propriety. Similarly concentration: etc., will themselves be used as 

attributive constituents of knowledge.” —A.G.
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end of a sacrifice, is quite inappropriate. Hence it is proper 
to say that the question and the answer are meant for fixing 

a limit thus: ‘“‘The secret teaching that has been imparted 
extends thus far only; it is adequate for the attainment of 

knowledge without depending on anything else.” 

aqea att aq: Hafas sfasar Aart: aaterfa aez- 
ATAATT Wc Ul 

8. Concentration, cessation from  sense- 

objects, rites, etc., are its legs; the Vedas are all 
its limbs: truth is its abode. 

Concentration etc. are the means for the acquisition; 

tasyai, (Should be tasyah) of that secret teaching (Upani- 

sad), regarding Brahman which I thus spoke before you. 

Lapah, the concentration of the body, the senses, and the 

mind; daniah, cessation (from sense-objects); karma, rites, 
Agnihotra etc. (are the means); for it is found that the 

knowledge of Brahman arises in a man who has attained 

the requisite holiness through the purification of the heart. 

For it is a matter of experience that, even though Brahman 

is spoken of, there is either non-comprehension or mis- 

comprehension in the case of one who has not been purged 
of his sin, as for instance, in the case of Indra and Virocana 

(Ch. VUT. vii-xit). Therefore knowledge, as imparted by 

the Vedas, dawns on one whose mind has been purified by 

concentration etc., either in this life or in many past ones, 

as is mentioned by the Vedic verse: “These things get 

revealed when spoken to that high-souled man who has 

supreme devotion towards the Effulgent One, and the same 

devotion to his teacher as to the Effulgent One’”’ (Sv. VI.
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23). And this is borne out by the Smrti, “Knowledge dawns 

on aman on the eradication of sinful acts’? (Mbh. Sa. 204.8). 

The word /ti is used to draw attention to a synecdoche; 

that is to say, by the word iti are suggested other factors, 

beginning with these, which are helpful to the rise of know- 

ledge, such as “‘Humility, unpretentiousness,” ctc. (G. xiil. 

7). (Concentration etc. are the) pratistha, two Icgs, stands 

as It were, of that Upanisad; for when these exist, know- 

ledge of Brahman stands firm and becomes active, just as a 

man does with his legs. Vedah, the four Vedas; and sarvin- 

gani, all the six subsidiaries beginning with the science of 

pronunciation and euphony (siks@) (are also the legs). The 
Vedas are the legs because they reveal the rites and know- 

ledge; and all the angani, subsidiaries, are so becuuse they 

are meant for the protection of the Vedas. Or since the 

word pratistha has been imagined to imply the two legs (of 

the knowledge), the Vedas are its sarvangani, all the limbs 

beginning with the head. In this case, the subsidiaries, such 

as the science of pronunciation and euphony, are to be 

understood to have been mentioned by the word Vedas; 

because when the principal factor is mentioned, the sub- 

sidiaries are mentioned ipso facto, they being dependent on 

the principal. Satyam ayatanam, satya is the Gyatana, the 

dwelling place where the secret teaching resides. Satya 

means freedom from deceit and crookedness in speech, 

mind, and body; for knowledge abides in those who are 

free from deceit and who are holy, and not in those who 

are devilish by nature and are deceitful, as the Vedic text 

says, ‘those in whom there are no insincerity, falsehood, 

and deceit”’ (Pr. I. 16). Therefore Satya (truth) is imagined 

as the abode. Although by implication, truth has already 
been mentioned as legs, along with concentration etc., still
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its allusion again as the abode is for indicating that as a 

means (for the acquisition of knowledge) it excels others, as 

the Smrti says. “‘A thousand horse sacrifices and truth are 

weighed in a balance: and one truth outweighs a thousand 

horse sacrifices”’ (Visnu Smrti, 8). 

qt al NaTAT AarqseeyT Wea cay ah 
sqa sfafacofa sfatassfa 12 

afa Halofaafe aay: qvz: 1 

9. Anyone who knows this thus, he, having 

dispelled sin, remains firmly seated in the bound- 

less, blissful, and highest Brahman. He remains 
firmly seated (there). 

Yuh yai, anyone who; veda evam, realises thus—-as 

spoken; efan1, this thing, this blessed knowledge of Brah- 

man which has been already spoken of in the text beginning 

with ““Willed by whom” (Ke. I. 1), which has been eulogis- 

ed in the text beginning with, “It was Brahman indeed”’ 

(Ke. IIT. 1), and which is “‘the foundation of all knowledge” 

(Mu. I. 1. 1). Notwithstanding the presentation of the fruit 
of the knowledge of Brahman in “because thereby one gets 

immortality’? (Ke. II. 4), it is mentioned at the end by way 

of a formal conclusion. (Such a knower) apahatya paépma- 

nam, dispelling sin, shaking off the seed of mundane exist- 

ence constituted by ignorance, desire, and work; pratitis- 

thati, remains firmly seated anante, in boundless, svarge 

loke: Svarge loke means in Brahman who is all Bliss. 

Being qualified by the word ananta, boundless, the word 

svarga does not mean heaven. Lest the word boundless
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(ananta) be taken in any secondary sense, the text says 

jJyeye, in the higher, that which is greater than all, in one’s 

own Self which is boundless in the primary sense. The 

purport ts that he does not again return to this world. 

Mo ATTY TATA ATER: ATAATT 
aafafearfin a aaifn i) ad satafage arsd var 
frarpat At at var frcrnclatacrpcoaess fH 
aseq i aarafa fart a sofaacg sated afa 
aq at ata az | 

3% arfea: atta: atta: 1
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s ag aaa | ae at ATT | ae ae Hrarag | 

asfea arattaney t art fafgataz   

3% afd: atfea: aifea: tt 

May Fle protect ue both (the teacher ard the 
taught) together (by rcvealit g hnowledge). May 

He protect us both (by vouchsafing the results 
of knowleage). NMiuy we atvcin vigcur together. 
Let what we stucy be invigorating. May we inct 
cavil at each ocher. 

Gn Fexuc.! Pence! Peace!



KATHA UPANISAD 

PART I 

CANTO I 

Introduction: Salutation to Bhagavan! Yama (Death), 

son of the Sun and the imparter of the knowledge of Biah- 
man, and salutation to Naciketa. 

Now then, a brict exposition of the can! .s of the Katha 

Upanisad is begun for the sake of making their import 
easily comprehensible. The word upanisad is derived by 
adding upa (near) and mi (with certainty) as prefixes and 
kvip as a suffix to the root sad, meaning to split up (des- 
troy), go (reach, attain), or loosen. And by the word upani- 

sad is denoted the knowledge of the knowable entity, 
presented in the book that is going to be explained. By 
virtue of what relation with (any particular) significance (of 
the word upanisad), again, is knowledge denoted by the 
word upanisad? This is being stated. Knowledge is called 

upanisad by virtue of its association with this significance; 

It (viz knowledge) splits up, injures, or destroys the seeds of 
worldly existence such as ignorance etc., in the case of those 

seekers of emancipation who, after becoming detached 
from the desire for the seen and unseen? objects, approach 
(upa sad) the knowledge that is called upanisad and that 
bears the characteristics to be presented hereafter, and who 

1 One who has knowledge of creation and dissolution, of birth 

and death of cieatures, and of ignorance and knowledge. 

2 Anugravika (unseen objects) ‘“‘revealed in the scriptures (Vedas), 

such as enjoyment tn heaven etc.”—A.G.
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then deliberate on it with steadiness and certainty (ni).! 

Thus it will be said later on, “knowing that, one becomes 

freed from the jaws of Death” (Ka. I. ili. 15). Or the know- 

ledge of Brahman is called upanisad because of its con- 
formity to the idea of leading to Brahman, inasmuch as it 

makes the seekers after emancipation, who are possessed 

of the qualities already mentioned, attain the supreme 

Brahman. Thus it will be said later on, “‘Having become 

free from virtue and vice, desire and ignorance, (he) attain- 

ed Brahman (Ka. II. ni. 18). And even the knowledge 

about Fire, who preceded all the worlds, who was born of 

Brahman and is possessed of enlightenment, and whose 

knowledge is prayed for (by Naciketa) through the second 

boon (Ka. IT. i. 13), is also called upanisad by virtue of its 

bearing the meaning (to loosen) of the root (sad), inasmuch 

as by leading to the result, achievement of heaven, it weak- 

ens or loosens such multitude of miseries as living in the 

womb, birth, old age, etc., continually recurring in lives 

hereafter. Thus it will be spoken, ‘“‘The dwellers of heaven 

get immortality,’ etc. (ibid). 

Objection: Is it not a fact that by the word upanisad, 

the readers refer to the book in such sentences as: ‘“‘We 

read the upanisad,”’ and ‘We teach the upanisad”’? 

Answer: Though, from this point of view, the mean- 

ings of the root sad—such as loosening the causes of the 

world, viz ignorance etc.—are inapplicable with regard to a 

mere book, and applicable to knowledge, still this is no 

.* J Approaching means “receiving through the instruction of the 

teacher,” and ‘“‘deliberate’ means ‘eliminate the idea of impossibility 

etc. with regard to such things as the unity of the individual Self and 

the transcendental Self.”—A.G.
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fault, since the book, too, being meant for that purpose, 

can justifiably be denoted by that word, as for instance (in 

the sentence) “‘Clarified butter is indeed life’. Thus with 

regard to knowledge, the word upanisad is used in its pri- 

mary sense, while with regard to the book it is used in a 
secondary sense. 

Thus from the very derivation of the word upaniyad, 
it is suggested that one who is possessed of special attributes 
is qualified for knowledge. And the subject matter of the 

knowledge is also shown to be a unique thing, viz the su- 

preme Brahman ‘that is the indwelling Self. And the purpose 

of this upanisad is the absolute cessation of the transmigra- 
tory state, which consists in the attainment of Brahman.! 

And the connection (between knowledge and its purpose) 

has been mentioned ipso facto through the enunciation of 

such a purpose.* Thus these cantos themselves are (meant) 

for special persons (competent for their study), and have a 

special subject matter, a special purpose, and a special 

connection, inasmuch as they reveal, like an apple (lit. 

emblic myrobalan) placed in the hand, the knowledge that 

is (meant) for a man of special competence and has a special 

subject matter, a special purpose, and a special connection 

as already explained. Hence we shall explain these cantos 

1 Total cessation of the world (1e rotation of birth and death) 
follows the eradication of ignorance. And since the non-existence of a 

supetimposed thing 1s identical with the thing on which the superim- 
position occurs, the cessation of the world is the same as the attainment 

of Brahman. Or Brahmaprdptilaksaga in the commentary may mean 
that the cessation (of the world) 1s indicative of the realisation of the 
supreme Bliss that is Brahman. 

2 ‘Knowledge is needed for the removal of ignorance which cannot 
be eradicated through work So the goal of knowledge 1s connected 
with itself as an end 1s with means.”—A,G.
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to the best of our understanding. The story there is by way 

of eulogising the knowledge. 

a SIT Fa aTHAAAG: AAaAaG Tal | 
aa se ahahat ATA TT ATA uh it 

1. Once upon a time, the son of Vajasrava, 
being desirous of fruit, gave away everything. 
He had, as the story goes, ason named Naciketa. 

Usan, being desirous of; ha and vai (equivalent to— 

once upon a time) are two indeclinable particles, recalling 

to mind what happened before. Vajasrava is he whose 
sravah, fame, is consequent on the giving of vaja, food. Or 

it is a proper name. His son, Vajasravasa, being desirous 

of the fruit of the sacrifice, performed the Visvajit sacrifice 
in which all is given away. In that sacrifice, he dadau, gave 

away; sarvavedasam, all (his) wealth. Tasya, of him, of that 

performer of sacrifice; dsa, there was; Ha, as the story goes; 

naciketa nama putrah, a son named Naciketa. 

qT. FHA aed aferrrg atanratg sratfaaar 
TISAeAT W211 

2. As the presents were being carried (to the 
Brahmanas) faith took possession of him who was 
still a boy. He thought: 

Tam, into him, into Naciketa; Kumdadram santarm, while 

still in the prifne of life, still not adolescent, still a mere boy; 

sraddha, faith {in the verity of the scriptures), induced by a 
desire to do guod to his father; dvivesa, entered. At what 
time? This is being stated: daksindsu niyamanasu, when
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gifts were being carried, when cows meant for presents 
were being led separately, to the priests and the assembled 
Brahmanas; sah, he, that Naciketa who had an influx of 

faith; amanyata, thought. 

How he thought is being stated in pitodaka etc. 

Tatar werqur gerater fateferar: | 
ATay AA FT BHAT A Tess A eeT 1 3 

3. He goes to those worlds that are known 
as joyless, who gives away the cows that have 
drunk water and eaten grass (for good), whose 
milk has been milked (for the last time), and 
which have lost their organs. 

The cows meant for presents to the Brahmanas are 
being described: Those by which udakam, water, has been 
pitam, drunk, are pttodakah;'! those by which trnam, grass, 
has been jagdham, eaten, are jagdha-trnah; those whose 
dugdhah, milk, has been dohah, milked, are dugdha-dohah; 
nirindriyah, those that are devoid of the power of their 
organs, incapable of bearing calves; that is to say, the cows 

that are decrepit and barren. Dadat, giving; ‘ah those, the 
cows that are of this kind; to the priests as rewards for 
their service; gacchati, (he, the performer of sacrifice) goes; 
tan, to those (worlds); anandah nama te lokah, which 
worlds are known as devoid of happiness, joyless. 

1 Water has been drunk earlier only; but later on, even the power 

to drink water 1s absent.”"-—A.G. Simularly there is no power to eat 

grass or give milk.—Ed. 

7
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q glare frat aa Het ar areqaifa | | 
facta ada ae starsat qeae cat zara ue 
4. He said to his father, “‘Father, to whom 

will you offer me?” He spoke to him a second 
time and a third time. To him (the father) said, 
“To Death I offer you.” 

‘The evil result thus accruing to my father as a conse- 

quence of the imperfection of the sacrifice should be ward- 

ed off by me, who am a good son, by perfecting the sacrifice 

even through an offering of myself”, thinking thus, sah, 
he—approached his father; and uvaca ha, said; pitaram, to 
the father—‘“7ata, (is the same as tata), O father; kasmai, 

to whom, to which of the priests; mam dasyasi, will you 

offer me, that is to say, offer me as a present?” iti. Though 
ignored by his father who was addressed thus, dvitiyam 

trtiyam uvaca, he spoke even a second time and a third 

time, thus: ““‘To whom will you offer me?’ “To whom will 

you offer me?’’ Incensed at the thought, “This one is not 

behaving like a boy’’, the father uvaca ha, said, tam, to him, 
to his son—‘‘Mrtyave, to Death, to the son of the Sun; 

dadami, I give away; tva, you, being the same as tvam’’, iti, 

(this much). 
That son, having been spoken to thus, sorrowfully 

cogitated in a solitary place. How? That is being said: 

agarata saat agarafa weaq: | 
fax. feaanea aded aeqaisa afceaia in & ui 

5. Among many I rank as belonging to the 
highest; among many I rank as belonging to the
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middling. What purpose can there be of Death 
that my father will get achieved today through 
me? 

Bahinadm, among many—of many sons or disciples; 

emi, I go (rank); prathamah, as first, that is to say, through 

the foremost conduct of a disciple etc. And bahinam, 

among many—many middling ones; madhyamah emi, I 

move (count) as a middling one, I behave through the mid- 

dling conduct. But never do I behave as the worst.! Though 
I am a son possessed of such quality, still to me my father 

has said, ‘““To Death I shall offer you,” Kim svit, what; 

kartavyam, purpose; yamasya, of Death—can there be; 
which purpose he (my father) adya, today; karisyati, will 

achieve; maya, through me, by sending me? 
*“My father must have certainly spoken so out of anger 

without any consideration of purpose. Still the words of 

that father must not be falsified’’, thinking thus, he said 

sorrowfully to his father, remorseful as the latter was 

because of the thought, ‘“What a thing I have uttered!”’ 

ATTRA TAT Ta WTI AMISTS | 
aeaaa At: Tad aeafAarsaad FA: 1 EU 

6. Consider successively how your fore- 
fathers behaved, and consider how others behave 
(now). Man decays and dies like corn, and 
emerges again like corn. 

1 “The foremost conduct consists in engaging in the service of the 
teacher by ascertaining his wishes at the proper time. The engagement 
through an order is middling conduct. And disobedience to such 
orders is the worst.”—A.G.
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Anupasya: anu, successively, pasya, consider, have 

a look at; yatha, how; your, purve, forebears, dead father, 
grandfather, etc. behaved. And seeing them, it behoves 
you to tread in their footsteps. Tatha, similarly too; as 
apare, others—other holy men, behave; them also; you 

pratipasya, consider. Not that in them there ever was, or 

is, any falsification. Opposed to that is the behaviour of 

bad people, which consists of paltering with truth. Besides, 

not by prevarication can anyone become free from death 
and decrepitude. For martyah, man; sasyam iva, like corn, 

pacyate, decays and dies; and after dying, punah, again; 

sasyam iva G@jadyate, reappears (is born) like corn. Thus 

what does one gain in this impermanent human world by 

breaking one’s own words? Protect your own truth and 

send me to Death. This is the idea. 

Having been addressed thus, the father sent (him) for 

the sake of his own veracity. And he, having gone to 

Death’s abode, lived for three nights (i.e. days), Death 

being out. When Death returned from his sojourn, his 

councillors or wives said to him by way of advice: 

azarae: Sfaseatafaraart qerz | 
aeqare aif Hafta ex TaragtaaA 9 i 
7. A Brahmana guest enters the houses like 

fire. For him they accomplish this kind of 
propitiation. O Death, carry water (for him). 

Brahmanah, a Brahmana; as atithih, guest; pravisati 

enters, like vaisvanarah, fire itself; as though burning grhan, 
the houses. Since fasya, for his sake—for the guest; the 
good people kurvanti, accomplish; efam, this kind of;
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Santim, propitiation—consisting in offering water for wash- 

ing feet, a seat, etc., just as people do for allaying the con- 

flagration of fire—and since evil consequences are declared 
in case of not doing so (Mu. I. ii. 3), therefore vaivasvata, 
O Death; hAara, carry, udakam, water—for Naciketa for 

washing his feet. 

MUAT ST ATAL FAA 
ASAI TATTAA Fal | 

Vast FeqeareqHyeayat 
ACIS TAT ATM TF WCU 

8. If in anyone’s house a Brahmana guest 
abides without food, that Brahmana destroys 
hope and expectation, the results of holy associa- 
tion and sweet discourse, sacrifices and charities, 
sons and cattle—all these—of that man of little 
intelligence. 

Asapratikse: @sa@ is the hope for a desirable thing 
which is attainable though unknown; pratiksda is expecta- 
tion for something that is attainable and known; these two, 

hope and expectation, are G@sdapratikse; samgatam is the 
fruit derived from the association with the holy people.! 

Sinrtam ca: sinrta is sweet discourse—the fruit of that 

also. Ista@-pirte: ista is the fruit of sacrifice and piirtais that 

1We read this portion of the commentary as “‘samgatam. sat- 
samhyogajam"”’. But some read it as ‘‘sarhgatam, tatsarhyogajam’’, which 
means “the fruit resulting from association with that, viz the objects 
of hope and expcctation”’.
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of (charitable) work. Putra-paSiin ca, sons and cattle. 

Sarvan etat should be sarvam etat, all this, as described; 

(he) vrakte, excludes (from) i.e. destroys; purusasya alpa- 
medhasah from (i.e. of) a man of little intelligence; yasya, 

in whose; grhe, house; brahmanah, a Brahmana: anasnan, 

fasting; vasati, abides. Therefore a guest should not be 

neglected under any condition. This is the tdea. 
Having been warned thus, Death approached Naciketa 

with adoration and said: 

frat waaay F 
aaa TA fatsaAST: | 

TAM TAA cafed Aste_ 
aeareafat ATeTCAKgAMST 11-3 1 

9. O Brahmana, since you have lived in my 

house for three nights without food, a guest and 
an adorable person as you are, let my salutations 
be to you, and let good accrue to me (by averting 
the fault arising) from that (lapse). Ask for three 
boons—one in respect of each (night). 

Brahman, O Brahmana; yat, since; avatsth, you have 

lived; grhe me, in my house; ¢israh ratrih for three nights; 

anasnan, without eating, atithih, a guest; and namasyah, 
worthy of being saluted (venerable)—as you are; therefore 

namah te astu, \et salutations be to you; Brahman, O Brah- 
mania; let there be svasti, good fortune; me, for me; through 

the aversion of the evil accruing tasmat, therefore, from the 

lapse caused by your abiding in my house without food. 
Although all good will befall me through your favour, still
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for your propitiation all the more, vrnisva ask for; (¢rin 

varan, three boons-——any particular three things you like; 

prati, one in respect of—each night you have spent without 

food. 

As for Naciketa he said: 

AqTaHeq: FAAT AAT TaT- 

AAT ATTA ATSHA AAT | 
CAMA aisfraserdtat 

cad Aa geet at at Qo 
10. O Death, of the three boons I ask this 

one as the first, viz that (my father) Gautama may 
become freed from anxiety, calm of mind, freed 

from anger towards me, and he may recognise 
me and talk to me when freed by you. 

If you want to grant boons, then, mrtyo, O Death; (I 

pray so) yatha, as; my father gautamah, Gautama; sy€at, 

may become; s@nta-samkalpah—he whose mind is freed, 
with regard to me, from the anxiety, “‘How may my son 

behave after reaching Death,” that man is santasamkalpah; 

sumanah, calm of mind; and also vitamanyuh, free from 

anger; ma abhi, towards me; moreover, he abhivadet, may 
talk to; ma, me; tvatprasrstam, freed by you—sent towards 

home; pratitah, getting his memory revived—i.e. recognis- 

ing (me) thus, “‘That very son of mine is come’’!;—traya- 

1**Favour me in such a way, that my father may not avoid me 
under the idea, ‘This one has returned after becoming a ghost; he is 
not to be looked at.’ ””—A.G.
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nam, of the three boons; vrne, I ask for; prathamam, as the 

first boon; eftat, this one—that has this purpose, viz the 

satisfaction of my father. 

Death said: 

AAT Teas Alaa Tala 
ateafaere frags: 

zeae cat: afaar araaez- 
eat TaAAATFAAAaT TAATA 1122 tl 

11. Having recognised (you), Auddalaki 
Aruni will be (possessed of affection) just as he 
had before. Seeing you frced from the jaws of 
Death, he will get over his anger and will, with 
my permission, sleep happily for many a night. 

Yatha, as—the kind of affectionate feeling that your 

father had towards you; purastit, before; your father 

auddalakih, Auddalaki; pratitah, having recognised (you); 

bhavita, will become—possessed of affection, in that very 
same way. Uddalaka and Auddalaki refer to the same 

(person). And he is Arunih, the son of Aruna; or he bears 

two family names.! Matprasrstah, being permitted by me; 

(your father) sayita, will sleep; during ratrih, nights—other 

  

1 The suffix in audddlaki may not add any meaning to the original 

word udddélaka or it may signify the son of Uddalaka. In the latter 
case, he becomes a scion of the Uddélakas as also of the Arunas. 
This was possible when a brotherless girl was given in marriage with 
the stipulation that her son would be counted as belonging to either 
family, so that the offering of rice balls etc. to the departed of both 
the lines might be guaranteed.
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(future) nights, too; sukham, happily—with a composed 

mind; and he will become vitamanyuh, free from anger—as 

well; tvam dadrsivan, having seen you—his son; mrtyu- 
mukhat pramuktam, as having been freed from the jaws— 

from the grasp—of Death. 

Naciketa said: 

cay alm a wa feaatfea 

qT aa a 7 wea faata | 
SH ateatsrararfaara 

ararfatt Aad TAT 1 VU 
12. In heaven there is no fear—-you are not 

there, (and) nobody is struck with fear because of 
old age. Having transcended both hunger and 
thirst and crossed over sorrow, one rejoices in the 

heavenly world. 

Svarge loke, in the heavenly world; bhayam kimcana 
na asti, there is no fear whatsoever—fear arising from 

disease etc.; and tvam, you, O Death; na tatra, are not 

there—you do not exert your might there all of a sudden; 

so unlike what happens in this world, there jarayda, because 

of old age; na bibheti, nobody shudders—at you. Moreover 

ubhe aSaniaya-pipase tirtva, having transcended both hunger 
and thirst; and sokatigah, having crossed over sorrow— 
being free from mental unhappiness; (one) odate, rejoices; 

svargaloke, in the heavenly world. 

a canes coareafy Aeat 
wate ay AMAT AAT |
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CATSTHT ATLAS WIT 
cag fadtta at sty te zti 

13. O Death, such as you are, you know 

that Fire which leads to heaven. Of that you 
tell me who am full of faith. The dwellers of 

heaven get immortality. This I ask for through 

the second boon. 

Mrtyo, O Death; since sah tvam, you, such as you are: 

adhyesi, remember, i.e. know; svargyam agnim, the Fire 

that is the means for the attainment of heaven-—heaven 

that is possessed of the qualities aforesaid; (therefore) 

tvam, you; prabrihi, speak; mahyam sraddadhanaya, to me 

who am full of faith, and who pray for heaven—(tell me of 

that Fire) by worshipping which; svarga-lokah, the dwellers 

of heaven, those who have got heaven as their place of 

attainment, the sacrificers; bhajante, get; amrtatvam, 

immortality, divinity. That fact which is etat, this know- 
ledge of Fire; vrne, I seek for; dvitiyena varena, through the 

second boon. 

This is the promise of Death: 

a a watfa ag A frat 
eqaa tet afaha: TTT | 

araareeraat Tfasst 
fate waa fafet WeTaTA ew 

14. O Naciketa, being well aware of the Fire 
that is conducive to heaven, I shall tell you of it.
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That very thing you understand, with attention, 
from my words. That Fire which is the means 
for the attainment of heaven and which is the 
support of the world, know it to be established 
in the intellect (of the enlightened ones). 

Naciketas, O Naciketa; te, to you; pra-bravimi, T shall 

say—what was prayed for by you. Me, from me, from my 

words; nibodha, understand with attention; tat u, that very 

thing, viz svargyam agnim, the Fire that is conducive to 

heaven—that is the means for the attainment of heaven; 

I shall te]l you, prajanan, being well aware of (it)—this is 

the idea. The expressions, “‘I shall tell you’? and ‘‘under- 
stand with attention’”’ are meant for fixing the attention of 

the disciple (on the subject). Now he praises the Fire: That 

(Fire) which is anantalokaptim, the attainment of infinite 

world—that is, the means for the attainment of the result, 

viz heaven; atho, and also; pratistham, the support—of the 

universe in the form of Virat! (Cosmic Person)—eram, this, 
this Fire which is being spoken of by me; viddhi, you know; 

(as) nihitam guhayam, located in the hidden place—i.e. 

placed in the intellect of men of knowledge. 

  

These are words of the Upanisad itself: 

areata ayatst aca 

OT SseHT ATadlal FAT aT | 

11In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad we read: “He (Virat—the 
Cosmic Person, embodied in the gross universe) differentiated himself 

i three ways,” (I. 1i.3)—from which Vedic text it follows that it 1s 
the cosmic Virét who exists as fire, air, and the sun. Fire as consitu- 

ting that aspect of Virat, is the support of the universe.” —A.G.
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aq ate aceaaaaenaa- 
AAT A: FLATS TSS! 1 V4 

15. Death told him of the Fire that is the 
source of the world, the class and number of 
bricks, as also the manner of arranging for the 
fire. And he (Naciketa), too, repeated verbatim, 

with understanding, all these as they were spoken. 
Then Death, being satisfied with this, said again: 

Tasmai, to him, to Naciketa; Death uvadca, spoke of; 

tam loka@dim agnim, that Fire—that is being dealt with, 

and that was prayed for by Naciketa—the Fire which (as 

Virat) preceded the world—since it was the first embodied 
being. Moreover, yah istakah, the class of bricks,that are 

to be collected (for the sacrificial altar); yavatih va, how 

many (the bricks are to be) in number; yatha va, or how— 
how the fire is to be arranged ;!—all this he said, this is the 

significance. Sah ca api, and he, Naciketa, too; pratya- 
vadat, repeated verbatim, with understanding; far, all that; 

yathoktam, just as Death had spoken. Atha, then; tustah, 

being satisfied, by his repetition; mrtyuh, Death, punah eva 

aha, said over again—desiring to offer another boon beside 

the three. 

TATA SAAT ASICAT 
at Taeta earfa wa: | 

aaa areat afsatsantia: 
GE AAAAHST TTT 1 Veil 

1 How the sacrificial wood is to be piled up, how the fire 1s to be 
procured, and how it is to be lit up.
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16. Feeling delighted, that high-souled one 
said to him, ‘Out of favour towards you, I now 
grant again another boon. This fire will be 
known by your name indeed. And accept this 
multiformed necklace as well. 

How did he say? Priyamdanah, being delighted— 
feeling highly pleased at the fitness of the disciple, mahatma, 

the high-souled one, one who was not narrow-minded; 

tam, to him to Naciketa; abravit, said: ‘‘Jha, here, out 

of delight; tava, for you; a fourth boon;! adya, now; 

dadami,, I offer; bhiiyah, again. Ayam agnith, this fire 

—the fire that is being spoken of by me; bhavita will be- 

come—famous; fava eva namna, by your name indeed. 

Ca, moreover; grhana, accept; imam, this; srnakam, 

necklace; (which 1s) anekariipam, multiformed and varie- 

gated—resounding, set with jewels, and of various hues. 

Or srikam (may mean) the course—that consists of rites 

and is not ignoble; you accept. The idea is this: You 

accept an additional knowledge about (variegated) karma 

——(multiformed) because it leads to various results.” 

He (Yama) praises the karma itself again: 

fonfataeatatea afer 
Praredaeta area 

Tara tadisa fafecar 
frareaare araneareaafe 1 got 

1 The other three being, his father’s composure, knowledge about 
Fire, and knowledge of the Self. _.
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17. “One who getting connection with the 
three, piles up the Niaciketa fire thrice, and 
undertake three kinds of work, crosses over death. 
Getting knowledge of that omniscient One who is 
born of Brahma, and realising Him, he attains 
this peace fully. 

Sandhim etya, getting connection; tribhih, with the 

three—-with mother, father, and teacher, i.e. getting his 

instruction from mother etc., properly —-for that is known 

as a source of valid knowledge from another Vedic text: 

‘‘“As one who has a mother, father, and teacher should 

say” etc. (Br. 1V.i.2). Or (¢vibhih may mean) through 
the Vedas, the Smrtis, and the good people; or through 

direct perception, inference, and the scriptures; for it is a 

matter of experience that clarity! follows from them. 

Trinaciketah, one who has piled up the Naciketa fire 

thrice; or one who is possessed of its knowledge, studies 

it, and performs it; and trikarmakrt, one who under- 

takes three kinds of kKarma—sacrifice, study (of the Vedas), 
and charity; tarati, crosses over; janmamrtyi, birth and 

death. Moreover, viditva, knowing—from scriptures; 

brahmajajfiiam: one that is born from Brahma, i.e. Hiranya- 

garbha is brahmaja (Virat), and one who is brahmaja 
and jfia, illumined, is brahmajajia—for He (i.e. Virat) 

is omniscient; (knowing) that devam, deity, who is so called 

because of his effulgence (which is the derivative mean- 

ing), i.e. One who is possessed of such attributes as know- 
ledge; and who is idyam, praiseworthy (adorable); (and) 

nicayya, looking (meditating) on (that Virat)—as one’s 

1**Comprehension of duties etc.”—A.G.
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own Self!; (one) eti, gets; imam, this (palpable), that is 

patent to ‘one’ s understanding; s@ntim, peace, cessation 

(from objects); atyantam, thoroughly. The idea is that 
through a combination of meditation and rites he attains 
the state of Virat.2 

Now he concludes the results of the knowledge about 

the Fire, and of its piling up, as also the topic under dis- 

cussion: 

fautfatacaaratetacar 
aud faarsfeaat array | 

T AAMT TCA: Si TeT 
aaa Wad AAR ech 

18. ‘One who performs the Naciketa sacrifice 
thrice after having known these three (factors), 
and he who having known thus, accomplishes 
the Niaciketa sacrifice, casts off the snares of 
Death even earlier and crossing over sorrow 
rejoices in heaven. 

1 “*Phe number of bricks (in this sacrifice) is 720; the days and 
nights in a year (identified with Virat Prajapati) have also the same 

number. Because of this similarity of number the Fire (Year-Prajapati) 

constituted by those days and nights, am l’—meditating on the Fire 
(Vira&t) in this way as identified with oneself.”—A G. 

2 Balagopalendra’s interpretation: “Just as one who undertakes 

three kinds of work after getting connected with the three crosses over 
death, so does he who performs the Na&ciketa sacrifice three times. 
Moreover, getting knowledge of that omniscient One who 1s born of 

Brahma and realising that One (as his Self. he attains this peace fully.”’
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Viditva, after knowing; eftat trayam, these three— 

described earlier, “‘the kind and number of bricks, as also 
the manner of arranging the fire’ (Ka. 1.1.15); he who 
becomes trinadciketah, a performer of the Naciketa sacri- 
fice thrice; and yah, who; evam vidvan, having known 

the Fire (Virat) thus—as identified with oneself; cinute, 
accomplishes; ndciketam, the Naciketa fire, performs the 

sacrifice called Naciketa;! sah, he; pranodya, casting off; 

mrtyupasan, the snares of Death —consisting in vice, 
ignorance, desire, hatred, etc.; puratah, even earlier—i.e. 

before death; sokatigah, crossing over sorrow-——i.e. mental 

discomfort; modate, rejoices, svargaloke, in heaven, in the 

world of Virat, by becoming identified with Him. 

uy ash fata: carat 
amantar fetter atoy | 

wank aaa yaeatea waTa- 
cata at aaa AvTsT 11 V8 ti 

19. “O Naciketa, this is for you the boon 
about the Fire that leads to heaven, for which you 
prayed through the second boon. People will 
speak of this Fire as yours indeed. O Naciketa, 

ask for the third boon.” 

Naciketah, O Naciketé; te, to you; esah, this is; 

svargyah agnih, the Fire—the boon about the Fire— 

that leads to heaven; yam, which—which Fire as a boon; 

1“‘Undertakes meditation on the Naciketa Fire (i.e. Virat)’’ 
according to Balagopalendra, the word Kraru in the commentary being 

taken in the sense of ‘‘meditation’’.
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avrnithah, you prayed for; dvitiyena varena, through 
the second boon. That boon about the Fire is granted 
to you. This is only a conclusion of what was said 
earlier. Moreover, janasah (is the same as janah), people; 
pravaksyanti, will speak of; efam agnim, this Fire; fava 

eva, aS yours—by your name—indeed. This is the fourth 

boon that I have given out of my satisfaction. Naciketah, 

O Naciketa; vrnisva, ask for; trtiyam varam, the third 
boon. The idea is this: ‘‘unless that is given, [I shall 
remain indebted.”’ 

This much only, as indicated by the two boons, 

and not the true knowledge of the reality, called the Self, 
is attainable through the earlier mantras and brahmanas 
(of the Vedas) which are concerned with injunction and 

prohibition. Hence for the elimination of the natural 
ignorance, which is the seed of mundane existence, which 
consisis in superimposing activity, agentship, and enjoy- 
ment on the Self, and which has for its contents those 

objects of prohibition and injunction (the subject matter 
of the scriptures), it is necessary to speak of the know- 

ledge of the unity of the Self and Brahman; which know- 
ledge is opposed to this ignorance, is devoid of any tinge 
of superimposition (on the Self) of activity, agentship, 

and enjoyment, and has for its object absolute emancipa- 
tion. Therefore the subsequent text is begun. Through 
the story is being elaborated the fact as to how in the 
absence of the knowledge of the Self, which is the subject 
matter of the third boon, there cannot be any content- 

ment even after getting the second boon. Since one who 
has desisted from the impermanent ends and means that 
are comprised in the abovementioned rites becomes 
qualified for the knowledge of the Self, (therefore) with a 

eo ae 

8
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view to decrying those ends and means, Naciketa is being 
tempted through the presentation of sons etc. Having 

been told, ‘““O Naciketa, you ask for the third boon’’, 

Naciketa said: 

aa sat fafafecar waSa- 

SHAG AAAs AH | 
va fre rseeaq arse 

TUMAT ALAA A: Wo Il 

20. This doubt that arises, consequent on 
the death of a man—some Saying, “It exists’, and 
others saying, “It does not exist”—I would know 
this, under your instruction. Of all the boons, 
this one is the third boon. 

Ya ivyam vicikitsd, this doubt, that arises; prete 

manusye, when a man dies; eke, some (Say); asti iti, 

(It), the Self, which is distinct from the body, senses, 

mind, and intellect, and which gets connected with a 

fresh body (in the next life), exists; ca eke, and others 

(say); ayam, this one, a Self of this kind; za asti, does 

not exist. Hence It is a thing whose knowledge can 

be acquired by us neither through direct perception 

nor through inference. And yet the supreme human 

goal is dependent on a clear knowledge of It. There- 

fore, tvaya anusistah, being instructed by you; aham, 

I; etat vidya4m, would know this. Vardadnam, of all the 
boons; esah, this one; varah, boon; is trtiyah, the third— 
the remaining one.
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With a view to testing whether this one (i.e. Naci- 

keta) is absolutely fit or not for the knowledge of the 

Self, which (knowledge) is the means for the highest con- 
summation, Death says: 

aaxarty fatafaiead ger 
aq fe afastrante at: | 

ry at afatal attteq 
AT ATs AT ATTA UVM 

21. With regard to this, even the gods enter- 
tained doubts in days of yore; for being subtle, 
this substance (the Self) is not easily compre- 
hended. O Naciket&, ask for some other boon; 
do not press me; give up this (boon) that is 
demanded of me. 

Pura, in days of yore; atra, with regard to this thing; 

vicikitsitam, doubt was entertained; devaih api, even by 

gods; Ai, since; esah, dharmah, this principle—called the 

Self; ma suvijfieyam, is not easily comprehensible—to 

common people, even though heard by them; It being 

anuh, subtle. Hence naciketas, O Naciketa; vrnisva, 
you ask for; anyam varam, some other boon —whose 
result is not subject to doubt. MG@ uparotsih, do not press; 

ma, me—as a creditor does a debtor—md, being the same 

as mam (me); atisrja, give up; enam, this boon; that is 

directed towards ma, me (that is to say, demanded of 

me). 

Being spoken to thus, Naciketa said:
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aazaria fafafaftad fara 
aq FT AA AA TATA | 

THAT ATCA CATATAT T GAT 
TAT ALtTed WaAeT BRAT U2 I 

22. Even the gods entertained doubt with 
regard to this thing; and O Death, since you too 
say that It is not well comprehended and since any 
other instructor like you, of this thing, is not 

to be had, (therefore) there is no other boon 
comparable to this one. 

‘“‘Atra, with regard to this thing; doubt was enter- 

tained even by the gods’’—this is heard by us from your- 

self. Ca, and; mrtyo, O Death; yat, since; tvam, you; 

attha, say; that the reality of the Self, na sujfieyam, is not 

well comprehended; therefore this thing is unknowable 

even to the learned; vakta ca asya, and an instructor of 

this principle; anyah, anyone else—who is a learned man 

tvadrk, like you; na labhyah, is not to be had—even by 

searching. But this boon is the means for the attain- 

ment of the highest goal. Hence na anyah varah, there 

is no other boon; kah cit, whatsoever; which is etasya 

tulyah, comparable to this one—since all the other bear 

impermanent fruits; this ts the purport. 

Although told this, still Death says by way of tempting: 

TAAT: TAN AT HATTA 
apa efeaexcayeansy |
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wea Files 
waa a ofa aca arafasefe i 23 11 

23. Ask for sons and grandsons that will be 
centenarians. Ask for many animals, elephants 
and gold, and horses, and a vast expanse of the 
earth. And you yourself live for as many years 

as you like. 

Vrnisva, you ask for; putra-pautian, sons and grand- 
sons; who are satayusah, gifted with a hundred years of 
life. Moreover, bahiin, many; pasiin, animals, such as 
cows etc.; Aasti-hiranyam, elephants and gold; and asvan, 
horses. Besides vrnisva, ask for; mahat dyatanam, a 
vast expanse, habitat, region, a kingdom; bhiimeh, of the 

earth. Furthermore, all this is useless if you yourself 

are short-lived. Therefore he says, ca, and; svayam, 

you yourself; jiva, live, hold to your body with all the 
senses unimpaired; for as many Suradah, years; yavat 

icchasi, aS you wish—to live. 

waaet ate Aaa aX 
aotrsa faa Facsttfaant 7 | 

Herat afanarecaarer 
HAT TT BAMA HUA i evil 

24. If you think some other boon to be equal 
to this, ask for that. Ask for wealth and long 
life. You become (a ruler) over a vast region. 
! make you fit for the enjoyment of (all) delectable 
things.
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Yadi, if; manyase, you think; some other varam, 

boon; etat-tulyam, as equal to this; even that boon, 

virasva, you ask for. Moreover, (you ask for) vittam, 

wealth—plenty of gold, jewels, etc; ca cirajivikam, and 

long life—i.e. you ask for a long life together with 

wealth. In brief, tvanz, you—Naciketa; edhi, become 
(a king); mahabhimau, in a vast region. Besides, karomi, 

I make; rva, you; kamabhajam, partaker in the enjoy- 

ment—fit for enjoyment; ka@mandm, of enjoyable things 
—divine as well as human; for [ am a deity whose will 

never fails. 

fF BAT FSA Aaah 
Tall BIATLAGeAT: ATAATT | 

SAT UAT: ACI: Aa 
T etqAl BEAATAT AIST: | 

sifaderata: tearara 
Tada ALT ASTM: UREN 

25. Whatever things there be that are desir- 
able but difficult to get—pray for all those cherish- 
ed things according to your choice. Here are 
these women with chariots and musical instru- 
ments—such are not surely to be had by mortals. 
With these, who are offered by me, you get your- 
self served. O Naciket&, do not inquire about 
death. 

Ye ye, all things; that are ka@m@h, desirable; and 
durlabhah, difficult to get; martyaloke, in the human
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world; sarvan kaman, all those desirable things; prar- 
thayasva, ask for; chandatah, according to your choice. 

Moreover, imah, here are; the celestial nymphs—the 

ramah (lit. women) who are so called because they 
delight (ramayanti) men; (and who are there) sarathah, 
with chariots, and sat#ryah, with musical instruments. 

Idrs@h, such (women); na hi lambhaniyah, are not surely 
to be had—without the favour of persons like us; manus- 

yaih, by mortals. Abhih, by these—by these female at- 
tendants; matprattabhih, who are offered by me; pari- 

carayasva, get (yourselt ) served— i.e. get your own service 

performed, such as washing of feet etc. O Naciketa, 

maranam, of death—as to the problem of death, as to 

whether anything exists after the fall of the body or not, 

which question is (useless) like the examination of the 

teeth of a crow; ma@ anupraksth, do not inquire—it does 
not befit you to ask thus. 

Although tempted thus, Naciketa, who was not to 

be perturbed like a vast lake, said: 

TATATAT AEA TarAHAT 
Taexarnt TLafeaT TT: | 

afy ad sifaracaaa 
AAT ATTETT FAT U VEU 

26. O Death, ephemeral are these, and they 
waste away the vigour of all the senses that a man 
has. All life, without exception, is short indeed. 
Let the vehicles be yours alone; let the dances 
and songs be yours.
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Antaka, O Death; the enjoyable things enumerated 

by you are svobhavah, ephermeral—whose existence 
(bhava) is subject to the doubt as to whether they will 

exist or not tomorrow (svah); moreover, all those en- 

joyable things such as nymphs etc. jarayanti, waste 

away; tejah, the vigour; yat, that (that there is) sarva- 
indriyanam, of all the senses; martyasya, of a human 

being; so these enjoyable things are an evil since they 

wear away virtue, strength, intelligence, encrgy, fame, 

etc. As for long life which you wish to offer, about that 
too listen; Sarvam api jivitam, all life-——cven that of 

Brahma; is a/pam eva, short mdeed; what need be said 

of the longevity of those like us? Therefore vahah, the 
vehicles etc; and so also urtyagite, the dances and songs; 

tava eva, yours alone—let them remain yours. 

q facta aaoitat qarsat 
aegis fHAARIEA AAT | 

sifasarat aradtfarcatfa ca 
AT A AT: FT TT UV I 

27. Man is not to be satisfied with wealth. 

Now that we have met you, we shall get wealth. 

We shall live as long as you will rule it. But the 
boon that is worth praying for by me is that 
alone. 

Besides, manusyah, man; na tarpaniyah, is not to 
be satisfied; vittena, with wealth—in abundance; for 

the acquisition of wealth is not seen in this world to 
satisfy anyone. Should there arise in us any hanker-
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ing for wealth, /apsyamahe, we shall acquire, i.e. we 

shall get; vittam, wealth; cet adraksma, now that we 

have seen; tvyad, you—tva being the same as tvam, you. 
Thus, too, we shall get longevity. Jivisyanah, we shall 

live; yavat, as long as; tvam, you; Tsisyasi (should rather 

be isisyase), will rule—lord it over in the position of 
Death. How can a man, after having met you, become 

poor or short-lived? Varah tu me varaniyah sah eva, 

but the boon that is worth praying for by me is that alone 

-that which 1s the knowledge of the Self. 

THM AAA TAT T 
AAAS: FHT TT: TATA | 

aPreqay TM ATATaT- 
afadra siifad at <AT Ret 

28. Having reached the proximity of the 
undecaying immortals, what decaying mortal 
who dwells on this lower region, the earth, but 

knows of higher goals, will take delight in a long 
life while conscious of the worthlessness of music, 

disport, and the joy thereof? 
Besides, upetya, having approached the proximity; 

ajiryatam, of the undecaying, of those who do not under- 

go the loss of age; amrta@nam, of the immortals; (and) 

prajanan, knowing, perceiving—that some other better 

benefit can be derived from them; but himself being 

Jiryan martyah, subject to decrepitude and death; (and 

himself) kvadhahsthah, living on the earth—the word 
being derived thus: Xu is the earth and it is adhah, below,
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in relation to the sky and other regions; one who lives 

(tisthati) there is kvadhahsthah. (Being so) how can he 
ask for such evanescent things as sons, wealth, gold etc. 

which are fit to be prayed for by the non-discriminating 

people? Or there may be a different reading—kva tadas- 

thah—in which case the words are to be construed thus: 
tadasthah is one who has Gstha, absorption in, resorts to 

with absorption (fesi) in those, sons etc; kva (means) when. 

(So the phrase means)—when will one, who wishes to achieve 

a human goal higher than that, difficult though it is to 

secure, become tadasthah, occupied with them? The 
idea is that nobody who knows their worthlessness will 

hanker after them. For every person verily wants to go 

higher and higher up. Therefore I am not to be seduced 

by the lure of sons, wealth etc. Moreover kah, who, 

what sensible man; abhidhyayan, while deliberating on 

—ascertaining the real nature of; varnaratipramodan, 
music, disport, and delight—derivable from celestial 

nymphs etc.; as transitory; rameta, will delight; atidirghe 

Jivite, in a long life? 

afentad fafafacatea Feat 
mearequa wefa afe Tea | 

ast at yen favet 
area TeATatatar AA Ww Vs 

afa sroniafrate saqreara saAT acest 
29. O Death, tell us of that thing about 

which people entertain doubt in the context of 
the next world and whose knowledge leads to a
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great result. Apart from this boon, which re- 

lates to the inscrutable thing, Naciketa does not 
pray for any other. 

Hence give up alluring me with transitory things 

and briihi nak tell us; tat, that, which is prayed for by 
me; yasmin, about which—-which Self; people idam 
vicikitsanti, entertain this doubt—as to whether it exists 
or not; sdmpardye, in the context of the next world— 

when a man dies; yat, which—which conclusive know- 
ledge of the Self; mahati, is calculated to lead to a great 

result. To be brief, ayam varah, this boon—that relates 
to the Self under discussion; yah, which (boon); gudham 
anupravistah, has entered into an inaccessible recess— 

has become very inscrutable: apart from that boon anyam, 
any other—any boon with regard to the non-Self that can 

be sought after by senseless people; naciketa@ na vrnite, 
Naciketa does not pray for—even in thought. This (last 
sentence) is a statement by the Upanisad itself (and is 

not an utterance of Naciketa).



PART I 

CANTO II 

Having tested the disciple and found his fitness for 

knowledge, he (Yama) said: 

HFIVSMN KAZAA TA- 

tq Sa aTATA Teas fata: | 
Tat: FA ATATTET ATT 

vata gtadtsata s Fat qowra 1 Va 
1. The preferable is different indeed; and 

so, indeed, is the pleasurable different. These 
two, serving divergent purposes, (as they do), 
bind men. Good befalls him who accepts the 

preferable among these two. He who selects the 
pleasurable falls from the true end. 

Sreyah, the preferable, the supreme goal (freedom); 
anyat eva (is) certainly different. Tatha similarly; uta. 
too; preyah, the more pleasant; anyat eva, (is) different 
indeed. Te ubhe, both of them—the pleasurable and 
the preferable; nana arthe, serving divergent purposes 

—as they do; sinttah, bind; purusam, man—one who, 
as subject to caste, stage of life, etc., is competent for 
either. All men are impelled by these two under an idea 
of personal duty; for according as one hankers after 
prosperity or immortality, one engages in the pleasurable 
or the preferable. Therefore, all men are said to be bound 

by these two through their sense of duty with regard to
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what leads to the pleasurable or the preferable. These 

two, though related severally to the (two) human goals!, 

are opposed to each other, inasmuch as they are of the 
nature of knowledge and ignorance. Thus since these 
cannot be performed together by the same person, with- 

out discarding either of the two, therefore tayoh, of the 
two; adadanasya, to one who accepts; only sreyah, the pre- 

ferable, by discarding the pleasurable, (the latter) being 

of the nature of ignorance; sadhu bhavati, well-being, 

good comes—as a result. But he, who ts a short-sighted, 
ignorant man, Atyate, gets alienated; arthat, from this 

objective, from the human goal; te. he falls from the 

eternal supreme purpose. Who is that man? Yah u, 
the one that; preyah vrnite, selects, i.e. takes hold of, 

the pleasurable. 

If both can be done by a man at will, why do people 

cling mostly to the pleasurable only? This is being 
answered: 

saVa TITT TASTAA- 
cal arazica fafaafra atc: | 

sat fe aretsh saat ala 
Sal Weal BTA ATSAATA UR 

2. The preferable and the _ pleasurable 
approach mankind. The man of intelligence, 
having considered them, separates the two. 
The intelligent one selects the electable in prefer- 
ence to the delectable; the non-intelligent one 

1(i) Prosperitv here and hereafter, and (i!) salvation.
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selects the delectable for the sake of srowth and 
protection (of the body etc.). 

True it is that they are subject to (human) option; 

still, since they are not easily distinguishable by men 

of poor intellect either with regard to their means or 
with regard to their fruits, therefore sreyas ca preyas 
ca, the preferable and the pleasurable; manusyam etah, 

approach men; as though they are intermixed. There- 

fore just as a swan separates milk from water, similarly 
dhirah, a man of intelligence; samparitya, having survey- 

ed fully, having considered mentally their importance 

and unimportance; vivinakti, separates; tau those two, 

viz the preferable and the pleasurable. And having dis- 

tinguished, sreyah hi, the electable indeed; abhivruite, 
(he) selects, because of its higher value, preyasah, in 

comparison with the delectable. Who is he (that prefers) ? 

Dhirah, the intelligent man. As for the mandah the man 

of poor intelligence; he, because of a lack of discrimina- 

tion; yogaksemat, for the sake of yoga and ksema, 1.€. 

for the growth and protection of the body etc.; vyrnite, 

selects; preyah, the delectable, constituted by cattle, 

sons, etc. 

q ca foyarfareqes BTAT- 

AfAearaaPaHaSeaaraty: | 

aati asi faaaatraredt 
qeqi AsAteqT AAT AATSAT: 11 FU 

3. O Naciket&! you, such as you are, have 
discarded, after consideration, all the desirable
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things that are themselves delightful or are the 
producers of delight. You have not accepted 
this path of wealth in which many a man comes 
to grief. 

Sah tvam, you, such as you are—though tempted 

by me again and again; abhidhydyan, having consid- 

ered—the defects such as impermanence and _ unsub- 

Stantiality of; Kaman, desirable things; viz priyan, dear 

ones, such as children etc.; ca, and; priyarupan, producers 

of delight, such as nymphs etc.:! naciketah, O Naciketa; 

atyasraksih, you have discarded. What an intelligence 
you have! Na avaptah, you have not accepted; etam, 
this; ugly srakam, course; vittamayim, abounding in 

wealth; which is resorted to by ignorant people; yasyarn, 
in which course; bahavah, many; manusyah, men; maj- 

janti, sink, come to grief. 

It has been said, ““Good befalls him who accepts 
the preferable among these two. He who selects the 

pleasurable falls from the true end” (Ka. Lii. 1). Why is 

that so ?—Because: 

quad fart fast 
afaar at a faafa sar | 

faanitfead afatadq ara 
TAT BAT ARASH TT 1 ¥ I 

4. That which is known as knowledge and 
that which is known as ignorance are widely 

1 Children are one’s own Self, as it were, whereas nymphs are a 
degree removed from one.
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contradictory, and they follow divergent courses. 
I consider Naciketa to be an aspirant for know- 
ledge, (because) the enjoyable things, multifarious 
though they be, did not tempt you. 

Ete, these two; are duram, widely, by a great dis- 

tance; viparite, contradictory, mutually exclusive, like 

light and darkness, they being of the nature of discrimi- 

nation and non-discrimination; visiict, have divergent 
courses, i.e. they produce different results, being the 

cause of worldly existence and emancipation. This is the 
idea. Which are they? The answer is: Ya ca that which 

jJhata, is fully ascertained, known by the learned; avidya 
iti, aS ignorance—which has for its object the pleasurable; 

ya ca, and that which; (is known) vidya iti, as knowledge 

—which has for its object the preferable. Of these two, 

manye, 1 consider; you naciketasam, Naciketa; vidya- 

bhipsinam, as desirous of knowledge. Why? Because 

kamah, the enjoyable things, such as nymphs etc.—which 

distract the intellect of the unenlightened; although they 

are bahavah, many; they na alolupanta, did not tempt; 

tva, you—tva being the same as tvam; did not deflect 

you from the path of the preferable by arousing a desire 

for enjoying them. Therefore I consider you to be crav- 

ing for enlightenment, to be fit for the preferable—this 

is the idea. 

afaaataeat TTATAT: 

cay ater: Wesaaeaqar:at | 

aexraarot: Gfcatea Aer 
HITT AAATAT AATAT: We UU
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5. Living in the midst of ignorance and con- 
sidering themselves intelligent and enlightened, 
the senseless people go round and round, follow- 

ing crooked courses, just like the blind led by the 

blind. 

But those who are fit for worldly existence, they, 
vartamanah, living; avidyayam antare, in the midst of 
ignorance—as though in the midst of thick darkness, 

being entangled in hundreds of fetters, forged by craving 
for sons, cattle, etc; manyamanah, considering—(think- 
ing of themselves), svayam ‘“‘we ourselves are; dhirah, 
intelligent; and panditah, versed in the scriptures’’; those 
miidhah, senseless, non-discriminating people; pariyanti, 

go round and round; dandramyamanah, by following! 
very much the various crooked courses, being afflicted 
by old age, death, disease, etc.; Just as many andhah, 

blind people; nivamanah, being led; andhena eva, by the 

blind indeed, on an uneven road, come to great calamity. 
Because of this alone, because of ignorance, the 

means for the attainment of the other world does not 
become revealed (to them): 

T areqera: sfaatta ats 

TaTaed frat ASA | 
aa wrat atfea 7x afa Arat 

Tt: Grataragad Fu sil 
6. The means for the attainment of the 

1 Our reading is gacchantah. A different reading is icchantah, 
wishing for. 

9
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other world does not become revealed to the 
non-discriminating man who blunders, being be- 
fooled by the lure of wealth. One that con- 
stantly thinks that there is only this world, and 
none hereafter, comes under my sway again and 
again. 

Samparayah is the other world, attainable after the 
talling of the body (sampara): s@iparayah is any partic- 

ular scriptural means leading to the attainment of that 

other world. And this (means) na pratibhati, does not 

become revealed to, 1.e. does not become serviceable to 

balam, a boy, a non-discriminating man; (who is) pra- 

maddyantam, blundering—whose mind clings to such 

needs as children, cattle etc.; and so also who is miidham, 

confounded, being covered by darkness (of ignorance): 

vittamohenu, because of the non-discrimination caused 

by wealth. “Ayam lokah, there is only this world—that 
which is visible and abounds with women, food, drink, 

etc,; “a parah asti, there is no other world, that is invis- 

ible’’—iti ma@ni, constantly thinking thus; (he) getting born, 

punah punah, again and again; Gpadyate, becomes subject 

to the vasam, control; me, of me, who am Death; that is, 

he remains involved in a succession of grief in the form 

of birth, death, etc. Such is the world in general. 

But among thousands, it 1s only one like you who 

hankers after the preferable, and who becomes a knowner 

of the Self; because: 

sTaMTTANT aspaal 7 wr: 

aeaishy aga 4 a faq: |
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ARAAT FFA PFUASISET WeITss- 
Raat sar Hararafarse: 1 9 1 

7. Of that (Self), which is not available for 
the mere hearing to many, (and) which many do 

not understand even while hearing, the expounder 
is wonderful and the receiver is wonderful, 

wonderful is he who knows, under the instruction 
of an adept. 

Yah, that which—the Self that; na labhyah, is not 
attainable; bahubhih, by many; sravanaya api, even for 
the sake of hearing; yam, which—which Self; bahavah, 

many (others); Srnvantah api, even while hearing; na 
vidyuh, do not know; the unfortunate whose minds have 

not been purified may not know. Moreover, asya vakta, 

Its expounder; (is) @Scaryah, wonderful—comparable to 
a wonder—a rare one, indeed, among many. Similarly, 
even after hearing of the Self, kusalah, one who is profi- 

cient—a rare one among many; becomes the /abdha, 

attainer. For @scaryah jhata, a wonderful man—a rare 
soul—becomes a knower; kusalanusistah, being instructed 

by a proficient teacher. 

Why (so)? Because: 

TAU WaT Ty 
gfastat aget Farrar: | 

ATA TATA THT 
AMAT AATAATTATTT Uc i
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8. The Self is not certainly adequately known 
when spoken of by an inferior person; for It is 
thought of variously. When taught by one who 
has become identified with It, there is no further 

Cogitation with regard to It. For It is beyond 
argumentation, being subtler even than the atomic 
quantity. 

Esah, this—the Self about whom you ask me; (when) 

proktah, spoken of; avarena narena, by an inferior man, 

i.e. by a man of worldly understanding; na hi suvijheyah, 

is not certainly liable to be adequately understood; for 

It is bahudha@, variously—such as ‘It exists’, “It does not 

exist’’, “‘It is the doer’’, “It is not the doer”; cintyama@nah, 

deliberated on—by disputants. How, again, is It well 

understood? This is being said: The Self ananyaprokte, 

when spoken of by a non-different man, by the teacher 

who does not see duality, who has become identified with 

the Brahman that is to be revealed (by him!); atra, here, 

with regard to the Self; na asti, there does not remain; 

gatih, cogitation, of various kinds as to whether It exists 

or not; for from the Self is ruled out all thoughts involv- 

ing doubt. 

Or—ananyaprokte, when the (supreme) Self, that is 

non-different from, and is, one’s very Self is adequately 

taught;2 na asti gatih, there is no other comprehension ;3 

1 Or—‘“‘revealed in the Upanigads”’—~ Balagopalendra. 

2 Or—“taught as non-different from, and as, one’s very Self’’— 
Balagopalendra. 

3 Apart from the realisation: ‘I am Brahman.”
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atra, in this Self; as there is nothing else! to be known. 

For the realisation of the unity of the Self is the culmi- 

nation of all knowledge. Therefore, as there is no know- 

able, there remains nothing to be known here. 

Or—when the non-different Self is spoken of, na 

asti atra gatih, there remains no transmigration;? for 
emancipation, which is the result of that realisation, 

follows immediately. 

Or—when the Self is spoken of by a teacher who 

has become identified with the Brahman that he speaks 
of, there is na agatih, no non-comprehension non-reali- 

sation. To this hearer, the realisation, “‘I am that (Self )’’, 

does come, just as it did in the case of the teacher. This 

is the idea. 

Thus is the Self well understood when It is taught 

to be non-different (from the taught) by a teacher who 
is well versed in the scriptures.3 Else the Self becomes 

aniyan, more subtle; even anupramanat, than an atomic 

thing. (For It is) atarkyam (should be atarkyah) cannot 

be argued out—cannot be known through mere reasoning 

called up through one’s own (independent) intellect.4 

For if the Self be regarded as an object of argumentation 

and postulated to be atomic in quantity, someone else 

may hold It to be subtler than that, while still another may 

1 Apart from the unity of the Self and Brahman. 

2 Balagopalendra interprets sarhsdra-gati as the appearance of 
duality as a reality. This appearance ceases after Self-knowledge. 

8“When It is taught by a teacher, well versed in the scriptures 
and established in a state of non-difference’*—Balagopalendra. 

4 As distinguished from the intellect purified by the teachings of 
an adept.
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hold It to be the subtlest. Thus there is no finality about 

sophistry. 

TUT aH Afarqaa4 
TATA FAATT FSS | 

at canta: acaafaaat fa 
CATS ATT YATAAHA: A8!NT 11-3 

9. The wisdom that you have, O dearest one, 
which leads to sound knowledge when imparted 
only by someone else (other than the logician), 
is not to be attained through argumentation. 
You are, O compassionable one, endowed with 
true resolution. May our questioner be like you, 
O Naciketa. 

Therefore esa, this—this wisdom about the Self, as 
presented by the Vedas, that arises when the Self is taught 
by one who has become identified with It; rarkena, through 

argumentation—called up merely by one’s own intellect; 

na Gpaneya, is not to be attained. Or (reading the word 
as apaneya, the expression means)—is not to be eradicat- 

ed, not to be destroyed. For logician, who is not versed 

in the Vedas, talks of all sorts of things that can be called 

up by his own intellect. Therefore, prestha, O dearest 

one; this wisdom that originates from the Vedas, sujia- 
naya bhavati, leads to sound knowledge; when prokte, 

imparted; anyena eva, by a different person indeed—by 

a teacher who is versed in the Vedas and is different from 

the logician. What, again is that belief that is beyond 

argumentation? This is being said: yam, that which—
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the wisdom that; tvam dpah, you have attained; through 
the granting of the boon by me. Asi, you are; satyadhrtih, 

of true resolution—your resolves refer to real things. 

Death utters the word bata (a particle expressing com- 

passion) out of compassion for Naciketa, thereby eulogis- 
ing the knowledge that is going to be imparted. Any 
other prasta, questioner—-whether a son or a disciple; 

(that there may be mah, to us; bhiiyat, may he be; tvadrk, 

like you. Of what sort? The kind of questioner that you 
are; nactketah, O Naciketa. 

Being pleased, he said again: 

srateae safafeatarea 
T aaa: sega fe wat aa 

aa war aifataheaatsti- 
cfreageq: sreatarafer FATT Uo I 

lO. (Since) I know that this treasure is 
inipermanent—for that permanent entity cannot 

be attained through impermanent things— there- 
fore (knowingly) did I pile up the Na@ciketa fire 
with impermanent things, and have (thereby) 
attained (relative) permanence. 

Aham janami, 1 know: iti, (this fact) that; sevadhih, 

the treasure—comprising the fruits of action, which are 

prayed for like a treasure; that treasure 1s anityam (rather 

anityah), impermanent. Ai for anityaih, through imper- 

manent things, tat, that; dhruvam, permanent entity— 

which is the treasure called the supreme Self; na prapyate, 

cannot be attained. But that. treasure alone, which con-
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sists of impermanent pleasure, is to be attained through 
impermanent things. Hi since, this is so; tatah, there- 

fore; maya, by me—knowing, as I did that the perma- 
nent cannot be attained through the evanescent; ndciketah 

agnih, the fire called Naciketa; citah was piled up, Le. 

the sacrifice that is meant for the acquisition of heavenly 

bliss was accomplished; anityaih dravyaih, with imper- 

manent things—by animals etc. Having acquired the 

requisite merit thereby, praptavan asmi, I have achieved; 

nityam, the permanent—the relatively permanent abode 

of Death which is called heaven. 

STHCATA SATA: TASST 
HA ACAAAACT TTA | 

eaAASTeMTa Masai Wey 
eat HAT aPaAHATSCAATAAT: 11-82 

11. O Naciketa, you, on becoming enlight- 
ened, have rejected (them all) by examining 
patiently the highest reach of desire, the support 
of the universe, the infinite’ results of meditation, 
the other shore of fearlessness, the extensive 
course of (Hiranyagarbha) that is praiseworthy 
and great, as also (your own) state. 

But you, drstva, having seen, examined; (Hiranya- 

garbha as) ka@masya aptim, the end of desire—that here 
indeed all desires end? (vide Mu. HUI. ii. 2); having seen 

1 All these are to be understood in a relative sense. 

2 Here, i.e. in the state of Hiranyagarbha. Desire cannot lead 
men beyond Hiranyagarbha.
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Hiranyagarbha as) jagatah pratistham, the support—because 

of His all-pervasiveness—of the world comprising all that is 

personal, elemental, heavenly, etc.; (having seen) the adnan- 
tyam, infinitude; kratoh, of meditation!—the (relatively) 

infinite result (of meditation on Hiranyagarbha), which is 

the state of Hiranyagarbha; (having seen) param, the other 

shore, the utmost limit; abhayasya, of fearlessness; (having 

seen) the urugayam, extensive course of (Hiranyagarbha):2 

which is stoma-mahat: that which is stoma, praiseworthy, 

and mahat, great—abounding In many attributes such as 

divine faculties of becoming subtle etc.—is stoma-mahat, 

because It Is possessed of super-excellence; (and having 

seen) pratistham, existence—your own state, unsurpassable 

though it is; naciketah, O Naciketa; having seen all these 
dhriya, with patience; and having become, dhirah, intelli- 

gent; atyasraksth, you have renounced—have given up all 

these worldly enjoyments (up to the state of Hiranya- 

garbha), being desirous only of the Supreme One. O! what 

an unsurpassable quality you are endowed with! 

aq gaat wen uface 
Tass TWAWwS FTA | 

qeaTAgTATAT TF 
Acar At seated Tafa uv VV 

12. The intelligent man gives up happiness 
and sorrow by developing concentration of mind 

1 This is according to Baélagopalendra. Some translate it as ‘‘of 
sacrifice’. 

2Since thereby is attained the state of Hiranyagarbha which lasts 
for a long time till final dissolution.
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on the Self and thereby meditating on the old 
Deity who is inscrutable, lodged inaccessibly, 
located in the intellect, and seated in the midst 

of misery. 

Tam, Him—the Self that you want to know; which 

is durdarsami, hard to see, because of Its extreme subtleness; 

giidham anupravistam, lodged imaccessibly, i.e. hidden by 

knowledge that changes in accordance with worldly objects; 

guhahitam, located in the intellect—because It is perceived 
there; gahvarestham, existing in the midst of misery—in the 

body and senses which are the source of many miseries. 

Since It is thus lodged inaccessibly and located in the intel- 

lect, therefore It is seated in the midst of misery. Hence 

It is hard to see; matva, meditating on; that purdnam, old 

(everlasting); devam, Deity—the Self; adhyatmayogadhigza- 
mena—concentration of the mind on the Self after with- 

drawing it from the outer objects is adhyatma-yoga— 

through the attainment of that; dhirah, the intelligent man; 

jahati, gives up; harsasokau, happiness and sorrow —since 

there is no excellence or deterioration for the Self. 

UTSPAT argh Ae: 

TAM TAGATATATT | 

q aad atedtay fe wear 

faqay aa afahast At un e3U 
13. After hearing this, grasping it fully, 

separating this righteous thing (from the body 
etc.), and attaining this subtle thing, that mortal 
rejoices, for he has obtained that which is the
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cause of delight. I consider that the mansion 
(of Brahman) is wide open to Naciketa. 

Moreover, srutva, after hearing—through the favour 

of the teacher; erat, that reality of the Self that I shall speak 

of; samparigrhya, after grasping (It) fully—as one’s own 
Self; pravrhya, after separating (from body etc); this dhar- 
myam, righteous! (thing, the Self); and apya, after attain- 

ing; etam anum, this subtle thing—the Self; sah muartyah, 

that mortal—(who has become) the enlightened man; 

modate, rejoices; labdhva, having obtained; modaniyam, 

that which causes delight. Therefore manye, I consider; 

that the sadma, mansion-—the abode of Brahman, which is 

of this kind; vivrtam, is wide open to—has approached 

towards;2 naciketasam, (you) Naciketa. The idea is: ‘“‘l 

consider you fit for emancipation.” 

(Naciketa said), “If | am fit and you, too, sir, are 

pleased with me, then 

AAA TFA AAAAT- 

SAAT ACHAFA | 
HAT UAHA WegTeoy 
TAA TTT li Ovi 

14. ‘‘Tell (me) of that thing which you see 
as different from virtue, different from vice, 

1 Lit. that which is conducive to virtue, the knowledge of Reality 

being the highest virtue. 

2 Brahman and the mansion are identical, and the approach of this 

mansion towards Naciketé consists in the propitiousness of Brahman.
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different from this cause and effect, and different 

from the past and the future.” 

Anyatra dharmat, different from virtue—i.e. from the 

performance of scriptural duties, their results, and their 

accessories; so also anyatra adharmat, different from vice; 

so also anyatra asmat krtakytat, different from this kvrta, 

the effect, and akrta, the cause; moreover, anyatra bhiitat ca 

bhavyat ca, different from what was, or will be—as also 

what is—i.e. what is not limited by the three times (past, 

present, and future); yar, what—the thing of this kind that 

is beyond the reach of all empirical experience, which; pas- 
yasi, you see, you know;; tar, that thing; vada, you tell—me. 

With a view to speaking of the thing asked for, as also 

some other attributes, Death said to him who had inquired 

thus: 

aa Far aeqaaraatead 
aorefa aaifr a ageted | 

afessral Faraa Aelea 
aa Tee Ta ealeafaaaq ul 24 

15. I tell you briefly of that goal which all 
the Vedas with one voice propound, which all 
the austerities speak of, and wishing for which 
people practise Brahmacarya: it is this, viz Om. 

Yat padam, that attainable thing—the goal, which; 

sarve Vedah, all the Vedas—without divergence; amananti, 

propound; ca, and; yat, that which; sarvani tapamsi, all the 

austerities; vadanti, speak of—are meant for the attainment
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of; yat icchantah, wishing for which; caranti, (they) prac- 

tise; brahmacaryam, Brahmacarya that consists either in 

residence (for study) in the house of the teacher or is of 

some other kind (i.e. lifelong celibacy) meant for the attain- 

ment of Brahman; bravimi, I tell; te, you; samgrahena, in 

brief: fat, that thing—the goal; om iti etat, is this, viz Om. 

The goal that you desire to know is this that is indicated by 

the word Om and that has Om as its symbol.! 

(Since Om is the name and symbol of Brahman), 

therefore: 

VATA TAT TATEAATAT TA | 
UaTEAaTAL MAT At Afasota AeA AT 1 VEU 
16. This letter (Om), indeed, is the (inferior) 

Brahman (Hiranyagarbha); and this letter is, 
indeed, the supreme Brahman. Anybody, who, 
(while) meditating on this letter, wants any of 
the two, to him comes that. 

Etat eva aksaram brahma, this letter (Om), indeed, is 

(the inferior) Brahman (Hiranyagarbha). And efat eva 

1[{t 1s well known that the thing that ts revealed (i.e. flashes in 

the mind) on the utterance of a word is signified by that word. Thus 

the knowledge, untouched by outer objects, that reveals itself to the 

man of concentrated mind on the utterance of the word Om, is also 
dependent on and signified by Ovn. One should meditate thus: ‘I am 

Brahman, as signified by Om and as conditioned by Maya in which 

the saftva quality preponderates.”’ If, however, one is not able to do 

so, one should superimpose the idea of Brahman on the symbol Onn. 

The best minds can think of Brahman without Om. The middle ones 
can meditate on Brahman with the help of Om. And the inferior ones 
can worship Brahman on the symbol On.
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aksaram param, this letter (Om) is the supreme Brahman. 

For of them both this letter (Om) is the symbol. Jfhatva, 
(while) worshipping; etat eva aksaram, this very letter Om 

as Brahman; anything that—whether the supreme or the 
inferior Brahman; yah, anybody; icchati, wishes for; tat 

tasya, that becomes his: if it is the supreme Brahman (that 

he desires), It becomes knowable; if it is the inferior Brah- 

man, It becomes attainable. 

VASAT. ASSHAATAAT TA | 

Uday AAT Halats ASAT 1 V9 1 

17. This medium is the best; this medium 
is the supreme (and the inferior) Brahman. 
Meditating on this medium, one becomes ador- 
able in the world of Brahman. 

Since this is so, therefore, among all the mediums, 

(e.g. Gayatri), for the attainment of Brahman, etat alam- 

banam, this medium, is srestham, the highest—the most 

praiseworthy; efat Glambanam, this medium (is); param, 

supreme Brahman—as well as the inferior Brahman, since 

it relates to both the inferior Brahman and the supreme 

Brahman. Jfadtva, meditating on; etat Glambanam, this 

medium; brahmaloke mahiyate, one is worshipped in the 

world of Brahman. The idea is this: Getting identified 

with the supreme Brahman or the inferior Brahman, (as a 

result of meditation), he becomes adorable-like Brahman. 

For those aspirants of medium and inferior quality, 

Om has been indicated both as a medium (for meditation 

on), and symbol (for worship), of the Self which is devoid 

of all attributes and which was inquired about in, “Tell me
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of that thing which you see as different from virtue’’ etc. 
(Ka. 1.11.14;) and It has also been presented similarly, for 

similar aspirants, who wish to know the inferior Brahman. 

Now this (verse) 1s being said with a view to ascertain- 

ing directly the nature of that Self which has the Om as Its 
medium: 

qv aad Farad ar fartea- 

ara gaara aya Had | 
AAT faca: Wasa Fee 

T Sead SAAT WT UV 

18. The intelligent Self is neither born nor 
does It die. It did not originate from anything, 
nor did anything originate from It. It is birth- 
less, eternal, undecaying, and ancient. It is not 
injured even when the body is killed. 

Vipascit, the intelligent one (Self)—intelligent because 
Its nature of consciousness is never lost; na jdyate, is not 
born—lIt is not produced; na v@ mriyate, nor does It die. 

An impermanent thing, that has origination, is subject to 

many modifications. With a view to denying all the modi- 

fications in the Self, the first and last of these modifications, 

in the form of birth and death, are being first denied here 

in the text: ‘‘He is neither born nor dies.’’ Moreover, 

ayam, this one—the Self; na kutascit, did not come from 
anything—did not originate from any other cause; and 

from the Self Itself na kascit babhiiva, nothing originated— 
as something different from It. Therefore ayam, this Self;
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(is) ajah, birthless; nityah, eternal; s@$vatah, undecaying. 
That which is impermanent ts subject to decay; but this one 

is everlasting; therefore, again, It is purdnah, ancient—new 
indeed even from of old. A thing is said to be new now 

which emerges into being through the development of its 

parts, as for instance, a pot etc. The Self, however, is 
opposed to them; It 1s ancient, i.e. devoid of growth. Since 
this is so, theretore, na hanyate, It is not killed—not injur- 

ed; Sarire hanyamane, when the body is killed—with 

weapons etc., though It exists there, just like space. 

SMT AeA FIs TACIAeAI TAA | 

Sat TY at fasartat aras afea + SraAT 1 29 11 

19. If the killer thinks (of It) in terms of 
killing and if the killed thinks (of It) as killed, 

both of them do not know. It does not kill, nor 

is it killed. 

Even though the Self is of this kind, still cet, if; some- 

one who looks upon the mere body as the Self, manyate, 

thinks—of It; hantum, for the sake of killing—(if he) thinks, 
“I shall kill It’; and the other who is hatah, killed; cet, if; 

he too, should manyate, think; the Self to be hatam, killed— 

Gif he) thinks, “I am killed’; ubhau tau, both of them, 

equally; na vijanitah, do not know—their own Self; because 

ayam, this one; na hanti, does not kill—the Self being un- 

changeable; similarly na hanyate, It is not killed—because 

of the very fact of unchangeability, as in the case of space. 

Therefore the worldly existence, consisting of virtue and 
vice, relates merely to the ignorant man, it does not belong 

to the knower of Brahman, because for him virtue and vice
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are inappropriate both according to the Vedic authority 
and logic. 

How does one know the Self? This is being said: 

AMUCUAKH ACAT- 

TAISeA Seatftfeat Terary | 

and: Tafa araartay 

ATITATAASATTAICAT: 11 Qo Ul 

20. The Self that is subtler than the subtle 
and greater than the great is lodged in the heart 
of (every) creature. A desireless man sees that 

glory of the Self through the serenity of the 
organs, and (thereby he becomes) free from 
SOrrow. 

(The Self is) aniyan, subtler; anoh, than the subtle— 
such as a (tiny) sya@maka grain; mahiyan, greater; mahatah, 
than the great-—things that have a great dimension such as 
the earth. Whatever great or atomic thing there be in the 
world, can possibly be so by being possessed of its reality 
through that eternal Self. When deprived of that Self, it is 
reduced to unreality. Therefore that very Self is subtler 
than the subtle and greater than the great, for It is condi- 
tioned by all names, forms, and activities which are Its 
limiting adjuncts. And that @tma, Self; nihitah, is lodged— 
exists as the Self; guha@yam, in the heart; asya jantoh, of this 
creature—(in the heart) of all beings beginning from Brahma 
and ending with a clump of grass. Zam, that Self—the 
means for whose realisation are hearing, thinking, and 

10
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meditation ;! (he sees, who is) akratuh, a desireless man, 1.e. 

one who has desisted from all outer objects, seen or unseen; 

and when this(detachment) takes place, dh@tavah, the organs, 

such as mind etc. become composed, the dhatus being so 

called because of their holding (dh@rana) the body. (So) 

dhatuprasadat, through the serenity of these organs; (he) 
pasyati, sees; tam mahimanam, that glory; Gtmanah, of the 

Self—that is not subject to growth and decay in accordance 

with the results of work—he sees, i.e. he directly realises 

the Self as “I am the Self’, and thereby he becomes vita- 

sokah, free from sorrow. 

Otherwise, the Self is difficult to be known by ordinary 

people who are possessed of desire, because: 

aretat xt asa warat arta waa: | 
Ht Has @q Hargt arquefa 122 i 

21. While sitting, lt travels far away; while 
sleeping, It goes everywhere. Who but I can 
know that Deity who is both joyful and joyless? 

(The Self) while asinah, sitting—remaining stationary, 

motionless, daram vrajati, goes far; sayanah, while sleeping ; 
yati, goes; sarvatah, everywhere. Similarly, that Deity, the 

Self, is madamada, possessed of mada, and devoid of mada— 

joyful and joyless—possessed of contradictory qualities. 

Hence it being difficult to know It, kak, who; madanyah, 

apart from me; jfatum arhati, can know; tam madamadam 

1 This is according to Balagupalendra. The phrase darsana-éravana- 

manana-vijnana-liigam may also mean, “the Self whose existence ts 

inferable from the acts of seeing, hearing, thinking, and knowing.”’
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devam, that joyful and joyless Deity? Since the Self, as con- 
ditioned by various limiting adjuncts, is possessed of oppo- 

site qualities and appears variously like a prism (viSvaripa) 
or a philosopher’s stone (cintamani),! therefore it is only by 

a wise man of fine intellect, like us, that this Self can be 

known. Hence the difficulty of Its realisation is being 

pointed out in the sentence: kah tam madanyah jnatum 

arhati, who apart from me can know It? Sleep is the cessa- 

tion of the activities of the senses. The delimitation of 

consciousness,” caused by the senses, ceases for a sleeping 

man. When the Self is in such a state (of sleep), Its con- 

sciousness being of a general character, It yati sarvatah, seems 

to go, (to be present), everywhere. When It is in a state of 

particularised consciousness, It, though really stationary 

by Its own nature, duiram vrajati, seems to travel far, in 

accordance with the movement of mind etc., because It is 

conditioned by those mind etc. In reality, It continues here 

(in this body) only. 

The text further shows how from the knowledge of the 

Self comes the elimination of grief as well: 

ATA. Wewogqaessqgpeqzaz | 
mera faatcara Acar set as Arata WAV 

22. Having meditated on the Self, as bodi- 
less in the midst of bodies, as permanent in the 

1A viévariipa gem appears possessed of diverse colours, and a 

cintamani assumes various aspects in accordance with the thought of its 

possessor. 

2 Then consciousness has such limited expression as, “I am a man’’, 

“I see a blue thing’’, and so on.—A.G.
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midst of the impermanent, and as great and 
pervasive, the wise man does not grieve. 

The Self in Its own nature, is like space; (having 

meditated on) that Self (as) asariram, unembodied—as that 

bodiless Self; sariresu, in the midst of bodies—of gods, 
Manes, human beings, etc.; (as) avasthitam, permanent, 

i.e. unchanging; anavasthesu, in those that have no fixity— 

amidst the impermanent; and (having meditated) on the 

mahantam, great (Self)—(and), lest the greatness be taken 

relatively, the text says vibhum, the pervasive; dtmdadnam, 

Self. The word Self (@tan) primarily means the indwelling 

Self. Matva, having meditated—as ‘‘I am this’’—on this 

Self that is of this kind; dhirah, the wise man; na Socati, 
does not grieve. For grief cannot reasonably belong to a 
man of this kind who has known the Self. 

The text says that though this Self 1s difficult to know, 

It can be known well through proper means: 

TATA TAA BIAT 
TATA T IAT AAA | 

aay and aq wy- 

CAAT HEAT FTAs AT FATT UVa 
23. This Self cannot be known through much 

study, nor through the intellect, nor through much 
hearing. It can be known through the Self alone 
that the aspirant prays to; this Self of that seeker 
reveals Its true nature.
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Ayam @tma this Self; na labhyah is not to be attained, 

is not to be known; pravacanena through the acquisition of 

many Vedas; and na medhaya not through the intellect— 

through the power of grasping the meaning of texts; na 

bahuna srutena not through much hearing—alone. How 
is It then to be known? This is being said: Yar eva that 

(Self) indeed which is his (i.e. aspirant’s) own Self which; 
esah this one—the aspirant; vrnute prays to; tena by that 

—by that very Self which is the seeker (himself); the Self 

Itself is /abhyah can be known, i.e. It becomes known to be 
such and such. The meaning is that to a desireless man who 
seeks for the Self alone, the Self becomes known of Its own 

accord.! How is It known? This is being said: esah, this 

Self, tasya, of that seeker of the Self;2 vivrnute, reveals; 
syam, Its own—lIts real; taniim, body, i.e. Its own nature. 

There is this further fact; 

attacat seafcararareat araarfed: | 
TAUFTATATAT AIST AAT TATAATA UV I 

24. One who has not desisted from bad 

conduct, whose senses are not under control, 

whose mind is not concentrated, whose mind is 

not free from anxiety (about the result of concen- 
tration), cannot attain this Self through know- 
ledge. 

Na aviratah, not one who has not desisted; duscaritar, 
from bad conduct—from sinful works either prohibited, 

1 Through Its grace. For other interpretations of this verse, see 

Mu. III. iii. 3. 

2 Some take fasya to mean “to that seeker’.
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or not sanctioned by the Vedas and the Smrtis; na asantah, 
nor one whose senses are not controlled—one who has not 

turned away from the lure of the senses; na asamahitah, nor 
one whose mind is not concentrated—one whose mind is 

scattered; ma, nor one whose mind may be concentrated, 

but still who is asa@ntamanasah, whose mind is not at rest, 
because of hankering for the result of concentration; adpnu- 

yat, can attain; enam, this Self, that is being considered; 
prajhanena, through knowledge—of Brahman. But the 

man who has desisted from bad conduct, as also from the 

lure of the senses, whose mind has become concentrated, 
and who is also free from anxiety about the results of con- 

centration, and has a teacher, attains the aforesaid Self 

through knowledge. This is the idea. 

qeq Fa AAT A TH WaT sles: | 
HAA F FAT AT AA A: 1 V4 Ul 

sfa aroniafaafe saareara fedrat aeat 1 

25. How can one know thus as to where 
It (the Self) is, for which both the Brahmana and 
the Ksatriya become food, and for which death 
takes the place of a curry? 

But how can one, who is not of this kind, know the 

Self—the Self yasyva, for which; ubhe, both; brahma ca 
Ksatram ca, the Brahmana and the Ksatriya—though they 

are the upholders of all righteousness and the protectors of 

all; bhavatah, become; odanah, food; yasya, for which Self; 
mrtyuh, death—though it is the destroyer of all; (becomes) 

upasecanam, supplement to the food (like curry)—being
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unfit even to be a food; kah, who—being a man with a 

worldly intellect, and devoid of the disciplines described 

above; veda knows; ittha, in this way—like the man en- 
dowed with the above mentioned disciplines; yatra, as to 

where;! sah, It—the Self (exists) ? 

1 The Self, the eater—destroyer of the universe—exists in Its own 

glory. Who knows It as such? 
-



PART T 

CANTO III 

The connection that this canto, beginning with rtam 
pibantau, has (with the earlier ones) is this: Knowledge and 
ignorance have been presented as possessed of diverse, 
opposite results; but they have not been ascertained proper- 
ly (as regards their natures and means) together with their 

results. For the determination of this is called up the anal- 
ogy of the chariot, inasmuch as this leads to easy compre- 
hension. Thus also are presented two selves, for distin- 
guishing between the attained and the attainer, and the 
goal and the goer. 

aca fraeat qeaeq ols 
Tat Afaset <A Tere (es) 1 

Saran aataal qatea 
qearaa ga faurhahar: ui 2a 

1. The knowers of Brahman, the worshippers 

of the five fires,’ and those who perform the Niaci- 
keta saciifice thrice, compare to shade and light, 

the two enjoyers of the inevitable results of work, 
who have entered within the body, into the cavity 
(of the heart) which is the supreme abode of the 
Most High (Brahman). 

Pibantau, two drinkers of; rtam, truth, i.e. the results 

of work (which is called truth) because of its inevitability. 

1 Garhapatya, Ahavaniya, Daksinégni, Sabhya, and Avasathya. 
Or heaven, cloud, earth, man, and woman-—Bpy. VI. 1x-xiii.
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Of these two, one drinks—enjoys—the fruit of work, and 

not the other. Still both are called enjoyers, because of 

association with the enjoyer, on the analogy of the expres- 

sion “‘the possessors of the umbrella’’.! Sukrtasya, of what 
is done by oneself. This (word) is to be construed with 

rtam mentioned earlier—(meaning thereby the drinker of) 
the result of the work done by oneself. Pravistau, (these) 

two have entered; /oke, within this body; guham, (is the 
same as guhayam) into the cavity, into the intellect. Parame, 

(means) in the Supreme; it (i.e. the space within the heart) 
is supreme in comparison with the outer space circum- 

scribed by the human body; parardhe, into that which is 

the abode (ardha) of Brahman (para)—there, indeed, is the 
supreme Brahman perceived. So the meaning is that they 
two have entered into the supreme abode of Brahman, 

which is the space within the heart. Brahmavidah, the 
knowers of Brahman, vadanti, speak of—these two, again, 

as different like chaydadtapau, shade and light—because of 
(their) worldliness and freedom from worldliness. Not only 

those who have given up rites speak (thus), but also panca- 

gnayah, those who worship the five fires—i.e. the house- 
holders; ca, and also; those who are trinaciketah, the people 

by whom has been piled up thrice the fire called Naciketa. 

qT: ATMA AAT TAT AT TA | 
aug fadtrsrat wt aaa zeae ut 

2. We have known that Naciketa Fire, which 
is the bridge for the sacrificers, as also that which 

1 When a king with his retinue moves out in a procession with 
umbrellas, people say, ‘“‘Chatrinah ydnti- people with umbrellas are going”’ 

though most of the people in the proceggjon do not possess umbrellas.
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is the undecaying supreme Brahman beyond fear 
for those who want to cross over (the world). 

Sakemahi, we were able to know as well as to pile up, 

Naciketam, the Naciketa Fire (which is Virat); yah, who; is 

like a setuh, bridge—since it is calculated to lead beyond 

sorrow; Wananam, for the sacrificers—the performers of 

rites. Moreover, that which is abhayam, the fearless; aksa- 
ram brahma, the undecaying Brahman—which is the su- 

preme resort and is called the Self; param titirsatam, for 

those who want to go to the shore—to the shore of the (sea 

of this) world—that also we succeeded to know. The mean- 

ing of the sentence is that both the immanent and transcen- 

dental Brahmans, which are the refuge of the knowers of 

rites and Brahman respectively, are worthy of realisation. 
For these two, in fact, have been introduced in the verse, 

““rtam pibantau’’ etc. 

For the sake of that one among these (two Selves), 

which has through limiting adjuncts become the trans- 

migrating soul and is fit for knowledge and ignorance 

whereby to attain either emancipation or the worldly state, 

a chariot is being imagined as a means to its reaching either. 

areatas tag fafa wties taHag J | 
afa ¢ area fafa qa: wagFa 7 31 

3. Know the (individual) Self as the master 
of the chariot, and the body as the chariot. Know 
the intellect as the charioteer, and the mind as 

verily the bridle. 

Of these, viddhi, know; Gtmanam, the Self—the enjoyer 

of the fruits of Karma, which is the soul in the worldly state;
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as rathinam, the rider, the master of the chariot; tu, and; 

(know) sariram, the body; as the ratham, the chariot— 
since the body is pulled by the senses which occupy the 

‘place of the horses tied to the chariot; tu, and; viddhi, 

know; buddhim, the intellect— characterised by determina- 

tion; as sarathim, charioteer—since the body has the guid- 
ing intellect as its chief, just as the chariot has the guiding 

charioteer as its chief, all physical work being generally 

directed by the intellect. (Know) manah, the mind—charac- 

terised by volition, doubt, etc.; as pragraham, bridle —for 

just as the horses act, when held in by the reins, similarly 

the senses such as ear, etc. act when held in by the mind. 

afexarfr gataeftaare cay AAT | 
Meare aAT As WAAATTAAAT: 1 

4. They call the senses the horses; the senses 
having been imagined as horses, (know) the 
objects as the ways. The discriminating people 
call that Self the enjoyer when It is associated 
with the body, senses, and mind. 

Ahuh, they—those versed in calling up the imagery of 
the chariot—call; indriyaGni, the senses—eye etc.; hayan, 

horses—because of the similarity of drawing the chariot 
and the body. Jesu, those very senses, having been imagin- 

ed as horses; know, visaydn, the objects—such as colour 

etc.; as gocaran, the roads. Manisinah, the discriminating 

people; ahuh, call; Gtmendriyamanoyuktam, the Self as 

associated with the body, senses, and mind; as bhokta, the 

enjoyer, the transmigrating soul. For the absolute Self can 

have no enjoyership; Its enjoyership is in fact created by
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the limiting adjuncts such as the intellect etc. Thus also 
there is another Vedic text which shows the non-enjoyer- 

ship of the absolute (Self): ‘It thinks, as it were, and 

shakes, as it were’ etc. (Br. IV. ti. 7). Only if this is so, 

does it become appropriate to attain the state of Visnu (Ka. 
I. 11. 9) as one’s own, through the analogy of the chariot 

which is going to be elaborated; but not otherwise, because 

One cannot transcend one’s (true) nature. 

This being so, 

aca aaa AaACATITT ATA AAT | 

aeaieaaraaaarhy Fseeay ST ATTA: UY Ui 

5. But the senses of that intellect, which, 

being ever associated with an uncontrolled mind, 
becomes devoid of discrimination, are unruly 
like the vicious horses of the charioteer. 

Yah tu, he however who—the charioteer called the 

intellect; bhavati, becomes; avijndnavan, unskilful —lacking 

in discrimination as regards engagement and disengage- 

ment, just as the other (real charioteer) is in conducting the 
chariot; being sada@, ever; associated ayuktena manasa, 

with an uncontrolled mind; tasya, his—of that incompetent 

intellect, i.e. of the driver; indriyadni, the senses—which are 
analogous to the horses; are avasyani, unruly uncontroll- 
able; dustasvah iva, like the vicious horses; sGratheh, of the 
charioteer——of the other (real) driver. 

neg faarrarevata act AAT AaT | 
aeatxarion agarit aaRat SF ATTA: 11 G1
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6. But of that (intellect) which—being ever 
associated with a restrained mind—is endowed 

with discrimination, the senses are controllable 
like the good horses of the charioteer. 

Yah tu, but that (intellect), again,—which is a chari- 

oteer opposed to the previous one; which bhavati, becomes; 
vijnanavan, skilful and possessed of discrimination; yuktena 

manasa sada, being ever associated with a controlled mind 
~-being endowed with a concentrated mind; tasya, of that 

(intellect); indriyGni, the senses—that are analogous to the 
horses; are vasyani, controllable—can be urged on or 
stopped; sadasvah iva like the good horses; s@ratheh, of 
the charioteer—of the other (real) driver. 

This is the result that is being foretold for the rider who 
has the aforesaid intellect as his charioteer: 

TRAAM ATA AAAATCH: TATA: | 
Tae aerate Tart ATSB T 11 9 1 

7. But he, (that master of the chariot), does 
not attain that goal (through that intellect), who, 
being associated with a non-discriminating intel- 
lect and an uncontrollable mind, is ever impure; 
and he attains worldly existence.’ 

Yah tu, but he (the soul, the master of the chariot) who 

avijnanavan bhavati, is associated with a non-discriminating 

intellect ; amanaskah, whose mind is not under control; who 
is, because of that very reason, asucih, unclean; sada, for 

1 Some translators take yah, meaning the intellect, as the nomina- 

tive of the first part, and sak, meaning the soul, as that of the second part.
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ever; sah, that rider of the chariot; na Gpnoti, does not 
achieve; tat padam, that goal—the aforesaid undecaying. 

One which is the supreme goal—with the help of that 

charioteer (viz intellect). Not only does he not attain eman- 

cipation, but also adhigacchati, he reaches; samsaram, 
worldly existence—involving birth and death. 

meg famaaraata aareH: AaT IPA: | 
a FT aerate eeaTaaat TATA UW St 

8. That (master of the chariot), however, 
who is associated with a discriminating intellect, 
and being endowed with a controlled mind, is 

ever pure, attains that goal (getting detached) 
from which he is not born again. 

The other one, yah tu, who, however; is vijfianavan, 

associated with a discriminating charioteer—i.e. the rider 
of the chariot who has knowledge; samanaskah, who 1s 
possessed of a controlled mind; and who is for that very 

reason, sada suchih, ever pure; sah tu, he however; tat 

padam Gpnoti, attains that state; yasmat, from which— 

becoming non-alienable from which acquired goal; bhiiyah, 

again; he na jayate, is not born—in the world. 

What is that goal? The text says, It is this: 

fasrrarefaaeg At: TASATAT: | 
SSeTT: TATA AAO: TA TAT US Ut 

9. The man, however, who _ has, as his 

charioteer, a discriminating intellect, and who has 
under control the reins of the mind, attains the
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end of the road; and that is the highest place of 
Visnu. 

Yah narah tu, the man however, who, as described 
earlier; vijfianasarathih, has a discriminating intellect as his 

charioteer; :manahpragrahavan, who has the mind as his 

reins—whose mind is controlled, who having a concen- 

trated mind has become holy; sah (narah), that man—that 

man of knowledge; Gpnoti, reaches; adhvanah param, the 

end of the road—i.e. the very supreme goal to be reached 

beyond the course of the world. He becomes free from all 

the worldly bondages. Tat, that; is paramam padam, the 

highest place, i.e. the very nature; visnoh, of Visnu—of the 
all-pervading Brahman, of the supreme Self who is called 
Vasudeva!—which this man of knowledge attains. 

Now this portion begins in order to show how the goal 

(i.e. Brahman), that is to be reached, is to be realised as the 

indwelling Self through an ascending gradation, from gross- 

ness to subtleness, commencing from the gross senses: 

afexara: TT Wal AAVAeT TX AA: | 
ATAET TE AhSTSICAT ARIAT: Ul Qo tl 

10. The sense-objects are higher than the 
senses, and the mind is higher than the sense- 

objects; but the intellect is higher than the mind, 
and the Great Soul is higher than the intellect. 

Now, then, the senses are gross. The arthah, sense- 
objects, by which those senses were created for their (i.e. of 

1 He who provides dwelling place (vésa) for all in Himself is vasu. 
Deva is effulgent, i.e. self-luminous. He is both vdsu and deva.
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the sense-objects) own revelation, are certainly parah, 

higher—subtler, more pervasive, and are their inner selves; 
indriyebhyah, than those senses—which are their own effects 

(the sense-organs having been created from sense-objects 

for perceiving them). <Arthebhyah ca, as compared with 

even those sense-objects, manah, the mind; is param, 
higher—more subtle, pervasive, and is their inner self. By 

the word manah, is indicated the elements in their rudimen- 
tary subtle form (tanmdatras) which are the material cause 

of the mind, for they are the originators of volition and 

conjecture. Manasah api, as compared with even the mind; 

buddhih, the intellect; is para, higher—subtler, more perva- 

sive, and is their inner self. By the word buddhih is denoted 
the rudimentary elements (fanmatras) which are the source 

of determination etc. Buddheh, as compared with the intel- 
lect; mahan atma, the Great Soul (is higher); it 1s @tma, the 
soul, because it is the innermost principle of all the intelli- 

gence of all beings, and it is mahan, great, because it is the 

most pervasive of all. The principle called Hiranyagarbha, 

which was born before all, from the Unmanifested (Maya), 

and which consists of both intelligence and activity, 1s called 

the Great Soul that is parah, higher, than the intellect. 

Hed: TRA SAtA A SAtA Ter: TX: 

qgeara ox fafacar Isat at Te afr nee 
11. The Unmanifested is higher than Mahat; 

Purusa is higher than the Unmanifested. There 
is nothing higher than Purusa. He is the culmina- 
tion, He is the highest goal. 

Mahatah, as compared (even) with Mahat (the Great 
Soul); param, higher—subtler, inner self, and the most
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pervasive; is avyaktam, the Unmanifested—that which is 
the seed of the whole universe, the essence of unmanifested 
name and form, the state of combination of all powers of 
causes and effects,! called by such names as avyakta (Un- 

manifested), avyadkrta (Unevolved), a@kasa (Space), etc., 
resting on the supreme Self through and through like the 
power of a banyan tree in a tiny banyan seed.2. Avyakrat, 
as compared with that avyakta;> (Purusa is) parah, higher— 
subtler and greater, being the cause of all the causes and 
the inmost self of all—and therefore too, He is called puru- 
sah (lit. person), because (derivatively) He fills up every- 
thing. Ruling out the possibility of anything being higher 
than Him, the text says, purusat na param kim cit, there is 
nothing higher than Purusa. Since there is no other sub- 
stance beyond Purusa who is a mass of pure consciousness, 
the Purusa is Aastha, the acme, the culmination—of subtle- 
ness, greatness, and inwardness as Self. Here, indeed, end 

all subtleness etc., commencing from the senses. Hence 
this is para gatih, the supreme goal—of all travellers, all 
individual souls that transmigrate; because the Smrti says, 

“Going where they do not return’ (G. VIII. 21; XV. 6). 

Objection: Is it not a fact that if there 1s going, there 

1 During cosmic dissolution 

2*As the seed, with the potentiality of the tree, is but a single 
entity, without a second, similarly Brahman, too, as possessed of the 

power of Maya is not a dual entity ’’—A G. 

8 That has no individuality when ascertained from the poimt of 
view of existence etc. It 1s the cause of the whole manifested world. 

Since it is dependent on the supreme Self, the latter 1s indirectly called 

the cause, But in reality the Self is not the cause, because It 1s not 
subject to mutation. 

1
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shall be coming as well? How is it then said, ‘‘from which 
he is not born again”’ (Ka. I. iii. 8)? 

Answer: That is no fault. Since He is the indwelling 

Self of all, the fact of realising Him is figuratively spoken of 
as attaining Him. And that He is the indwelling Self is 
shown through His being higher than the senses, the mind, 
and the intellect. He who is a traveller goes, indeed, to 

something that is unattained, non-immanent, and non- 

Self; but not contrariwise. Thus there is the Vedic text: 

“Those who want to get beyond the ways (of the world) do 
not walk on roads” etc. (Itihasa Upanisad, 18). Thus also 
is being shown that He is the indwelling Self of all: 

UT FAY AAT WSISKAT T ABTA | 
VAT TAMU TSU gen qenafafy: i ez 

12. He is hidden in all beings; and hence 
He does not appear as the Self (of all). But by 
the seers of subtle things, He is seen through a 
pointed and fine intellect. 

Esah, this one—this Purusa; sarvesu bhiitesu, in all 
creatures—from Brahma to a clump of grass; giidhah, is 

hidden ;—though He has such activities as hearing, seeing, 

etc., yet He is covered by avidyd, ie. Maya.! Thus, since 

He is the Gtma, the Self (of all); na prakasate, (He) does not 

appear as the Self of anyone.2 Alas, how unfathomable, 
inscrutable, and variegated is this Maya, that every creature, 

1 The very word avidyé (ignorance) suggests that it is removable 
by vidyd (knowledge); and Maya (cosmic illusion) suggests that it is 
unreal. 

2 The Self, as such, cannot be the content of any conventional idea.
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though in reality identical with the supreme Entity, and 
is instructed as such, does not grasp the fact, “I am the 

supreme Self’’, while even without being told, he accepts as 

his Self the non-selves, viz the aggregate of body and senses, 

under the idea, ‘“‘I am the son of such a one’’, though these 
(latter) are objects of perception (and are hence not his 

selves) like pots etc.! Verily, it is through the Maya of the 

supreme Being, that every man moves, again and again 
(through birth and death). There is this Smrti on this point: 

“J. am not revealed to all, being veiled by my Yoga-Maya’”’ 
(i.e. the illusion born of the congress of the gunas) etc. (G. 

VII. 25). 

Objection: Is it not contradictory to say, “Having 

realised It, the intelligent man does not grieve’’ (Ka. II.i. 4) 
and *“‘He does not appear’’? 

Answer. This 1s not so. Since He is not known to a 

man whose intellect has not been purified, it is said, “‘He 

does not appear’. Tu (but); drsyate, (He) is seen; through 
the purified (ntellect)—agryaya, through the pointed 

(intellect); that (intellect) which is like a point (agra) is 

agrya; through that, i.e. being associated with concentra- 

tion; siksmaya, through the subtle (intellect) that is engag- 

ed in ascertaining subtle things.! By whom? Si#ksma- 

darsibhih, by the seers of subtle things. These seers are those 
who have become skilled in penetrating into the subtlest 

thing through their perception of an ascending order of 

1 «When the mind becomes concentrated through the perfection 

of meditation and thus becomes helpful, then from the mahdvdkya (great 
saying—Thou art That), associated with that mind, there arises such a 
conviction as ‘I am Brahman’. On that intellectual pattern 1s revealed 
the reality of Brahman; and this 1s conventionally referred to as the 
self-revealed immediate perception of Brahman.”’—-A.G.
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subtleness by following the process as indicated in the text, 
“The sense-objects are higher than the senses’’, etc. (Ka. 

Titi. 10). By them, i.e. by the learned people. 

The means for His attainment is being stated: 

TeSISAAA WAITS ATT AcAra | 
aMTaIAKAte Agia faassdasszord arena 23 

13. The disciiminating man should merge 

the (organ of) speech into the mind; he should 
merge that (mind) into the intelligent self; he 
should merge the intelligent self into the Great 

Soul, he should merge the Great Soul into the 
peaceful Self. 

Prajfiah, the discriminating man; yacchet, should 

merge. What (should he merge)? WVdak, i.e. vacam, the 

organ of speech, (i.e. all the organs), vak being used sugges- 
tively for all organs. Where? Manasi, into the mind; the 

use of the word with a long 7 is a Vedic licence. Tat, that 
mind, again, yacchet, he should merge; jane atmani, into 

the intellect—bright by nature—which is their self; as the 
intellect pervades the organs, beginning with the mind, it is 

their self, their innermost principle. Jfidnam, the intellect; 
niyacchet, he should dissolve; mahati Gtmani, in the Great 

Soul—the First Born (Hiranyagarbha). The idea is that he 

should make the intelligence as clear in its nature as is the 
First Born. And that Great Soul again, yacchet, he should 

sink ; sdnte, into the peaceful—whose nature does not admit 

of any distinction, which is unchangeable; (into that peace- 

ful) atmani, Self—into the real Self which is within all and 
is the witness of all the modifications of the intellect. 
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Just as the water in a mirage, the snake on a rope, and 

dirt in the sky ate eliminated through the perception of the 
real nature of the mirage, rope, and the sky, similarly by 

dissolving in Purusa-—the Self---through the knowledge of 

the true nature of one’s own Self, all that is projected by 

unreal ignorance, that is characterised by action, instru- 
ment, and result, and that 1s but constituted by the three— 

name, form, and action—one becomes established in the 

Self and peaceful in mind, and he has his goal achieved. 
Since this is so, therefore, for the sake of realizing this— 

Sfassd awa 

Wey FUPAATAT | 
aqeg ser fafa secszat 

ST TataeHwaal aaa i ev i 
14. Arise, awake, and learn by approach- 

ing the excellent ones. The wise ones describe 
that path to be as impassable as a razor’s edge, 
which when sharpened, is difficult to tread on. 

You creatures, who are sleeping in ignorance that has 

no beginning, u/tisthata, arise, turn towards the knowledge 

of the Self; jagrata, awake— put an end to the sleep of 

ignorance which is terrible by nature and is the seed of all 

evil. How (to put an end to it)? Prdpya, approaching; 

varan, the adorable ones, the excellent teachers—-who know 

that (Self); nibodhata, learn—understand the all-pervading 

Self, taught by them, as “I am that”. The Upanisad says 

out of compassion, like a mother, that this should not be 

neglected, for the thing to be known is comprehensible by a 

very fine intellect. With what can that fine intellect be
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compared? This is being said: Dh@ra, the edge; ksurasya, 

of a razor; nisitad, being sharpened; becomes, duratyaya, such 
as can be passed over with great difficulty, impassable. As 
that razor is difficult to walk on with the feet, similarly, 

kavayah, the intelligent people; vadanti, describe; pathah 

(should rather be panthanam), the path; (as) durgam, im- 

passable, i.e. hard to attain. The idea is that since the 

object to be known is very subtle, they speak of the path 
of knowledge leading to it as impassable. 

How very subtle is the thing to be known? That is 

being said. Now, then, this carth is gross developed as it is 

by (the principles of) sound, touch, colour, taste, and smell; 

and it is an object of perception to all the senses. So also is 

the body. Here a gradation of subtleness, pervasiveness, 

purity, permanence, etc., 1s noticed in water etc., through 

the elimination of the attributes of smell etc., one by one, 
till one reaches, @k@sa' (space). Therefore what need is 

there to speak of the unsurpassable subtleness etc. of that 

in which there do not exist those attributes beginning with 

smell and ending with sound that are the causes of gross- 
ness. That is what the Upanisad shows: 

AAMSTACTAA STH SAT 
qarste PreaATeITasST A 

AMAA AST: TL Aa 
frag THAME TISAI 1 24 I 

1 Earth is possessed of five qualities—smell, taste, colour, touch, 

and sound; water consists of the four qualities beginning from taste; 

fire of the next three; air of the next two; and space of the last one. 

It is difficult to translate the word dkdsa. Veddnta-sdra defines tt as the 

element that provides space and has sound as its quality. 
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15. One becomes freed from the jaws of 
death by knowing that which is_ soundless, 
touchless, colourless, undiminishing, and also 
tasteless, eternal, odourless, without beginning, 
and without end, distinct from Mahat, and ever 

constant. 

Yat, that which—is described as; asabdam, soundless, 

asparsam, touchless; ariipum, colourless; avyayam, un- 

diminishing; tatha and also; arasam, tasteless; nityam, 

eternal—that is the undecaying Brahman. That which is 
possessed of sound etc. diminishes. But this one, being 

soundless etc., is avyyayain—It does not diminish, does not 

decay; and because of this, It is eternal. Whatever decays 

is non-eternal; but this one does not decay, therefore it is 

permanent. For this further reason, too, It is eternal: that 
which has no addi (beginning), cause, is anadi, beginningless. 

. That which has a cause is impermanent, because ijt is an 

effect and it merges into its cause, as for instance earth etc. 

But this one being the cause of all, is not the effect, and 

hence It ts eternal; It has no cause into which It can merge. 
Similarly, anantan, infinite—that which has no end. As 

the plantain etc. are seen to be impermanent after yielding 

their products in the form of fruits cic., not even that way 
has Brahman any finitude; hence too, It is eternal. Maha- 

tah, from the principle Mahat, called buddhi, intelligence; 

It is param, distinct, by nature—for It is the witness of all, 

being eterna! Consciousness; and It is Brahman, being the 
Self of all beings. For it has been already said, “He is 

hidden in all beings’”” (Ka. [.iti.12). And dhruvam, is that 

which is changelessly constant, whose eternality is not
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relative unlike that of the earth etc. Nicdyya, realising; tat 

that Self—the Self that is the Brahman of this kind; pra- 
mucyate, one gets freed from—detached from; mrtyu- 

mukhat, from the jaws, grasp of Death—which consists of 

ignorance, desire, and action. 

For the sake of eculogising the knowledge under discus- 

sion the Upanisad says: 

TPAHATAMCAT AAMT TATATTL | 
SHAT MEAT FT AITAT TATA ASAT VE Ut 

16. Relating and hearing this eternal 
anecdote—as received by Naciketa and as told 
by Death—the intelligent man becomes glorified 
in the region that is Brahman. 

Uktva relating—to Brahmanas; ca and; srutva hear- 

ing—-from teachers; this sana@tanam updkhyadnam eternal 

anecdote—eternal because it is Vedic; (that was) nacike-— 
tam received by Naciketa; (and) mirtyuproktam, told by 

Death; medhavi, the intelligent man mahiyate, becomes 
glorified; i.e. he becomes adorable by becoming identified 

with Brahman; brahmaloke, in the region of Brahman that 

is identical with Brahman Itself. 

q eH IH Te wade wadafe | 
TU: MSH Al TaAcaATA Req | 

Taga ATA Heqa sfs i get 

afa arontriaafe saaTeEaTa Tatar aesT 1
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17. Should anyone, after purification, get 

this highest secret recited before an assembly of 
Brahmanas, or at the time of the ceremonies for 

the dead (then) that (ceremony) becomes con- 
ducive to eternal result. 

Should yah, anyone; prayatah, after becoming puri- 

fied; idam sravayet, cause this text to be recited—verbatim, 
as also with explanation; (that is) puramam guhyam, the 

greatest secret; brahmasamsadi, in an assemblage of Brah- 
manas; srdddhakile va, or at the time of the ceremonies for 

the dead, to the Brahmans seated fort he feast; (then) fat, 
that-—funeral ceremony, of that man; ka/pate, becomes 

conducive; anantyaya, to eternal result. The repetition is 
for concluding the Part.



PART II 

CANTO I 

It has been stated, ‘‘He is hidden in all beings, and 

hence He does not appear as the Self (of all). But He ts 

seen through a pointed and fine intellect” (Ka. I. i. 12). 

What again is the obstacle to this pointed intellect because 

of which there is an absence of that intellect and the Sclf is 

not seen? This canto is begun to show the cause of that 

non-perception.! For only when the cause that bars the 

good is known, can effort be made to remove it and not 

otherwise: 

Tusa ata saIMd Taary- 

TACATETUE TAT AAT 
pfeagic: WeaTeATAAaT- 

TAT AAC AAAS ST A 8 
1. The self-existent Lord destroyed the out- 

going senses. Therefore one sees the outer things 
and not the inner Self. A rare discriminating man, 

deisring immortality, turns his eyes away and then 

sees the indwelling Self. 

Parajici, outgoing; by the word khani (Aha meaning an 

orifice, cavity) are referred to the senses such as ear etc., 

which are suggestively indicated by it. They surely proceed 

outward for revealing their objects, sound etc. He vyatrnat, 

afflicted, i.e. killed these; since they are of such a nature. 

1 This is according to the reading tadadaréana. The other reading 

is taddaréana, which gives the opposite meaning.
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Who is He (that did so)? Svayambhith, the Great Lord— 
who (bhi) exists ever, and (svayam, by Himself) on His own 

right, and not subject to anything else; (since He injured 

them), tasmat, therefore; the perceiver (individual) pasyati, 

sees, perceives; parak, the outer --sounds etc., which are 

the non-Self and exist as external things; ma antardtman, i.e. 
na antaratmanam, but (sees) not the inner Self. Though 

such ts the nature of man, yet like reversing the current of a 

river kuh cit dhirah, some (rare) discriminating man (sees); 

pratyagatmanam, the indwelling Self. That which is pratyak 

in the interior, and at the same time atmd, the Self is the 

pratyagatma. \In common usage the word atma conven- 

tionally means only the individual soul, and not anything 

else. From the point of etymology, too, the word dtma has 

that very sense. For in the Smrti the derivation of the word 
is given thus: ‘‘Since [t pervades, absorbs, and enjoys (all) 

objects in the world, and since from It the world derives its 

continuous existence, therefore, is It called the dtma” 

,(Linga Purana, [.1xx.96). That indwelling Self—one’s own 

reality —one a/ksat, saw, i.e. sees, for in the Vedas there is 

no regularity about the tenses. How one sees ts being 

Stated: (Becoming) avrttacaksuh, having one’s eyes cover- 

ed—-having one’s eye, i.e. the group of organs beginning 

with the ear, turned away from all sense-objects. Such a 
one, who is purified thus, sees the indwelling Self. For it is 

not possible for the same person to be engaged in the 

thought of sense-objects and to have the vision of the Self 

as well. Why, again, should the discriminating man check 
his natural propensity thus through great effort and then 

realise the Self? This is the answer: Jcchan, desirmg—for 

oneself. anirtatvam, immortality—-one’s own unchanging 

nature.
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TU: STATA A aA ATST- 
ed qatar faaaer aTey | 

ay ae ayaa fatecar 
sansa fsag 7 ATAaRT WR 1 

2. The unintelligent people follow the external 
desires. They get entangled in the snares of the 
wide-spread death. Therefore the discriminating 
people, having known what true immortality is in 

the midst of impermanent things, do not pray for 
anything here. 

Now then, the natural tendency to perceive outwardly 

the things that are not the Sclf is the cause of the obstruc- 
tion of the vision of the Self; and it is ignorance, since it is 

opposed to that (vision). And there is that thirst for the 

enjoyment of those very outer things, whether seen or un- , 

seen, which are presented by ignorance. Those whose 

vision of the Self is obstructed by those two —ignorance 

and thirst—those balah, men of little intelligence; anuyanti, 
follow; only pardcah kaman, the external desirable things. 
Te, they; because of that reason; yanti, get entangled in; 

pasam, the snares—those by which one is bound, consisting 
in the association with or dissociation from the body, 

senses, etc.; vitatasya, of that which is vast, spread every- 

where; mirtyoh, of death—of the group of ignorance, desire, 

and action. The meaning is that they are constantly subject 

to birth, death, old age, disease, and other multifarious 

evils. Since this is so, atha, hence; dhirah, the discriminat- 

ing people; viditva, having known; amrtatvam, immortality
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—which consists in continuing in the true state of the 

indwelling Self; as the dhruvam, sure thing; for the im- 

mortality of the gods and others 1s unstable, whereas this 

immortality consisting in continuing in the true state of the 
indwelling Self is stable, as 1s supported by the text, ‘‘It 

neither increases nor decreases through work” (Br.IV.iv. 

23). Having known the constant and unshakable immortal- 

ity which is of this kind, having ascertained it from adhru- 

vesu, amidst all impermanent things; the knowers of Brah- 

man na prarthayante, do not pray for-—anything; ifa, in 
this world, that is full of evil; because all this is opposed to 

the vision of the innermost Self. The idea is that they 

inevitably rise above the desires for progeny, wealth, and 
worlds (of enjoyment). 

How is that known, by realising which the men of 

enlightenment do not pray for anything else? This is being 

sald: 

aT ST ta Weed Teale TTA AAA | 
vada fastatta fers ofefarsaa 1 was TT BU 

3. What remains here (unknowable to this 
Self) through which very Self people perceive 
colour, taste, smell, sound, touch, and sexual 

pleasures? This is that (Self asked for by Naci- 
keta). 

Yena, that by which—by the Self which is conscious- 

ness by naturc; all people vijanati, know clearly; riipam, 

colour; rasum, taste; gandham, smell; sabdam, sound; 

Sparsan, touch; ca, and; maithunan, pleasurable sensations 

from sex.
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Objection: May #t not be argued that the idea, “I 
know through the Self which is distinct from the body etc.’’, 
is not familiar to anyone? Rather all people experience 

thus: “‘I as the combination of the body etc. know.”’ 

Answer: But this is not so. Since the aggregate of body 

etc., is substantially indistinguishable from (knowable 

objects like) sound, etc., and hence it, too, is equally a 

knowable, it cannot reasonably be the knower. If the aggre- 
gate of body etc., though constituted by colour etc., can 

perceive colour etc., then the external colour etc., may as 

well know each other as also their own individual feature. 

But this does not tally with facts. Therefore, just as that 

through which iron burns (anything) is (inferred to be) fire, 

similarly people perceive colour and other attributes, in the 
form of the body etc., etena eva, through this only— 

through the Self which is consciousness by nature and 

which is distinct from the body etc. Kim, what, atra, in this 

world; parisisyate, remains, which is unknowable to the 

Self? Nothing remains; but everything can certainly be 

known through the Self. The Self to which nothing can 

remain unknown is omniscient. Efrat vai tat, this (Self) in- 

deed is that. What is that? That which was asked for by 
Naciketa, about which the gods had also doubts, which is 

different from virtue etc., which is the highest state of Visnu, 
and beyond which there is nothing. That very thing, which 

is described thus, is comprehended here. This is the idea. 

Thinking that the Self, being subtle, is difficult to 

know, the text states the same idea over and over again: 

cara SMTA AAT FaTT IRA 
Heated fawarcard Fear ste a areata ui ¥ i
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4. Having realised that great and all-pervad- 
ing Self, through which a man perceives the objects 
in both the sleep and the waking states, a wise man 
does not grieve. 

Yena, that---the Self— through which; a man, anupas- 
yati, perceives; svapnantam, the content of sleep, the sleep 

objects; similarly jagaritantam, the content of the waking 

state, the waking objects; whhau, both —the sleep and wak- 

ing objects. All this is to be explained as before.! Matva, 

realising; that mahantam vibhum atmanam, great and all- 

pervading Self; having directly known It as identified with 

oneself thus, “J am the supreme Self’; dhirah, the wise 
man: na socati, does not grieve. 

q an ata az arama staafeawrd | 

Sarat aawereg F TAT Pas | WaT TTNK I 
5. Anyone who knows proximately’ this Self- 

* the enjoyer of the fruits of works, the supporter of 
life etc.—as the lord of the past and the future, 
does not want to save (the Self) just because of 
that (knowledge). This is that. 

Moreover, yah, anyone who; veda, knows; antikat, 

proximately, imam, this; atrnanam, Self;—jivam, the sus- 

tainer of the whole lot of vital force etc.; madhvadam, the 

enjoyer of the fruits of works—as isa@nam, the ruler; bhiita- 
bhavyasya, of past and future—of all the three times; tatah, 

1 The objection that can be raised, with regard to the Self’s being 
the real knower is to be met as in II.1.3. 

2 As non-different from oneself.
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after that—after that knowledge; na vijugupsate, does not 

want to save (himself)— because he has attained fearless- 

ness. One wants to save the Self so long as one 1s in the 

midst of fear and considers the Self to be impermanent. 
But when one knows the eternal, non-dual Self, then who 

would wish to save what or from whom? Etat vai tat, is to 

be explained as before. 

Now it 1s being shown that the indwelling Self, that has 

been identified with God, 1s the Self of all: 

a Get AT AAMT: TAA | 
Tet wfarey fasorat ay aafuerqaas | Tag TATUM 

6. He sees this very aforesaid Brahman who 
sees the First Born (Hiranyagarbha)’—born before 
the five elements from Consciousness (Brahman) 
—as existing in the cavity of the heart in the midst 
of body and senses, after having entered there. 

Yah, anyone—who being desirous of freedom, (vya- 

pasyata, sees) the pirvam jatam, the First Born—Hhiranya- 

garbha; yah, who; ajayata, was born; piirvam, earlier. 

Earlier than what? That is being said: Adbhyah, than 

water; the idea is that He was earlier than the five elements 

inclusive of water, and not merely earlier than water. 7apa- 

sah, (born) from Brahman, characterised by consciousness 

etc. Anyone who (sees) that First Born, who after having 

created the bodies of gods etc., (and) pravisya guham, having 
entered into the cavity of the heart, of everybody; tisthan- 
tam, remains in existence; bhiitebhih, in association with the 

1As an ornament, made of gold, continues to be gold, so is 
Hiranyagarbha nothing but Brahman. 

r
t
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elements—in the midst of body and senses, perceiving 

sound etc.; yah, vyapasyata, i.e. pasyati, anyone who sees 
thus, he sees; etat vai tat, this very thing that is under 

discussion. 

at ata auacatafagaaraay | 
Tat stay fassedt ar waferstrad | was AT UI 

7. He (sees) that very Brahman (who sees) 
that Aditi, comprising all the deities, who takes 
birth as Hiranyagarbha, who is manifested in 

association with the elements, and who is seated 

in the cavity of the heart, after entering there. 

Furthermore, ya aditih, that Aditi—so called because 

of enjoying (adana) all such things as sound; who is devata- 
mayt, comprises all the deities; (and) who sambhavati, takes 

birth; pradnena as Hiranyagarbha — from the supreme Brah- 
_man. The poition ‘He who sees that Aditi as existing in 
the cavity of the heart after having entered there’’—is to be 
explained as before. That very Aditi is being distinguish- 

ed —ya@ which; bhiitebhih as associated with the elements; 

ryajayata took birth 1.e. was created. 

acute feat sTaaat wa za qyat afwority: | 
fea fet goat arya gefasateracafacha: | 

was AT UCI 
8. The sacrificial Fire lodged in two fire pro- 

ducing pieces of wood, (as also the Fire lodged in 
the hearts of Yogis) that is well protected, just as 

12
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much as the foetus is by pregnant women, and the 
Fire that is adorable every day by vigilant men 
with oblation (and contemplation)—-that Fire too 
is but this Brahman. 

Besides, that jatavedah, Fire; which is nihitah, lodged; 

as the deity of the sacrifice, aranyoh, in the upper and lower 

pieces of wood—(by rubbing which fire-is produced); 

which, as the eater of all oblations, is (lodged) in the indi- 

vidual person (as Virat, in the heart); and which is subhrtah, 

well protected—by the men of contemplation; garbhah iva, 

just as the foetus—is well protected; garbhinibhih, by preg- 
nant women—through food, drink etc., that are not con- 

demned. The meaning is that, Just as in the world, the 

foetus is well protected, similarly it (i.e. the Fire) is protect- 

ed by the priests and the meditators. Moreover, that agnih, 
Fire; which is idyah, laudable and adorable —by sacrificers 

and meditators in the sacrifices and the hearts; dive dive, 

every day; jagrvadbhih, by the sleepless, i.e. vigilant; manu- 

syebhih, i.e. manusyaih, by men; havismadbhih, who are 
possessed of oblations, e.g. ghee, as also possessed of 

meditation and contemplation; tat, that Fire; etat vai, is 

this only—the Brahman that is being discussed. 

qaaleta qaised aa a Testa | 
azar: aa aftarag weafa weaT | WaT TT UNS 

9. On that, from which the sun rises and in 

which it sets, are fixed all deities. None ever trans- 

cends that. This is that. 

Moreover, yatah ca, that from which—from which 
Prana (i.e. Hiranyagarbha); udeti, rises; siiryah, the sun;
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yatra, where, in which Prana itself; astam gacchati, sets—— 

day after day; fam, on that—on the Prana which is the Self; 
sarve devah, all the gods—-Fire etc., in the divine context, 

and speech etc., in the personal context; arpitah, are fixed 

like spokes on the nave of a chariot wheel—during the 

period of existence (of the universe). He (that Prana), too, 
is Brahman. This ts that all-pervading Brahman. Tat u, 
that indeed; ma kah cana, nobody—whosoever; atyeti, 

transcends— ceasing to be identified with It becomes some- 

thing other than that. This ts that. 

The following verse is there to counteract the doubt 

that may arise in anybody’s mind that the entity which 

exists in all beings from Brahma down to the immovable 
and appears as non-Brahman, owing to those particular 

limiting adjuncts, is an individual soul different from the 

supreme Brahman, and 1s subject to birth and death: 

Weas ATAAA BAA aalrag | 

weal: a HAAS 4 Se AAT TAT 1 Vo tI 
10. What, indeed, is here is there; what is 

there is here likewise. He who sees as though 
there is difference here, goes from death to death. 

Yat eva iha, what, indeed, is here—that entity which, 

being associated with limiting adjuncts, viz the body and 
senses (i.e. aS existing here in the individual), appears to 

the ignorant to be possessed of worldly attributes; tar, that 

—-that very entity, established in Its own reality, is; amutra, 
there—(existing in Its causal condition as) Brahman which 
is by nature a mass of consciousness and is devoid of all 

worldly attributes. And yat amutra, that which is there (in 

the causal condition), established in Itself; tat, that very 
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thing; tha anu, (is) here likewise—appearing diversely in 
conformity with the limiting adjuncts such as name and 

form, body and senses; It is nothing else. This being so, 

yah, anyone who-—being deluded by ignorance, consisting 
in seeing differences that are natural to limiting adjuncts; 

pasyati, sees, perceives; iha, here--in this Brahman, which 

is not a plurality; nana iva, as though there is difference; 

feels such differences as, “‘I am different from the supreme 

Self, and the supreme Brahman is different from me’’; sah, 

he; apnoti, gets; mrtyoh mrtyum, death after death, he 

becomes subject to repeated birth and death. Therefore 
one should not perceive like that; one should perceive thus: 

‘‘. am, indeed, Brahman which is homogeneous conscious- 

ness and which pervades everything through and through 

like space.” This is the meaning of the sentence. 

naa aaareaey As aratsfer fray | 
Wear: F Feq Tools 7 As aay TRATAT 11 VU 
ll. This is to be attained through the mind. 

There is no diversity whatsoever. He who sees as 
though there is difference here, goes from death to 
death. 

Before attaining the knowledge of unity, idam this— 

Brahman which is homogeneous; adptavyam, is to be attain- 

ed, as identical with the Self, there being nothing else exist- 

ing; manasa, through the mind—which ts purified by the 

teacher and the scriptures. And since ignorance, that pre- 

sents diversity, ceases on this attainment; iha, here—in the 
Brahman; nana, diversity; kim cana, even so little; na asti, 

does not exist. On the other hand, yah, he who—does not 
give up his vision of ignorance that is comparable to
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darkness; (and) ndna@ iva pasSyati, Sees as though there is 
diversity; sah, he; mrtyoh mrtyum gacchati, does (indeed) 

go from death to death, even by superimposing the slightest 

difference. This is the idea. 

The Upanisad again speaks of that Brahman which is 

being discussed: 

AGosATaA: Fear eq areata facafa | 
Sart ATAeTET J aat faa | TAT TT UN eV 

12. The Being (Purusa), of size of the a 

thumb, resides in the body. Knowing Him as 

the ruler of the past and the future, one does not 
want, by virtue of that knowledge, to save the Self. 

This is that. 

Angusthamatrah, of the size of a thumb, the lotus of 

the heart is of the size of a thumb; (and) as conditioned by 

the internal organ existing in the space within the lotus of 

- the heart, (the Self) has the size of a thumb, Just like space 

existing in a section of a bamboo that ts of the size of a 

thumb. Purusah, means He by whom everything is filled. 
Knowing Him, who fisthati, stays; madhye G@tmani in the 

body; as the ts@canm! bhittabhavyasya, the ruler of the past 
and the present. (The portion) a tatah etc., 1s to be ex- 

plained as before (Ka. 11.1.5). 

THSSATA: Fert satfatraryqas: | 
SUA ATASATT A WATS FT M1 WAT TT U3 

13. The Purusa, who is of the size of a thumb, 

is like a light without smoke. He is the ruler of 
1 The alternative reading is 7$ano bhutabhavyasya
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the past and the future. He exists today, and He 
will exist tomorrow. This 1s that. 

Moreover, the angusthamatrah purusah, the Purusa 
(the all-pervasive entity) of the size of a thumb, 1s jyotih iva 
adhiimakah, \ike a smokeless light. Adhimakah should 
rather be adhitimakam, since it qualifies jyotih (which ts 

neuter). He, who is perceived as such by the Yogis in their 

hearts, is the is@nal bhittabhavyasya, lord of the past and 

the future. Sah, He, the eternal and unchanging; exists 

adya, now, in all beings; wv and; sah, He, will exist; svah, 

even tomorrow. The idea is that none equals Him now, 

nor will any be born in future (to do so). Though one of 

the alternatives, viz ‘““Some say that He does not exist (after 

death)” (Ka. 1.1.20), cannot logically arise, yet hereby it is 

refuted by the Upanisad itself in its own words, and so also 
is dismissed the theory of momentary existence. 

The Upanisad again presents a refutation of the per- 

ception of difference with regard to Brahman: 

qatan gt ase Tata faarate | 
ud FalT Fah TRAtadarataaata i ew it 
14. As water rained on an inaccessible height 

gets dispersed on (lower) hilly regions, similarly, 
one who perceives the selves differently, runs after 
them only. 

Yatha, as; udakam, water; vrstam, poured; durge, on 

an inaccessible place, on a height; vidhavati, flows--—-being 

dispersed becomes dissipated; parvatesu, over hills, over 

hilly lower regions; evam, similarly; pasyan, seeing; 

dharman, the selves; prthak, differently—in everybody;
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anuvidhayati, one runs after; tan eva, them only—those souls 
that conform to the different bodies. The meaning is that 
he assumes different bodies again and again. 

Now is being stated as to how the nature of the Self is 

attained by one who is a man of realisation, for whom has 

becn destroyed the perception of difference that is created 

by limiting adjuncts, who sees the non-dual Self which is a 

homogencous mass of pure consciousness, and who is 

possessed of knowledge and is engaged in meditation. 

wah Te wearfard ataita wate | 
va qafasaaa aca waft TAA 1 ek I 

afa wroniafaufe fadrateata saat aes 

I5. O Gautama, as pure water poured on 
pure water becomes verily the same, so also does 
become the Self of the man of knowledge who is 
given to deliberation (on the Self). 

Yatha, as; suddham udakam, pure water; dsiktam, 

being poured; suddhe, on pure (water); bhavati, becomes; 

tadrk eva, of that kind only, of the same quality and not 

anything else; atimd, the Self, too; bhavati, becomes; evam, 

$0; vijanatah, of one who knows— realises unity; mumeh, of 

one who deliberates; OQ Gautama. Therefore, giving up the 

perception of duality that bad logicians have and the 

erroneous notions that the non-believers entertain, the 

people whose pride has been quelled should eagerly seek 
after the realisation of the unity of the Self, that is incul- 

cated by the Vedas that are more beneficent than thousands 

of fathers and mothers. This is the idea.



PART II 

CANTO II 

As Brahman is difficult to know, this is a fresh com- 

mencement for ascertaiming in another way the reality that 

It is: 

TRAP ASIA AEA A HATA: | 

aqsary + Tafa faysaea fanead | cag Aq ei 
1. Of the unborn One, whose consciousness is 

is unflickering, there is a city with eleven gates. 

Meditating (on Him), one does not grieve and, 
becoming freed, one becomes emancipated. This 

is that. 

Puram, a city, le. comparable to a city; the body is 

the city, since 1n it we find an assemblage of such append- 
ages of a city as gatekeepers, their commanders, etc.; anda . 

city, together with its paraphernalia, 1s seen to be meant 
for an independent owner (viz king) who is not a constit- 

uent part of it;! stmilarly, since this body, consisting of an 
assemblage of various paraphernalia, has resemblance with 

a city, it must exist for an owner who takes the position of a 

king, but does not forma part of it. This city then, that is 
called a body, ekddasadyadram, is possessed of eleven doors 

—gseven in the head, three, inclusive of the navel, in the 

lower parts, and one on the (top of the) head; because of 

these, it is a city possessed of eleven doors. Of Whom? 

1 He does not grow or contract even though the city may do so, 

and His existence can be known independently of the city.
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Ajasya, of the birthless One-—of the Self which is free from 

all modifications, such as birth etc., which occupies the 

place of the king, and which is dissimilar to the properties 

of the city; avakracetasah, of the One whose knowledge is 
not crooked-—whose cetah, consciousness is avakra, straight, 

constant and unchanging like the light of the sun—i.e. of 

Brahman which ts comparable to the king. Anusthaya, 

meditating, on Him to whom this city belongs, on the 

supreme Lord who is the owner of the city; for His anu- 

sthana (lit. performance) consists in contemplation with a 
view to complete knowledge.! One who, after becoming 

entirely free from all desires, contemplates on Him as resid- 

ing equally in all beings, 7a socati, does not grieve. How 
can there be any vision of fear, since there is no occasion 

for sorrow after the attainment of fearlessness resulting 

from His realisation? Even here, (while still livmg), he 

becomes vimuktah, tree —free from the bondage of desire 

and duly, created by ignorance; vinuktah ca, and having 

become free (while still living); vimucyate, he becomes 
~ emancipated, i.e. he does not take up a body again. 

But He (the Self) does not reside in the city of one body 
only. What then? He exists in all the cities? How? 

axa: afaagaeratara- 
gia atevafafagurac | 

qTwsetagqagaaa- 
TSAT MAT AAT AAT FET TST WRU 

1 Unobstructed, direct vision. Balagop&lendra interprets samyag- 

vijnanapadrvakant as (meditation) that has complete realisation as its 

Objective.
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2. As the moving (sun) He dwells in heaven, 
(as air) He pervades all and dwells in inter-space; 
as fire He resides on the earth; as Soma He stays 
in a jar; He lives among men; He lives among 
gods; He dwells in space; He is born in water; He 

takes birth from the earth; He is born in sacrifice; 

He emerges from the mountains; He is unchang- 
ing; and He is great. 

(As) hamsah, a mover—derived from the root han, 

meaning to go; He is sucisat—derived from suci, pure, and 

sad, to live—a dweller, as the sun, in heaven which is pure. 

As vasuh—derived from the causative form of the root vas, 

meaning to provide dwelling for—as all-pervasive air; He 

is antariksasad, a dweller in the intermediate space. As hota 
(meaning) fire—because of the Vedic text, ‘“‘Fire, indeed, 1s 

hota’ (Cityupanisad, HI. 1., VI. 1); (He is) vedisar derived 

from the root sad—a resider on the vedi, i.e. earth—because | 

of the mantra which begins with, ‘“‘This ved: (sacrificial 

altar) is the highest state of the earth” (R.U1.i.20). Atithih 

(san), as the Soma juice, (He is) duronasat, a dweller in a jar 
(durona); or as a Brahmana guest, He dwells in houses 

(durona). (He 1s) vrsat, a dweller among men; varasat, a 

dweller among the adorable ones—the gods; rtasat. a 

dweller in /fa, i.e. truth or sacrifice; vyomasat, a dweller in 

akasa (space); abjah—-derived from ap (water) and ja (to be 
born)—born in water, as conch, mother of pearl, :makara 

(a sea animal), etc.; gojah, born on earth (gv), as paddy, 

barley, etc.; rtajah, born in the sacrifice, (rta), as its append- 

ages; adrijah, born from mountains (adri), as rivers etc.; 

although He is the Self of all, He is verily rtam, unchanging
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in nature; (and) brhat, great—being the cause of all. Even 

if it be a fact that the sun is spoken of in this verse (and not 

the Self), still, as the sun is regarded in reality as the Self, 

there is no contradiction with the bradhmana which explains 

that way.! The meaning of this verse is that the world has 

but one Self which is all-pervasive, and that there is no 

plurality of selves. 

A (logical) basis is being provided for comprehending 

the nature of the Self: 

Het ITAA weaTeate | 

meq aragarara fase tat soaTaa ti 3 ti 

3. All deities worship that adorable one, the 
seated in the middle, who pushes the pra@na upward 
and impels the apdna inward. 

The word yah, he who, is to be supplied. He who un- 

_Hayati, leads higher up; “#rdhvam, upward—from the heart; 

pranam, the air functioning as exhalation; similarly, pratyak 

asyati, thrusts inward, downward; apdnam, the air function- 

ing as inhalation; that vamanam, the adorable One; madhye 

asinam, sitting in the middle— sitting in the space inside the 

lotus of the heart, shining in the intellect as revealed know- 

ledge; visve, all; devah, deities—the organs such as the eye 

etc.; updasate, worship —by carrying to Him presents in the 

form of perception of colour etc., just as the subjects do to 

1“In the brdhmana portion of the Veda this verse is explained thus: 
‘That sun is the Aarisah sucigat.’ But there is a mantra which says, “The 
sun is the Self of all that moves and does not move’, (R. I. cxv. 1; Aji. 

IL.iit.3) from which it is known that the sun symbolises the all-perva- 

sive Consciousness.” —A.G.
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a king. The idea is that they never cease from activity 

meant for Him. The purport of the sentence is that He for 

whom, and under whose direction, exist all the activities of 

the organs and the vital force, is proved to be different from 

them. 

aeq faaaqnraca aeizegey afea: | 

aatfaqeanraea fanaa cheers | was TT Ul 
4. When this dweller in the body becomes 

detached, when He is freed from this body, what 
else remains in this body? This is that. 

Moreover, asya dehinah sarirasthasya, of this embodied 

one (the Self) that is in the body: visramsamanasva, as It 

gets loosened, detached. The meaning of the word visrari- 

sana (loosening) is being given: dehdd viniucyamanasya, as 

It gets freed from the body, Aim atra parisisyate, what else 

remains here--in this group of vital force etc.?! Nothing | 

remains here in this body. That Self is proved to be differ- 

ent (from the body etc.), on whose departure all this aggre- 

gate of body and senses becomes instantaneously powerless, 

defunct, and destroyed, just as it happens in the case of the 

citizens when the lord of the city retreats. 

The opimion may be held that this body gets des- 

troyed on the departure of the prana, apana, etc., but not 

owing to the exit of the Self that is distinct from them; for 

a man lives only by prama and the rest. But this ts not so. 

1 This 1s according to the reading, prdnddikalape. If the reading 
is pranddikalapah, the meaning will be “nothing of the group of prdna etc. 
remains’.
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TMA atgaa weal srafa wea | 

gay g sftafa afensaraarfatat 4 
5. No mortal lives by prana or apana; but all 

live by something else on which these two depend. 

Na pranena na apdnena, neither through the function 

of exhaling nor through that of inhaling —nor by the eye 

and the rest; kah cana martyah, any human being; /Tvati, 
lives —nobody lives. Inasmuch as these are meant for some- 

body clse and act jointly, they cannot be the source of life. 

Composite things like houses etc., are not seen to exist in 

this world, unless this existence is brought about by some- 
one for his own benefit, who is not part of the assemblage. 

This should be so in the case of prana etc. too, since they 

also form a combination. Therefore all these jivanti, live, 

maintain life, having been combined by someone else who 

is dissimilar to the praia etc., that constitute the group. 

e Yasmin, that on which --that Self, true and supreme, and 

distinct from the combination, on which; efau these two — 
prana and apana, in combination with eye etc.; upasritau, 

are dependent;! and for the benefit of which uncombined 

Self, prdna, apiina, etc. exist as a combination, performing 

their own functions; that Self is cstablished to be distinct 

from them. This is the purport. 

aed a aq Wasaga Ta aa AMAT | 
AAT aA A Wee areat wafa TAA uel 

1 Or— Yasmin (sati) whose existence—the existence of which Self, 
Supreme and distinct from the combination—being taken for granted; 

elau upasritau, these two get supported.
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6. Well, O Gautama, I shall tell you of this 
secret, eternal Brahman; and also how the Self 
fares after death. 

Afanta, well, now again; fe, to you; pravaksyami, | shall 

tell; idam, this; guhyam, secret; sanatanam brahma, ever- 

lasting Brahman; through knowledge of which comes 
about a cessation of all worldly existence, and through 

ignorance of which, maranam prapya, attaining death; 

yatha, how; atma, the soul; bhavati, becomes—how It 

transmigrates; that you hear, O Gautama. 

afataee Wea aileara afer: | 
CATT AFA A A TAHA TATATA 119 1 

7. Some souls enter the womb for acquiring 

bodies and others follow the motionless, in accord- 
ance With their work and in conformity with their 
knowledge. 

Anye dehinah, some souls—some ignorant fools; Surira- 
tvaya, for assuming bodies; yonim prapadyante, enter into 

the womb. Anye, others—the extremely inferior ones; after 

death, anusamyanti, follow; sthanum, the state of motion- 

less things like trees etc.; yathakarma, in accordance as 

each one’s work is—i.e. under the impulsion of the (fruits 

of) works they have accomplished in this life; similarly, too, 

yathasrutam, in conformity with the nature of knowledge 
acquired. The idea is that they take bodies accordingly; 

for another Vedic text says; ‘“‘Creatures are born in accord- 

ance with their knowledge.”’ 

The Upanisad speaks of the secret Brahman about 
which it was promised, “I shall tell’:
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Tuy gay wats ara ara gaat fafyarer: | 

ata UH AHA ACaTTAA=AT | 
afedcatan: frat: aa ag areafa Hea WAS TT UC 

8. Purusa, who keeps awake and goes on 
creating desirable things even when the senses fall 
asleep, is pure; and He is Brahman, and He is 
called the Immortal. All the worlds are fixed on 
Him; none can transcend Him. This 1s that. 

Yah, esah, He who; jagarti, keeps awake and does not 

sleep; suptesu, when pra@na etc., are asleep. How? Nirnii- 

manah, creating—through ignorance; kamam kamam, each 

of those desirable things—such desirable things as woman 

etc. Purusah, the Purusa (all-pervading Brahman)—-who 

keeps awake, by accomplishing these; fat eva, that (Purusa) 

indeed; is sukram, white, pure; tat brahma, that is Brah- 

“man-— -there is no other secret Brahman; tat eva, that in- 

deed; amrtam ucyate, is called the indestructible—in all 

scriptures. Moreover, sarve /okah, all the worlds—such as 

the earth etc.; tasmin, on It—on Brahman; sritah, are 
supported —for It is the source of all the worlds. The text 

beginning with tat u natyeti kascana is to be explained as 
before (Ka. IT.1.9). 

Since the knowledge of the unity of the Self, though 

validated by proof and reiterated more than once does not 

find a lodging in the hearts of those Brahmanas of insincere 
intellect whose minds are swayed by the intellect of numer- 

ous logicians, therefore the Upanisad, being eager to incul- 

cate it, says again and again:
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ahageat wat sfaset 
wey EG WfTEqt TAs | 

UHEIAT TAMA ATAT 
eq eg ofaegt assez 1 31 

9. Just as fire, though one, having entered the 
world, assumes separate forms in respect of differ- 
ent shapes, similarly, the Self inside all beings, 
though one, assumes a form in respect of each 

shape; and (yet) It is outside. 

Yatha, as; agnih, fire; though bright by nature and only 

ekah, one; pravistah, having entered; bhuvanam —derived 
from the root bhi (to be), in the sense of a place where 

creatures come into being, the word means -this world; 

riipam riipam prati, in conformity with each form, i.e. in 

respect of the difference of combustible substances, such as 

wood etc.; babhiiva, became; pratiriipah, multiformed, 

assuming the reSpective shapes of those different fuels; 

tatha, similarly; sarvabhittantaratma, the Self that is inside 

all beings —by virtue of Its subtleness, like fire in fuels etc.; 

though only ekah, one; has become pratiriipah, formed in 

accordance with the individual shapes --in respect of all 

bodies, owing to Its entry there; bahih ca, and (yet) It is 

outside—in Its own unmodified form, just like space. 

Similarly there is another illustration: 

qaaerar wad Tfaset 
eq eq ofteqdt Twa |
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CHAAT TA MATKEALTCAT 
Sy BT WfaTSat ass 11 Qo Il 

10. As air, though one, having entered into 
this world, assumes separate forms in respect of 

different shapes, similarly, the Self inside all 

beings, though one, assumes a form in respect of 

each shape. And yet It is outside. 

Yatha, as; vayuh, air—in the form of vital force; 
having entered into the bodies; riipam riipam pratiriipah 

babhiiva, etc., is to be explained as before. 

Since the contingency arises that if the one entity is the 
self of all, then the sorrowfulness of the world will belong 
to the supreme Brahman Itself, (therefore) this is being 
said: 

qat aaT aaatHeq qaT- 
q facaa arerrateraia: | 

UCT TAA EAMCAT 
q facad wlHs-ST ATS: 122 Ul 

11. Just as the sun, which is the eye of the 

Whole world, is not tainted by the ocular and 
external defects, similarly, the Self, that is but one 
in all beings, is not tainted by the sorrows of the 
world, It being transcendental. 

Yatha, as; suryah, the sun; even though by virtue of 
helping the eyes through its light, and illuminating such 

13
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impure things as urine, ordure, etc., becomes sarvalokasyc 
caksuh, the eye of all the people—who see those things: 

still na lipyate, it is not tainted; caksusaih bahyadosaih, by 
the ocular and external blemishes—by ocular faults, physt- 

cal lapses amounting to sin, which are caused by the sight 

of impurity etc., and by external faults consisting in the 

contact with impurity etc.; tathad similarly; (He who) 
though ekah, one; is sarvabhiitantaratma, the Self inside all; 

na lipyate lokaduhkhena, is not tainted by the sorrows of 

the world; (since He is) bahyah, transcendental. It is 

through ignorance, superimposed on the Self, that people 

suffer the sorrows arising from desire and work. But that 

ignorance does not really inhere in one’s Self just as the 

snake, the silver, the water, and the dirt, superimposed on 

a rope, a mother of pearl, a desert, and the sky (respec- 

tively), do not in reality exist as the distortions of the rope 

etc. But they appear as the defects of those things (rope 

etc.) because of the superimposition of false notions on 

the substances (rope etc.) that provide the bases for them.! 

They (the substances) are not tainted by those faults, for 

they are outside the notions thus falsely superimposed. 

Similarly, people, after having superimposed on the Self 

the false notions of action, agent, and fruit, like the snake 

(on a rope), experience the misery of birth, death, etc., 

consequent on that superimposition; but the Self, though 

It is the Self of all, is not tainted by the sorrows of the world 

arising from false superimposition. Why? (Because It is) 

outside. For just like the rope etc., It is extraneous to the 

superimposition of false notion. 

1 Or—“because of the superimposition of such false notions in 

the persons who come in contact with them.”
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wal aatt Aa AaTaACIAT 
Uh ST agar a: Huta | 

Taner asTTeafed AT 
CATT TA WRAT AACHTA 1 VRU 

12. Eternal peace is for those—and not for 
others—who are discriminating and who realise 
in their hearts Him who—being one, the con- 
troller, and the inner Self of all—makes a single 
form multifarious. 

Moreover, He indeed is the supreme Lord, all-perva- 

sive, independent, and ekah, one; there is none equal to or 

greater than Him. (He is) vasi, controller—for the whole 

universe is under His control. Why? Because (He is) 

sarvabhitantaratma, the Self in all beings. Since He, yah, 

who, because of His inscrutable power; Aaroti, makes—by 

, His mere existence; (His) ekam riipam, one form—His own 

Self that is homogeneous and consists of unalloyed con- 

sciousness; bahudha, diverse—through the differences in the 
impure conditions of name and form; tam @tmastham, Him 

as residing in the space of the heart within the body, 1.e. as 

manifested as knowledge in the intellect, like a face appear- 

ing to exist in a mirror, it being impossible for the body to 

be the receptacle of the Self that is formless like space; ye 

dhirah, those discriminating people who—those who have 

ceased from external activities; anupasyanti, realise directly 
—as a result of the pursuance of the instruction of the 

teacher—realise that God who is the Self; tesam, for them, 

who have become identified with the supreme Lord; is 
SaSvatam sukham, eternal happiness—consisting in the bliss-
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fulness of the Self; a itaresam, not for others for those 

non-discriminating people whose intellects are attached to 

external things, for though the happiness is their very Self, 

(they do not get it), because of the obstruction of ignorance. 

freasfacarat AaaaATaray- 
Fal agai at faeenta Bare | 

qarenet astreafer FTe- 
CATT Ula: WIA AALITA 11-23 

13. Eternal peace is for those—and not for 
others— who are discriminating and who realise in 
their hearts Him who—being the etcrnal among 
the ephemeral, the consciousness among the con- 
sclous—-alone dispenses the desired objects to 
many. 

Furthermore, nityah, indestructible, anitydnam, among, 

the destructible; cetanah, consciousness; cetananam, among 

the conscious—among the manifestors of consciousness 
such as the living creatures beginning with Brahma. As it 

iS OWing to fire that water etc., that are not fire, come to be 

possessed of the power to burn, similarly, the power to 

manifest consciousness that is seen in others is owing to the 

consciousness of the Self. Besides, He (is) the omniscient 

Lord of all—yah, who; ekah, alone; vidadhati, arranges 

diversely, i.e. dispenses without effort; Aa@man, desirable 

things, the fruits of work according to merit, as also out of 

His own grace; bahiinam, of many, of the desirous, worldly 

people. Those discriminating people who realise Him in 
their hearts—for them SGntih, cessation; is Sasvati, eternal—
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for them accrues peace that is their very Self; and na itare- 

sam, not for others who are of a different sort. 

atateta aearasitzea ILA Faq | 
ey Tt ataatdtar faq uta favnta aru eet 

14. How shall I know that supreme, unspeak- 
able Bliss which they realise directly as ‘‘This’’? 
Is It self-effulgent—dcoes It shine distinctly, or does 
It not? 

(Yat) tat, that-—that knowledge of the Self, that is 

sthham, bliss; anirdesyam, indescribable; and paramam, 
superexcellent; (vat raf), that which, though beyond the 

range of speech and mind of ordinary people, still, the 

Brahmanas, who are free from desires, manyante, consider; 

etat iti, as “this’’, as something directly known; katham nu, 

how indeed; vijanivyam, { shall know; tat, that—happiness; 

how can I make It an object of my consciousness as “‘This’’, 

“as do the sannyasins who are free from desires? Kin u tat 

bhati, does It shine? —That which is self-effulgent, does It 

vihhati, appear, 1s It seen, distinctly as an object of our 
intellect? Va, or, is It not? (Or!—since It is effulgent, is It 

perceived clearly as an object of our intellect, or is It not ?) 

The answer to this (aforesaid question) is that It is both 
self-effulgcnt and shines distinctly (or multifariously). 

How? 

Tat gat atta a Axa 
tar fagqat arfea Hatsaaha: | 

1 The word yat being interpreted as meaning since.
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qa arama at 
aca wat aafae faarfa ti 24 ul 

sfa aronlafasfe fadrateara fedrat aca i 

15. There the sun does not shine, neither do 

the moon and the stars; nor do these flashes of 

lightning shine. How can this fire? He shining, 
all these shine; through his lustre all these are 
variously illumined. 

Tatra, there —in Brahman which is one’s Self; séryah, 

the sun; za bhati, does not shine, i.e. it does not illuminate 

that Brahman, though it illumines all. Similarly, na candra- 

tarakam, na imah vidyutah bhanti, neither the moon and 
stars nor these flashes of lightning shine; kKutauh ayam agnih, 

how can this fire—that is seen by us—(shine)? To cut 

short, all, inclusive of these, that shines, anubhati, shine 

according as, tam eva bhantam, He, the supreme Lord, 

shines. Just as (hot) water, fire-brand, etc., owing to their 

contact with fire, burn according as the fire does, but not 

independently, similarly, it 1s verily tasya bhasa, by His 

effulgence, that sarvam idam, all this—the sun etc.; vibhati, 

shines variously. This being so it is that Brahman Itself 

that is effulgent and shines variously. Through the various 

kinds of effulgence in the effects, it is known that the char- 

acteristic of luminosity is intrinsic to that Brahman. For 

that luminosity which does not exist naturally cannot im- 

part it to others; for a pot etc. are not seen to ijluminate 
others, whereas luminous things like the sun etc., are seen 

to do so.



PART II 

CANTO III 

As in the world, the root of a (silk-cotton) tree can be 

traced by coming to know its cotton,! similarly the sixth 

canto is commenced in order to ascertain the real nature of 

Brahman through the détermination of the tree of the 
universe of which Brahman is the root: 

PEAT SATIS TISAI: AATAT: | 
TST UH ACHAT ACATAT ASAT | 
afedoater: fran: aa ag areata Hea | WIS TT NH 

1. This is the beginningless peepul tree that 
has its roots above and branches down. That 
(which is its root) is pure, that is Brahman and 
that is called immortal. On that are fixed all the 

.worlds; none transcends that. This verily is that. 

Urdhvamiilah, that which has its roots above—the root 
that is the state of supreme Visnu. This tree of the world, 
comprising everything from the Unmanifested to the im- 
movables, has its root above. It is called vrksa (tree) 

because (of the root meaning) of being felled. It consists of 

many evils, such as birth, old age, death, sorrow, etc.; it 

changes itself every moment, inasmuch as no sooner is it 

seen than its nature is destroyed like magic, water in a 

mirage, a city in the sky, etc., and it ceases to exist ultimate- 

ly like a tree; it is without any heart-wood like the stem of 

1 By seeing the cotton of the silk-cotton tree etc, one can infer 
hat it comes from a tree which 1s rooted somewhere.
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a plantain tree; it is subject to hundreds of doubts in the 

minds of sceptics; its reality 1s determined in its true colour 

by the seekers of truth;! its essence lies in its root, the 

supreme Brahman, ascertained in Vedanta; it grows from 
out of the seed of ignorance,” desire, action, and the Un- 

manifested; it has for its sprout Hiranyagarbha, the inferior 

Brahman, comprising the two powers of knowledge and 
action; it has for its trunk the diverse subtle bodies of all 

creatures; its vigour of growth results from the sprinkling 

of the water of desire; it has for its tender sprouts the 
objects of the senses of knowledge; its leaves are the Vedas, 

the Smrtis, logic, learning, and instruction; its lovely 

flowers are the many deeds such as sacrifice, charity, auster- 
ity, etc.; its various tastes are the experience of happiness 

and sorrow; its infinite fruits are the means of subsistence 

of beings; it has its secondary roots well devcloped, en- 

twined, and firmly fixed through the sprinkling of the water 

of desire (for those fruits),;3 it has for its nests the seven 

worlds beginning from the one called Satya, built by the 

birds which are the living beings from Brahma downwards; 

it has its uproar, rendered tumultuous through the various 

sounds arising from dancing, singing, instrumental music, 
disport (play, jest, ctc.), clapping on the arms, laughing, 

pulling, crying, exclaiming “Alas, alas!’ “‘Leave me, leave 

me!’ induced by mirth and grief arising from the enjoyment 

and pain of living beings; and it is felled by the weapons of 

1 Or, according to another reading, ‘‘Its nature cannot be fixed 

as such and such by the seekers of truth. 

2 Superimposition. 

3 Desires for works develop from desires for results; they get en- 

twined and mixed up with various dispositions—sdartvika, radjasika, and 

tamasika (calm, active, and lazy).
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detachment consisting of the realisation of the identity of 
Brahman and the Self as inculcated by Vedanta. This tree 

of the world is an asvatthah! —its nature is ever unsteady, 
Jike the pecpul tree, shaken as it is by the wind of desire and 
deeds; it is avaksakhah—-downwards are its branches, con- 

sisting ot heaven, hell, and states of beasts and ghosts; (it Is) 

sanatanah, existing from time immemorial, having no begin- 

ning. Tat eva, that very thing-—which is the root of the tree 

of the world—is; sukram, white, pure, resplendent— being 

in reality the light of the Self which is Consciousness; fat 

brahma, that 1s Brahman, being the greatest of all; fat eva, 

that indeed; veyate, 1s called; amrtam, indestructible by 

nature, being truc. All else is false, being “‘mutable, existing 

as mere name dependent on speech” (Ch. VI. 1. 4), and 
hence it is mortal. Tasmin, on Him, on Brahman that ts 

absolutely true; sarve, all; /okah, the worlds-—-which are 

comparable to a city in the sky, or water in a mirage, and 

which vanish on the realisation of the supreme Truth; 

esritah, are fixed— during creation, existence, and dissolu- 

tion, Kah cana na, nothing whatsoever—no modification; 

atyeti, transcends; fat u, that—-that Brahman; just as the 

products like pot etc., do not transcend (their material) earth 

etc. This verily is that. 

It may be said that the very root of the world, Brah- 

man, by realising which it is stated that people become 
immortal, does not exist, and that this (universe) has emerg- 

ed out of nothing. But this is wrong: 

afeg fe a and aa oT vata fray | 
yeas aan 4 catageqared wala UU 
1 Lit. a not; sthatd existing; §vas, tomorrow; impermanent. 
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2. All this universe, that there 1s, emerges 
and moves because there is the supreme Brahman 
that is a great terror like an uplifted thunderbolt. 
Those who know this become immortal. 

Prane (sati) the supreme Brahman! (being there), yat 

idam kim ca jagat sarvam, all this universe that there is; 

nihsrtam (sat) having emerged—acts regularly. That Brah- 

man which is thus the cause of the origination etc., of the 
world is mahat bhayam, greatly terrifying --bhayam being 

derived in the sense of that from which one gets fear; vaj- 

ram udyatam, like an upraised thunderbolt. The idea 

imparted is that just as servants, finding their master in 
front with an uplifted thunderbolt, methodically follow his 

command, similarly this universe consisting of the sun, the 

moon, the planets, the constellations, and the stars, contin- 

ues methodically without a moment’s respite because it 
has a God. Ye, those who; viduh etat, know this—the 
Brahman as the witness of all the activities of their minds; 

te, they; bhavanti, become; amrtah, possessed of death- 

Jessness. 
The text says how out of fear of Him the world 

behaves: 

warTazearRaeatia waragfa qa: | 
warfersest Tas Tegeatats TT: 3 

3. From fear of Him Fire burns, from fear 
shines the Sun; from fear run Indra and Air, and 

Death, the fifth.’ 

1‘*Brahman, being the source of activity of even the vital force 
(prana), is figuratively referred to by the word prdya.”—A.G. 

2 Fire etc. stand for their respective deities.
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Asya bhayat, from fear of Him—of the supreme Lord; 

agnih tapati, Fire burns; bhayGt, from fear; tapati, shines; 
siiryah, the Sun; bhayat indrah, from fear, Indra; ca, and; 

vayuh, Air; mrtyuh ca, and Death; pajicamah, the fifth; 

dhavati, runs. For unless there was a ruler, like one with an 

uplifted thunderbolt in hand, over these protectors of the 

world who themselves are powerful, there would not have 

been any regulated activity as that of servants trembling out 

of fear for their master. 

Se Warne wraatiees faaa: | 
qT: ATT BAT WATATT HeTT Uw 

4. If one succeeds in realising here before the 
falling of the body, (one becomes freed); (else) 
because of that (failure) one becomes fit for em- 
bodiment in the worlds of creatures. 

Cet, if; (one) being competent; asakat, i.e. saknoti, 

‘succeeds; boddhum, mm knowing—knows that Brahman 
which is the cause of this fear; even zha, here—while still 

living; prak sarirasya visrasah, before the disintegration, 

falling off, of the body; then one becomes free from the 

bondage of the world. If one does not succeed in knowing, 

then fatah, because of that non-realisation, sargesu lokesu, 
in the wotlds of creatable things—on earth etc., the word 

sarga being derived from the root srj in the sense of the 
places where creatable beings are created; kalpate, one be- 

comes fit; sartratvaya, for embodiment; the idea is that one 
assumes a body (in those worlds). 

Hence effort is to be made for the realisation of the 

Self before the falling off of the body, for here alone is it
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possible for the vision of the Self to be as clear as that of a 

face In a mirror, whereas this Is not possible in other worlds 
apart from that of Brahma, which however, is difficult to 

attain. How? ‘This is being answered: 

TyATSseT TATSSKAT Bar cacy TAT TAH | 

TAS Tey seqet TAT Wepaalh 
SAAT ARASH U4 UI 

5. As (one secs) in a mirror, so in one’s Intel- 
lect: as in a dream, so In the world of the manes; 

as it Is seen in Water, so in the world of the Gan- 

dharvas. As it is in the case of shade and light, so 

in the world of Brahma. 

Yatha, as -as one sees oneself very distinctly reflected ; 

ddarse, in a mirror; ¢tatha, similarly; here, Gtmani, in one’s 

own intellect-—_the idea is that, when the intellect has 

become spotless like a mirror, there springs a distinct vision 

of the Self. Yatha svapne, as in a dream-—the vision arising 

from the impressions of the waking state is indistinct; tatha, 

similarly; indistinct is the vision of the Self pitrloke, in the 

world of the manes-—because of being eniangled in the 

enjoyment of the results of work. Yathd apsu, as in water; 

one’s form pari iva dadrse—-is equivalent to paridrsyate 

iva—appears to be without clear demarcation of the parts 

(hazy); tatha, similarly; indistinct is the vision of the Self 

gandharvaloke, in the world of Gandharvas, It is known 

from the authority of the scriptures that similar is the case 

in other worlds as well. Only in one, viz brahmaloke, in the 

world of Brahma, is the vision very distinct; chaya-atapayoh 

iva, as (it is) in the case of shade and light. But that world 
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is difficult to attain, being the result of many special kinds 
of work and knowledge (i.e. of rites and meditation). 

Therefore effort should be made for the realisation of the 

Self here itself. This is the idea. 
How is He to be known and what is the need of His 

knowledge? This is being answered: 

afaarnt Gaara eaeaaat A AT | 
TAMIA AcAaAT ATR) TF ATAET Ug 

6. Having known the dissimilarity of the 
senses that originate separately, as also their rising 

and setting, the intelligent man does not grieve. 

Indriyanam, of the senses—such as ear etc.; prthak 

utpadyamananam, that are separately produced—from 
their sources, ak@Sa etc., for the purpose of perceiving their 

own respective objects; matva knowing—through discrim- 

ination; their prthagbhavam, difference—their nature of 

being essentially dissimilar to the nature of the Self that 1s 
“extremely pure, absolute, and consciousness alone; similar- 

ly (knowing their) udayastamavyau, (rising and setting) crea- 

tion and dissolution —in relation te the waking and sleep- 

ing states—as belonging to them and not to the Self; dhirah, 
the intelligent man; na socati, does not grieve; for, the con- 

stantly uniform nature of the Self being unchangeable, the 

Self cannot be the cause of sorrow. Similar is another Vedic 

text: ‘“‘The knower of the Self crosses over sorrow” (Ch. 

VII.i.3). 
The Self, in relation to which the dissimilarity of the 

senses has been pointed out, is not to be realised outside, 

for It is the inmost Self of all. How can that be? This is 

being said:
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afexaea: IX Fal AAT: ATAAAATA | 
ALaTaesy ASIAKAT ASA SoATATAAA 11 UI 

7. The mind is superior to the senses; the 

intellect is superior to the mind; Mahat (the Great 
Soul) is superior to the intellect ; the Unmanifested 
is superior to Mahat. 

The sense-objects, belonging to the same class as they 

do with the senses, are understood to be enumerated by the 

mention of the senses. The rest is as before (Ka. Liti.10). 

By the word sattva, the intellect is referred to here. 

HATTA TT: Feat sarTHistoy UF A | 
a Mal Tea Heat A TeSla i <I 

8. But superior to the Unmanifested is the 
supreme Purusa who 1s pervasive and is, indeed, 
without worldly attributes, knowing whom a man 
becomes freed and attains immortality. 

Avyaktat tu parah purusah, Purusa is superior to the 

Unmanifested; and He is vyapakah, pervasive—for He is 
the source of all pervasive things such as space etc. ; alingah 

—linga derivatively means that sign through which any- 

thing 1s comprehended, i.e. intellect etc.—He who has not 

that Jinga, intellect etc., is indeed alinga; that is, He who is 

devoid of all worldly attributes; eva, indeed. Yam jnatva, 
having known whom—from the teacher and the scriptures; 

jantuh, a man; mucyate, becomes freed—even while living— 
from the bondages of the heart, such as ignorance etc.; and 

when the body falls, he gacchati amrtatvam ca, attains
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immortality as well. This part is to be construed with the 

earlier thus: He, the alingah (incomprehensible) parah 

(supreme) Purusa, by knowing whom a man becomes free 
and attains immortality, is superior to the Unmanifested. 

How can there, then, be any possibility of the vision 

of the incomprehensible? This is being said: 

qT aaa fassfe eqae7 
T MATT Teast HIATT ATT | 

ear HATA Arash ATA 
a udfegeaared Wafeg 113 11 

9. His form does not exist within the range 
of vision; nobody sees Him with the eye. When 
this Self is revealed through deliberation, It is 
realised by the intellect, the ruler of the mind,’ 
that resides in the heart. Those who know this 
become immortal. 

Asya ripam, His form—the form of this inmost Self; 

na tisthati, does not exist; samdrse, as an object of vision. 

Therefore na kah cana, nobody; pasyati, sees, perceives; 

enam, this Self—that is being considered; caksusa, through 

the eyes—i.e. through any of the senses, for the word 

caksuh (eye) is used here suggestively tor all the senses. 

How, then, He is to be seen is being said: Arda, by that 

1 The intellect is the ruler dissuading the mind from its occupa- 
tion with objects. The identity of the self and Brahman taught in the 
Upanisads, is confirmed by manana, deliberation. Then in the pure 
intellect, unoccupied with objects, arises the conviction, ‘J am Brah- 
man” from the Upanigadic text, ‘““‘That thou art.’”” Brahman becomes 
fully revealed to that convinced intellect.
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which is in the heart; manisa, by the intellect—mianit being 

that which, as the controller, rules (iste) the mind (manas) 

characterised by thought. Abhik/rptah, when (it is) con- 
firmed, i.e. revealed; by that (intellect) which is in the heart 

and is free from occupation with objects; manasa, through 

the adequate vision consisting in deliberation; then ‘“‘the 

Self can be realised’’-—this should be supplied to complete 
the sentence. Ye, those who; viduh, know; etat, this, this 

fact that the Self is Brahman; fe, they; amitah bhavanti, 

become immortal. 

How can the ruler 1n the heart be attained? For that 

purpose yoga is being inculcated: 

Tat TSavatasaed aaiia ATA AE | 

afeea + faased arate: Tat AAA MN fo 
10. When the five senses of knowledge come 

to rest together with the mind, and the intellect, 
too, does not function, that state they call the 
highest. 

Yada, at the time when; pajsica jiianani, the five senses 

of knowledge—such as ear etc., which are called jfana 
(knowledge) being meant for it; saha manasa, together with 

the mind, which the senses follow—together with the 

internal organ (mind) which is (now) weaned away from 

(its functions of) thinking etc.; avatisthante, are at rest—in 

the Self alone, after desisting from their objects; ca buddhih, 

and the intellect—characterised by determination; na vices- 

tate,! does not engage in its own activities; tam, that (state); 

Ghuh, they call; paramam gatim, the highest state. 

1 An alternative reading is ‘‘vicestar’’.
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at atarfafa aeardt feercfaraeareray | 
*  arqdedar wafa art fe waareaat ti eeu 

Il. They consider that keeping of the senses 
steady as yoga. One becomes vigilant at that time, 
for yoga is subject to growth and decay. 

Manyante, they consider; tam, that state—-which is 
such; viz sthiradm indriyadharanam, the steady control of 
the senses, 1.e. keeping the inner and outer organs steady; 

yozam iti, as yoga (joining)—though in reality it is disyunc- 
tion, for this state of the yogi consists in the cessation of the 
contact with all evils, and in this state, indeed, is the Self 
established in [ts own nature, free from the superimposition 
of ignorance. Bhavati, one becomes; apramattah, unerring 

—ever careful about the concentration of mind; tada, at 

that time—at the very time that one commences yoga, 

which meaning follows from the implication of the context; 

for when the intellect etc., cease to function, there can be no 
possibility of carelessness; therefore the carefulness is en- 

joined even before the cessation of the activities of the intel- 
lect etc. Or since unimpeded vigilance is possible only when 
the senses are kept steady, it is stated, ““One becomes un- 
erring at that time.” Why? Yogah hi prabhavapyavau, for 
yoga is subject to growth and decay—this is the meaning. 
Therefore vigilance is needed for avoiding decay.! This is 
the idea. 

If Brahman be an object of the activities of the intellect 
etc., then It should be specifically apprehended as “‘This is 

1 The sentence ‘“‘Therefore”’ etc., follows up the first interpretation, 

where the Upanisad gives an injunction about the need of vigilance, 

the word, ‘“‘becomes’’, being transformed into ‘‘should become’’. The 

second interpretation—starting with ‘“‘Or since’’—is a statement of fact. 

14
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such and such’’; and since It cannot be perceived on the 

cessation of the intellect etc., there being then no instrument 
for cognition, Brahman should surely have no existence 

(then). It is a wellknown fact in the world that a thing exists 
so long as it is within the range of an instrument of cogni- 

tion, and the contrary one is non-existent. Hence yoga is 

useless; or Brahman is to be perceived as non-existing iInas- 

much as It cannot be cognised. This contingency having 

arisen, this is the reply: 

Tq ATA T AAAI NTT Waal T ARI | 
HEAT FATISTA BT TETH IAT 11-221 

12. It cannot be attained through speech, 
nor through mind, nor through eye. How can 
It be known to anyone apart from him who speaks 
of It as existing ? 

It is true that na eva vaca, neither through speech; na 

manasa, nor through mind; na caksusa, nor through eye; 

nor through the other senses; praptum sakyah, It is to be’ 
attained; i.e. It cannot be attained; still though It is devoid 
of all attributes, It does exist, since It is known as the root 
of the universe; for the denial of effects presupposes some 

existence as their ultimate limit. Similarly, this effect (in 

the form of the universe) when traced back in ascending 

order of subtleness, makes one apprised of the idea of exist- 

ence as its ultimate resort. Even when the intellect is being 

attenuated through the sublation of objects, the intellect 

dissolves only as pregnant with a concept of existence. And 
reason, indeed, is the proof for us in ascertaining the real 

nature of the existent and the non-existent. If the world had 
no root, this creation would be filled with non-existence and
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would be perceived as non-existent. But in fact, this is not 

so; it is perceived as “‘existing’’, just as a pot etc., produced 

from earth etc., are perceived as permeated with earth. 

Therefore the Self, the root of the universe, is to be realised 

as existing. Why? Asti iti bruvatah, apart from the faithful 

one who, following the scriptures, speaks of existence; 

anyatra, anywhere else—in the one who holds the theory of 
non-existence, in the one who thinks perversely in this way, 

“The root of the world, the Self, does not exist; this effect is 

causeless, and it gets dissolved into non-existence as its 

end’; katham, how; can tat, that Brahman; upalabhyate, 

be known? The idea is that It is not perceived in any way. 

ACACFATHSISATAT CT AAT AWA: | 

HeHeqayssyey arama: Talafa 1 231 

13. The Self is (first) to be realised as existing, 
and (then) as It really is. Of these two (aspects), 
the real nature of the Self that has been known as 
merely existing, becomes favourably disposed (for 
self-revelation). 

Therefore, eschewing the devilish company of those 

who advance the theory of non-existence, asti iti eva upalab- 

dhavyah, the Self should be realised as existing (i.e. imman- 

ent in all)—as productive of effects in which existence 

mheres, and as having the intellect etc., as Its limiting 

adjuncts. But when the Self is devoid ot all that and is not 
Subject to changes—and effects do not exist apart from 

their cause, because of the Vedic text, “‘All modification is 

mere name, being supported by speech—earth alone is real’”’ 
(Ch. VI.i.4)—then of that unconditioned, attributeless Self
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e 

that is free from becoming an object of such concepts as 

existence and non-existence; tattvabhavah, the true (tran- 

scendental) nature—(bhavati) is revealed. (Tattvabhavena), 
in that (truly revealed) form, too—‘‘is the Self to be real- 

ised’’, this much is to be supplied. The sixth (genitive) case 

in ubhayoh is used to imply selection. Ubhayoh, of the two 

(aspects), again—of the conditioned and the unconditioned, 

of the aspects of immanence and transcendence; the tattva- 

bhavah, the real (transcendental) aspect; asti iti eva upa- 
labdhasya, of that very Self which was earlier realised as 

existing! (as immanent), i.e., which was known through 

the idea of existence called up by the limiting adjuncts that 

are themselves the effects of an existing entity; that real 

aspeet of that very Self prasidati, becomes favourably dis- 

posed for revealing Itself—i.e. to the man who had realised 

It earlier as existence; the real aspect being that from which 
all limiting adjuncts have vanished, which is different from 

the known and the unknown, is non-dual by nature, and is 

ascertained by such Vedic texts as, “‘not this, not this’ (Br. 
IL.iti.6, IJ.ix.26), “‘not gross, not subtle, not short’ (Br. 

LI.viii.8), ‘in the changeless, bodiless, inexpressible, un- 

supporting”’ (Tai. II.vii.l). 

Wal Ta THVAeA HAT sea ete fara: | 

HT Aas WAIT TAT TARAT Ui ew i 
14. When all desires clinging to one’s heart 

fall off, then a mortal becomes immortal, (and) 
one attains Brahman here. 

1 The Self which was inferred as existing from the fact of Its being 
the cause of all the effects that are perceived as existing.
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Of the man who has realised the supreme Reality, 

yada, when; sarve kamah, all desires; pramucyante, fall off, 

are broken to pieces; owing to the absence of anything else 

to be desired; ye, the desires which; Ardi sritah, clung to 
the heart; asya, of that man of knowledge, before his en- 

lightenment—the intellect, and not the Self, being the seat 

of the desires, which fact is also supported by another 

Vedic text—-“‘desire, thought, (doubt, etc., all these are but 

the mind)” (Br. I. v. 3); atha, then; he who was before en- 

lightenment martyah, mortal, amrtah bhavati, becomes 
immortal, after enlightenment—by virtue of the elimination 

of death constituted by ignorance, desire, and deeds; death, 

which causes departure, having been destroyed, there 
remains no possibility of departure, and hence atra, here 

itself; owing to the cessation of all bondage, like the blow- 

ing out of a lamp, samasnute brahma, (he) attains Brahman, 
i.e. (he) becomes Brahman Itself. 

When again, the desires will be totally uprooted? This 

is being said; 

mar ag sfaard Teas WAT: | 
AT HASAA AAAAMASUATATATT 1 24 

15. When all the knots of the heart are de- 

stroyed, even while a man is alive, then a mortal 
becomes immortal. This much alone ts the in- 

struction (of all the Upanisads). 

Yada, when; sarve granthayah, all the knots— e. all 
concepts arising from ignorance, that bind one fast like 

knots; Ardayasya, of the intellect; prabhidyante, get shat- 

tered, are destroyed; ita, here—even while a man is living.
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The concepts arising from ignorance are, “‘l am this body”’, 
‘‘This wealth is mine’’, “I am happy and unhappy’’, etc. 

When the bondages of ignorance are destroyed by the rise 

of the opposite knowledge of the identity of the Self and 

Brahman, in the form, ‘“‘] am Brahman indeed and am not 

a transmigrating soul’, then the desires originating from 
the knots become totally eradicated. Atha martyah amrtah 
bhavati, then a mortal becomes immortal. LEtdavat hi, this 

much only is—there should not be any anticipation that 
there is more; anusdsanam, the instruction; the expression, 

‘“‘of all the Upanisads’’, should be supplied to complete the 

sentence. 

By asserting, ‘‘He attains Brahman here” (Ka. II. 
iii.14), it has been declared that there is no going for an 

enlightened man for whom all the knots of ignorance be- 
come destroyed on the realisation of the identity of the Self 

with the all-pervading and absolutely attributeless Brah- 

man, and who becomes Brahman even while living, which 
fact is also supported by another Vedic text: “‘Of him the 

organs do not depart. Being but Brahman he is merged in 

Brahman’’ (Br. IV. iv. 6). But for those who are not much 

advanced in the knowledge of Brahman, who are engaged 

in other kinds of knowledge (i.e. in worship and medita- 

tion), and who are fit for the world of Brahma, as also for 

those others who are the opposite of these and are fit for 
worldly existence, this particular kind of path is stated with 

a view to eulogising the superior result of the knowledge of 

Brahman that is being treated here. Moreover, the know- 

ledge of Fire had been questioned about and was imparted. 

The process of the attainment of the fruit of that knowledge 

has also to be described. Hence this veise is begun. As to 

that,
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Tet AH A CAaey aTSy- 
cava WatTH APT aTAHT 

qarera aa Tr aca ala 
facqesrar SHAT AafedT 11 2s I 

16. The nerves of the heart are a hundred 
and one in number. Of them the one passes 
through the head. Going up through that nerve 
one gets immortality. The others that have differ- 
ent directions, become the causes of death. 

The nerves that issue out of the heart of a man are 

satam, a hundred in number; ca eka, and one-—called 
susuninad. Tasam, of these; eka, the one—-the susumna; 
abhinihsrta, goes out, by piercing through murdhanam, the 

head. At the time of death one should bring one’s mind 
«under control through that (susumna) nerve, and get it con- 
centrated in the heart. Yaya, through that nerve; zrdhvam 

ayan, going up—along the Path of Sun (uttara-marga); one 

eti, attains; amrtatvam, immortality—which is relative 
because of the Smrti, “‘The place (i.e. Brahmaloka) that 

Jasts till the absorption of aJl the elements (i.e. cosmic dis- 

solution) is called immortality” (Visnu Purana, II. viii. 97). 
Or—after having enjoyed incomparable pleasures, abound- 

ing in the world of Brahma, he attains immortality, in the 

primary sense of the word, along with Hiranyagarbha 
(Brahma), in due course of time. Visvak anyah, the other 
nerves that branch out (otherwise), in different directions, 

become the causes utkramane, for death, i.e. for the attain- 

ment of the worldly state alone.
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Now concluding the purport of all the cantos the 

Upanisad says: 

AAFCSATA: FSRTSFATCAT 

aat wart eee afafacc: | 
qT rareatrucsaarqsieasrat FATT | 
d faarmanana df frareonrqatate tt eet 

17. Purusa, the indwelling Self, of the size of 

a thumb, is ever seated in the hearts of men. One 

should unerringly separate Him from one’s body 
like a stalk from the Mufya grass. Him one should 
know as pure and immortal. Him one should 
know as pure and immortal. 

Angusthamatrah purusah antaratma sada jananam 
Ardaye, in the heart as related to men; saviinivistah—all 

this is as has been already explained (Ka. IL.i. 12-13). Tam,’ 

Him; pravrhet, one should raise, should pull out, should 

separate; svat sarirat, from one’s own body. Like what? 

That is being said: Dhairyena, unerringly; isikam iva mun- 

jat, like a stalk from the Munja grass, that is inside it. 

Vidyat, one should know; tam, that thing—the absolute 
Consciousness as drawn out from the body—to be sukram 

amrtam as pure and immortal—to be the Brahman pre- 

viously described. The repetition (of “Him one’’, etc.), 

as also the word iti, is to show that the Upanisad is 
concluded. 

Now this conclusion of the purport of the story is being 

stated with a view to eulogising the knowledge:
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yeaa APHIS Beery 
faster anifata at Eeery | 

Taare faesisyfsyca- 
TMSTT AT faeeqKAAT 1) VU 

18. Naciketa, having become first free from 
virtue and vice, as also desire and ignorance, 
acquired this knowledge imparted by Death, as 
also the process of yoga in its totality, and he 
attained Brahman. Anyone else, too, who be- 

comes a knower thus (like Naciketa) of the indwel- 
ling Self, attains Brahman. 

Naciketa, /abdhva, having attained—from Death, 
through the granting of boons; mrtyuproktam etam vidyam, 

this knowledge of Brahman imparted by Death—as stated 

above; yogavidhim ca krisnam, and the process of yoga in 

its entirety, 1.e. together with all its accessories and results. 
What happened to him after that? Brahmupriptah abhit, 

(he) attained Brahman, i.e. became free. How? By having 

already become virajah, tree from virtue and vice, (and) 
vimrtyuh, free from desire and igorance, thiough the ac- 

quisition of knowledge. Not only Naciketa, but anyah api, 

anyone else, too—becomes like Naciketa a knower of Brah- 

man by attaining the Self, existing in the context of the 

body, as the innermost reality in Its absoluteness, and not 

in any other form—other than the indwelling Self. He who 
knows adhyatmam eva, the Self, that exists in the context of 

the body—in the manner as described; who is an evam-vit, 

a knower of this kind, “he, too, having become virajah (free
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from virtue and vice), becomes vimrtyuh (fiee from desie 

and ignorance)—by knowing Brahman’’—this (sentence) is 

to be added to complete the idea. 

This valedictory prayer is uttered with a vicw to re- 

moving all faults incurred by the disciple and the teacher 
through lapses resulting from inadvertence during the 

course of acquiring or imparting the knowledge: 

qe Walag | ae at waa | ae aly Hraraz | 
dsafeaqradiaaeg at fafgatae 1 230 

a attra: arf: attra: 

afa arontafaafa fadtareata acitat acet 1 
19. May He protect us both (by revealing 

knowledge). May He protect us both (by vouch- 
safing the results of knowledge). May we attain 
vigour together. Let what we study be invigorat- 
ing. May we not cavil at each other. Peace! 
Peace! Peace! 

Avatu, may He protect; saha nau, both of us together—- 

by revealing the real nature of knowledge. Who? That 

supreme God Himself who is revealed in the Upanisads. 
Besides bhunaktu, may He protect, saha nau, both of us 

together —by revealing the result of that knowledge. Kara- 

vavahai, may we both accomplish; saha, together—jointly 

indeed; viryam, the power—originating from knowledge. 

Moreover, let adhitam, the lesson; tejasyinau (is to be con- 

strued as tejasvinoh), of us two who are of sharp intellect (be 
befitting for us)—let what has been studied by us be well
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studied. Or the meaning is: Let mau adhitam, what has 

been studied by us two—be, very ¢tejusvi, potent, invigorat- 
ing. Ma vidvisdvahai, may we not two cavil at each other— 

le. may we not entertain that antagonism subsisting 

between a disciple and his teacher owing to defects in study 
and teaching that originate from unwitting lapses. Santih, 

santih, sdantih, peace, peace, peace—this repetition three 
times js to avert all evils.) Ov. 

1 On the thrce planes— physical, natural, and supernatural
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(For translation etc see I.1. and I/1)



TAITTIRIYA UPANISAD 

PART I 

ON THE SCIENCE OF PRONUNCIATION ETC. 

CHAPTER I 

Salutation to that (Brahman) which is of the nature of 
consciousness, from which this whole universe was born, 
into which it gets dissolved, and by which this is sustained, 

I bow down ever before those adorable Teachers by 

whom was explained this Upanisad in the past, by taking 

into consideration the words, the sentences, and the means 

of valid knowledge. 

With the grace of my Teacher, and for the benefit of 
those who prefer a clear exposition, I compose this expla- 

nation of this Upanisad that is the essence of (that section 
of the Vedas, called) the Taittirtya. 

Introduction: In the preceding text! have been studied 

the obligatory duties that are meant for diminishing the 

accumulated sins, and the optional rites that are resorted 
to by people craving for results. Now is commenced the 

knowledge of Brahman with a view to eschewing the causes 

that lead to the performance of karma. Desire must be the 

source ot Karma, since it stimulates action; for no impulsion 

to activity is possible in the case of those whose desires have 

been fulfilled, they being then established in their own Self 
as a result of the absence of desire. And fulfilment of 

1 The Taittirtya Aranyaka of which this Upanisad forms a part 

2 Rites, duties, etc., enjoined by scriptures.
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desires follows from the desire for the Self! inasmuch as the 
Self, indeed, is Brahman, and for the knower of Brahman 

will be declared the attainment of the Highest (Tai. II. i. I). 

Therefore the continuance in one’s own Self, on the eradica- 

tion of ignorance, is tantamount to the attainment of the 

Highest, which fact is supported by such Vedic texts as: 

“One gets fearlessly established in (Brahman)’’ (I. vu), 

‘He attains this Sclf made of Bliss” (II. viii. 5). 

Objection: May it not be said that emancipation con- 

sists In remaining established in one’s own Self without any 

positive effort—a state that ensues as a consequence of the 

non-commencement of optional and prohibited activities, 

the exhaustion through enjoyment of karmas that are com- 

menced, and the absence of sin owing to the performance 

of obligatory karmas. Or, otherwise, emancipation results 

from the activities themselves, since kKarmas are the source 
of that unsurpassable happiness which is called heaven. 

Answer: This cannot be so, because karma is multi- 

farious; and, as such, there is the possibility that the 

actions, done in many previous births and bearing truits 

(in this life) or remaining in abeyance, may have opposite 

results. Accordingly, since those of the actions that have 
not begun to bear fruit (in this life) cannot possibly become 

exhausted through enjoyment in (this) one single birth, it is 

reasonable that a fresh body may be created as a result of 

the residual fruits of action; and the existence of residual 

fruits of work is also proved by hundreds of Vedic and 

Smrti texts such as: ‘‘Those who act here virtuously (take 

1 Really speaking, desire relates to the non-Self, and this ceases 

on the realisation of the Self. Therefore “the desire for the Self” is to 
be understood as implying an unfettered devotion to the Self with the 

idea that It alone is the Reality, and nothing else exists.
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birth in a good womb)” (Ch. V. x.7); “Owing to the resid- 

ual (results, the soul gets its future birth)” (Ap. I1.2.2.3; 
Go. Sm. 11). 

Objection: The obligatory duties are calculated to con- 
sume all the good and bad fruits of actions that are still 

inoperative. 

Answer: No; for it is stated that the non-performance 
(of obligatory duties) entails prutyavadya. And the word 
pratyavaya means evil consequences. Since it is admitted 
that the obligatory duties are meant for warding off the evil 

consequence in the form of a future sorrow, they cannot be 

meant for consuming the actions that have not begun to 

bear fruit. Granted, however, that the obligatory duties are 

capable of dissipating the actions that are yet inoperative, 
itis only the impure ones that they can sweep away and not 

the pure ones; for there is no contradiction (between the 

pure actions and obligatory duties) inasmuch as the actions 
that have desirable results are pure by nature, and, as such, 

they cannot be logically opposed to obligatory duties, the 

pure and the impure alone being reasonably opposed to 
each other. 

Moreover, since desires, that are the springs of action, 
cannot cease unless there is enlightenment, there is no possi- 
bility of the eradication of actions as a whole. And it has 
been said that since desire has for its objects things other 
than the Self, it belongs to one who has not realised the 
‘Self; that there can be no desire in one’s own Self, It being 
ever realised;! and that the Sclf is the supreme Brahman. 

Besides, the non-performance of the obligatory duties is a 

1“*To those who see everything as the Self, there can be really 

no object (of desire) and hence there is no possibility of desire’”.—A.G. 

15
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negation, from which an evil consequence cannot reason- 

ably follow;! hence the non-observance of the obligatory- 

duties is a pointer to the fruition of the evil consequences 
flowing from the sins accumulated in the past. Accordingly, 

the use of the suffix satr (-ing) is not unreasonable in the 

text: “‘Not performing the obligatory duty (and performing 

the prohibited ones and getting attached to sense-objects, 

a man courts his downfall)? (M. XI. 44). Else there will 
emerge a positive entity from a non-entity, which fact will 

nullify all means of valid knowledge. Therefore, it is not 

proved that such a man (as a result of Aarma) remains 

poised in his Self without any positive (spiritual) effort. 
As for the statement ‘“‘emancipation is attainable 

through activity inasmuch as the unsurpassable happiness, 
called heaven, is a result of works’’, that too is wrong. For 

emancipation is a permanent entity, and nothing that is 
everlasting can ever have a beginning. Whatever is pro- 

duced in this world is impermanent. Therefore, emanci- 
pation is not a creation of work. 

Objection: Karma in association with meditation (and 

worship) has the capacity of producing a permanent thing. 

1“A future sorrow is called a pratyavadya, which being a positive 
entity, cannot have a non-entity as its cause. For according to the 
Vedic text, ‘Sin arises from sin’ (Br IV. tv. 5) sorrow is caused by the 

performance of prohibited actions.”--A.G. 

2 The use of the gafr (-ing) along with a negative (in ‘not perform- 
ing’) cannot be construed to mean that non-performance Is the cause 

of downfall; for the sentence bears a more reasonable interpretation. 

For good people point to evil consequences thus: “‘Had there been a 

proper performance of obligatory and occasional duties, there would 

have been an attenuation of accumulated sins. But this man did not 

perform the cnjoincd dutics; hence there must be pratyavdya (i.e. non- 

elimination of future sorrow).”? Non-performance is thus only a pointer 
and not a cause.
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Answer: No, because that involves a .contradiction. 
It is self-contradictory to say that a thing that is eternal is 

still created. 

Objection: Since the very thing which is destroyed 

cannot be produced again, therefore liberation, though 

permanent, can be brought into existence just like non- 

existence in the form of destruction (which is brought about 

by action).! 

Answer: No, for freedom is a positive entity.2 (More- 

over) since non-existences, (as such), cannot be distin- 

guished, 1t is a mere fancy to aver that non-existence in the 

form of destruction has a beginning.3 Non-existence is in 
fact that which its opposed to existence. On the analogy 

that existence, though one, is differentiated by a pot ora 
cloth, as the existence of a pot or the existence of cloth, the 

non-existence of existence, too, though undifferentiated, ts 

imagined to be differentiated owing to the (fancied) associ- 

ation (with it) of action, quality, etc. Not that a non- 

“existence can co-exist with a quality in the sense that a lotus 

1 According to the Ny&ya philosophy, non-cxistences are of four 

kinds: (1) absolute non-existence (atyvantabhdayva), (1) mutual non-existence 

(anvonydbhava), (ii) non-existence in the form of destruction (p: adhyvam- 

stbhava), and (iv) previous non-existence (pragabhdva) As regards the 

third kind of non-existence, it occurs where a thing, c.g. a pot, is broken. 

Since that very pot cannot be created over again, the destruction, once 

encompassed, continues for eternity. Or, m other words, the destruction 

is created, but it is eterna]. Similarly, a created salvation can be eternal. 

2 And not a non-existence, which destruction is. 

3 It is wrong to deny a beginning for other forms of non-existence 

while allowing it for destruction only. Nyaya believes that emancipa- 

tion means destruction of sorrow and nothing positive.
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does (with its colour etc.). Should it be possessed of an 

adjective, it will become nothing but existence. ! 

Objection: Since the agent of meditation and action is 

eternal. The salvation emerging as a result of a flow of 

meditation and action? is eternal. 

Answer: No. For the agentship that flows like the 

current of the Ganga is an evil in itself, and salvation will 

be subject to cessation on the cessation of agentship.3 

Therefore, emancipation consists in continuance in one’s 

own Self on the cessation of the material cause, viz igno- 

rance, desire, and activity. The Self, as such, is Brahman: 

and from the knowledge of Brahman follows liberation 

consisting 1n the eradication of ignorance. Hence is com- 

menced this Upanisad which 1s calculated to lead to the 

acquisition of the knowledge of Brahman. Knowledge (it- 
self) is referred to by the word Upanisad, for, in the case of 

those who are devoted to it, it either loosens or ends such 

things as being born in a womb and old age, or because it 

takes one near Brahman, or because the highest good is 

! An adjective co-exists with a noun. Now non-existence cannot 

co-exist with its counterpart—a positive attribute—though the latter 
is prefixed to it as an adjective (as in ghatabhava—pot’s non-existence); 

for if co-existence were possible, then on the assumption that pradhvamsd- 

bhava is eternal, its adjectival counterpart, viz pot, would also, become 

eternal. Moreover, if it co-cxists with the pot, then it cannot be non- 

existence, for existence and non-existence are mutually exclusive. 

Therefore, the supposition that different classes of non-exislences can be 

distinguished 1s only an error arising from similar concepts pertaining 

to their positive counterparts. 

2 Since the means flow as a constant current, the end, too, will 

go on flowing concurrently and eternally. 

31f agentship flows on unceasingly, there will be no emancipa- 

tion; and if the flow stops, emancipation too will stop.
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proximately embedded in it. And the book, too, is called 

the Upanisad because it is meant for that purpose. 

Tal faa: Tae: | aT WaCaTAT | oat SeeT 
qeeata: | a at fasessy: | ant ga 1 THEA 

aval | cata cae safe | caraa seaet wal 
afasaifa | wma afasarfa 1 aca afecarfa | 

THTAAT | AIA CAAT | HAT ATA | AT FAATLA | 
a arifra: aia: aa: eu afa waraisTara: 

1. May Mitra be blissful to us. May Varuna 
be blissful to us. May Aryaman be blissful to us. 
May Indra and Brhaspati be blissful to us. May 
Visnu, of long strides, be blissful to us. Salutation 

to Brahman. Salutation to you, O Vayu. You, 
indeed, are the immediate Brahman. You alone 

‘I shall call the direct Brahman. 1 shall call you 
righteousness. I shall call you truth. May He 
protect me. May He protect the teacher. May He 
protect me. May He protect the teacher. On), 
peace, peace, peace! 

May Mitra— the deity who identifies himself with and 
is the self of the function of exhaling and of day; become 

‘am, blissful; nah, to us. Similarly, too, Varuna is the deity 

who identifies himself with and is the self of the function of 
inhaling and of night. Aryaman identifies himself with the 

eye and the sun, Indra with strength, and Brhaspati with 

speech and intellect. Visnu is urukramah, possessed of
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great strides—and identifies himself with the feet. These 
are the deities in the context of the body. The expression, 

sam nah bhavatu, may he be blissful to us, is to be connected 

with all. Since the comprehension, retention, and commu- 
nication of knowledge of Brahman can proceed without 
hindrance when the gods are benevolent, their benignity is 

being prayed for by saying, sam nah bhayatu etc. By one, 

craving for the knowledge of Brahman, salutation and 

eulogy are offered to Vayu (Air), so that the hindrances to 

the knowledge of Brahman may be averted; for the fruits 
of all actions are in his keeping. Vayu is Brahman; brah- 

mane, to that Brahman; vaimah (humble) salutation; the 

expression, “I offer’, has to be added to complete the 

sentence. Namah, salutation; te, to you, vayo, O Vayu, Le. 

I salute you. Thus Vayu (Air, Life) himself ts referred to 

both mediately and immediately. Besides, (O Air), since 

tvam eva asi, you yourself are; pratyaksam brahma, the 

direct and immediate Brahman—being proximate and 

without any intervention, as contrasted with outer organs 
like the eye etc; therefore, vadiyyami, T shall call; tram eva, 

you alone; as pratyaksam brahma, the direct and imme- 

diate Brahman.! Rtam, righteousness, is an idea, fully- 

ascertained by the intellect in accordance with the scrip- 

1 Brahman ts referred to indirectly by such words as, ‘“‘that’’, and 

directly by the word Vayu; for Vayu, in the form of the vital force (prdya) 

is directly perccived, though as Sutra (Hiranyagarbha linking up all) 

he is known indirectly. The life force is more directly cognised than the 

sense-organs like the eye etc., which have to be inferred from the facts of 

their perceiving colour etc. The vital force ts directly cognised by the 

Witness (Self); and as compared with the sense-organs, it is nearer to 

the Self. Besides, the word Brahman, derivatively means that which 

nourishes; the vital force nourishes the body. Therefore it is Brahman 

with regard to the body.
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tures and in conformity with practice; that, too, being sub- 
ject to you, vadisyami, I shall speak, of you alone as, that 

(rta). Satyam, truth, is that which is reduced to practice by 

speech and bodily action; since that truth, too, is practised 
under you, vadisyami, I shall call—you that truth. May far, 

that, the all-pervasive Brahman, called Vayu, being thus 

prayed to by me who hanker after knowledge, avatu mani, 
protect me—by endowing me with knowledge. May far, 

that—very Brahman; avatu, protect; vaktd@ram, the ex- 

pounder—by endowing him with the power of exposition. 

The repetition of the expressions, avatu mdm, avatu vakta- 

ram, ts for showing solicitude (for the knowledge). The 

three repetitions in Om santih, santih, santih, (Om, peace, 

peace, peace) are for destroying the three kinds of obstacles 
to the acquisition of knowledge, viz the physical, the 

natural, and the supernatural. 

CHAPTER I 

oe alett sqreqregra: | aut: fat: | ATAT 
To | ATA Gea: | AeaHT: ATTATTEATA: «12 

ata fadtatstara: 1 
We shall speak of the science of pronunciation. 

(The things to be learnt are) the alphabet, accent, 
measure, emphasis, uniformity, juxtaposition. 
Thus has been spoken the chapter on pronuncia- 
tion. 

The chapter “On the Science of Pronunciation”’ is 
begun, so that there may not be any slackness in the effort
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involved in the recital of the text; for the comprehension of 

meaning plays a prominent part in the Upanisad.! Siksa 

(derivatively) signifying that through which something is 
learnt, is the science of pronunciation of letters etc. Or 

from the (derivative) implication of those things that are 

learnt, stkya@ means the letters etc. Siksa is the same as 

siksa, the lengthening (of /) being a Vedic licence. That 

siksadm, science of pronunciation; vyiikhyasyamah, we 

shall explain——(derivatively meaning) we shall speak (Ahya- 
syamah) clearly (vi) and fully (a). This form of the verb, 

signifying, as it does, the revelation of the activity (of the 

organ of speech), 1s derived from the root caksin which 

optionally changes into Ahya, and is preceded by vi and a. 
Now the varnah, alphabet, consists of a etc. The svarah, 

accent, is udatta (elevated) etc. (svaritah, pitched; and 

anudatta, unaccented). The mdatrah, measures (the times 

required to pronounce), are short etc. Balani, emphasis, 

is a kind of effort (in pronunciation). Samah is uniformity 

-—a medium mode of pronunciation of letters. Santdanah is 
the same as saihita i.e. juxtaposition (conjoining of the 

letters etc.). This is, indeed, what ts to be taught. The chap- 

ter in which stksa@ occurs is the siksadhyayah. Iti, thus, 

uktah, is spoken. The conclusion with the word, uktah, is 
for the sake of making the way clear for what follows. 

CHAPTER III 

ae at ay: 1 ag al waaay 
aara: afgarar satafas sareqreara: | 

1 Comprehension of meaning is dependent on proper pronuncia- 

tion: and slackness in effort refers to errors in pronunciation.
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qsacataneng | afraraafasanfaratafaaatasa- 

HeqeAA | at Aetaxfear scaraerta | aeatfrstae | 
ofrat Faery | Teac eT | arena: ahr: ue 

J. May we both attain fame together. May 
spiritual pre-eminence be vouchsated to both of 
us together. 

Now, therefore, we shall state the meditation 

on juxtaposition through five categories—relating 
to the worlds, to the shining things, to knowledge, 
to progeny, and to the body. These, they call the 
great juxtapositions. Now then, as regards the 
meditation on the worlds. The earth is the first 
letter. Heaven is the last letter. The sky is the 
meeting-place. 

Now is being stated the esoteric meditation on the 

samhita (conjoining of letters). There, again, may the 

yasah, fame —that is prayed for as a reward for the full 

knowledge ot the esoteric meditation on the saiihitd etc.; 

come saha, simultaneously; nau, to us both-—to the teacher 

and the taught. And the brahma-varcasam, spiritual pre- 

eminence, splendour, that results from it, may that, too, 

occur saha, simultaneously; nau, to us both. This is an 

expression of a prayer on the part of the pupu. For in the 

case of a pupil a prayer is appropriate, since his aspiration 
still remains unrealised. But this is not a prayer of the 

teacher, as he has gained the desired consummation. For 

a teacher is called so when his aspiration is fulfilled.
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Atha, after this, after the codification of the science of 

study; since the intellect that is too much occupied with 

(verbal) texts cannot easily be led to the domain of compre- 

hension of meaning, atal, therefore; vyakhyasyamah, we 

shall state; upanisadum samhitayah, the Upanisad, i.e. 

meditation, with regard to the sanhita (conjoining of 

letters)—a subject that is closely related to the (verbal) text 
itself; panicasu adhikaranesu, under five hceadings—through 

five means or subjects of knowledge. Which are they? 

They are being enumerated; adhilokam, the meditation that 

refers to the worlds; similarly, adhijyautisam, meditation 

concerning lights; adhividyam, meditation concerning 

knowledge; adhiprajam, meditation concerning progeny; 

adhyatmam, meditation concerning the body.! The 
people vcrsed in the Vedas, dcaksate, speak of; tah, 

these ones —-these meditations concerning five subjects —as 
mahasamhitah, great juxtapositions—-they being great, 
since they relate to great things like the world, and being 

samhitas (juxtapositions) as well. Arha, now then; from 

among all these, as they are presented seriatim, ad/itlokam, 

the meditation with reference to the worlds, is being stated. 

The word atha is used everywhere to show the order (of 

meditation). Prthivi, the earth, is; piirvaritpam, the earlier 

form, the earlier letter; this amounts to saying that one 

should think of the first Jetter, occurring 1n a juxtaposition, 

as the earth. Similarly, too, the uftararipam, the last letter; 

is dyauh, heaven. Akasah, sky (or space) is sandhih, the 

1As one thinks of an image as Visnu, so one can think of the 
different factors in a juxtaposition as the deities that reside over them, 

the meditation being on the deities and not on the things that are 

enumerated under the five categories.
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middle one, between the first and the last letters, since in it 

the first and last forms get united. 

ava: Gearay | gcafralaa | srarfarsaifaar | 

afta: Taety | atfaeg SatedA | oaTa: afer: | 
qaqa: aad | geafasaifagy 1 satfafaaa 

ATA: TESTA WU 

TeTaeqzaCeqA | frat afeq: | WAATS AeaTATA | 
scufataay | aurfasaty | Aral gaeqq 1 fadrac- 

Say 1 oe afer | sare aearay 1 gcafa- 
TTT 31 

  

  AATEGIAA | HALT ST: FASTA | FART FATAL 
eqy | artateag: | fg Aaa | RCEATEAA | 

‘salar wataefear: | a vadat weraefzat satearar 
az aedttad sora wate: | aaadaarataa gary 
SHAT UCU Stet TalatsTaTH: A 

2-4. Vayu is the link. This is the meditation 
with regard to the worlds. Then follows the medi- 
tation with regard to the shining things. Fire is the 
first letter. The sun Is the last letter. Water is the 
rallying point. Lightning is the link. This is the 
meditation with regard to the shining things. Then 
follows the meditation with regard to knowledge.
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The teacher is the first letter. The student is the 
last letter. Knowledge is the meeting-place. In- 
struction is the Jink. This is the meditation with 
regard to knowledge. Then follows the meditation 
with regard to progeny. The mother is the first 
letter. The father is the last letter. The progeny is 
the focal point. Generation is the link. This is the 
meditation with regard to progeny. Then follows 
the meditation with regard to the (individual) 
body. The lower jaw is the first letter. The upper 
jaw is the last letter. Speech is the meeting-place. 
The tongue is the link. This is the meditation with 
regard to the (individual) body. These are the 
great juxtapositions. Anyone who meditates on 
these great juxtapositions, as they are explained, 
becomes conjoined with progeny, animals, the 
splendour of holiness, edible food, and the heaven- 
ly world. 

Vayuh, air, 18; sandhanam, link (a catalytic agent)—- 

derived in the sense of that by which things are conjoined. ! 

Iti, thus far—is stated; adhilokam, the meditation with 

reference to the worlds. Atha adhijyautisam etc., are to be 

1“To illustrate: In the text ise ‘vd, the e that follows the «is the 
symbol of the earth; the 7 that follows is identical with heaven; the 

intermediate space between these two letters is dkdasu (the tryst); the 

other 7 that emerges by dupl.cation in that space as aresult of the process 

of conjoining the two parts, the actual pronunication being /8e/-tvd, is 

identified with Vayu (the joining agent). This 1s how one should 
meditate.” — Sankaraénanda.
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similarly explained. The two words, iti and imah, thus and 

these, allude to what was mentioned earlier. Yah, anyone 

who; evam, thus; veda, meditates; on etadh mahasamhitah, 

these great juxtapositions; vyakhyatah, as explained. The 

meaning of the word veda should be upa@sanda, meditation or 

adoration, because the topic is of perfect knowledge,! and 
because there is the text: ‘“‘Thus O Practnayogya, you 

meditate” (Tai. I.vi.2). And meditation consists in a cur- 

rent of uniform concepts, not interspersed with dissimilar 

ones, which proceeds according to the scriptures and relates 
to an object enjoined in the scriptures. Besides, the word 

upasana@ is well known in the world 1n such sentences as, 

“He updsate, waits on (1.e. adores), the Guru’’, ““He upasate, 
waits on (i.c. adores), the king’’; for a man who constantly 

serves the Guru and others is said to be rendering upasana 

(adoration) to them; and he acquires the fruit of his adora- 

tion. Similarly, in the present context, too, he who medi- 

tates thus sandhiyate, is conjoined with the things beginning 

from progeny and ending with heaven; that is, he acquires 

the fruits such as progeny and others. 

CHAPTER IV 

ATTA TM fARaAST: | GeArrASEATATCA TAG | 

a Feat ATA TIT | AMAT Sa ATR ATA 
Tet F faago | freA aA aaa) Blea atx 

11f this meditation is resorted to by one who desires fruits, he 
gets these only. But this again leads a desireless man to knowledge of 

Brahman, and the second objective is aimed at by this Upanigad.
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faqaq | wa: ararisfa aeart fafeat: 1 at A 
TAT 1 ATagedy faaearar ue i 

PASAT: | ATATLFA AA TARA | SAAITA 
a aaar | gat a faaarag 1 alma caf: ae 
cael || ATATAed TAAL: Tatar 1 faATssAE_ 

aaah: carat i swag waratfew: cater | 
MAA eT TAAL: TayT!ST WRU 

1-2. The Ov that is the most exalted in the 

Vedas, that pervades all words, and that emerged 

from the immortal Vedas as their quintessence, 
may he (Om that is Indra), the supreme Lord, 
gratify me with intelligence. O Lord, may I be the 
receptacle of immortality. May my body be fit; 
may my tongue be surpassingly sweet; may I hear 
much through the ears. You are the sheath of 
Brahman; you are covered by (worldly) wisdom. 
Protect what I have heard. Then vouchsafe to me 
who am her (i.e. Prosperity’s) own, that Prosperity 
which brings, increases, and accomplishes quickly 

for me clothes, cattle, food, and drink for ever, 

and which is associated with furry and other an1- 
mals. Sv@ha@. May the Brahmacarins (1.e. students) 
come to me from all sides. Sva@ha@. May the Brah- 
macarins come to me in various ways. Svahda. 
May the Brahmacarins come to me in the proper
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way. Svaha. May the Brahmaca@rins have physical 
self-control. Sva@ha. May the Brahmaca@rins have 
mental self-control. Svahda. 

In the text, beginning with yah chandasam, are being 

mentioned, for him who wants intelligence and wealth, 

a prayer and a sacrifice which are the means for their acqut- 

sition; and this conclusion ts borne out by the indications 
implied in, “‘May that Indra strengthen me with wisdom’’, 

and *“*Then bring for me wealth”. Yah, he who; chandasam, 

among the Vedas; is rsabhah, a bull—hke a bull, because of 
pre-eminence; visvariipah, ommni-form—because of per- 

meating all speech, in accordance with another Vedic 

tcxt: ““To illustrate: as by fibres (all the leaves are per- 

meated, so by Om is permeated all speech)’’ (Ch. IT. xxiii.3). 
Hence is Om the bull. Ovn is the object to be worshipped 

here; and hence its eulogy, through such words as “‘bull’’, 
is appropriate. Chandobhyah, from the Vedas; amrtat, 

from immortality -—the Vedas are indeed, immortal-—from 

‘that immortality; adhisambabhiiva, was born super-excel- 
lently. The idea is that, Om appeared as the quintessence 

when Prajapati performed austerity (.e. deliberated in- 

tently) with a view to extracting the finest pith from the 

worlds, the gods, and the Vedas. It was only a revelation 

(to him), for in the case of Oni, which is everlasting, no 
real origination can properly be imagined. Sah, he—the 

Om, which is of this kind and which is indrah, the ordainer 

of all desires, the supreme Lord; spruotu, may (He) gratify 

or strengthen-—for the strength of wisdom is the object 

prayed for; ma, me; medhaya, with wisdom. Deva, O God; 
bhiiyadsam, may (1) become; dharanah, the wearer; amrtasya, 

of immortality—-of the knowledge of Brahman which is the 
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cause of immortality, this being the context of that know- 

ledge.! Moreover, may, me, my; Sariram, body: become- 
vicarsanam, skilful, i.e. fit. The verb bhiiyadsam (in the 

first person) should (here) be changed into bhiiyat in the 

third person. (May) me, my; jihva, tongue; (become) 

madhumattama, exceedingly sweet, I.e. abundantly pos- 
sessed of sweet spcech. Karnabhyadm, through the ears; 

Visruvam, may | hear, that is, may I become a hearer of; 

—visruvam being the same as vyasruvam; bhiiri, much. 
The meaning of the passage js that the group of my body 

and senses should become fit for the knowledge of the Self. 
For the same purpose, intelligence, too, 1s being prayed 

for, Brahmanah, of Brahman; asi, you are; the kosah, 
sheath——like the scabbard of a sword, because you are the 

seat of realisation; for you are the symbol of Brahman, on 

you is Brahman realised. (You are) pihitah, covered; me- 
dhaya, by worldly intelligence -your reality is not known to 

people of ordinary intellect. (You) gopaiya, protect; me, my; 

srutam, heard things—the knowledge, etc., of the Self, that 
[ have acquired through hearing. The ideas is: Vouchsafe 

it that there may not be any forgetfulness etc., of what [have 
acquired through it. These mantras are meant to be used 

for self-repetition by one who wants intelligence. Now are 
being stated the mantras to be used for offering oblations 

by one who wants prosperity. 
Since prosperity 10 an unwise man is a cause of evil, 

therefore, tatah, after that, after the vouchsafing of intelli- 

1Unless a man has intelligence, he cannot acquire knowledge of 

Brahman. Hence even a prayer for intelligence is meant for that 

knowledge. And since a poor man cannot purify his heart by scriptural 

rites, he must perform a sacrifice that is calculated to make him wealthy. 

Thus such a sacrifice, too, is an indirect aid to knowledge.
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gence; Gvaha, bring; srivyam, the (Goddess of) Prosperity; 
which is Gvahanti, a bringer; vitanvana, an increaser—for 
the root tan implies that kind of action; (sarvada, ever); 

Aurvand, an accomplisher, aciram, soon—aciram being the 
same as aciram, the lengthening (of /) being a Vedic licence; 

or the reading may be, ciram kurvana, an accomplisher for 

ever; dtmanah mama, for myself who belong to Prosperity 

herself. (Bringer, etc.) of what ? That is being said: va@saisi, 
clothes; ca, and; gavah, that is to say gah, cattle; ca anna- 

pane, and food and drink. (Bring) the Prosperity that, sar- 

vada, for ever, accomplishes all these. How is that Pros- 

perity qualified? Lomasam, furry—(Prosperity that is) 
endowed with goats, sheep etc.; saha, together with— 

(Prosperity that is) endowed with— other pasubhih, animals. 

From the context, as determined by “‘avaha, bring’’, it 

follows that Onz itself is to be connected (with avaha as its 
nominative). The utterance of svaha is for indicating the 
end of the mantra meant for offering an oblation. The con- 
struction of @ is with the remote word yantu thus: ayantu 

"nam (brahmacarinah), may the Brahmacarins come to me 
(from all sides). Similarly, may brahmacdGdrinah, the Brahma- 

Carins; vé ma ayantu, come to me variously; pra ma dyantu, 

come to me in a proper way;! damdyantu, be controlled in 
body; samiayantu, be controlled in mind; etc. 

mat Ttsaitst Catal | SaTgT TeaaTsaTfesy TAaTRT | 
aq car um sfaartfs carat i a at wa afar carer | 

afeay azarae faaré cafe Ast catel | AaTSsT: 
raat afea Fat ATAT ASALA | Va AT TATATTAT: | 

lVijmdyantu and pramdyantu are also interpreted thus: ‘‘May they 

be sincere towards me, may they be recipients of valid knowledge.” 

16
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aataed aaa: cater | afaaertsfa o ar wife a AT 
qaeq au ata agaisvara: u 

3. May I become famous among people. 
Svaha. May I become praiseworthy among the 
wealthy. Svahad. O adorable One, may I enter 
into you, such as you are. Sva@ha. O venerable 

One, you, such as you are, enter into me. Svahda. 
O adorable One, who are greatly diversified, may 
I purify my sins in you. Svahad. As water flows 
down a slope, as months roll into a year, similarly 
O Lord, may the students come to me from all 
quarters. Sva@hd. You are like a resting house, so 
you become revealed to me, you reach me through 
and through. 

Asani, may I become; yasah, i.e. yasasvi, famous; jane, 
among a multitude. Vasyasah, is the same as vasiyasah, 

and means, from the supremely affluent or from him that 

excels all the wealthy; sreydn, more praiseworthy; asani, 

1 become—this is the construction. Moreover, tam tva, 

into you, such as you are—as the sheath of Brahman; 

bhaga, O venerable One; pravisani, may | enter, and after 

entering, may I become identified, become your very Self; 

this is the idea. Sah, that, you, too; bhaga, O adorable One; 

pravisa, enter; md, into me; let there be nothing but identity 

among us. Jasmin, in you, such as you are; sahasrasakhe, 

who are greatly diversified, aham, I; mrje, purify my sinful 

acts. Yatha, as; apah, water; yanti, goes (flows); pravata, 

down a sloping place; and yatha, as; masah, months; (roll
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into) aharjaram, year—-the year is aharjara since it, by 
undergoing change day by day, wears out people, or since 

the days get worn out, 1.c. included in it. As the months go 

to it, evam, similarly, dhatah, O Ordainer, of everything; let 

brahmacarinah, the Brahmacarins; maim Gyantu, come to 

me; sarvatah, from all quarters. Prativesah means a resting- 

place, a house at hand. Thus to those who are devoted to 

you, prativesah asi, you are like a rest-house, a place where 

all sorrows resulting from sin can be removed. Therefore, 

towards mda, me; prabhahi, you reveal —yourself, and pra- 

padyasva, reach me through and through —make me full of 
you and identified with you as a metal is when soaked in 

mercury. The prayer for prosperity is dealt with in this 

context of knowledge for the sake of wealth; for wealth 

is needed for rites, and rites are calculated to diminish 

accumulated sins, on the exhaustion of which knowledge 

becomes revealed. Supporting this view there is this Smrti: 

“Just as one sees oneself on the clean surface of a mirror, so 

knowledge arises for man on the exhaustion of sin’? (Mbh. 

$4.204.8; Garuda.1.237.6). 

CHAPTER V 

ya: qafeta at varfeaat sateqa: | aTaTa z 
taat AGATA | AleTawa: Waeaa 1 owe afa | 
TH | AAA | wAP_reaeat saat: | af<fa ar 
ay warp: wa sarah | gafeaal alH: i 21 

ne seatfaca: | arfacdtat ara aa ola ata 
afefa at afia. 1 wa aft ara: | gatecarfac: |
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ag afa aeaat: 1 aeemaT ara aati’ satdivfay 
yglard 1oouteat at ara: | wat oafa avant 
gafeta Tass wt 

1-2. Bhih, Bhuvah, Suvah—these three, in- 

deed, are the Vya@hrtis. Of them Ma&ahacamasya 
knew a fourth one—Maha by name. It is Brah- 
man; it is the Self. The other gods are the limbs. 
Bhuh, indeed, is this world. Bhuvah is the inter- 

mediate space. Suvah is the other world. Maha is 
the sun; through the sun, indeed, do all the worlds 
flourish. Bhith, indeed, is the fire. Bhuvah is the 
air. Suvah is the sun. Maha is the moon; through 
the moon, indeed, all the luminaries flourish. 
Bhith, indeed, is the Rg-Veda. Bhuvah is the Sama- 
Veda. Suvah is the Yajur-Veda. 

The meditation with regard to conjoining has been 
stated. After that have been dealt with, in an orderly way, 

the mantras for one who desires intelligence and prosperity. 

They, too, are indirectly helpful to knowledge. Then is 

being commenced the internal meditation on Brahman as 

identified with the Vyahrtis,! which has for its result the 

attainment of independent sovereignty (Tai. I.vi.2). The 

1 Bhih, bhuvah, suvah, etc., which stand for the respective worlds, 
are technically called the Vyahrtis. “‘These Vydhrtis had been accepted 
with faith (by the student). If Brahman is now taught by ignoring them, 

it will not be comprehended by the student’s intellect. Hence Brahman 
embodied in the VydfArtis as Hiranyagarbha, is being presented for his 
inward meditation.’’—A. G.
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recital of the text bhith bhuvah suvah iti, is for drawing atten- 
tion to what was stated (earlier). The statement etah tisrah, 

these three, is for calling up to memory the ones that have 

been enumerated; and vai (indeed) is used for refreshing the 
memory with regard to the things called up. Thus we are 

reminded of these three well-known Vydhrtis. Tasam, of 

these; this is the fourth Vya@hrti called Maha. Mahacuma- 
syah, the son of Mahacamasa, pravedayate, knows—1.e. 

knew, or visualised, because (the particles) u, ha, and sma, 

refer to what 1s past; fam etam caturthim, this fourth one. 

The mention of Mahacamasya is by way of alluding to the 

secr (Rsi). And from the fact of his mention in the instruc- 
tion here, it is to be understood that the remembrance of 

the seer, too, forms a part of the meditation. The Vy@hrti 
that was seen (discovered) by Mahacamasya, Mahah iti, as 

Maha; tat, that, is brahma, Brahman; for Brahman is great 

Gnahat), and the Vyahrti, too, is Maha. What is that again? 

It is the Self—the word atma (Self) being derived from the 

root ap in the sense of encompassing; for the other Vyah- 

rtis, comprising the worlds, gods, the Vedas, and the vital 

forces, are encompassed by the Self in the form of the 

Vyahrti, Maha, that is identical with the sun, the moon, the 

Atharva-Veda, and food. Therefore anyah devah, the other 
gods, are the angani, limbs. The mention of the gods is 
Suggestive of the worlds and other factors as well. Since 

the others, viz the gods, the worlds, etc., are the limbs of 

the Self in the form of the Vyahrti, called Maha, therefore, 

the text says that the worlds etc., are made great by the sun 

ctc., just as the limbs are made great, through the self (1.e. 

the trunk of the body). To become great (mahanam) is to 

grow, to develop; so mahiyante means (they) grow. Ayam 
lokah (this world), agnih (fire), rgvedah (the Rg-Veda),
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pranah (exhalation)—these are the first Vyanh) ti, Bhih. 

Similarly, each of the succeeding ones becomes fourfold. ! 

qe aft Ta 1 FAM ala aa Fat Aglard | 
afefa a osm: 1 wa sao: | gafefa sara: 
We FaaA | HAT ala AF HIM Helaed | aT aT 
VaaTaRAgal | ATaVaATa eareaT: 1 aT AT 
aq | 8 aq qa | wasey cay afsaragfead i 3 
aft TSaaIsTare: 

3. Maha is Brahman (i.e. Om), for by Brah- 

man (Om), indeed, are all the Vedas nourished. 
Bhih, indeed, is prana; Bhuvah 1s apa@na; Suvah 1s 
vyana; Maha is food; for by food, indeed, are all 
the vital forces nourished. These, then, that are 
four, are (each) fourfold. The Vydahrtis are divided 
into four groups of four (each). He who knows 
these knows Brahman. All the gods carry presents 
to him. 

Maha is Brahman. Brahman means On, for this being 

a context of words, any other meaning is inadmissible. The 

1The Vydhrt, called Maha, 1s the trunk or self of the body of 
Brahman 1n [ts aspect of Hiranyagarbha, for the trunk 1s the marn thing 

on which are fixed and by which are sustained the subsidiary limbs. 
The first Vydhrri (bhih) forms the legs; the second (b/uvah) constitutes 

the hands; the third (suvah) is the head of the Cosmic Person. The main 

injunction here is about the meditation on Brahman as embodied 1n the 

Vydhrtis. Then follow four other subsidiary meditations on the individual 

Vydhrtis, each of which is to be looked upon 4s identical with four things.
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remaining portion is already explained. T@h vai etah, these 

above-mentioned ones—Bhith, Bhuvah, Suvah, Mahah; 
these catasrah, four-—each individually is caturdha, of four 

kinds, the sufix dha, implying mode. The meaning is that 

they, forming groups of four (things), become fourfold 

(individually).! And the instruction, over again, regarding 

those very things that were thought of before, is for the sake 

of making a strict rule about the sequence of their medita- 

tion. Yah veda, anyone who knows; tal, those—the Vya- 

Artis aS mentioned; sah veda, he knows. Knows what? 

Brahma, Brahman. 

Objection: Is it not a fact that when Brahman has been 

already known in (the text), “It is Brahman, it is the Self”’, 

there should not be the statement again, “he knows Brah- 
man’’, as though It is still unknown? 

Answer: No, there is no fault; since the tntention Is to 

state some speciality about Brahman. It is true that Brah- 

man was known as identified with the fourth Vya@hrti 

(Mahah), but the special fact of Its being realised within the 

heart was not known, nor were known the attributes begin- 

ning with “‘who is realised through mind (1.e. knowledge)” 

etc., and ending with “enriched with peace” (I.vi. 1-2) that 

are being presented through a relationship of substance and 

qualities. Therefore, with a view to speaking of these, the 

scripture assumes as though Brahman is unknown, and 

says, “he knows Brahman’. Thus there is no defect. The 
idea is this: He, indeed, knows Brahman who knows It as 

qualified by the attributes to be mentioned hereafter. 

1As the moon is made of sixteen digits, so also the Cosmic Person 
can be imagined to be constituted by sixteen limbs. Hence by thinking 

on each of the four Vydhrtis as consisting of four parts, one really 

meditates on the Cosmic Person in His totality,
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Hence the present chapter is connected with the succeeding 

one through a single idea; for in both the chapters there is 

but a single meditation. And this is borne out by an indica- 
tion (/iaga), too. For (the continuity of thought and im- 

agery involved in) the statement, “‘He resides in fire in the 

form of the Vydhrti Bhih’ etc., (occurring in the sixth 

chapter) points to the unity of the meditation. Moreover, 

this (unity) follows from the absence of any (independent) 

verb of injunction, for (in the sixth chapter) there is no such 

imperative word as veda (should meditate), upasitavyah (is to 

be meditated on).! And again since the statement rah yall 
veda (he who meditates on them) (I.v.3) implies something 

that has still to be stated, there is nothing to lead to a splitt- 

ing up of the meditation (into two). And by asserting that 
there is an intention of stating some speciality, it has al- 

ready been shown (by us) how this chapter has an ideol- 

ogical connection with what follows. 

Asmai, to this one—who has known thus: sarve devah, 
all the deities—that form the limbs; avahanti, carry, biing;, 

balim, offering—-i.e. when “She himself attains independent 

sovereignty” ([.vi.2). 

CHAPTER VI 

It has been said that the other deities, viz those of 
Bhih, Bhuvah, and Svah, are the limbs of Brahman as 

identified with the Vyahrti called Mahah. Just as a Sala- 
grama (a stone symbol of Visnu) is in the case of Visnu, so 

1‘*We do not find two independent verbs of injunction, from which 
to get the idea of two independent meditations. Besides, the division 

of the two chapters can be justified by holding the one as dealing with 

a primary injunction and the other with a subsidiary injunction. Accord- 
ingly, there is no justification for splitting up the meditation.”—A.G.
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the cavity of the heart is being presented as the place for 

the direct realisation of and the meditation on Brahman of 
which those Vyahrtis are the limbs. For when Brahman Is 

meditated on there, It is directly realised as possessed of 

such attributes as being “realised through knowledge’”’ etc., 

like a myrobalan fruit in the hand. Moreover, the way to 

the realisation (of Brahman) as the Self of all has to be 

stated. Hence begins this chapter: 

q a usisedeea are: 1 afeaaat Feat 
waa: | ama faIHa: | ALT TTA | UG 
cay saraarad | Aeraifa: | aArat Hateal faada | 
sate ateearer | ufeavat sfatasafa 1 Wa 
ata aay uy 2a 

gafcattacd | we efa warfin 1 atreatfa care- 
say 1 atta aaeectay 1 avaqfaesersata: | 
mattataaagia: | wadat wafa | atrepreraret< 
TE | AAT NTMI AN aTAeaH | afea- 
aasaaaA | Sha TralaAaAITeeT 11-2 1 

sta GSSlsTatH: It 

1-2. In the space that there is in the heart, is 
this Person who is realisable through knowledge, 
and who is immortal and effulgent. This thing 
that hangs down between the palates like a teat, 
through it runs the path of Brahman; and reach-
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ing where the hairs part, it passes out by separat- 
ing the skulls. (Passing out through that path, a 
man) becomes established in Fire as the Vya@hrti 
Bhith; he becomes established in Air as the Vy@hrti 
Bhuvah; in the Sun as the Vy@hrti Svah; in Brah- 
man as the Vy@hrti Mahah. He himself gets inde- 
pendent sovereignty; he attains the lord of the 
mind; he becomes the ruler of speech, the ruler of 
eyes, the ruler of ears, the ruler of knowledge. 

Over and above all these he becomes Brahman 

which is embodied in &kasa, which is identified 
with the gross and the subtle and has truth as Its 

real nature, which revels in life, under whose pos- 

session the mind is a source of bliss, which is en- 

riched with peace and is immortal. Thus, O Pra- 
cInayogya, you worship. 

The word saf (he) is to be construed with ayani purusah 

(this Person), skipping over the intermediate words. Yah 

esah, this (spacc) that is antah hrdaye, inside the heart. The 

heart is a lump of flesh in the shape of a Jotus, which ts the 

seat of the vital force, which opens out through many 

nerves, which has its stalk upwards and face downwards, 

and which is perceived as a familiar thing when an animal 

is dissected. Within that is the @Adsah, space— that is quite 

familiar like the space within a watcr-pot; fasmin, within 
that; exists ayam purusah, this Person -who was mentioned 

earlier. Purusa is (derivatively) so called because of sleep- 

ing (Sayana) within puri, the city (of the heart); or He by 
whom the worlds, such as the earth, are filled up (parna) is
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the Purusa. (He is) manomayah: manah means knowledge, 

being derived from the root man implying, to know; mano- 

maya means consisting of that knowledge, because ot being 

realised through it.!. Or manalt may mean the internal 
organ (mind), being derived from the root man in the sense 

of that through which one thinks; and one who presides 

over the mind, Is identified with it, or is indicated by it, is 

manoniaya. (He is) amstah, deathless, hiranmayah, eftul- 

gent. A path is being indicated which leads to the realisa- 

tion of that Indra (i.e. Brahman) in His aforesaid nature 

who has these attributes, and who is realised within the 

cavity of the heart, and who is the Self of the man of know- 

ledge. The nerve, called susumnda, goes upward from the 

heart and is well known in the scriptures on Yoga. And 

that nerve runs, antarena, in the well-known middle part; 

taluke (should beta/ukayoh), of the two palates. And yahesah, 

that one —the piece of flesh which; stanah iva avalambate, 

hangs down like a teat- between the palates; (the susumna 

. runs) through that even—this is the idea. And yarra, 

where; Aesfintah, the ends or roots, of the hairs; vivartate, 

divide——t.e. the top of the head; reaching that place, (the 
path) emerges out of it, vyapohya, splitting; sirsakapale, 

the skull-bones on the head; that which (thus) issues forth, 

sa indrayonih, that is the path of Indra, Brahman— the path 
for the realisation of His true nature. The man of know- 

ledge, who thus realises the Self as identified with the mind, 

passes through the head, and pratitisthati, gets established ; 

agnau, in Fire—(the deity) who presides over this world, 

who is identified with the Vyahrti Bhiih, and who is a limb 

of the great Brahman (as identified with Mahah). The idea 

1Since Brahman pervades the mind, It 1s realised in the mind 

which becomes transformed as knowledge (of Brahman).
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is that the enlightened man pervades this world through his 

identity with Fire. Similarly, Bhuvah iti, as the second 

Vyahiti Bhuvah, that is identified with Air; vayau, in Air; 

““he gets established’’—this is understood, He becomes 

established, dditye, inthe Sun, Suvah iti, as the third Vyahrti 

Svah, which is identified with the Sun. He becomes estab- 

lished brahmanm, in Brahman; Mahah iti, as the fourth 
Vyahrti Makah, which is identified with Brahman and of 

which the others are parts. Remaining in them as identified 

with them and becoming Brahman, apnoti, he attains; sva- 
rajyam, the state of a sovereign—he himself becomes a king 

who rules over all others, just as Brahman does over the 

gods that form Its limbs. And the deities that become his 
limbs carry offerings to the enlightened man just as they 

do to Brahman. Apnoti manasaspatim, he attains the lord 
of the mind; since Brahman is all pervasive, It is the lord 
of all the minds; for It thinks through all the minds; a man 

who meditates thus attains It. Moreover, bhavati, he 

becomes; vakpatih, the ruler of all the organs of speech. 

Similarly, also caksuspatih, the ruler of all the eyes; srotra- 
patih, the ruler of all the ears; and vijfdnapatih, the ruler of 

all kinds of knowledge. The idea is that he, being all-per- 
vasive, becomes possessed of the respective senses through 

identification with the sense of al] beings. Besides, tatah, 

over and above all that; etat bhavati, he becomes this. 

What is that? The answer is being given; (He becomes) 

akasasariram—that which has akasa (space) as its body or 
whose body is as subtle as @ka@sa. Who is that? Brahma, 

the Brahman, that is being discussed. It is satyatma: that 

which has satya, the gross and the subtle as also truth as Its 

atma, real characteristic, is this satya@tma. (That Brahman 

is) pranaramam: that which has its Gramana, disport, in the
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pranas, vital forces, is pranarama; or that in which life finds 

its drama, delight, is pranarama. (It is) mana-anandam: that 

whose mind (manah) has become bliss (Guanda), a producer 

of happiness is miana-Gnanda. (It is) Santi-sarnrddham: 

santih is peace; the very entity that is peace, being also 

prosperous (samrddha) is sauti-samrddha;, or that which is 

seen to be enriched (samrddha) with peace is santi-samrddha. 
(It is) amrtam immortal by nature. These additional attri- 

butes are to be understood as belonging to the earlier con- 

text beginning with manomayah etc. Thus pracinayogya, 

O Pracinayogya; upassva meditate on the aforesaid Brah- 

man as possessed of the qualities of being realisable through 

knowledge etc. This is a presentation of the teacher’s 

utterance by way of demonstrating his love (for medita- 

tion). The meaning of the word updsana (meditation) has 

already been explained. 

CHAPTER VII 

Of that very Brahman (i.e. Hiranyagarbha) that has 

been presented for meditation as identified with the Vyah- 

rtis, another meditation, as idertified with the groups of 

five things beginning with the earth, is being stated. 
Because of the similarity of the number five, they are equat- 

ed with the metre called Pankti.' Thereby everything 

becomes identified with Pankti. And a sacrifice, too, is 

identified with PaAkti, because the (metre) Pankti has five 

1 Sampat is a kind of meditation in which a lower thing is thought 

of as some other higher thing because of some point of similarity. Here 

the point of similarity is the number five. The different five factors, 

constituting the lower human personality, are here identified with the 
factors making up the higher cosmic Virét.
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feet (with five letters in each), and a Vedic text shys. ‘“‘The 

sacrifice is equated with Parkti’! (Br. T.iv.17). As a result, 

all things beginning from the worlds and ending with the 

arma (Virat) that are thought of as reduced to Pakti, are 

thereby virtually imagined to be a Sacrifice. Through the 

sacrifice, thus imagined, one becomes Prajapati, who is 

identified with all that 1s equated with Parkti. As to that, 

it is being shown how all this universe consists of Pankti 

(five factors): 

qfasorahet alfeantsaractean: Vo  atferater- 
fecqeareaT Tea | AIT ATTA aaeTaA Area 
AAT | Scateayaey | AaTEaTEA | ATTY SaTATs- 
qt Salat: AAT: | aa: ATT Wat ah AR | 
aq aay cavatfer asa | waefasfaera arfac- 
aad | Wed aT eax aay | Weds Tera 
eqmiratfa ue afa TAA ISTATH: T 

1. The earth, sky, heaven, the primary quar- 
ters, and the intermediate quarters; fire, air, the 

sun, the moon, and the stars; water, herbs, trees, 

sky, and Virat—these relate to natural factors. 
Then follow the individual ones: Prana, Vydna, 
Apana, Udana, and Samana;* the eye, the ear, the 

1Since a sacrifice is performed with five factors—the sacrificer and 
his wife, the priest, divine wealth, and human wealth. Thus everything 

can be equated not only with the metre Pankti, but also with sacrifice. 

2Some texts read it as ’vdntaradiéah. 

3 These different forms of the vital force perform these functions 
respectively : exhaling, pervading, inhaling, leaving the body, and digesting.
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mind, speech, and the sense of touch; skin, flesh, 
muscles, bones, and marrow. Having imagined 
these thus, the seer said, ‘‘All this is constituted by 
five factors; one fills up the (outer) fivefold ones by 
the (individual) fivefold ones. 

The carth, sky, heaven, the (primary) quarters, and the 

intermediate quarters-—these constitute the groups of five 

in the context of the worlds. Fire, Air, Sun, Moon, Stars— 

these constitute the group of five deities (lit. shining ones). 
Water, herbs, trees, space, and a/ma, constitute the collec- 

tion of five natural things. The word G@tma implies the 

cosmic gross body (Virat) because this is a context of 
natural factors. Iti adhibhittam, this with regard to natural 

things——this expression is used to imply the two groups of 
five worlds and the five deities as well, because the collec- 

tions of the five worlds and the five deities, too, have been 

mentioned earlier. Atha, after that; adhyatmam, with 

regard 1o the human person—the three groups of five each, 

in the context of the individual, are being stated: Those 
beginning with prana (function of exhaling) constiute the 

group of five vital forces. Those starting with caksu (eye) 
make up the group of five sense organs. Those commencing 
with carma (skin) form the group of five material constit- 

uents of the body. This much, indced, is all that pertains 

to the human person. And the external also is fivefold. 
Therefore, etat adhividhaya, having imagined these thus; 

rsth, the Vedas, or some scer endowed with this vision; 
avocat, said. What? That is being said: paniktam vai idam 
sarvam, all this is constituted by five factors; panktena eva, 
through the fivefold ones—the ones relating to the human 

person; sprnoti, one strengthens, fills up; parktam, the
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(external) fivefold ones; that is to say, they are realised as 
identical. The meaning is that, he who realises all this 

(existence) as fivefold becomes identified with Prajapati 

Himself. ! 

CHAPTER VIII 

The meditation on Brahman as identified with the 

Vyahrtis was stated (Tal. I.v.vi). Then followed a medita- 

tion on the same Brahman, conceived of as a fivefold entity 
(Tai. Lvii). Now is being enjoined a meditation on Om 

which is involved as a factor in all meditations. For though 

Om is a mere word, it becomes a means for the attainment 

of the supreme Brahman or of Hiranyagarbha in accord- 

ance as it is meditated on with the idea of the supreme 

Brahman or of Hiranyagarbha. For just as an image is a 

symbol of Visnu, so is Om a symbol for both, (Brahman 
and Hiranyagarbha), in accordance with the Vedic text: 
“One becomes united with either of the two with the help 

of this sanctuary (i.e. symbol)”’ (Pr. V.2). , 

afaft va attfrdtex war attfrcaae- 

afae em at acal sraacararaafed | attfafa ararta 
arafer 1 atreanfafa wearin aeafea | atfreaeay: 
sfant sfaaonfa . snfafa sar satfa t attreafie- 
atanaaratfa | attfafa aren: sateaate veltarea- 

avitfa 1 warararertfa ug xeaseaisrarey: 1 

1Constituted by the five elements.
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1. Omis Brahman. Om is all this. Om is well 
known as a word of imitation (i.e. concurrence). 
Moreover, they make them recite (to the gods) 
with the words, “‘Om, recite (to the gods)’’. They 
commence singing Sd@mas with Om. Uttering the 
words “Om som’ they recite the sastras. The 
(priest) Adhvaryu utters the encouraging words 
with Om. The (priest) Brahma approves with the 

word Om. One permits the performance of the 
Agnihotra sacrifice with the word Om. A Brah- 
mana, when about to recite the Vedas utters Om 

under the idea, “I shall attain Brahman’. He 
does verily attain Brahman. 

Om iti: the word iti (this) is used for distinguishing the 
word Om as such (and not its meaning). One should con- 

template in one’s mind, i.e. meditate, that Om, as a word, 

*is Brahman. For om iti idam sarvam, all this, that consists 
of sound, ts Om—since everything is permeated by Om, in 
accordance with another Vedic text: ‘“‘As by the fibres (the 
leaves are pervaded, so by Om is pervaded all speech)’’ (Ch. 
IL. xxiit. 3). And since all that is nameable is dependent on 

the names, it is said that all this is Om. The remaining pas- 

sage is for the praise of Om, for it is to be meditated on. 
Om iti etat, this word that is Om, ts anukrtih, a word of con- 
currence (lit. imitation). When somebody says, “I do’’, or 

‘I shall go’’, another approves the act or speech by uttering 
the word Om. Therefore Om is imitation (approval). Ha, 

sma, and vai, indicate something well known, for On is well 
known as a word of imitation (concurrence). Adi, more- 

17
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over, asravayanti, (they) make them recite, with the words 
of direction, ‘‘O Sravaya iti, Om, make (the gods) hear’’!, 
Similarly, the singers of Samas, gayanti, sing, (start sing- 

ing); om iti, uttering the word Om. The reciters of the sas- 

tras, too, Samsanti, intonate; sastrani, the sastras;2 om som 

iti, by uttering the words “Om som’’.3 Similarly, the priest, 

Adhvaryu, pratigrnati utters; pratigaram, the encouraging 

words; om iti, with the word Om.4 Brahma, the priest called 

Brahma (who is versed in all the Vedas and supervises the 

rite), prasauti, approves-—through direction, makes them 

recite. When told, ‘I shall pour oblation’’, om iti agni- 

hotram anujanati, he gives permission for the Agnihotra 

sacrifice by uttering the word Om. Brahmanah, the Brah- 

mana; pravaksyan, when about to recite the Vedas, when 

intent on studying; dha, utters; om iti, the word Om— 

indeed; that is, he takes refuge in Om for the sake of study; 

under the idea, upapnavani iti, may I get—I shall acquire; 

brahma, the Vedas; upapnoti eva brahma, he does master 

the Vedas. Or brahma means the supreme Self. (In this 

case the meaning 1s this): Pravaksyan, wishing to make the’ 
Self attained; under the idea upadpnavani iti, “May I attain, 

1The priests offering oblations, get the direction from their leader 

thus: ““Om, make the gods hear the formulas for oblations’’, and then 

they chant the mantras. 

2The Rk mantras set to tune are the Sdmas; those that are not so 
set are the Sastras. 

3,.Sam, meaning bliss, changes to éom, in om som, uttered as an 
acceptance of the directions of the Icading priest. 

4 Adhvaryu is the priest in charge of the Yajur-mantras. The priest 
in charge of the Rg-mantras secks his permission with the words “Ovn, 

may we pray’. And he replies, ““Om, this will be pleasing to us.” 

Sankarananda, however, gives an alternative meaning thus: Pratigara 

is a rite; prati pratigaram, with regard to this rite; grrdti, he utters (Om).
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the supreme Self”; om iti dha, one utters the word Om— 
indeed; and he brahma upapnoti eva, does indeed attain 
Brahman—through that Om. The purport of the passage 
is that, since the activitics that are undertaken with the 

utterance of Om become fruitful, On: should be meditated 
on as Brahman. 

CHAPTER IX 

From the statement that knowledge alone leads to the 

attainment of independent sovereignty (Tai. I.vi), it may 

follow that the duties enjoined by Vedas and Smrtis are 

useless. In order to avoid such a contingency, the duties 
are being presented here, so that they may be shown as 
contributory to the attainment of human goals. 

ma ActaeaTAyaad Al Aca A cqreqrayaagy 
Fl ART cAI Al TARA careaTayaad 

Tl yaa cqreqrayaad Al Himaeq caTeqra- 

yaaa A) afta a careqrasaad a afaraes 

TareqTaAA aT Al ATT CaegTAA Tad A TST 

q careqiayaad Al WaT careagqyaay = | 

yaaa <caregiqguaqa ai oaeafata aaa 

waa: | aa sfa agifarea: deface: | careara- 

yaae vate areal Atamet: | afe aredfs AT Vu 
fa TaatstaTs: 

1. Righteousness and learning and teaching 
(are to be practised). Truth and learning and
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teaching (are to be practised). Austerity and learn- 
ing and teaching (are to be resorted to). Control 
of the outer senses and learning and teaching (are 
to be practised). Control of the inner organs and 
learning and teaching (are to be resorted to). The 
fires (are to be lighted up), and learning and teach- 
ing (are to be followed). The Agnihotra (is to be 
performed), and learning and teaching (are to be 
carried on). Guests (are to be entertained), and 
learning and teaching (are to be practised). Social 
good conduct (is to be adhered to), and learning 
and teaching (are to be followed). Children (are 
to be begotten), and learning and teaching (are to 
be carried on). Procreation and learning and 
teaching (are to be carried on). A grandson (is to 
be raised), and learning and teaching (are to be 
practised). Truth (is the thing)—this is what Satya- 
vaca, of the line of Rathitara, thinks. Austerity 
(is the thing)—this is what Taponitya, son of Puru- 
Sisti, thinks. Learning and teaching alone (are the 
things)—this is what Naka, son of Mudgala, 
thinks. For that indeed is the austerity; for that 
indeed is the austerity. 

The word rta has been explained.! Svadhydyah is study 

(of the scriptures). Pravacana is teaching (of the scriptures), 

or self-recital of the Vedas (called brahmayajiia). These, viz 

1Tau, I. 1: The definite ideas regarding duty imbibed from scriptures
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rta etc., are to be practised—this much is understood at the 
end of the sentence. And satyam means truthfulness in 

speech or what has been explained earlier;! tapah is auster- 

ity etc; damah is the control of the outer organs; samah is 

the contro] of the inner organs (mind). Agnayah, the fires— 

are to be piled up. And agnihotram, the Agnihotra sacri- 

fice—is to be performed. And atithayah, the guests—are 

to be adored. Manusam means social good conduct; that 

too should be practised as the occasion demands. And 

praja, progeny—1is to be begotten. Prajanah ca, and pro- 

creation in due course. Prajatih is the raising of a grand- 
son; in Other words, the son is to be married. Learning and 

teaching are mentioned in all the contexts in order to imply 

that these two are to be carefully practised even by one who 
is engaged in all these duties. The comprehension of mean- 

ing is dependent on study; and the supreme goal (eman- 

cipation) is dependent on the understanding of the mean- 

ing. And teaching ts for the prescrvation of that memory 

and for the increase of virtue. Therefore one has to enter- 

‘tain a love for learning and teaching. Satyam iti, truth 

alone —is to be practised. Satyavacah is one whose speech 

consists of truth; or Satyavacah is his name. Rathitarah, 

the teacher Rathitara, born in the line of Rathitara, thinks. 

Tapah iti, austerities alone—are to be undertaken. Tapo- 
nityah, one who is ever (nitya) steeped in austerity (fapah), 
or whose name is Taponitya. The teacher paurusistih, who 

is the son of Purusisti, thinks. Svadhydya-pravacane eva, 

learning and teaching alone—are to be practised; iti this is 

what; the teacher thinks, who was Niakah, Naka by name, 

and Maudgalyah, a son of Mudgala. Hi, since; tat, that— 

learning and teaching, verily constitute tapah, austerity; 

1 Tai. I. 1: Righteousness reduced to practice.
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therefore they are to be followed—this is the idea. Al- 
though truth, austerity, learning, and teaching were men- 

tioned earlier, they are dealt with over again in order to 

show solicitude for them. 

CHAPTER X 

The mantra commencing with aham viksasya reriva 1s 

introduced here for the sake of self-recital (Japa), and from 

the context it follows that the self-recital is for the sake of 

development of knowledge; for the present topic is con- 

cerned with knowledge, and no other purpose appears to 

be implied; moreover, it is considered that knowledge arises 
in one whose mind is purified by self-recital. 

ae gary tfrat i oatfa: ges firtfea 1 Gea- 
qfaat atfadtra waqanfey | sfaue waaay | 

aaa anata: | af frargttaraaayq ie 
fa <aratstata: 1 : 

1. I am the invigorator of the tree (of the 
world). My fame is high like the ridge of a moun- 
tain. My source is the pure (Brahman). I am like 
that pure reality (of the Self) that is inthe sun. | 
am the effulgent wealth. I am possessed ofa fine 
intellect, and am immortal and undecaying. Thus 
was the statement of TriSanku after the attainment 
of realisation. 

Aham, t—as the self that rules from within —am; 

reriva, the invigorator; vrksasya, of the tree —the tree of
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samsara (the world), that is subject to uprooting. My 
kirtih, fame —is high; iva, like; prstham, the ridge; gireh, 

of a mountain. Urdhvapavitrah, | who am the all-pervasive 
Self, and whose irdhvam, cause, is pavitram, purifying, 

revealable through knowledge — the pure, supreme Brah- 

man -—that I am rdhvapavitra. Vajini iva is the same as 
vajavati iva; vajam 1s food, and (va@jini means) in one that 

is possessed of food - -that is to say, in the sun. Just as 

it is a fact, well known from hundreds of Vedic and 

Smrti texts, that the amrtam, nectar, the reality of the Self, 

that is lodged in the sun, is pure; similarly, asi, am I; the 

svamrtam, beautiful, holy, reality of the Self. Savarcasam 

means effulgent ; and dravinam is wealth ; (and) “‘I am that 
(wealth) that is the reality of the self’? —-the expression 

‘‘L am’ is to be supplied at the end. Or the knowledge 

of Brahman is effulgent, inasmuch as it reveals the reality 
of the Self; and it is called wealth, being comparable to 

wealth because of its producing the bliss of emancipation. 

On this interpretation, ‘(this wealth) has been attained by 
me’”’ (and not “I am’’) has to be supplied at the end. I, 

whose wisdom (medhas) is beautiful (su), characterised by 

omniscience, that I am sumedhah; this fine wisdom being 

due to my being endued with the skill of preserving, creat- 
ing, and destroying the world. And therefore, [ am 

amrtah, possessed of the attribute of immortality, (and) 
aksitah, inexhaustible, undecaying. Or the (latter) word 

may be uksitah soaked in, i.e. soaked in amrta, nectar ; 
for there is a Brdhmana text, too: “I am soaked in nectar.”’ 

Iti, thus; was the vedG@nuvacanam: vacanam is the statement 

tnu, after -—after the attainment of, vedah i. e. vedanam, 
ahe realisation of the unity of the Self —trisaikoh of 
Trinsanku —a seer who had known Brahman and become
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Brahman. This statement (of his) was for the sake of 
expressing the fact that he had reached the goal of all 

desires, just like Vamadeva (Ai. II. 5). The idea is that 
the traditional text in the form of the mantra, as visualised 

by Trisanku through the eyes of a seer, reveals the know- 
ledge of the Sclf. And it can be understood that the 

self-repetition of this mantra is calculated, to lead to 
knowledge. From the introduction of duty in the chapter 

commencing with, “Righteousness and”’ (I. ix), and the 
conclusion later on with the text, ‘““Thus was the statement 

after the attainment of realisation’’, it becomes evident 
that the visions of the seers, with regard to the Self etc., 

become revealed to one who engages in the obligatory 
duties enjoined in the Vedas and Smrtis, who is devoid of 
selfish motives, and who hankers after the realisation of 

the supreme Brahman. 

CHAPTER XI 

The instruction about duties, in the text commencing 

with “‘Having taught the Vedas’’, is meant to indicate 
that, before the realisation of Brahman, the duties incul- 

cated in the Vedas and Smrtis are to be performed regularly; 

for the Vedic reference to post-instruction (i. e. instruction 
after the study of the Vedas, implied in anusasti) is meant 
for creating proper tendencies in a man; for in accordance 

with the Smrii, ““He eradicates sin through austerities, and 
attains immortality through knowledge” (M. XII. 104), 

the knowledge of the Self dawns easily on one who has 

the proper mental disposition and whose mind is purified. 

And this Upanisad will say, “Crave to know Brahman
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through concentration” (III. 11. 5). Therefore, the duties 
are to be undertaken so that knowledge may emerge. From 

the mention of injunction implied in the expression, 

“imparts this post-instruction’’, it follows that guilt will 

be the consequence of the transgression of the command. 
Moreover, there is the fact of the earlier treatment of the 

rites etc. Rites etc., have been dealt with before the intro- 

duction of the absolute knowledge of Brahman. And this 

Upanisad will show the absence of rites etc., after the rise 
of knowledge, in such passages as, ‘‘(Whenever the 

aspirant) gets fearlessly established (in Brahman)” CII. vil. 
1), “(The enlightened man) has nothing to be afraid of” 

(II. ix. 1). “Him, indeed, this remorse does not afflict): 

why did I not perform good deeds?” (II. ix. 1). Hence it 
is known that duties are calculated to lead to the dawn 

of knowledge through the eradication of sins accumulated 
in the past. And this is borne out by the Vedic text: 

“Crossing over death through rites etc., one attains 
.Immortality through meditation’ (Is. I). The earlier 
inculcation of rta (righteousness) etc., (Tai. I. ix) was for 
the sake of avoiding the idea of their uselessness. And 

the present instruction is for making an obligatory rule 

about their performance, they being ordained for leading 

to the rise of knowledge. 

qanTearaisaaaraqaka | aA aT | aA 
QU 1 eaqrearareat THE: | aTATala fTa wrATeca 

THAT AT sraaweal: | aata wafadsay | waa 
safaaery | Hera wafeaeay | ata vafeaera | 
CaEM AMA AAT TAT TF TATTCAT 1 gl
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1. Having taught the Vedas, the preceptor 
imparts this post-instruction to the students: 
“Speak the truth. Practise righteousness. Make 
no mistake about study. Having offered the 
desirable wealth to the teacher, do not cut off 

the line of progeny. There should be no in- 
advertence about truth. There should be no 
deviation from righteous activity. There should 
be no error about protection of yourself. Do not 

neglect propitious activities. Do not be careless 
about learning and teaching. 

Anicya, having instructed; vedam, the Vedas; @caryah, 

the teacher; anus@sti, imparts a post-instruction; i.e. anu, 
after the mastery of the verbal text; sdadsti, makes him, i.e, 

the antevadsinam, the disciple, understand its meaning. 

Hence it is implied that a student, who has studied the 

Vedas, should not leave his preceptor’s house without 

inquiring into the scriptural duties. And this is supported 

by the Smrti: ““One should begin the duties after under- 

standing them” (Ap. II. xxi. 5). How does he instruct ? The 
answer is: Satyam vada, speak the truth; satyam is that 

which accords with what is grasped through valid means 

of knowledge and is fit to be uttered; that thing vada, (you) 

speak. Similarly, dharmam cara, practise righteousness. 

Inasmuch as truth etc., are specifically mentioned, the 

word dharma (righteousness) is a generic term for all that 

is to be practised. Svadhyayat, from study; ma pramadah 

make no deviation. Acdryadya, for the preceptor; ahrtya, 

having brought, having offered; privam dhanam, the
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desirable wealth, in exchange for the knowledge; and 

having taken a worthy partner with his permission, ma 
vyavacchetsth, do not break; prajatantum, the line of 

progeny —the family line should no: be broken. The 

idea is that, even though a son is not begotten, effort 

should be made for his birth through such rites as the 
Putresti, which conclusion follows from the mention of 
the son, procreation, and getting a grandson (in Tai. I. ix) ; 

for, otherwise, the single word procreation would have 

been mentioned (there). Satyat na pramaditavyam, there 
should be no negligence about truth. Inadvertence about 

truth is tantamount to falsehood. So from the force of 

the word pramdada, inadvertence, it follows that a falsehood 

should not be uttered even through forgetfulness; this is 

the idea. Else there would have been a mere prohibition 

of untruthfulness. Dharmat na pramaditavyam: since the 

word dharma relates to practices to be undertaken, the 

pramdada, inadvertence, consists in not undertaking the 

practices; that should not be the case. That is to Say, 

righteous actions must be undertaken. Similarly, kusalar, 
from an action meant for one’s own protection, na 

pramaditavyam. Bhitih means vibhitih, welfare; bhityai, 
from that welfare, from an activity meant for welfare, 

from propitious work; na pramaditavyam. Svadhyava- 

Pravacanabhyam na pramaditavyam: Svadhyaya \s learning, 

and pravacana is teaching; there should be no carelessness 

about them. The idea is that they should be regularly 

practised. 

aafqaarateat a wafeasay 1 ATAeal wa | 
faqtat wat sradeal wa) afafaeat wa |
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arava patter ate afaaeafa 1 at sacrfir | 
areaenres aaftatta | atfat caatarearfa 12 

TT RTT | tH ATRAVSATLAaT ata: | AT 
caassaadt seafaadeay | Meat aA | AAZATIS- 

aay | fat tay) feat taq 1 faa aay 
afaetr @ayq 1 ag af & aafafatacar at 
qafatatacar at cata 3 1 

HATA AAI: AAT: | AIT ATATAT: | AGA 
TAHA: 1 FAT A AA AALaA | TAT TA TAT: | 
Aaa | at aA aT: aa: | WaT 
AAI: | ASAT AMAHTAT: EF 1 AIT T AGT FATT | 
TAT AT AAT: | UT Aaa: | TT FIST: | TET 
qarafaad | vacate) waqafaaery 1 war. 
AASTRAA UCU ART MSTATH: 

2-4. There should be no error in the duties 
towards the gods and manes. Let your mother 
be a goddess unto you. Let your father be a 
god unto you. Let your teacher be a god unto 
you. Let your guest be a god unto you. The 
works that are not blameworthy are to be resorted 
to, but not the others. These actions of ours 

that are commendable are to be followed by you, 
but not the others. You should, by offering
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seats, remove the fatigue of those Brahmanas 
who are more praiseworthy among us. The 
offering should be with honour; the offering 

should not be with dishonour. The offering 
should be in plenty. The offering should be 
with modesty. The offering should be with awe. 
The offering should be with sympathy. Then, 
should you have any doubt with regard to 
duties or customs, you should behave in those 
matters just as the Brahmanas do, who may 
happen to be there and who are able deliberators, 
who are adepts in those duties and customs, who 
are not directed by others, who are not cruel, 
and who are desirous of merit. Then, as for the 

accused people, you should behave with regard 

to them just as the Brahmanas do, who may 
‘happen to be there and who are able deliberators, 
who are adepts in those duties and customs, who 
are not directed by others, who are not cruel, 

who are desirous of merit. This is the injunction. 
This is the instruction. This is the secret of the 
Vedas. This is divine behest. This is how the 
meditation is to be done. This is how this must 
be meditated on. 

So also devapitr-karyabhyam, from duties towards the 
gods and manes; va pramaditavyam, there should be no 

deviation ; the duties towards the gods and manes must be
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performed. Mdatr-devah is one to whom the mother is a 
deity; as such, you bhava, do become, matr-devah. Similarly, 

you become pitrdevah, acarya-devah, atithidevah: the idea 
is that these (father, teacher, guest) are to be worshipped 
as gods. Moreover, yvani karmani, those activities; that 
are anavadyani, not blameworthy, that constitute the 
conduct of the good people; tani sevitavyani, those are to 
be resorted to - by you; wo frarani, not the others — the 

others that are censurable are to be shunned, though they 
may be followed by the good people. Yani, those that 
are; asmakam, our —of us teachers: sucaritani, good 

conduct - not opposed to scriptures; rani, those — alone, 

upasyani tvaya, are to be performed by you, for the sake 
of unseen results; that is to say, they are to be undertaken 

regularly; no itarani, not the others, that are opposed to 

these, though they be done by the teacher. Ye ke ca 
asmat-Sreyarisah, those who are superior to, or more 
praiseworthy than, us—-whoever they may be--by virtue 

of their distinction in teachership etc.; and are brahmanah, 

Brahmanas—and not Ksatriyas and others; tesam, of | 
them; prasvasitavyam tvaya, the fatigue must be removed 
by you ; Gsanena, by the offering of a seat etc.; prasvasanam 
is the same as prasvasah the removal of fatigue. Besides 
(the sentence may be construed thus): Tesam asane, in their 
assemblage, when they are assembled for a meeting; xa 

prasvasitavyam tvaya, (so much as) deep breathing should 
not be done by you—gyou should only try to grasp the 

meaning of what they say. 
Moreover, whatever is to be given, deyam, should be 

given; sraddhaya, with reverence; it adeyam, should not be 
given; asraddhaya, disrespectfully. It deyam, should be 

offered; sriya, according to (one’s) prosperity. And deyam, 
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should be given ; Ariya, with modesty. And deyam, should 
be given; bhiya, with fear; and sarivida, with sarmvid, which 

means friendly action, etc. Atha, then—-while you are 

conducting yourself thus; yadi, if—at any time; syar, 

should there be; te, (in) your (mind); Aarma-vicikitsa va 
vrtta-vicikitsa va: victhitsa, doubt, with regard to the 

karmas, rites and duties, inculcated by the Vedas and 

Smttis, or with regard to vrtta, conduct, consisting in 
customary behaviour; should there be doubt, then you 

vartethah, should behave; tatha, in that manner; yatha, 

as, In the manner in which; fatfra, with regard to that 

work or conduct; te, they---those Brahmanas varteran, 

may behave; ye brahmanah, the Brahmanas, who; syuh, 

may happen; tatra, at that time or place, to be yuk@ah, 

adepts; tatra, in those works, etc.,—the word fatra being 

related with the remote word yuktah — (the Brahmanas 
who are) sarimarsinah, able deliberators; vuktah, adepts in 

duties or customs; dyuktdh, not directed by others; 

aliksah—is the same as ariiksah, not cruel (or not crooked) 
in disposition; dharmakamah, desirous of merit, i. e. not 

moved by passion. Atha, then; abhyakhyatesu: abhya- 

khyatah are those who are charged by somebody with 

some doubtful guilt, with regard to them also; you should 
apply all the text, ye fatra, etc., in the way as shown 

before. Esah, this is; G@desah, (the scriptural) injunction; 
esuh this is; upadesah, instruction -to sons and others by 
fathers and others; esa, this is veda-upanisat, the secret 
of the Vedas, i. e. the meaning of the Vedas. Etat, this 

is — verily; anusasanam, the behest of God — for the word 
adesa has already been explained as (scriptural) injunction. 

Or anusasanam means the direction of all those who are 
accepted as authoritative. Since this is so, therefore, efat,
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this; upasitavyam, should be meditated on; evam, thus. 

Evam uca etat upasyam, and thus must this be meditated 

on--and this meditation is not to be neglected. The 

repetition is to show solicitude. 

KARMA, KNOWLEDGE, AND LIBERATION 

Here, for the sake of distinguishing between knowledge 

and karma (i. e. scriptural rites and duties) we enter into 

a consideration of the question as to whether the supreme 

goal (emancipation) results from karmas alone, or from 

karmas aided by knowledge, or from karmas and know- 

ledge in combination, or from knowledge aided by karmas, 

or {from knowledge alone. 

First opponent: As to that, the supreme goal must 

be the result of kKarmas alone, since a man who is versed 

in the full import of the Vedas is competent for karmas, 

in accordance with the Smrti, “The Vedas, together with 

their secret, are to be mastered by the twice-born.’’ And 

the mastery must be along with the purport of the 
Upanisads, which consists in the knowledge of the Self 

etc. Besides, the competence for duties is declared every- 

where in such terms as: ““‘The man of knowledge performs 

a sacrifice’, “The knowing man gets the sacrifice per- 

formed.” And there is the further text, “‘After knowing 

follows the practice.’’! For some people consider that the 

Vedas, as a whole, are meant for karma; now, if the 

supreme goal be unattainable through karma, the Vedas 

will become useless. 

Answer: No, for freedom is a permanent entity. That 

1 Seems to be an echo of G. XVI. 24.
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freedom is eternal is an admitted fact. It is a matter of 
common experience that anything that is produced by 
action 1S impermanent. Should liberation be a result of 

action, it will be transitory; and this is undesirable, since 

it contradicts the logically justifiable Vedic text, ‘‘As the 
result of action becomes exhausted in this world (so also) 
the other world acquired through virtue, gets exhausted” 
(Ch. VIII. i. 6). 

Objection: Since the obligatory karmas are under- 
taken,! and since the works that are prompted by motives 
and those that are prohibited are not resorted to, and 
since the works that have begun to bear fruit in this life 

get consumed through enjoyment and suffering, emancipa- 
tion follows independently of knowledge. 

Answer: That, too, is inadmissible. For this was 

refuted by us by saying that, since there is the possibility 
of residual results of work, there lies the contingency of 

the production of a fresh body by them, and by saying 
that since the residual results of work are not opposed to 
the performance of obligatory duties, their elimination 

(by the latter) is illogical (see Introduction). As for the 
assertion that a man, possessed of the full import of the 

Vedas, is competent for karma (and that, therefore, the 
supreme goal must be the result of karma), that, too, is 

wrong; for there is such a thing as meditation which is 
different from what is acquired by merely hearing the 
Vedas (at the house of the teacher). For one becomes 

competent to undertake karmas from a mere knowledge 
got through hearing, and he need not have to wait for 

meditation; whereas meditation is enjoined apart from 

1 Thereby warding off all latent suffering. 

18
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such Vedic study (at the teacher’s house).! And this 
meditation has emancipation as its result and is well known 

as different (from mere study). Moreover, after having 

said, “(The Self) is to be heard (of)’’, other efforts are 

enjoined by saying, “It is to be thought of and meditated 

on” (Br. II. iv. 5); and deliberation and meditation are 

well known (in life) to be different from the knowledge 

acquired through hearing.2 

Second opponent: In that case emancipation will result 
from karma aided by knowledge. Karma, as associated 

with knowledge, has the power of producing a different 

result. Just as poison, curd, etc., which by themselves 

are calculated to effect death or fever, can produce different 

results when mixed with sacred formulae, sugar, etc., 

similarly, emancipation is generated by karma when 

associated with knowledge. 

Answer: No, for the defect was pointed out (by us) 

by stating that whatever is produced is impermanent. 

Objection: On the authority of scriptural text —e. g.. 

“He does not return”? (Ch. VIII. xv. 1) --emancipation is 

eternal, though it is produced. 

1 There is the general injunction about the study of the Vedas, to 

be sure. But the study may be merely of the verbal text or of its meaning 

as well. Besides, one need not know the meaning of all the texts to be 

qualified for rites and duties, since he can proceed to them after under- 

standing those texts only that bear on them; the portion dealing with 

meditation may well be Icft over, since that portion is not necessary for 

these rites and duties. 

2 Sravana (lit. hearing) means intelligent understanding of the 

import; manana (lit. thinking) means bringing conviction to oneself by 

deliberating on it and counteracting opposite ideas; and nididhydsana 

(lit. concentrated meditation) means making it part of one’s being by 

constant meditation.
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Answer: No, for a scriptural text is only informative. 
A scriptural passage supplies information of a thing exist- 

ing as such; it cannot create a thing that does not exist. 

Anything that ts eternal cannot have a beginning despite 

a hundred texts (to the contrary); nor can anything be 
indestructible if it has a beginning. 

Third opponent answered: Hereby is refuted the view 

that knowledge and karma in their combination can 

produce emancipation. 

Objection: Knowledge and karma remove the causes 

that hinder emancipation. ! 

Answer: No, for karma is known to have a different 

effect; for karma is known to result in creation, improve- 

ment (purification), transformation, or acquisition. And 

jiberation is opposed to such consummations as creation 

etc. 

Objection: Liberation is achievable in accordance with 

Vedic texts that speak of courses (that are followed by 

departing souls). That liberation can be acquired is proved 

by such texts as: “They proceed by the path of the sun” 

(Mu. [. ii. 11), ‘““Going up through that (nerve)”’ (Ka. IT. 

ili. 16). 

Answer: No, because it (i. e. liberation, being identical 

with Brahman) is all-pervasive and non-different from the 

goers. Brahman is omnipresent, because It is the (material) 

1 “The hindrances are ignorance, vice, etc. Knowledge and karma 

remove them; but they do not produce emancipation itself. Thus 

the continuance in one’s natural state (of freedom) can be eternal, since 

non-existence in the form of destruction (here—destruction of vice etc ) 

is known to be everlasting.”— A. G. (see p. 235, footnote 1).
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cause of akasa (space) etc.,! and all conscious souls are 

non-different from Brahman. And hence liberation is not 

(an) achievable (result). A traveller has to reach a place 
which is different from himself. Not that the very place 

that is non-different from oneself can be reached by one- 

self. And this follows from the well-known fact of identity 

(of the individual and Brahman) gathered from hundreds 

of Vedic and Smrti texts such as: ‘“‘Having created it (the 

world), He entered into it” (Tai. II. vi. 1), ‘““Know the 

individual soul also to be myself”? (G. XIII. 2). 

Objection: This (conclusion) runs counter to the 

Vedic texts about courses (that the departing souls follow), 
and the glory (that they attain), etc. Moreover, if 
emancipation be unobtainable, not only will the texts 

talking about courses be contradicted, it will also con- 

tradict such Vedic texts as: “He assumes a single form 

(he assumes two forms, etc.)”? (Ch. VIT. xxvi. 2). “Should 

he desire to be united with the manes, (the manes get 

united with him by his mere wish)’ (Ch. VIIL. ii. 1, 

“(Remaining established in his own nature, he moves on, 
enjoying happiness) in the company of women or with 

vehicles”? (Ch. VIII. xi. 3). 

Answer: No, for they (i. e. those texts) relate to the 

conditioned Brahman. Women and others can exist only 

in the conditioned Brahman but not in the unconditioned, 

according to such Vedic texts as: “‘One only without a 
second”? (Ch. VI. ii. 1), ““Where one does not see anything 

different”? (Ch. VII. xxiv. 1). ‘““What will one see there 

and with what?’ (Br. I. iv. 14; IV. v. 15). Besides, the 
combination of knowledge and karma is not possible, 

1 Which are the material causes of everything.
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because of their mutual contradiction. For knowledge— 
which relates to an entity in which all distinction of 

accessories, such as the agent, get merged—is antithetical 

to karma that has to be accomplished with accessories 
that are opposed to it (knowledgv). For the same thing 

cannot be visualised as being in reality both possessed of 

such distinctions as agentship etc., and as devoid of them. 
Either of the two must of necessity be false. And when 

one or the other has to be false, it is reasonable that 

falsehood should pertain to that duality which is the 
object of natural ignorance, in accordance with hundreds 

of Vedic texts such as: “‘Because when there is duality, 

as it were, (then one smells something, one sees something, 
etc.) (Br. Il. iv. 14); ““He goes from death to death 

(who sees differences, as it were, in Jt)” (Ka. IL. 1. 10; Br. 

IV. iv. 19), “‘And that, in which one perceives a second, 
is limited’? (Ch. VIT. xxiv. 1); “While he who worships 

another god (thinking), He is one and [ am another (does 
not know)’’ (Br. [. iv. 10); For whenever this one (i. e. 
the aspirant) makes the slightest difference in It, (he is 

smitten with fear)” (Tal. If. vu. 1). And truth belongs to 

unity, according to such Vedic texts as: “It should be 

realised in one form only” (Br. IV. iv. 20), ““One without 

a second” (Ch. VI. 11. 1), “All this is but Brahman”? (Mu. 

IT. ii. 11). “‘All this is but the Self’? (Ch. VILE. xxv. 2). 

Nor is karma possible without perceiving the difference 

implied by such (grammatical) cases as the dative etc. 

Besides, the denunciation of the perception of difference 

in the sphere of knowledge is to be met with at a thousand 

places in the Vedas. Hence there is an opposition between 

knowledge and karma, and hence also is their combination 

impossible. This being so, the statement that liberation
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is brought about by a combination of knowledge and 
karma is not justifiable. 

Objection: (On such an assumption) there is a con- 

tradiction of the Vedas, for karnias are enjoined (by them). 
If like the knowledge of the rope etc., meant for cradicat- 

ing the false knowledge of the snake etc., the knowledge 

of the unity of the Self is inculcated for eradicating the 
distinction of such accessories as the agent etc., then a 

contradiction becomes inevitable, since the Vedic injunc- 

tions about karma are left without any scope. But as 

a mattcr of fact, Aarmas are enjoined, and that contradic- 
tion is inadmissible, since Vedic texts are all means of 

valid knowledge. 

Answer: No, for the aim of the Vedas is to impart 

instruction in respect of human goals. That being so, the 

Vedic texts that are devoted to the communication of 

knowledge engage themselves in the revelation of know- 
ledge under the belief that since a man has to be liberated 

from the world, ignorance, which is the cause of the 

world, must be eradicated through knowledge. Hence 

there is no contradiction. 

Objection: Even so, the scriptures establishing the 

existence of the accessories, viz agent etc., are certainly 

contradicted. 

Answer: No; the scriptures, on the assumption of the 
hypothetical existence of the accessories, enjoin rites and 

duties for the wearing away of the accumulated sins of 

those who aspire for liberation, and also as a means for 
the achievement of fruits by those who hanker after results. 

(But) they do not concern themselves with establishing the 

reality of those accessories. To explain: The rise of
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knowledge cannot be imagined for one who has hindrances 

constituted by accumulated sins. On the wearing away 

of those sins, knowledge will emerge; from that will follow 

the cessation of ignorance, and from that the absolute 

cessation of the world. Moreover, a man who perceives 

something as non-Self has craving for that non-Self. And 

a man, impelled by desire, engages himself in works. 

From that follows the worldly state, consisting in embodi- 
ment etc., for the sake of enjoying the fruits of that desire. 

Contrariwise, for a man who, in the absence of the 

perception of the non-Self, sees the unity of the Self, there 

arises no desire, since objects (of desire) do not exist. 

Besides, since desire cannot rise with regard to oneself, 

owing to non-difference, there ensues liberation consisting 

in existence in one’s own Self. From this also follows, 

that knowledge and karma are contradictory. And just 

because of this conflict, knowledge does not depend on 
karma so far as emancipation is concerned. And we have 

,said that in the matter of the attainment of one’s Self, 

the obligatory karma becomes the cause for the dawn of 

knowledge by way of removing the hindrance constituted 
by accumulated sins. And we pointed out that this is 

the reason why Xarinas have been introduced in the present 

context. Thus the Vedic texts enjoining Aarmas are not 

at variance (with the Upanisads). Hence it is established 

that the highest goal is achievable through knowledge 

alone. 

Objection: In that case there is no possibility of any 

other stage of life (Gsrama). Inasmuch as the rise of 

knowledge is contingent on karma and karma is enjoined 
in connection with the life of the householders, there can 

be only one stage of life. And from this point of view,
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the Vedic texts, such as “One should perform the Agni- 

hotra sacrifice throughout one’s life’, become more 

apposite. 

Answer: No, for kKarmas are multifarious. Not that 
Agnihotra etc. are the only practices to be undertaken. 

There exist also such practices as celibacy, austerity, 
truthfulness, control of external and internal organs, and 

non-injury, which are familiarly associated with the other 

stages of life, besides such practices as concentration, 

meditation, etc.—all of which are best calculated to serve 

as means for the origination of knowledge, since they are 

unadulterated (with sinful acts). And this Upanisad will 

declare, ‘““Crave to know Brahman through concentration” 

(IIT. 11. 5). And since, even before entering the house- 

holder’s life, knowledge can emerge from the practices 

undertaken in earlier lives, and since one cmbraces the 

houscholder’s life for performance of Aarmas, its acceptance 

becomes certainly meaningless when one has already 

acquired the knowledge that is (held to be) the result of 
karmas (to be performed in domestic life). Moreover, “ 
since sons etc., are meant for the (attainment of) worlds, 

how can there be any lingering inclination for Karma in 

one who has (already) desisted from all desires for these 
worlds— to wit, this world, the world of the manes, and 

the world of the gods, which are attainable through such 

means as sons (and karma and meditation) (Br. I. v. 16)- 

who has attained the world of the Self that exists eternally, 

and who has nothing to achieve through karma? Even for 

one who has accepted the life of a householder, there will 

simply be cessation from karma after the rise of knowledge 

and after the renunciation of everything on the maturity 

of knowledge when one feels no need for any karma, in
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accordance with the Vedic indication implied in such texts 

as, ““My dear (Maitreyi), I am going to renounce this life 
for monasticism” (Br. IV. v. 2). 

Objection: This is unsound, since the Vedas are at so 

much pains to prescribe karma. The Vedas display much 

solicitude for such karmas as Agnihotra; and karmas 

involve great effort, since Agnihotra etc., have to be per- 
formed with a variety of accessories. And since the 

practices pertaining to the other stages of life, such as 

auSlerity, celibacy, etc., are equally present in the house- 

holder’s life, and since the other practices involve little 

trouble, it follows that a houscholder’s duty should not 

be considered as an alternative, on the same footing with 

the duties of other stages of life. 

Answer: No, for (the dispassionate man) there js the 
favourableness ensured by practices in his previous lives. 

As for the statement that “‘the Vedas are much at pains 

to enjoin karma” etc., that is nothing damaging; for the 
karmas such as Agnihotra, as also the practices of celibacy 

etc., undertaken in the past lives, become helpful to the 
rise of knowledge, because of which fact, some are seen 

to be non-attached to the world from their very birth, 

while others are seen to be engaged in karma, attached to 
the world, and averse to enlightenment. Accordingly, in 

the case of those who have become detached, owing to 

the tendencies created in the past lives, it is desirable to 

resort to the other stage of life. And since there isa 

profuseness of ‘armas leading to a plethora of results 

comprising progeny, heaven, glory of holiness, etc., and 

since people have an abundance of desire for those results, 

it is reasonable that the Vedas should evince a great 

solicitude for kKarmas meant for them: for it is a matter
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of experience that peoples’ desires expressed in Such forms 

as “Let this be mine’, “May that one be mine’’, are 

multifarious. Moreover, since Karmas are a means (to 

enlightenment, the Vedas make greater effort with regard 

to them). We said that Aarmas are helpful to the rise of 
enlightenment; and one should pay more attention to the 

means rather than to the end. 

Objection: Since enlightenment is caused by Karma, 

there is no need for any other effort. If it is a fact that 

enlightenment emerges on the wearing away of the past 

accumulated sins through karmas alone, then apart from 

the karimas, it is needless to make any effort for the 

hearing (1. e. understanding) etc. of the Upanisads. 

Answer: No, for there is no restrictive rule about 

that. There is surely no such rule that knowledge arises 

from the mere elimination of the obstructions alone, and 
not from the grace of God or the practice of austerity, 

meditation, etc.; for (as a matter of fact) non-injury, 

celibacy, etc., are aids to enlightenment; and hearing, 

thinking, and meditating are the direct causes of it. 
Hereby is established the need of other stages of life, and 

it is also proved that people in all stages of life can aspire 

for knowledge, and that the supreme goal is attainable 

through knowledge alone. 

CHAPTER XII 

An invocation is being read fer warding off the 

obstructions to the knowledge already dealt with: 

Tal Fa: TART: | WaT WacaaAAT | WAT Seal 
qeetia: | at ay favopeaae: | TAT TAT | TARA
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arat | cae seaet warfa | carda wcuet FaNaT- 
far) seaHattagy | acanatfasy | arATATata | 
qSFATAATAT | ATSTFATAL 1 ATG aaATMAL | 
ated: Ufa: afer: ween ate areaisrarH: | 

ata atetracs} Warear 1 

This has been explained before! (pp. 229-31). 

1 The verbs in the second half are, however, put in the past tense. 

The translation of this half is: “I spoke of you as the immediate Brahman. 

I spoke of you as sta. I spoke of you as satya, He protected me. He 

protected the teacher. He protected me, protected the teacher.”



PART II 

ON THE BLISS THAT IS BRAHMAN 

CHAPTER I 

The invocation beginning with sam no mitrah was 
recited (at the end of the last Part) in order to avert the 

impediments to the acquisition of the knowledge set forth 

earlier. Now is being recited the invocation, sam no 

mitrah etc.,! as also saha navavatu etc., for averting the 

obstacles to the acquisition of the knowledge of Brahman 

that is going to be stated: 

(For “San no” etc. see I. 1.). 

a ae Waa | ae aT Maa | Ae aa HT- 
ajaé 1 asfea aradtaneg at fafaurag 1 

atfea: arfea: arfea: i 
May He protect us both together. May He 

nourish us both together. May we both acquire | 
strength together. Let our study be brilliant. 
May we not cavil at each other. Om! Peace! 
Peace! Peace! 

Sam no etc., is easy to understand just as before. 

Saha navavatu: Avatu, may He protect, nau, us both— 

the teacher and the taught; saha, together: Bhunaktu, may 

He nourish; nau saha. Karavavahai, may we both accom- 

plish; viryam, strength—arising from knowledge; saha. 
Let the adhitam, study; nau, of us both—-who are both 

1 Some books omit these references here to “Sam no” etc. in the 

commentary, as also the invocation itself.
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bright; fejasvi astu, be brilliant;—let what we read be 
well read, i. e. let it be conducive to the comprehension 

of meaning. There is occasion for ill-feeling on the part 

of the student in the matter of learning, as also on the 

part of the teacher, consequent on unwitting lapses; hence 

the prayer, “May we not cavil’”’ etc., is made in order to 

forestall this. Ma vidvisavahai, may we not entertain ill- 

feeling against each other. The three repetitions in the 
form santih, santih, santih --peace, peace, peace—have been 

explained already (as meant for averting bodily, natural, 

and supernatural hindrances). Moreover, this invocation 

is for warding off the impediments to the knowledge that 

is going to be imparted. An unobstructed acquisition of 

the knowledge of the Self is being prayed for, since the 

supreme goal is dependent on that enlightenment. 
The meditations relating to conjoining that are not 

opposed to rites and duties have been stated (Tai. I. iti). 

After that, with the help of the Vyahrtis, has been described 

the meditation on the conditioned Self within the heart 
(I. v-vi), which (meditation) culminates in the attainment 

of one’s independent sovereignty by oneself (I. vi. 2). But 

thereby one does not achieve the total eradication of the 

seed of worldly existence. Hence is begun, the text, 

brahmavidapnoti param etc., for the sake of realising the 

Self as freed from all distinctions that are created by 
limiting adjuncts, so that (as a result of the realisation), 

ignorance which is the seed of all miseries, may cease. 

And the need of this knowledge of Brahman is the cessa- 

tion of ignorance, as also the total eradication of worldly 

existence which results from that. And the Upanisad will 

declare, ‘‘The enlightened man has nothing to be afraid 
of” (Tai. II. ix. 1), and that it is inconceivable to be
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established in a state of fearlessness so long as fhe causes 

of worldly existence persist (II. vii), and that things done 

and not done, virtue and vice, do not fill him with remorse 

(II. ix). Therefore it is understood that the absolute 

cessation of the worldly existence follows from. this 

knowledge which has for its content Brahman that is the 

Self of all. And in order to apprise us of its own relation 

and utility at the very beginning, the Upanisad itself 

declares its utility in the sentence; brahmavid Gpnoti 

param -the knower of Brahman reaches the highest. For 

one engages in hearing, mastering, cherishing, and practis- 

ing a science only when its utility and relation are well 

known. The result of knowledge certainly succeeds 

hearing etc., in accordance with such other Vedic texts 
as “It is to be heard of, reflected on, and meditated upon”’ 

(Br. II. iv. 5, IV. v. 6). 

a galtaarcatfa IA 1 ACITSTAFAT II 

TA MATA Tal | al az fatad werat TeH. 
aay 1 aR aaly BATT AS | TAM 
farkeaata 

ACHTST WACATAKAT ATH: AAT: | ATHTRMT- 
ary: | ava a TT | eT: Tea 
qfaeat atgaa: | atgeTraIsay | | HATETES: | 
TAT UT TaTSALAAT: | Tetara fax: aa afer: 
Tat: | ATAAT: Tt: | ATAKAT! Fz Ges afasar | 
qacag aatat vata gu sf TTAISTATH: UI
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1. The knower of Brahman attains the 
highest. Here is a verse uttering that very fact: 
‘Brahman is truth, knowledge, and infinite. He 

who knows that Brahman as existing in the in- 
tellect, lodged in the supreme space in the heart, 
enjoys, as identified with the all-knowing 
Brahman, all desirable things simultaneously. 

From that Brahman, which is the Self, was 

produced space. From space emerged air. From 
air was born fire. From fire was created water. 
From water sprang up earth. From earth were 
born the herbs. From the herbs was produced 
food. From food was born man. That man, such 
as he is, is a product of the essence of food: Of 
him this, indeed, is the head; this 1s the southern 

side; this is the northern side; this is the Self; 

this is the stabilising tail. 

Here is a verse pertaining to that very fact: 

Brahmavit, the knower of Brahman; Brahman is that 

whose characteristics will be stated and who is called 

Brahman because of (the etymological sense of) brhat- 

tamatva, being the greatest. He who vefti, knows, that 

Brahman is brahmavit. He dpnoti, attains; param, the 

absolutely highest. That very Brahman (that occurs as 

the object of the verb, vid, to know) must be the highest 

(goal as well), since the attainment of something does 

not logically follow from the knowledge of something 

else and since another Vedic text, viz ‘““He who knows
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that supreme Brahman becomes Brahman indeed” etc., 

(Mu. III. ii. 9), clearly shows the attainment of Brahman 

by the knower of Brahman. 

Objection: The Upanisad will say that Brahman 

permeates everything and is the Self of all; hence It is 

not attainable. Moreover, one thing is seen to be attained 

by another — one limited thing by another limited thing. 

And Brahman is unlimited and identical with all; hence 

Its attainment —as of something that is limited and is 

different from one’s Self—is incongruous. 

Answer: This is no fault. 

Objection: How? 

Answer: Because the attainment or non-attainment 

of Brahman is contingent on Its realisation or non- 

realisation. The individual soul, though intrinsically 

none other than Brahman, still identifies itself with, and 

becomes attached to, the sheaths made of food etc., 

which are external, limited, and composed of the subtle 

elements; and as (in the story) a man, whose mind is 

engrossed in the counting of others, misses counting 

himself, though that personality is the nearest to him and 

supplies the missing number,! just so, the individual soul, 

under a spell of ignorance, that is characterised by the 

non-perception of one’s own true nature as Brahman, 

1 Ten men, after crossing a river, were faced with the question, 

““Have we lost one of us in the stream?’’ So they went on counting 

themselves. But each one missed taking himself into account and 

concluded that they were only nine, one having actually been drowned. 

They then began wailing, when a passer-by found out their foolishness, 

counted them one by one, and then turning to the last counter said, 

“You are the tenth.”” That reassured them.
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accepts the non-Selves, such as the body composed of 
food, as the Self, and as a consequence, begins to think, 
“Tt am none other than those non-Selves composed of 
food etc.” In this very way, Brahman, that is the Self, 
can become the non-Self through ignorance. Just as 
through ignorance, there is a non-discovery (in the story) 
of the individual himself who makes up the requisite 
number, and just as there is the discovery of the selfsame 
person through knowledge when he is reminded of that 
personage by someone, similarly in the case of one, to 
whom Brahman remains unattained owing to his ignorance, 
there may be a discovery of that very Brahman by realis- 
ing that omnipresent Brahman to be none other than 
one’s own Self—a realisation that comes through enlighten- 
ment consequent on the instruction of the scriptures. 

The sentence, ““The knower of Brahman attains the 
highest’’, 1s a statement in brief of the purport of the 
whole Part (II). The ideas involved in quoting a Rg- 
mantra with the words, “‘Tad esa abhyukta—here is a verse 
“uttering that very fact’’, are (as follows). (First) It is 
sought to determine the true nature of Brahman through 
a definition that is capable of indicating the intrinsic 

nature (in all its nakedness) of that very Brahman which 
was briefly referred to as a knowable entity in the pithy 
sentence, ‘“The knower of Brahman attains the highest’’, 
but of which any distinct feature remained undetermined; 
(secondly) the knowledge of that Brahman having been 
spoken of (earlier) in an indefinite way, it is now sought 
to make that very Brahman realisable as non-different 
from One’s own indwelling Self; (and lastly) the idea is to 
demonstrate that the attainment of supreme Brahman by 
a knower of Brahman—which (attainment) is spoken of 

19
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as the result of the realisation of Brahman‘-is really 
nothing but identity with the Self of all, which is Brahman’ 

Itself transcending all worldly attributes. Tut, with regard 

to that—with regard to what has been said by the brahmana 

portion (of the Upanisad), esa, this Rk (mantra); is 

abhyukta, uttered: 

The sentence satyam jianam anantam brahma—Brahman 
is truth, knowledge, infinite—is meant as a definition of 

Brahman. For the three words beginning with sa/ya are 

meant to distinguish Brahman which is the substantive. 
And from the fact that Brahman is the thing intended to 

be known, it follows that Brahman is the substantive. 

Since Brahman is sought to be presented as the chief 

object of knowledge -the knowable must be the substantive. 

And just because (Brahman and satya etc.) are related 

as the substantive and its attributives, the words begin- 
ning with satya have the same case-ending, and they stand 

in apposition. Brahman, being qualified by the three 

adjectives, satya etc., is marked out from other nouns. 

Thus, indeed, does a thing become known when it is 

differentiated from others; as for instance, in common 

parlance, a particular lotus is known when it is described 

as blue, big, and sweet-smelling. 
Objection: A noun can be distinguished only when 

there is the possibility of its ruling out some other 

adjective (that does not belong to it), as for instance 

a (white) lotus can be distinguished by ruling out either 

red or blue. An adjective is meaningful when there are 

many nouns which belong to the same class and which 
are capable of having many adjectives; but it can have 

no meaning with regard to a single noun, where there is 

no possibility of any alternative adjective. There is a
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single Brahman, just as there is a single sun; there do not 
exist other Brahmans from which It can be distinguished, 

unlike a blue lotus that can be (marked out from a red 
one). 

Answer: No, there is nothing wrong, since the 

adjectives are used by way of definition (also). 

Objection: How? 

Answer: Since the adjectives (here) bear a _ pre- 

dominatingly defining sense and not a qualifying sense. 

Objection: What again is the difference between the 
two relations—(1) that existing between the definition 

and the thing defined; and (2) that between the quality 
and the thing qualified ? 

The answer is: An adjective distinguishes a noun from 

things of its own class, whereas a definition marks it out 

from everything else, as for instance, (the definition of) 

akasa is that which provides space. And we said that 
the sentence (under discussion) stands for a definition. 

. he words, satya etc., are unrelated among them- 

selves, since they subserve something else; they are meant 
to be applied to the substantive. Accordingly, each of 

the attributive words is thus related with the word Brah- 

man, independently of the others: satyam brahma, jnanam 

brahma, anantam brahma. As for satya, a thing 1s said to 

be satya, true, when it does not change the nature that is 

ascertained to be its own; and a thing is said to be unreal} 

when it changes the nature that is ascertained to be its 

own. Hence a mutable thing is unreal, for in the text, 
‘‘A mutable thing (like a vessel of earth) exists only in 

name depending on speech; the earth alone is true”? (Ch. 

VI. i. 4), it has been emphasised that, that alone is true 

that exists (Ch. VI. ii. 1). So the phrase satyam brahma
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(Brahman is truth) distinguishes Brahman from unreal 
things. 

From this it may follow that (the unchanging) Brah- 
man is the (material) cause (of all subsequent changes); 

and since a material cause is a substance, it can be an 

accessory as well, thereby becoming insentient like earth. 

Hence it is said that Brahman is j/fa@nam. Jidna means 

knowledge, consciousness. The word jfadna conveys the 

abstract notion of the verb (jfia, to know); and being an 

attribute of Brahman along with truth and infinitude, it 

does not indicate the agent of knowing. If Brahman be 

the agent of knowing, truth and infinitude cannot justly 

be attributed to It. For as the agent of knowing, It 
becomes changeful; and, as such, how can It be true and 

infinite? That, indeed, is infinite which is not separated 

from anything. If it be the agent of knowing, It becomes 

delimited by the knowable and the knowledge, and 

hence there cannot be infinitude, in accordance with 

another Vedic text: ‘That is the Infinite in which 

one does not know anything else. And that in which 

one knows anything else is limited’? (Ch. VII. xxiv.1). 

Objection: From the denial of particulars in the 

(above) statement, ‘““One does not know anything else’, 

it follows that one knows the Self. 

Answer: No, for the sentence is intended to enunciate 

a definition of the Infinite. The sentence, “in which one 

does not see anything else’’, etc., is devoted wholly to 

the presentation of the distinguishing characteristics of 

Brahman. Recognising the well-known principle that one 

sees something that is different from oneself, the nature 

of the Infinite is expressed in that text by declaring that 
the Infinite is that in which that kind of action does not
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exist. Thus, since the expression, ‘‘anything else’, is used 

(in the above sentence) for obviating the recognised fact 

of duality, the sentence is not intended to prove the 

existence of action (the act of knowing) in one’s Self. 
And since there is no split in one’s Self, cognition is 

impossible Gin It). Moreover, if the Self be a knowable, 

there will remain no one else (as a knower) to know It, 

since the Self is already postulated as the knowable. 

Objection: The same self can exist both as the knower 
and the known. 

Answer: No, this cannot be simultaneously, since the 

Self is without parts. A featureless (indivisible) thing 

cannot simultaneously be both the knower and the known. 
Moreover, if the Self can be cognised in the sense that a 

pot is, (scriptural) instruction about Its knowledge be- 

comes useless. For if an object is already familiar, just 
as a pot for instance is, the (Vedic) instruction about 

knowing it can have no meaning. Hence if the Self be a 

&nower, It cannot reasonably be infinite. Besides, if It 

has such distinctive attributes as becoming the agent of 
knowing, It cannot logically be pure existence. And pure 

existence is truth, according to another Vedic text, “‘It ts 

truth’’ (Ch. VI. vii. 7). Therefore the word jana (know- 
ledge), having been used adjectivally along with truth and 

infinitude, is derived in the cognate sense of the verb, and 

it is used to form the phrase, /A@nam brahma (Brahman 
is knowledge), in order to rule out (from Brahman) all 

instrumentality as that of an agent, as also for denying 

non-consciousness as that of earth etc. 

From the phrase, jfidnam brahma, it may follow that 

Brahman is limited, for human knowledge is seen to be
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finite. Hence, in order to obviate this, thé text says, 

anantam, infinite. 

Objection: Since the words, satya (truth) etc., are 

meant only for negating such qualities as untruth, and 

since the substantive Brahman 1s not a well-known entity 

like a lotus, the sentence beginning with satya has nothing 

but a non-entity as its content, just as it is the case with 

the sentence, “‘Having bathed in the water of the mirage, 

and having put a crown of skyflowers on his head, there 

goes the son of a barren woman, armed with a bow made 
of a hare’s horn.” 

Answer: No, for the sentence is meant as a definition. 

And we said that even though satya etc. are attributive 

words, their chief aim is to define. Since a sentence, 

stating the differentia of a non-existing substantive, is 

useless, and since the present sentence is meant to define, 

it does not, in our opinion, relate to a non-entity. Should 

even safya etc,, have an adjectival sense, they do not 

certainly give up their meanings.! If the words satya etc.: 

be meaningiess, they cannot logically distinguish their 

substantive. But if they are meaningful, as having the 
senses of truth etc., they can justifiably differentiate their 

substantive Brahman from other substantives that are 

possessed of opposite qualities. And the word Brahman, 

1“Etymologically, the word satya indicates an existing entity that 

1g not sublated; the word jaAdna means the self-revealing cognition of 

things; and the word enantra is used with regard to something pervasive, 

as 1n (the expression) ‘the sky is infinite’ etc. Hence they negate opposite 

ideas by the very fact of their imparting their own meanings to the 
substantives. Therefore they cannot be reduced to mere negation.”-— 
AG.
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too, has its own individual meaning.! Among these words, 

the word, ananta, becomes an adjective by way of negating 

finitude; whereas the words, satya and jfana, become 

adjectives even while imparting their own (positive) senses 
to the substantive. 

Since in the text, ‘“‘From that Brahman which is the 

Self, (was produced this space)”’ (Tai. IT. 1), the word Self 

(a@tma) is used with regard to Brahman Itself, it follows 
that Brahman is the Self of the cognising individual; and 

this is supported by the text, “‘He attains this self made 

of bliss” (Tai. IT. vu. 5), where Brahman is shown to be 

the Self. Moreover, it is Brahman which has entered 

(into men); for by the text, “having created that, (He) 
entered into that very thing’’ (Tai. II. vi. 1), it is shown 

that very Brahman has entered into the body as the 

individual soul. Hence the cogniser, in his essential 

nature, 1s Brahman. 
Objection: If thus Brahman be the Self, It becomes 

, the agent of cognition, since it is a well-known fact that 

the Self is a knower. And from the text, “‘He desired” 

(Tai. II. vi. 1), it is well established that the one who 

desires is also an agent of ccgnition. Thus, Brahman 
being the cogniser, it is improper to hold that Brahman 

is consciousness. Besides, that (latter conclusion) leads 

to Its impermanence. For even if it be conceded that 

jana (cognition) is nothing but consciousness, and thus 

Brahman has only the cognate sense (knowledge) of the 

verb (“to know’, and not the verbal sense of knowing), 

It (Brahman) will still be open to the charge of 

1 Derived from the root brh having the sense of growth, vastness, 
Brahman 1s that which is not limited by time, space or causation. 

Thus the word has its own positive import and cannot refer to a void.
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impermanence and dependence. For the meanings of 
verbs are dependent on the cases (of the nouns). And 

knowledge is a sense conveyed by a root (dependent on a 

noun). Accordingly, Brahman becomes impermanent as 

well as dependent. 

Answer: No, since without implying that knowledge 

is separable from Brahman, it is referred to as an activity 

by way of courtesy. (To explain): Knowledge, which is 

the true nature of the Self, is inseparable from the Self, 

and so it is everlasting. Still the intellect, which is the 

limiting adjunct of the Self, becomes transformed in the 

shape of the objects while issuing out through the eyes 

etc., (for cognising thing). These configurations of the 
intellect 11 the shape of soundetc., remain objectively 

illumined by the Consciousness that is the Self, even 

when they are in a state of incubation; and when they 
emerge as cognitions, they are still enlightened by that 

Consciousness.! Hence these semblances of Consciousness— 

a Consciousness that 1s really the Self—that are referable 

by the word knowledge and bear the root meaning (of the’ 
verb ‘‘to know’’), are imagined by the non-discriminating 

people to be attributes of the Soul Itself and to be subject 
to mutation. But the Consciousness of Brahman is 

inherent in Brahman and is inalienable from It, just as 

the light of the sun is from the sun or the heat of fire is 

from fire. Consciousness is not dependent on any other 

cause for its (revelation), for it is by nature eternal (light). 

And since all that exists is inalienable from Brahman in 
time or space, Brahman being the cause of time, space, 

etc., and since Brahman is surpassingly subtle, there is 

1 In the incipient stage, they have the fitness to be illumined; and 
after emergence, they remain soaked in consciousness.
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nothing else whether subtle or screened or remote or past, 

present or future which can be unknowable to it. There- 

fore, Brahman is omniscient. Besides, this follows from 

the text of the mantra: ‘Though He is without hands 
and feet, still He runs and grasps; though He is without 

eyes, still He sees; though He is without ears, still He 

hears. He knows the knowable, and of Him there 1s no 

knower. Him they called the first, great Person”’ (Sv. TIL. 

19). There are also such Vedic texts as. “‘For the knower’s 

function of knowing can never be lost, because It Is 
immortal; but (It does not know, as) there is not that 

second thing, (separated from It, which It can know)”’ 

(Br. [V. 111. 30). Just because Brahman’s nature of being 
the knower is inseparable and because there is no depen- 

dence on other accessories like the sense-organs, Brahman, 

though intrinsically identical with knowledge, is well 

known to be eternal. Thus, since this knowledge ts not 
a form of action, it does not also bear the root meaning 

of the verb. Hence, too, Brahman is not the agent of 

cognition. And because of this, again, Jt cannot even be 

denoted by the word /jfidadna (knowledge). Still Brahman 

is indicated, but not denoted, by the word knowledge 

which really stands for a verisimilitude of Consciousness 

as referring to an attribute of the intellect; for Brahman 

is free from such things as class etc., which make the use 

of the word (knowledge) possible. Similarly, Brahman 

is not denoted even by the word satya (truth), since 
Brahman is by nature devoid of all distinctions. In this 

way, the word satya, which means external reality in 

general, can indirectly refer to Brahman (in such ex- 

pressions) as “Brahman is truth’’, but it cannot denote It. 
Thus the words truth etc., occurring in mutual proximity,
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and restricting and being restricted in turns by each other, 
distinguish Brahman from other objects denoted by the 

words, truth etc., and thus become fit for defining It as 

well. So, in accordance with the Vedic texts, “‘Failing to 

reach which (Brahman), words, along with the mind turn 

back”’ (Tai. II. iv. 1), and “‘(Whenever an aspirant gets 

fearlessly established in this changeless, bodiless,) in- 
expressible, and unsupporting Brahman’’ (Tai. IT. vii. 1), 

it is proved that Brahman is indescribable, and that unlike 

the construction of the expression, ‘‘a blue lotus’, Brah- 

man is not to be construed as the import of any sentence. ! 

Yah veda, anyone who knows—that Brahman, 

described before; as nihitam, (hidden) existing; guhayam, 
in the intellect; guha, being derived from the root guha in 

the sense of hiding, means the intellect; because in that 

intellect are hidden the categories—knowledge, knowable, 
and knower; or because in that intellect are hidden the 

two human objectives -enjoyment and liberation. Parame 

vyoman, in the supreme space (that permeates its own, 

effect, the intellect), vyoman being the same as vyomni—in 

the space, which is called the Unmanifested (1.e. Maya), 
that, indeed, being the supreme space in accordance with 

the Vedic text, ““‘By this Immutable (Brahman), O Gargi, 

is the (Unmanifested) space (akasa, i.e., Maya) pervaded”’ 

(Br. III. viii. 11), where @kasa occurs in the proximity of 
aksara (Immutable.)2, Or from the apposition (of guha 

1 Brahman cannot be comprehended through the common relation- 
ship of words and things denoted by them. Nor can It be denoted 
through the relationship of substance and quality. 

2*“The Unmanifested called vyoma (space, adkdéa) is inherent in the 

intellect (guhd), which is the effect of the former. In that Unmani- 
fested is placed Brahman. The element called dkdéa is not accepted
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and vyoema) in the expression, guhayam vyomni, the 

Unmanifested space (Maya) itself is the guha@ (cavity); for 

in that, too, are hidden all things during the three periods 

(creation, existence, and dissolution), it being their cause 
as well as more subtle. In that (Maya) is hidden Brahman. 

It is, however, reasonable to accept the space circumscribed 

by the cavity of the heart as the supreme space, for the 
text wants to present space here as something entering 

into realisation or meditation as a part of it.! The space 

within the heart is well known as the supreme space from 

the other Vedic texts; “‘The space that is outside the 

individual (Ch. III. xii. 7)...is the same as the space 

within the individual (Ch. I1I. xii. 8) (and that again) is the 

same as the space within the lotus of the heart’? (Ch. III. 

xii. 9). (Thus the meaning of the sentence is): Within 

the cavity of the intellect that is within the (supreme) 

space defined by the heart, is nithitam, lodged, placed, 

Brahman; in other words, Brahman 1s perceived clearly 

through the function of that intellect; for apart from this 

* perception, Brahman can have no connection, (in the sense 

of being lodged in), with any particular time or space, 

Brahman being all-pervasive and beyond all distinctions. 

here as the meaning of vyama, since the element &kdsa cannot be called 

parama (supreme), it being an effect of Unmanifesied dkdsa. Besides 

in the Brhadéranyaka, the Unmanifested ékdga and not the Element 

dkdéa, ouurs in the proximity of Immutable Brahman (aksara)” — 

AG. 

1 Brahman is placed, 1e manifest as the witness, in the cavity of 
the intellect that 1s lodged in the space circumscribed by the heart, and 

It is directly perceived there as such. If, however, Brahman 1s placed 

im the Cosmic Unmanifested, 1.e., in the principle called Maya, It will 
become an object of indirect perception. And an indirect realisation 

cannot negate the direct superimposition that a man suffers from.
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Sah, he-—-one who has known Brahman thus; wha} 
does he do? Asnute, enjoys; sarvan, all without any excep- 
tion; Adman, desires, i.e. all enjoyable things. Does he 

enjoy the sons, heavens, etc. in sequence as we do? The 
text says: No; he enjoys all the desirable things, that get 

focussed in a single moment, saha, simultaneous] y—through 

a single perception which is eternal like the light of the 

sun, which 1s non-different from Brahman Itself, and 

which we called “truth, knowledge, infinite’’. That very 

fact is described here as brahmana saha, in identification 
with Brahman. The man of knowledge, having become 

Brahman, enjoys as Brahman, all the desirable things 

simultaneously; and he docs not enjoy in sequence the 

desirable things that are dependent on such causes as 

merit and demerit, and such sense-organs as the eyes, as 

does an ordinary man, identified with the worldly Self 

which is conditioned by limiting adjuncts, and which Is a 

reflection (of the supreme Self) like that of the sun or 

water. How does he then enjoy? As identified with the 

eternal Brahman which is omniscient, all-pervasive, and’ 
the Self of all, he enjoys simultaneously, in the manner 

described above, all the desirable things that are not 

dependent on all such causes as merit etc., and are 

independent of the organs like the eyes etc. This is the idea. 

Vaipascityam means, as (identified with) the intelligent, 
i.e. all-knowing (Brahman), for that, indeed, is true 
intelligence which is omniscience. The idea is that, he 

enjoys in his identity with the all-knowing Brahman. 

The word iti is used to indicate the end of the 

mantra. 

The entire purport of the chapter is summed up 
succinctly in the sentence, ““The knower of Brahman attains
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the highest”, occurring in the brdhmana portion. And 
that pithy statement (aphorism) is briefly explained by the 

mantra (the Rg verse). Since the meaning of that very 
statement has to be elaborately ascertained again, the 
succeeding text, tasmad va etasmat etc., is introduced asa 

sort of a gloss to it. As to that, it has been said at the 
beginning of the mantra that Brahman is truth, knowledge, 
and infinite. The text proceeds to show how It can be 

truth, knowledge, and infinite. As to that, there are three 

kinds of infinitude—from the standpoint of space, time, 

and objects. To illustrate: The sky is unlimited from the 

point of view of space, for it is not limited in space. But 

the sky is not infinite as regards time or as regards (other) 
substances. Why? Since it is a product. Brahman is not 

thus limited in time like the sky, since It is not a product. 

A created thing is circumscribed by time, but Brahman is 

not created. Hence It is infinite from the point of view 

of time as well. Similarly, too, from the point of view of 

substances. How, again, is established Its infinitude from 
the point of view of substances? Since It is identical with 

all substances. A thing that is different acts as a limita- 

tion to another. For when the intellect gets occupied 
with something, it becomes detached from something else. 

That, because of which an idea becomes circumscribed, 

acts as a limit to that idea. To illustrate: The idea of 

cowhood is repelled by the idea of horsehood; hence 

horsehood debars cowhood, and the idea (of cowhood) 

becomes delimited indeed. That limitation is seen in the 

case of distinct substances. Brahman is not differentiated 

in this way. Hence It has infinitude even from the stand- 

point of substances. How, again, is Brahman non- 

different from everything ? The answer is: Because It is the
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cause of everything. Brahman is verily the cAuse of all 

things-—time, space, etc. 

Objection: From the standpoint of substances, Brah- 

man is limited by Its own effects. 

Answer. No, since the things that are,effects are 

unreal. For apart from the cause, there is really no such 

thing as effect by which the idea of the cause can become 

delimited. This fact is borne out by another Vedic text 

which says that ‘“‘All modifications exist in name only, 

being supported by mere words; the earth (inhering in the 

modifications of earth) alone is true’ (Ch. VI. 1. 4.); 

simularly, existence (i.c. Brahman that permeates every- 

thing) alone is true (Ch. VI. ii. 1). Brahman, then, is 

spatially infinite, being the cause of space etc. For space 

is known to be spatially infinite; and Brahman is the cause 

of that space. Hence it is proved that the Self is spatially 

infinite; for no all-pervading thing is seen in this world to 

originate from anything that is not so. Hence the spatial 

infinitude of Brahman is absolute. Similarly, temporally, 

too, Brahman’s infinitude is absolute, since Brahman Is 

not a product. And because there 1s nothing different 

from Brahman, It is infinite substantially as well. Hence 

Its reality is absolute. 
By the word tasmat, from that, is called to mind the 

Brahman that was briefly stated in the sentence started 

with; and by the word etasmat, from this, is called to 

memory the Brahman just as It was defined immediately 

afterwards in the mantra. Atmanah, from the Self—from 
the Brahman that was enunciated in the beginning in the 

words of the brdhmana portion, and that was defined 

immediately afterwards as truth, knowledge, infinite (in 

the mantra)—from that Brahman that is called the Self;
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for It is the Self of all, according to another Vedic text, 

“It is truth, It is the Self’? (Ch VI. viii-xvi). Hence Brah- 
man is the Self.. From that Brahman, that is identical 

with the Self, a@kasah, space; sambhiitah, was created. 
Akasa means that which is possessed of the attribute of 
sound and provides space for all things that have forms. 

Akasat, from that space; vayuh, air—which has two attri- 

butes, being possessed of its own quality, touch, and the 
quality, sound, of its cause (Gka@sa). The verb, ‘‘was 

created’’, is understood. Vayoh, from that air, was 

created agnih, fire—which has three attributes, being 
possessed of its own quality, colour, and the two earlier 

ones (of its cause, air). Agneh, from fire, was produced, 

aGpah, water—with four attributes, being endowed with its 
own quality, taste, and the three earlier ones (of fire). 

Adbhyah, from water, was produced prthivi, earth—with 
five attributes, consisting of its own quality, smell, and the 

four earlier qualities (of its cause, water). Prthivyah, from 

the earth; osadhayah, the herbs. Osadhibhyah, from the 
herbs; annam, food. Annat, from food, transformed into 

human seed, (was created), purusah, human being, posses- 

sed of the limbs—head, hands, etc. Sah vai esah purusah, 

that human being, such as he is; annarasamayah, consists 

of the essence of food, is a transformation of the food 

substance. Since the semen, the seed, emerging as it does 

as the energy from all the limbs, is assumed to be of the 

human shape, therefore the one that is born from it 

should also have the human shape; for in all classes of 

beings, the offsprings are seen to be formed after the 

fathers. 

Objection: Since all beings, without exception, are 

modifications of the essence of food and since all are
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equally descendants of Brahman, why is* man alone 
specified ? 

Answer: Because of his pre-eminence. 

Objection: In what, again, does the pre-eminence 
consist ? 

Answer: In his competence for karma and knowledge. 

For man alone is qualified for rites and duties as also for 

knowledge, by virtue of his ability, craving (for results), 

and non-indifference (to results). That a person, desirous 

(of results) and possessed of learning and capacity is 

qualified for work and knowledge, is proved by the 

evidence of another Vedic text which says: ‘‘In man alone 

is the Self most manifest, for he is the best endowed with 

intelligence. He speaks what he knows, he sees what he 

knows; he knows what will happen tomorrow; he knows 

the higher and lower worlds; he aspires to achieve im- 

mortality through mortal things. He is thus endowed 

(with discrimination), while other beings have conscious- 

ness of hunger and thirst only” (Ai. A. II. iii. 2. 5). 
The intention here is to make that very human being 

enter into the inmost Brahman through knowledge. But 

his intellect, that remains engaged in the particulars that 

simulate the outer objects, thinking them to be the Self, 

though they are non-Selves, cannot without the support 

of some distinct object, be suddenly made contentless and 

engaged in the thoughts of the inmost, indwelling Self. 

Therefore, on the analogy of the moon on the bough,} 

1 Though the moon is far away, it is at tumes spoken of as “‘the 
moon on the bough’’, because she appears to be near it. The point 
is that, the idea of something, which escapes ordinary comprehension, 
is sought to be communicated with the help of something more tangible 
though, in reality, the two are entirely disparate.
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the text takes the help of a fiction that has an affinity 
with the identification of the Self and the physical body; 
and leading thereby the intellect inward, the text says, 

tasya idam eva sirah: tasya, of that human being who is a 
modification of the essence of food, idam eva Sirah, this is 
verily the head--that is well known. The text, “This is 

verily the head’’, ts stated lest somebody should think that 
the head is to be imagined here just as it is in the case of 
the vital body etc., where things that are not heads are 

imagined to be so Similar is the construction in the 

case of the side etc . Ayam, this--the right hand of a man 
facing east--is the daksinah paksah, the southern side. 
Ayam, this— the left hand -is the uttarah paksah, the 

northern side. Ayam, this —the middle portion (trunk) of 
the body - is the atma, self, soul of the limbs, in accordance 

with the Vedic text, ‘‘The middle of these limbs is verily 
their soul’ (AL. 1II.v.4). Idam, this—the portion of the 

body below the navel, is the puccham pratistha, the tail 
that stabilises. Pratistha derivatively means that by which 
one remains in position. The puccha (here) is that which 
is comparable to a tail, on the analogy of hanging behind, 

as does the tail of a cow. On this pattern is established 
the symbolism in the case of the succeeding vital body etc., 
just as an image takes its shape from molten copper 
pourcd into a crucible. Tat api, as to that also, illustra- 

tive of that very idea contained in the bra@hmana portion; 
esah bhavati slokah, here occurs a verse—which presents 
the self made of food. 

20
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CHAPTER II 

TAS WHAT: TATA | at: area fray frat: 
qal ata sflatea | ae spy Wecaeaqa: | 

aay fe amat sassy) wena aaloaAead | 

ad a asaarearatea | asa TaTATAA | 
aay fe watat sassy TeATa aalwaA =a 
HATS AAT AAT | AATaAT TAT | 
aaasha a warty qeniea Teese Sf | 

ACA WATATAALCAHATA | | AFATSKaL AICAT 

STITAT: | ATT Tt: 1 Tares qeafarual aa 
geafarata | arag qgeafaa: | ater stot a fare: 3 
satay afer: Wet: | HOTA GAS: Tat: | ATH 
areat | Tfadt ges sfaser | aaeag eral vata 
Wu afa fadratstara: i 

1. All beings that rest on the earth are born 
verily from food. Besides, they live on food, 
and at the end, they get merged in food. Food 
was verily born before all creatures; therefore 
it is called the medicine for all. Those who 
worship food as Brahman acquire all the food. 
Food was verily born before all creatures; theres 
fore it is called the medicine for all. Creature-
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are born of food; being born, they grow by food. 
Since it 1s eaten and it eats the creatures, it is 

called food. 

As compared with this self made of the 
essence of food, as said before, there is another 

inner self which is made of air. By that is this 

one filled. This self is also of the human form. 

Its human form takes after the human form of 
that (earlier one). Of this, prana is the head, 

vyadna is the southern side, apdna is the northern 
side, space is the self, the earth 1s the tail that 
stabilises. Pertaining to that is this (following) 
verse: 

Annat, from food—transformed into chyle; prajah, the 

living beings— moving or stationary; prajayvante, take birth; 

(the living beings), yah kah ca, whichever (they be)— 

‘without distinction; who, prthivim sritah, rest on, have 
taken as their resort, the earth—-all of them are verily 
born from food. The word va: is used for calling up to 

memory (something mentioned earlier). Atho, moreover, 
when born, annena eva, by food, indeed; they jTvanti, live— 

preserve their lives, i.e. grow. Atha, besides; antatah, at 

the end, at the conclusion of the growth that is indicative 

of life; api-yanti, (they) move towards, the prefix api being 

used in the sense of towards; enat, it, 1.e. food; the idea 

is that they get absorbed advancing in the direction of 

‘ood, (and culminating in food). Why? Hi, since; annan, 

food; is jyestham, the first born; bhiitanam, of all beings. 

Since food is the source of all the other creatures beginning
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with the physical, all living beings originaté from food, 
live on food, and merge into food. Since this is so, 

tasmat, therefore; food is ucyate, called; sarvausadham, a 

medicine for all, a curative that alleviates the bodily 

discomfort of all. The goal achieved by the knower of 

food as Brahman is being stated: Te, they; a@pnuvanti, 

acquire; sarvam vat annam, all the food. Who? Ye, 
those who; upasate, meditate on; annam brahma, food as 

Brahman—as shown earlier. How? Thus: “I am born 

of food, am identical with food, and merge in food. 

Therefore food is Brahman.’ How, again, does the 

meditation on food, as identical with oneself, result 1m the 

acquisition of all the food? The answer is: Hi annam 

Jyestham bhiitanam, since food is the first born of all 

beings; since it is the eldest, being born before all the 

creatures, tasmat sarvausadham ucyate (see ante). Therc- 
fore it is logical that one who worships all food as 

identical with oneself should acquire all food. The 

repetition in “annat bhiitani jayante, from food originate 

all creatures; jatani annena vardhunte, when born they 
grow through food” is for the sake of summing up The 

etymology of the word anna is now being shown. Since 

food is adyate, eaten, by creatures; and itself atti, eats, 

bhiitani, the creatures; tasmat, therefore —by virtue of 

being eaten by creatures and of eating the creatures; fat 

annam ucyate, it is called food. The word iti is to indi- 

cate the end of the first sheath. 
Brahman is the inmost of all the selves beginning from 

the physical sheath and ending with the blissful one. The 

scripture starts with the text tasmat va etasmat annarasa- 

mayat etc., with a view to revealing, through knowledge, 

that Brahman as the indwelling Self by following a
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process of eliminating the five sheaths, just as rice 1s 

extracted from the grain called kodrava that has many 

husks. Tasmat vai etasmat, as compared with the body 

made of the essence of food, as described above; there is 

anyah, a different; atma, self; antarah, which is inside, 

(which ts) imagined through ignorance to be a self, just 
as the physical body is; (which latter self is) pranumayah: 

prana is air (vital force), and pranamaya means constituted 

by air, possessed predominantly of air. Tena, by that 

airy (vital) self; pirnah, is filled; esah this one—the self 

constituted by the essence of food, just as bellows are 
filled with air. Sah vai esah pranamayah atma, this vital 

self that has been spoken of: is purusavidhah eva, also of 

a human form’ possessing a head, sides, etc. Is it so 
naturally ? The text says, no The self constituted by the 

essence of food is well known to have a human shape: 

anu, in accordance with; purusavidhatam tasya, the human 

Shape of that self, constituted by the essence of food, 

gavam, this, the self constituted by air; is purusavidhah, 

humanly shaped like an image cast ina crucible, but not 
naturally. Similarly, the succeeding selves become human 

in shape in accordance with the human shapes of the 

preceding ones; and the earlier ones are filled up by the 
succeeding ones. How, again, is constituted its human 

form? The answer ts fasia, of him, of the self constituted 

by the vital force that is a transformation of air; pranalt 

eva, the special function of exhaling through mouth and 

nostrils; is imagined, through the authority of the text, 

as sirah, head. The imagination of the sides etc., at 

every turn, is just because of scriptural authority. V)-Gnah, 

the function called vyadna (pervading the whole body); is 

daksinah paksah, the right side. Apdanah, apana (the
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function of inhaling); is uttarah paksah, the northern side. 

Akasah, space, i.e. the function (of air) existing in space 
as samana;, iS atma, the self— being comparable to the 

Self. (Akasa means samana), for it is the context of the 

functions of the vital force, and it ts the self, being in 

the middle as compared with the other functions that are 

in the periphery. The one that exists in the middle is 

recognised as the self in the Vedas, in accordance with 

the text. The middle (i.e the trunk) of these limbs is the 
“self? (AL IIE v 4). Prthivi puccham pratistha: prthivi means 
the deity of the earth; and this deity supports the physical 

vital force, since this deity is the cause of Its stability 
according to another Vedic text, “That deity, taking help 

of the apdaa in a man” (Pr. HI. vit). Else the body 

would ascend upwards because of the action of the vital 

function called udana, or there would be falling down 

because of its weight. Therefore the deity of the earth ts 

the stabilising tail of the vital self. Tart, pertaining to 

that very idea with regard to the vital self; here is esc, 

slokah, this verse. 

CHAPTER III 

TIT ear aq Tea || WaSAT: TraRA | 
att fe waraTaTa: | AEA Aaa Aa 
aang t waatea | TMT TATA | 
amt fa waratara: | ARATE AalasHeaa afa | 

TAT Wa MII AKAT I A: YaST | ATATET 
UATATT ATTA | AeAKAL ATCA AATAT: | TAT
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7:1 Parug gegfay va ata geyfaaqara | 
aeaq gesfay: | ata quate fare: 1 aevafert: 
Tet: 1 ATAVAT: Fat) area Tea | aah eee: 
gos ofacsr | | aaeay xatat was et 

ata qalatsqara: 
1. The senses act by following the vital 

force in the mouth; all human beings and animals 

that are there act similarly; since on the vital 
force depends the life of all creatures, therefore 
it is called the life of all. Those who worship 
the vital force as Brahman, attain the full span 

of life; since on the vital force depends the life of 
all, it is called the life of all. 

Of the preceding (physical) one, this one, 
indeed, is the embodied self. As compared 
with this vital body, there 1s another internal self 
constituted by mind. By that one is this one 
filled up. That self constituted by mind is also 
of a human shape. The human shape of the 
mental body takes after the human shape of the 
vital body. Of the mental body, the Yajur- 
mantras are the head. The Ag-mantras are the 
right side, the Sa@ma-maniras arc the left side; 

the brahmana portion is the self (trunk), the 

mantras seen by Atharvanigiras are the stabilis- 
ing tail. Pertaining to this here is a verse:
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Devah, the gods’ Fire etc.; prananti, perform the act 

of breathing become active through the functioning 

of the vital force; anu pranam, after the self that is 

constituted by air; that is to say, the gods perform the 

vital functions by becoming identified with that which 

possesses the power of sustaining life. Or because this is 

the context of the physical body, devah means the sensc- 

organs; (they) pranam anu prdananti, become active by 

following the function of breathing, that subsists in the 

mouth. Similarly, ye manusyah pasavah ca, those that 
are human beings and animals, they become active 

through the function of breathing. Hence, also, it is 

not simply by possessing the limited self in the form 
of the body, built up by food, that creatures become 

dowered with selves. What then? Human beings and 

others are endowed with selves by virtue of possessing 

a vital body within each physical body, which former 

is common to, and pervades, each physical body as a 

whole. Similarly, all creatures are possessed of selves by, 

virtue ot being provided with the bodies beginning with 
the mental and ending with the blissful which successively 

pervade the preceding ones and which are made up of the 
elements, beginning with a@kasa, that are the creations of 

ignorance. So also are they blessed with a self by the Self 

that is common to all, self-existent, the source of ether 

etc., everlasting, unchanging, all-pervading, defined as 
‘truth, knowledge, and infinite’, and beyond the five 

sheaths. And by implication it is also said that this is 

the real Self of all. It has been said that the senses act 

by following the activity of the vital force. How is that 

so? This is being answered: H7/, since; pranah, the vital 

force; is Gyuh, life; bhiitanam, of creatures—-which accords
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with another Vedic text, “Life lasts so long as the vital force 
resides in this body” (Kau. III. 2); therefore it (the vital 

force) 18 sarvayusam: sarvayuh means the life of all; and 

that which is sarvayuh, ucvate, 18 called sarvayusaim, the 

life of all. Since death is a known consequence of the 

departure of the vital force, the latter is universally 

recognised as the life of all. Hence those who, after 

detaching themselves from this external, personal, physical 

body, meditate on the inner, common vital force as 
Brahman with the idea, “‘I am the vital force, that is the 

self and the determinator of the span of life, being the 

source of life’, get the full span of life in this world, L.c. 

they do not meet with any accidental death before the 

ordained span of life. The word sarvayuh should, 

however, properly mean (full span of life, i.e.) one 

hundred years in accordance with the well-recognised 

fact in the Vedic text, ‘‘He attained the full span of life’ 

(Ch. IL. xi-xx, IV. xi-xiii). What is the reason (of attain- 
Ing the full hfe)? Pranah hi bhittanam ayuh tasmat 

sarvayusam ucyate (see ante). The repetition of the 

expression pranah hi etc., is to indicate the logic of the 

attainment of the fruit of meditation, to wit: Anyone who 

worships Brahman as possessed of certain qualities, him- 

self shares in them. 

Tasya pirvasya, of the physical body described above; 

esah eva, this verily is; the sarirah atma, the self existing 

in the body made of food. Which is it? Yah esah that 

which is this one—constituted by the vital force. The 

rest beginning with fasmat vai etausmai 1s to be construed 

as before. Anyah antarah Gtma, there 1s another inner 
self; manomayah constituted by mind. Manah means the 

internal organ comprising volition etc. That which consists
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of mind 1s manomava, just as in the case of annamaya. It 

is the inner self of the vital body. Tusya, of that mental 

body; yajuh eva sirah, the Yajur-mantras are the head. 
Yajuh means a kind of mantra in which the number of 

letters and feet, and length (of lines) are not restricted; 

the word yajuli denotes (prose) sentences of that class. 

It is the head because of its pre-eminence, and the pre- 

eminence is owing to its subserving a sacrifice directly, for 

an oblation is offered with a Yajur-mantra uttered along 

with a svaha@ etc. Or the imagination of the head etc., 

everywhere is only on the authority of the text. (Yajuh 

is a constituent of the mental sheath) since yajuh is that 

state of the mind which is related to organs (of utterance), 
effort (involved in utterance), sound (produced thereby), 

intonation, letters, words, and sentences; which consists 

of a volition with regard to these factors; which is pre- 
occupied with their thoughts; which has the organs of 

hearing etc., for its communication; and which has the 

characteristics of the Yajur-mantras. Thus also are (to , 
be understood) the Rg mantras, and thus the Sania- 

mantras. Thus, when (‘the wantras are considered 

as mental states, their mental repetition (/apu) becomes 
possible, since that implies that those states alone are 

continued in the mind. Else, mental repetition of a 

mantra would not be possible, since the mantra would then 

be outside the mind just as much as pot etc., are! But, 

as a matter of fact, the repetition of mauntias has to be 

undertaken (since it) is enjoined variously in connection 

with rites. 

1 The words 1n the mantra would be outside the mind, and mind 

would have no independence with regard to them.
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Objection: The (mental) repetition of a mantra can 

be accomplished by the repetition of the memory of letters 
(constituting it). 

Answer: No, since (on that assumption) there is no 

possibility of repetition in the primary sense. The repeti- 

tion of Rg-mantra is enjoined in the text., ““The first Rg- 

mantra is to be repeated thrice and the last Re-mantra is 

to be repeated thrice.” 

That being so, if the Re-mantras themselves be not 
made the objects of repetition, and if the repetition of 

their memory be undertaken, the repetition of the Rg- 

mantra, in the primary sense, that is enjoined in “the first 
Rg-mantra is to be repeated thrice’’, will be discarded. 

Hence the mantras called Yajuh are (in the last analysis) 

nothing but the Consciousness of the Self that is identical 

with the beginningless and endless Self-- lodged in and 

conditioned by the mental functions that act as Its limiting 

adjuncts. Thus is the eternality of the Vedas justifiable. 

“Else, if they are objects like colour etc., they will be 
impermanent. Nor is that right. And the Vedic text, 

‘‘Where all the Vedas get united is the Self in the mind’! 

(Cityupanisad, Xt. J, Tai. A. HT. ii. 1), which declares the 
identity of the Re-mantras ctc., with the eternal Self, can 

be reconciled only if the snmantras are eternal. And _ there 

is also the mantra text, “The Rg-muntras exist in that 
undecaying and supreme space (Brahman) where all the 

gods reside” (Sv. IV. 8). Adesah here means the brahmana 

portion of the Vedas, since (in consonance with the 

etymological meaning of ddesu, command) the brahmana 

l Where the Self exists as the witness of all mental functions.
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portion inculcates all that has to be enjoined. Atharvan- 

girasah, the mantra and the brdhmana portions seen by 
Atharvdngiras; are puccham pratistha, the stabilising tail, 

Since they are chiefly concerned with rites performed for 
acquiring peace, prosperity, etc., which bring about 

stability. Pertaining to this is a verse, just as_ before, 

which reveals the self that is constituted by the mind: 

CHAPTER IV 

qat arat fradtec | AMET ATT Ts | 
aaee TIM fast a faufa waraata | 

qeay wa Te AAT | A: Tata | aeATET 
VACA AAT | Aegiseae area faararaa: | AAT 
qT: 1 Farugq geafay va | aeg qeafaqary | 
aaqq qeofay: | dea wea fat) aed afer: 
Tat: | GeaAde: We: | ANT AAT | Fe: Fw 
yfasar i aacay eotal wafa 2 it 

afa aqaistaTa: 
1. One is not subjected to fear at any time if 

one knows the Bliss that is Brahman, failing to 
reach which (Brahman, as conditioned by the 
mind), words, along with the mind. turn back.’ 

1 Mind and speech cannot act with regard to that mental self 

which 1s constituted by themselves, since nothing can act on itself.
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Of that preceding (vital) one, this (mental) 
one is verily the emboided self. As compared 
with this mental body, there is another internal 
self constituted by valid knowledge. By that 
one is this one filled up. This one, as aforesaid, 
has verily a human shape. It is humanly shaped 
in accordance with the human shape of the 
earlier one. Of him faith is verily the head; 
righteousness is the right side; truth is the left 
side; concentration is the self (trunk); (the 
principle, called) Mahat, is the stabilising tail. 
Pertaining to this, here is a verse: 

Yatah vacah nivartante etc., (For commentary see Tai. 
Il. 1x). Tasya piirvasya, of that preceding one—of the one 
constituted by vital force; esah eva atma, this one is verily 

the self; sdrirah, existing in the body. Which? yah esah 
manomayah, that which is constituted by mind. “Tasmad 
vai etasmat, aS compared with this one” ctc., is to be 

explained as before. Anyah antarah @tma, there is another 

self that is internal —the intelligence-self being within the 
mental-self. It has been mentioned that the mental self 
consists of the Vedas. The wisdom about the contents of 

the Vedas, amounting to certitude, is vifidna; and that 

(vijiiana), again, in the form of determination, is a 
characteristic of the internal organ. Vijfid@namaya is the 
self consisting of such vijfiana, and it is constituted by well- 

ascertained knowledge that is authoritative by nature. For 
sacrifice etc., are undertaken where there exists knowledge 

arising from a valid source. And the (mext) verse will 

declare that it is the source of sacrifices. In one, who is
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possessed of well-ascertained knowledge, there arises firs. 

sraddha, faith, with regard to the things to be performed. 
Since that faith precedes all duties, it is the sirah, head, i.et 
comparable to a head. Rta and satya, righteousness and 
truth, are as they have been explained before (1.1). Yogah 
is conjunction, concentration. It is the adtmda, self, being 

comparable to the Self. Faith etc., like the limbs of a 

body, become fit for the acquisition of valid knowledge in 

a man who is possessed of a self by virtue of his concentra- 

tion. Therefore, yogah, concentration, is the self (.e. trunk) 

of the body constituted by knowledge. Mahah puchhani 

pratistha@: Mahah means the principle called Mahat— the 

first born, in accordance with another Vedic text, “(He 

who knows) this Mahat (great), adorable, first-born being 

(as the Satya-Brahman).! (Br. V. iv. 1). It is puccham 

pratistha, the supporting tail, since it is the cause (of the 
intelligent self). The cause is, in fact, the support of the 

effects, as for instance, the earth is of trees and creepers. 
The principle, called Mahat, is the cause of all intellectual 

cognitions. Thereby it becomes the support of the cogni-' 

tive self consisting of intelligence. Pertaining to that there 

occurs this verse, just as before. Just as there are verses 

expressive of the physical self etc., that are mentioned in 

the brahmana portion, so also is there a verse with regard 

to the cognitive one. 

CHAPTER V 

fast oat TAT | patter aarastt a 
faatat 2at: aq | Ta VVSATAM | 

1 The Cosmic Person comprising all gross and subtle things.
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fastt Tal Ase | qenr=aa Taata | 

TU TWeAA facat | aateHrareaqedra efa | 

qeggG us AAT AAT | «a: Gay | ALATEST 
TACATSATTAATS | AeAISKAT ATCHTSSAPAUT: | ATT 
qT: 1 a aruy geafay vq aca qgeafasary | 
aeag geafay: | dea frata fare: 1 Atel afar: 
Gat: | WAT! Gat: Wa: | AlaRe AAT | Fal 
gee sfasot i aacadg zolrat Fafa We 

ala WSaaistara: | 

|. Knowledge actualises a sacrifice, and it 
executes the duties as well. All the gods medi- 
tate on the first-born Brahman, conditioned 
by knowledge. If one knows the knowledge- 

‘Brahman, and if one does not err about it, one 

abandons all sins in the body and fully enjoys 
all enjoyable things. 

Of that preceding (mental) one this (cognitive) 
one is verily the embodied self. As compared 
with this cognitive body, there is another internal 
self constituted by bliss. By that one is this one 
filled up. This one, as aforesaid, has verily a 
human shape. It is humanly shaped in accord- 
ance with the human shape of the earlier one. 
Of him joy is verily the head, enjoyment is the
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right side, hilarity is the left side; Bliss is the 
self (trunk). Brahman is the tail that stabilises. 
Apropos of this here is a verse: 

Vijianam yajfiam tanute, knowledge actualises a 

sacrifice; for a man of knowledge executes it with faith 

etc. Hence knowledge is presented as the doer in (the 

expression) ‘““Knowledge actualises the sacrifice’. Api ca, 

and also; it karmani tanute, executes the duties. Since 

everything is accomplished by knowledge, it is reasonable 

to say that the cognitive self is Brahman. Moreover, 

sarve devah, all the gods, Indra and others; upasate, 
meditate on; vijnanam brahina, Brahman as conditioned 
by cognition; (which is) the jvestham, the first-born—-since 

it was born before all or because all actions presuppose 

it. That is to say, they meditate on that knowledge- 

Brahman, identifying themselves with it. Hence, through 

the worship of the Mahar Brahman, they become possessed 

of knowledge and glory. Cet, if; veda, one knows; that 

vijnanam brahma, Brahman as conditioned by cognition; 

and not only does one know, but also, cer, if, ma 

pramadyati tasmat, docs not err about that Brahman 

does not deviate from that Brahman. Since one is prone 
to thinking the external non-Selves as the Self, there arises 

the possibility of swerving from the thought of the 

knowledge-Brahman as _ identified with one’s Self; in 

order to bar out that possibility, the text says, “if one 

does not err about that Brahman’’, that is to say, if one 
has eschewed all ideas of identity of the physical selves 

etc., with his own Self and goes on thinking of the know 

ledge-Brahman as his Self. What will happen thereby ? 

The answer is: sarire padpmanah hitva, abandoning all sins
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in the body. All sins are verily caused by the identifica- 
tion of oneself with the body. And on the analogy of 

the removal of the shade, on the removal of the umbrella, 

their eradication 18 possible when their cause is removed 
as a result of the identification of onesclf with the 

knowledge-Brahman. So the meaning is this: /A/tvd sarire, 
having abandoned tn the body itself, all the physical 

papmanah, sins, that are caused by the identification of 

oneself with the body; and becoming identified with the 

knowledge-Brahman (.e. Hiranyagarbha); one samasinte, 

fully enjoys, through the cognitive self: sarvan kAaman, all 

desirable things, that are there in the knowledge- Brahman. 

Tas\a piirvasva, of the preceding one, of the mental 
self; esah eva atid. this is verily the self, that is lodged 
in the mental sartra, body, and 1s hence the sdarirah, 
embodied. Which? Yas esah, that which ts this: yvijfiana- 
mayah, the cognitive one. 

Tasmat vai ete., is as already explained From the 

context and from the use of the suffix, miayat (made of), 

‘it is to be understood that a conditioned self is implied 

by the word anandamuayah (made of bliss). For the 

conditioned selves—-made of food etc. --which are material, 

are dealt with here. And the self made of bliss also ts 
included in that context. Besides, the suffix miayat is used 
here in the sense of transmutation (and not abundance), 

as mn the case of @nundamaya. Hence the aGnandamaya is to 
be understood as «a conditioned self. This also follows 

from the fact of samkramana (attaining). The text will 

say, “He attains the self made of bliss” (IE. yu. 5). And 

things that are non-Selves and eifects are seen to be attained 

by others. Moreover, the self made of bliss is mentioned 

in the text as the object of the act of attaining, just as it 

71 ‘
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is in the text, annamavam atmanam upasanikramati, he 

attains the self made of food (II. viii. 5). Nor is the 

(unconditioned) Self attainable, since such an attainment 
iS repugnant to the trend of the passage and it is logically 

impossible. For the (unconditioned) Self cannot be attained 

by the Sclf, inasmuch as there is no split within the Self, 

and Brahman (the goal) is the Self of the attainer. Morc- 

over, (on the supposition that the unconditioned Self is 

spoken of), the fancying of head etc., becomes illogical. 
For the imagination of limbs, head etc , is not possible in 

one (Le. in the Self) which has the characteristics men- 

tioned earlier, which is the cause of space etc., and which 
is not included in the category of effects. And this is 
borne out by such Vedic texts, denying distinctive attributes 

in the Self, as the following: ‘(Whenever an aspirant gets 

fearlessly established) in this changeless, bodiless, inex- 
pressible, and unsupporting (Brahman)”’ (Tal. I. vil. 1), 

“It is neither gross nor minute”’ (Br. TIT. vii. 8), ““The Self 

is that which has been described as ‘not this’, ‘not this’”’ 

(Br. HT. ix. 26). This also follows from the tlogicality 
(otherwise) of quoting the (succeeding) mantra; for the 

quotation of the mantra, “If anyone knows Brahman as 
non-existing, he himself becomes non-existent” (Tai IT.vi.1), 

cannot be justified on the supposition that Brahman is 

directly perceived to be the self possessed of such limbs 
as joy for Its head, and so on, since on that supposition 

there cannot exist any such doubt as “Brahman does not 

exist’’. Besides, it is unjustifiable to refer separately to 
Brahman as the stabilising tail in ““Brahman is the stabilis- 
ing tail’. So the dnandamaya (made of bliss or blissful) 

adtma (self) belongs to the category of the conditioned 

ones; it is not the supreme Self. Ananda (bliss) is an
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effect of meditation and rites, and Gnandumayu is con- 

stituted by this bliss. And this self is more internal than 

the cognitive self, since it has been shown by the Upanisad 

to be indwelling the cognitive self which is the cause of 

sacrifices etc., Inasmuch as the fruit of meditation and 

rites 1s meant for the enjoyer,! tt must be the inmost of 

all; and the blissful self is the inmost as compared with 

the others. Further, this follows from the fact that medi- 

tation and rites are meant for the acquisition of joy etc., 

for meditation and rites are undertaken for joy etc. Thus 

since yoy etc., which are the fruits (or rites and meditation), 

are nearer to the Self, it is logical that they should be 

within the cognitive self; for the blissful self, revived by 

the impression of joy etc., is perceived in dream as 

sustamied by the cognitive self.” 

Tasva, of him, of the self made of bliss; the privam, 

joy arising from seeing such beloved objects as a son; Is 

the surah, head comparable to a head, because of its pre- 

emunence. Modah, enjoyment the joy that follows the 

acquisition of an object of desire. When that enjoyment 

reaches its acme it is pramodah, exhilaration. Anandah, 
Bliss pleasure in general, which is the soul (trunk) of the 
different limbs, (i.e. expressions) of happiness in the form 

of joy etc., for this dranda, (i.e. common Bliss), permeates 

them all. Ananda (Bliss) is supreme Brahman: for it is 
Brahman which manifests Itself in various mental modifica- 

tions, evoked by past good deeds, with regard to such 

limiting adjuncts as a son, a friend, etc., in the presence 

of which the mind, freed from tamas (gloom, darkness, 

1 Since enjoyment follows action. 
2“The self, possessed of joy etc , is not the primary self, since it is 

perceived by the witnessing Sclf in dream’*—-A.G.
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etc.), becomes placid. And this is known in the world 

as objective happiness. This happiness is momentary, 

since the result of past deeds that brings about those 

particular modifications of the mind 1s unstable. That 

being so, as much as that mind becomes purified through 

austerities that dispel tamias (indolence), and also through 

meditation, continence, and faith, so much do particular 

joys attain excellence and gain in volume in that calm and 

free mind. And this Upanisad will say, “That is verily 

the source of joy; for one becomes happy by coming in 

contact with that source of joy. This one, indeed, enlivens 

people” (Tat. I} vin. 1). There 1s also this other Vedic 

text to the point, “On a particle of this very Bliss other 

beings live’ (Br. 1V. ii. 32). Thus, too, it will be said that 

bliss increases a hundredfold in every successive stage, in 

proportion to the perfection of detachment from desires 

(Tat. IT. vin).! Thus, speaking from the standpoint of the 
knowledge of the supreme Brahman, Brahman is certainly 

the highest as compared with the blissful self that evolves 

gradually. ‘The Brahman under discussion -which 1s 

defined as “truth, knowledge, infinite’ (Tat. I. 1), for 

whose realisation have been introduced the five sheaths. 

commencing with the one made of food, which ts the 

inmost of them all, and by which they become endowed 
with their selves (entity) — that Arahma, Brahman, is 

puccham pratistha, the tail that stabilises. That non-dual 
Brahman, again, which 1s the farthest limit of all negation 

1}if the increase of bliss were dependent on things alone, the 

Upanisad would not speak of bliss with 1eference to a man of detach- 
ment as it does in fact in Ta: Il viii. In reality, bliss becomes higher 

in proportion as the heart becomes purer, calm, and more freed from 

objects, whereby it becomes abler to reflect the Bliss that 1s Brahman.
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of duality, superimposed by ignorance, is the support of 

the blissful self, for this self culminates in unity. (It 

follows, therefore, that) there does exist that Onc, the non- 

dual Brahman, as the farthest limit of the negation of 

duality, called up by ignorance, and this Brahman supports 

(the duality) like a tau Illustiative of this fact, too, here 

IS a verse: 

CHAPTER VI 

waaa awafs i = - waawaifa ae AT 
afea waift Az ara aa fagfefa 

TAT TT ATT ATT | a TaD | eaTaTSA- 
ea: | Vafasrae aA sca HeaeT Teel 3 | 
Hel fagray ate sco HaCaT 2 TI 

aisHlaad | Ag ca waaafa | FT aATsaera | 
a aqedeeay | SEX AaNAaa | ates ea acqeear 
qearafaad | daasfaea | eee eaTyad | 
fread aifaetd a. fasaa afar a faa 
alan Al aa ard a acaaaad | ated faa 
acacafacaraard aecag eatal wafa 11 211 

afa TSStsTaTsH: | 

1. If anyone knows Brahman as non-exist- 
ing, he himself becomes non-existent. If anyone 
knows that Brahman does exist, then they con-
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sider him as existing by virtue of that (know- 
ledge). 

Of that preceding (blissful) one, this one is 

the embodied self. Hence hereafter follow these 
questions: After departing (from here) does any 
ignorant man go to the other world (or does he 
not)? Alternatively, does any man of know- 
ledge, after departing (from here) reach the other 
world (or does he not)? 

He (the Self) wished, “‘Let me be many, let 
me be born. He undertook a deliberation. Hav- 
ing deliberated, he created all this that exists. 
That (Brahman), having created (that), entered 
into that very thing. And having entered there, 
It became the formed and the formless, the ce- 

fined and the undefined, the sustaining and the 
non-sustaining, the sentient and the insentient, 
the true and the untrue. Truth became all this 

that there is. They call that Brahman Truth. 
Pertaining to this, there occurs this verse: 

Sah, he; bhavati, becomes; asan eva, non-existing 

indeed——like something non-existent; just as a non-entity 

has no relation with any human objective, similarly, he 

remains dissociated from any human objective (viz libera- 

tion). Who is that? He who, cet, perchance; veda, knows; 

brahma, Brahman; asat iti, as non-existing. As opposed 
to that, cet veda, should he know, that thing; brahma iti, 

as Brahman; which is asti, does exist—as the basis of all
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diversification, the seed of all activity, though in Itself It 

is devoid of all distinctions, (then the knowers of Brahman 

consider him as existing). Why, again, should there be 

any apprehension of Its non-existence? We say that (this 
is sO, because) Brahman is beyond all empirical relation- 

ships. The intellect that is prone to think of existence with 

regard to everything, possessed of human value and having 

speech alone as its substance, may assume non-existence 

with regard to anything that is opposed to this and is 

transcendental. For instance, it is well known that a pot, 

comprehended as a thing that man can deal with, is true, 

while anything of an opposite nature is false. Thus, by a 

parity of reasoning, there may arise here an apprehension 

of the non-existence of Brahman. Therefore it 1s said, 
“if anyone knows that Brahman does exist’’. What again, 

will happen to one who knows Brahman as existing? That 
is being answered: Tatuh, because of that realisation of 

of existence; the knowers of Brahman viduh, know; exam, 

this one —who has this realisation; as santam, existing— 

as identified with the Self that is absolutely real, for he 

has become one with the Brahman that exists. The idea 

is that he becomes worthy to be known by others, just 

as Brahman is. Or (the alternative meaning Is) if a man 

thinks, “‘Brahman is non-existence’’, then that man, by his 

want of faith, apprehends the entire righteous path, 

consisting of the scheme of castes, stages of life, etc., as 

false (non-existing), inasmuch as that path is not calculated 
to lead him to Brahman. Hence this atheist is called asar, 

unrighteous-~in this world. As opposed to such a man, 

if anyone knows that “Brahman does exist’’, then, he, 

because of his faith, accepts truly the righteous path, 

comprising the scheme of castes, stages of life, etc., and
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leading to the realisation of Brahman. Since this ts so, 

tatah, therefore; the good people know this one as santa, 

treading the righteous path. The purport of the sentence 

is this: Because of this fact, Brahman is to be accepted 
aS existing. 

Tasya purvasya, of the preceding one’ of the cognitive 

one; esah eva, this one, indeed is: sarirah atma, the self 
existing in the body. Which is that? Yah esah, that which 

18 this one the self made of bliss. As to this self there 

1S no apprehension of non-existence. But Brahman’s non- 

existence may be suspected, since [t is devoid of all 

distinctions, and since It is common to all.! Since this is 

so, atah, therefore: atha, aferwards; there are these 

anuprasnah: prasnah means questions, by the disciple who 
is the hearer, and anu, means after; the questions after 

what the teacher has spoken are the anuprasnah. Brahman, 

being the cause of space ectc., 1s equally common to the 

man of knowledge and the ignorant man. Therefore, it 

may be suspected that the ignorant man, too, reaches 

Brahman. Ura has the meaning of api, used in introduc- | 
ing a question. Cana 1s used in the sense of ap: (implying 

even). Pretya, departing, from here; does kah cana 
avidyan, even one who 1s ignorant? gacchati, reach; anum 

lokam, that world— the Self? The question, “‘Or does he 

not go?’ is implied because of the use of the plural 
number in anuprasnah, questions put after the teacher’s 

instruction. The remaining two questions are with regard 

1Since Brahman pervades everything, Its utility should be pet- 

ceptible at every turn. But actually this 1s not so. Hence Its existence 

can be questioned. But dnandamaya’s (blissful self’s) existence 1s not 

doubted in this sense. Hence dnandamaya is not the subject-matter 

of the verse quoted above.
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to the enlightened man. If the ignorant man fails to 

reach Brahman, though It is the common source of all, 

then the attainment of Brahman by an enlightened man 

may as well be doubted. Hence with regard to him is the 

question’ Aho vidvan etc. Does huh cit, someone; who 

is a vidvan, enlightened man knower of Brahman; prertsa, 
departing, from here; anuan lokam samasnute, reach the 

other world? In the expression samasnaute u, the e (in fe) 

is replaced by av, of which the vy having been dropped 

out. the a becomes Iengthened, and the expression be- 

comes saauasnuta u. And the letter «“, occurring later, 
should be transferred from the bottom and the letter ra 

should be detached from uta, occurring earlier, (to form 

anew word uta). Placing this (new) wa before the word 

aho, the question 1s being put: Ufa aho vidvan ete., or 
does the enlightened man attam the other world? The 
other question is: “Or does the enlightened man not attain 

it, yust as the 1gnorant man docs not?’ Alternatively, 
there are only two questions relating to the enlightened 

and unenlightened men. The plural occurs with reference 

to other questions that may crop up by implication. 
From hearing, “If one knows Brahman, as non-existing”, 

and ‘of one knows that Brahman docs exist’’, the doubt 

arises as to whether It exists or does not exist. From 

that, by implication, crops up this first question after the 

teacher’s instruction: ““‘Does Brahman cxist or does {t 

not?” The second one is: “Since Brahman is impartial, 
does the unenlightened man reach It or does he not?” 

F ven if Brahman ts equal to all, Jts non-attainment, 1n the 

case of the enlightened man, can be suspected as much as 

in the case of the unenlightened one: and hence the third 

question following on the teacher’s instruction, is, “‘Does
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the man of knowledge attain or does he not?’ The 

succeeding text is introduced for arswering these questions. 

Apropos of this, existence is being first spoken of. 

It remains to be explained as to what kind of truth is 

meant in the assertion that was made thus: “Brahman is 

truth, knowledge, infinite’. Hence it is being said: 

Brahman’s truth is affirmed by speaking of Its existence; 

for it is asserted that the existing is the true (an echo of 

Ch. VI. ut. 1). Therefore, the very affirmation of existence 

amounts to an avowal of reality. How is tt known that 

this text bears such an import? From the trend of the 

words of this text. For the succeeding sentences, such as 

‘They call that Brahman truth” (Tat. Il. vi. 1), “‘CWho, 

indeed, will inhale and who exhale) if this Bliss (Brahman) 

be not there in the supreme space (within the heart)?” 

Objection: -While on this topic, the suspicion arises 
that Brahman 1s non-existent. Why? Because whatever 

exists 1s perccived as possessed of distinctive attributes, as 

for instance a pot etc. Whatever 1s non-existent is not 

perceived, as for instance the horn of a hare etc. Brahman 

is not perceived in that way. So Brahman docs not exist, 

since It is not perceived as possessed of distinguishing 

attributes. 

Answer: This is not tenable, since Brahman is the 

cause of space etc. It is not a fact that Brahman does not 

exist. Why? Since all the products of Brahman, such as 

space etc., are perceived. I[t is a matter of common expert- 

ence in this world that any thing from which something is 
produced does exist, as for instance, earth, seed, etc., which 

are the causes of a pot, a sprout, etc. So Brahman does 

exist, since It is the cause of space etc. Nor js any effect 

perceived in this world as having been produced from non- 

°
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entity. If such effects as name and form had originated 

from nonentity, they should not have been perceived 

since they have no reality. But, as a matter of fact, they are 

perceived. Hence Brahman exists. Should any effect 

originate from nonentity, it should remain soaked in un- 

reality even while being perceived. But facts point other- 

wise. Therefore Brahman exists. Pertaining to this another 

Vedic text——‘‘How can a thing, that exists, come out of a 

thing that does not?” (Ch.VLit.2) —points out the logical 

impossibility of the creation of something out of nothing. 

Therefore, it stands to reason that Brahman js a reality. 

Objection: As to that, should Brahman be the cause 

like earth, seed, etc., It will be insentient. 

Answer: No, since It is capable of desiring. It is not 

certainly a matter of experience that one who can desire 

can be insenttent. And we have said that Brahman is, indeed 

omnisctent: and so it is but reasonable that It should be 
capable of desiring. 

Objection: Since Brahman has desires, It has wants 

like ourselves. 
Answer: Not so, for It is independent. Such defects 

as desire cannot impel Brahman to action, just as they do 

others, by subjecting them to their influence. What then 

ure these (desires of Brahman)? They are by nature truth 

and knowledge, and they are pure by virtue of their identity 

with Brahman.! Brahman 1s not impelled to action by them. 

1“Brahman, as ieflected on Maya, is the material cause of the 
world, and It is possessed of desires that are the modifications of Maya 

But these modifications are not distinguishable from truth and know- 

ledge, since they are permeated by Consciousness that is not subject 

{to ignorance etc.; and they are pure, since they are untouched by 

unrighteousness etc. by virtue of their non-distinction from Brahman.”’ 

-A.G.
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But Brahman ordains them in accordance with the results 

of actions of the creatures. Therefore, Brahman has inde- 

pendence with regard to desires. So Brahman has no want. 

And this follows also from the fact of Brahman’s non- 

dependence on any other means. To explatn, Brahman 

has no dependence on accessories etc., as others have 

whose desires are not identified with themselves but are 

dependent on such causes as righteousness, and require 

the extraneous body and senses as their instruments. How 

do they exist then (in Brahman)? They are non-different 

from Itself! That fact is stated in safe aAdmayata: sah, 
the Self from which space originated; ak@mayuta, desired. 

How? Bah svain: syam, T shall become, bahu, many. 

Objection: How can the One become many, unless 

It enters into something clse? 

The answer iS in prajayeya, “E shall be born”. The 

multiplication here does not refer to becoming something 

extraneous as one does by begetting a son. How then? 

Through the manifestation of name and form that are 

latent in Itself. When name and form, existing latently | 

in the Self, get manifested, they evolve into all the states 

by retayning their intrinsic nature as the self and remaining 
indistinguishable from Brahman in time and space. Then 

that evolution of name and form 1s (what is called) the 

appearance of Brahman as many. I[n no other way can 

one justify either the cvolution of Brahman as a plurality, 

or Its finitude. Its finitude and plurality are just as in the 

1“Since Maya, as possessed of the impressions of desires, has 

identity with Brahman (through superimposition), the desires, that 

are the modifications of this Maya, have also identity with Brahman. 

Therefore, there 1s no need for a physical body, etc.”’ (for making possi- 

ble the existence of desires in Brahman, as it isin our case)—A.G.
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case of (the delimitation and diversification of ) space, 

where these are the creations of extraneous factors. Hence 

the Self becomes multiple through these alone. For no 

such subtle, disconnected and remote thing exists as a 
non-Self, in the past, present, or future, which is different 

from the Self and separated from It by time or space. 

Therefore, it 15 because of the Self (i.c. Brahman) that 

name and form have their betng under all circumstances, 

but Brahman does not consist of them. They aie said to 

be essentially Brahman, since they cease to exist when 
Brahman is chminated. And as conditioned by these two 

hmiting adjuncts, Brahman enters as a factor into all em- 

pirical dealings involvmg such words as knowledge, 

knower, and knowable, as also their implications ete. 

Having such a desire, sah, He -that Self; tapaul 
atapyata: by tapah is meant knowledge since another 

Vedic text says, ““He whose tapah consists of knowledge” 

(Mu. 1.1.9), and since the other kind of fape/ (austerity) 

is Out of place in one in whom all desires remain fulfilled. 
That kind of tapah, knowledge, he ataprata, practised. 

The idea ws that the Self reflected on the plan etc.. of the 

creation of the world. Sah tapah taptva, He, having 1c¢- 
flected thus: asjata, created; in consonance with such 

contributory factors as the results of actions of creatures; 

idam sarvam, all this; vat idam Aint ca, whatever there 1s, 

without any exception —this universe, together with space, 

time, name, and form as He perceived it, and as it is per- 

ceived by all beings under all circumstances. Brahman, 

srstva, having created; rat, that, this world. What did He 

do? The answer is: tat eva, into that very world — which 

had been created; anupravisat, He entered. 

With regard to this, it is a matter for consideration as
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to how He entered. Did the Creator enter in the very form 

of the Creator or in some other form? Which ts the reason- 

able position ? 

Psuedo-Vedantist: From the use of the suffix Aftva 

(-ing), it follows that the Creator Himself entered. ! 

Objection: Js that not logical, since on the sup- 

position that Brahman is a (material) cause in the same 
sense as clay is, the effects are non-different from Brahman ? 

For it is the cause that becomes transformed into the 

effect. Hence it is illogical that, after the production of 

the effect, the cause should enter over again into the effect 

as a separate entity, as though it had not done so already.- 
Apart from being shaped tnto a pot, the clay has no other 

entiy into the pot, to be sure. 

Pseudo-Vedantist: Just as earth, in the form of dust, 

enters into a pot (made of earth), similarly, the Self can 

enter into name and form under some other guise. And 

this also follows from another Vedic text, ““Entering in the 

form of this tndividual soul’? (Ch. WI. ut. 2). 

Objection: This is not proper, since Brahman ts one. 

In the case of earth, however, it is possible to enter into 

a pot in the form of dust, since lumps of earth are many 

and have parts, and since powder of earth has places still 

not penetrated by it. In the case of the Self, however, 

there cannot possibly be any entry, since It is one at the 

1 Grammar indicates that the finite verb and the verb ending with 

ktva (-ing), 11 the same sentence, refer to the same nominative. 

2The action denoted by the verb having the suffix k/vd precedes 
the action of the finite verb. This is not possible here, since the 

production of the effect and the entry of the cause into tt are simul- 

taneous.
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same time that It has no dimension and has nowhere to 
enter into. 

Pseudo-Vedantist: What kind of entry will it be 

then? The fact of entry has to be upheld anyhow in view 
of the Upanisadic statement: ‘‘He entered into that very 

thing.” That being so, Brahman may as well have dimen- 

sions, and having dimensions, it 1s but proper that Brah- 

man’s entry into name and form should be like that of a 

hand into the mouth. 
Objection: No, since there ts no empty space. For 

Brahman, which has become transformed into effects, has 

no other space, apart from that occupied by the effects, 

consisting of name and form, which is devoid of It and 

into which It can enter as an individual soul. Should It 

(i.e. Brahman as the individual soul) enter into the cause 

(viz Brahman as such),! It will cease to be an individual 
soul, just as a pot ceases to be a pot on entering into (Le. 

on being reduced to) carth. Hence the text, ““He entered 

into that very thing’, cannot justifiably imply entry into 

the cause. 

Pseudo-Vedantist: Let (the entry be into) another 

effect. The text, ““He entered into that very thing,’ means 

that one effect, viz the individual soul, entered into an- 

other effect, viz name and form. 

Objection: No, since this involves a contradiction; for 
a pot does not become merged into another pot. Besides, 

this runs counter to the Vedic texts that speak of their 

distinction: so that the Vedic texts that reaffirm the differ- 

ence of the individual soul from the effect, name and form, 

Brahman is the common cause of everything including the 
individual souls. Now, the individual soul may enter into Brahman 

which, though transformed as name and form, 1s sull its cause.
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will be contradicted. Furthermore, if the soul merges 

into name and form, liberation will be impossible. — [rt 

does not stand to reason that one merges into what one 

trices to get freed from. The freedom of a thief, when 

captiuicd, does not lie in his entering into the fetters. 
Pseudo-Vedantist. Suppose Brahman 1s transformed 

Into two parts, external and internal. To explain, that 

very Bralyman, which is the cause, has become diversified 

as the receptacle in the shape of body ete., and as the thing 

contained in the shape of the embodied soul. 

Objection: No, for entry is possible only for what 

is outside Not that a thing that 1s (naturally) comprised 

within another is said to have entered there. The entry 

should be of something that is outside, for the word entry 

(pravesa) is seen to carry that sense, as for instance in the 

sentence, “He entered into the house after erecting it.” 

Pseudo-Vedantist. The entry may be like that of 

reflections, 2s of the sun eic., in water. 

Olyection: No, since Brahman is not limited, and 

since It has no configuration. A thing that is limited and has 

features can be reflected on something else which 1s by natuie 

transparent, as for instance, the sun etc., can be reflected on 

water; but of the Self there can be no reflection, since It has 

no form. Moreover, the entry of the Self in the torm of a 

reflection is not possible, since the Self is all-pervasive, being 
the cause of space ete., and since there is no other substance 

Which can hold the Self’s reflection by being placed some- 

Where unconnected with the Self. This being so, there is no 

entry whatsoever. Nor do we find any other mterpretation 
pussible tor the text ‘““He entered into that very thing.” And 

a Vedic text is meant to enlighten us about supersensuous 

realities. But from thts sentence, not even diligent people can
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derive any enlightenment. Well, then, this sentence, “Having 

created it, He entered into that very thing,’ has to be dis- 

carded, since it conveys no meaning. 

Vedantist's answer: No, (it need not be discarded). 
As the sentence bears a different meaning, why should there 

be this discussion that is out of context? You should re- 

member the other meaning which ts imphed in this sentence 

and which ts the subject under discussion here, as stated in 

the text: “The knower of Brahman attains the highest. 

Brahman is truth, knowledge, and infinite. Fle who knows 

(hat Brahman) as*existing in the intellect (lodged in the 
supreme space in the heart)” (Tat. ff. 4.) The knowledge 

sought to be imparted is of that Brahman, and that ts also 

(he topre under discussion. And the effects, beginning with 
space and ending with the body made of food, have been 

introduced with a view to inducing knowledge about the 

nature of that Brahman, and the topic started with is also 

the knowledge of Brahman. Of these, the self made of the 

vital force indwells and ts different from the self made of 

food: within that is the self made of mind and the self made 

of onteHect. Thus (by stages) the self has been made to enter 

inte the cavity of the intellect. And there, again, has been 

presented a distinct self that is made of bliss. After this, 

through the comprehension of the blissful self which acts as 

a pointer (to the Bliss Brahman), one has to realise, within 
this very cavity of the heart, that Self as the culmination of 

the prowth of bliss, which is Brahman (conceived of) as the 

stabilising tail (of the blissful self), which is the support of 

all modifications and which 1s devoid of all modifications. 

{t is with this idea that the entry of the Self is assumed. 

Inasmuch as Brahman has no distinctive attribute, [t cannot 

be realised anywhere else. I[t is a matter of experience that
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knowledge of a thing is dependent on its association with 

distinct entities. Just as the knowledge of Rahu arises from 

its association with the distinct entities, the sun and the 

moon,! similarly, the association of the Self with the cavity of 

the internal organ causes the knowledge of Brahman, for 

the internal organ has proximity (to the Self) and the power 

of illumination. Just as pot etc., are perceived when in contact 
with light, so also the Self is perceived when in contact with 

the light of tntellectual conviction.2 Hence it suits the con- 

text to say that the Self is lodged in the cavity of the intellect 
which is the cause of Its experience. In the present passage, 

however, which is a sort of elaboration of that theme, the 

Same idea 1s repeated in the form, “Having created it, He 

entered into that very thing.” Jar, that very Brahman Itself 

—which is the cause of space; and which srstvd, after creating, 

the effect; has entered into the creation, as it were; is per- 

ceived, within the cavity of intellect, as possessed of such 

distinctions as being a seer, a hearer, a thinker, a knower, 

etc. That, indecd, is Its entry. Hence Brahman, as the cause 

of this phenomenon, must exist. Accordingly, just because 

It exists, It should be apprehended as such. 

What did It do after entering creation? It abhavat, 

became; sat ca, the formed (gross); fyat ca, and the formless 

1 Rihu is a mythological being that has no limb except a head. 

During eclipses it swallows the sun or the moon, and then alone 

we are conscious of its existence 

2A thing becomes iWumined with the light of knowledge, only 

when the internal organ is in contact with it, but not otherwise. A 

reflecting medium must be transparent enough to catch an image 

properly. The intellect alone can reflect the Self best. Again, light 
removes darkness, though both are insentient, similarly, intellectual 
conviction removes ignorance, though both are insentient. The intellect 

cannot reveal Brahman objectively.
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(subtle). The formed and the formless, existing in the Self 

in their state of unmanifested name and form, are manifested 

by the indwelling Self: and even when manifested and known 

as the formed and the formless, they still continue to be 
inseparable from the Self in time and space. Having this 

fact in view, it ts said that the Self became these two. More- 

over, the (Self became) niruktani ca aniruktam ca, the de- 
tinable and the undefinable. Nirukta is that which is defin- 

able as “this is that’, by distinguishing it from things of tts 

own class as also from things of other classes, and by associat- 

ing it with a certain time and space. Anirukta is its opposite. 

Niurukta and anirukta, too, are but attributes of the formed 

and the formless. Just as the formed and the formless are 
the visible and invisible, so also are the nifayanam ca ani- 

layananica, the sustaining and the non-sustaining. Nilavana 

Means a nest, a sustaining thing; and this ts an attribute of 

the formed. Anifavana, a non-sustaining thing —is opposed 

to that (nilavana) and ts an attribute of the formless. Though 

invisible, undefinable, and non-sustaining are the attributes. 

of the formless, they relate only to the manifested, for they 

ure referred to in the Vedas as occurring after creation. By 

tyat, the formless, are meant the vital force etc.; and they, 

again, are inexpressible as well as non-sustaining. So all 

these adjectives belonging to the formless, relate to the mani- 

tested (created). Vijfadnam is sentient, and avi/fanam is de- 

void of sentience, insentient stone etc. It follows from the 
context that satyarn is veracity as found in empirical dealings, 

and not absolute truth. For the absolute truth 1s only one, 

which is Brahman. But here the relative truth, as found in 

the empirical world, is referred to; as for instance, water 

is said to be true in comparison with the water in a mirage 

which is false. Asrtam, untruth, is the opposite of that.
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What is it that abhavat, became, all this? That which is 

satyam, the absolute truth. What is that, again? It is Brah- 

man; for it is Brahman that has been introduced as the topic 

of discussion by the sentence, “‘Brahman is truth, knowledge, 

infinite.” The knowers of Brahman acaksate call it satyam, 

truth, because it is the one Brahman, called satya, truth; 
that abhavat, became; yat kim ca idam, all this that there 

is—all modifications, without any exception, starting with 

the visible and the invisible, all of which are the features of 

the formed and the formless—there being no existence of 

any of these modifications of name and form apart from 

that Brahman. 

The question that was mooted after the teacher's instruc- 

tion concerned existence and non-existence. As an answer 

to this, it has becn said that the Self desired, “‘I shal] become 

many.” He created, in accordance with Hts wish, such prod- 

ucts as space ctc., which are characterised as the visible. 

and invisible ctc., and then He entered into them to appear 

as many through His acts of seeing, hearing, thinking, and 

knowing. Hencc it is implied thereby that the Self must be 

accepted as existing, since It is the cause of space etc., exists 

in this creation, is lodged in the supreme space within the 
cavity of the heart, and is perceived through Its diverse 

reflections on the mental concepts.! 

Tat, pertaining to this concerning this idea expres- 

sed in the brafunana portion; esah slokah bhavati, occurs 
this verse. Just as in the preceding five chapters occurred 

verses expressive of the selves, counting frem the one 

1 The mental concepts are “I am a doer”, “I am an enjoyer”, 

etc.; and these, again, being the different appearances of the Itght 

of the Self, reveal the Self in Its conditioned form, and not in Its 

unconditioned essence.
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constituted by food, so, too, is there this verse which 
indicates through Its effects the existence of the Self 
that indwells everything. 

CHAPTER VII 

HAST SAAT Ald | Ad + Aaa | 
AMCHATS TAMAHET | AeATaATHFAA EAT cha | 

ae da STH 1 wat a a1 wa Waa 
meeatssaeal Wafa | Bl Malar: Ayr | aeT 
ATHTT AAA TF TITT | UT Barssaeagifa | war 
aaq vaferaaeasarceasiterastroaisad sfassi 
faad | aa atsua wal wafa 1) aat wag vafeq- 
AAT HRI | HT aa wa wafa | away wa 
fagaisararaea | aacag erat Wafs 1 etl 

afa acaatsaaray: | 
1. In the beginning all this was but the un- 

manifested (Brahman). From that emerged the 

manifested. That Brahman created Itself by It- 
self. Therefore It is called the self-creator. 

That which is known as the self-creator is 
verily the source of joy; for one becomes happy 
by coming in contact with that source of joy. 
Who, indeed, will inhale, and who will exhale, 
if this Bliss be not there in the supreme space
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(within the heart). This one, indeed, enlivens 

(people). For, whenever an aspirant gets fear- 
lessly established in this unperceivable, becdiless 
inexpressible, and unsupporting Brahman, he 

reaches the state of fearlessness. For, whenever 

the aspirant creates the slightest difference in It, 
he is smitten with fear. Nevertheless, that very 
Brahman is a terror to the (so-called) leained 
man who lacks the unitive outlook. 

Illustrative of this is this verse here: 

Asat vai idam agre asit, in the beginning all this was but 

the unmanifested (Brahman). By the word asat is meant the 

unconditioned Brahman as contrasted with the state 1n which 

distinctions of name and form become manifested. Not that 

absolute non-existence (the root meaning of the word, «asar) 

is meant, for the existent cannot come out of the non-exis-° 

tent. /dam, this, standing for the manifested world possess- 

ed of the distinctions of name and form: agre, in the begin- 

ning—before creation; asit asat, was but Brahman that could 

be called asat. Tatah, from that—from that unconditioned; 

vai, indeed: sat that which is distinguished by manifested 

name and form; aj@yuta was born. Is the effect entirely 

separated from that (cause), just as a son is from the father? 

The answer is being given negatively: T7at, that which 1s 

called the unconditioned (Brahman); svayam, Itself; aAuruta, 

created; Gtmanam, Itself. Since this is so, tasmat, therefore; rat, 

that Brahman Itself; ucyate, is called; sukrtam, selfcreator.} 

1 Sukrtam (standing for svakrta) should mean self-created. But 
Sankara takes it as a Vedic licence for self-creator”—A.G.
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By virtue of being the cause of everything, Brahman is 
well recognised in this world as the self-creator. Or, since 

Brahman Itself created everything by virtue of Its being every- 

thing, therefore that very Brahman, which is the cause from 

the standpoint of virtue as well, is called suwkrta (merit).! 

At all events, whether the meaning of sukrta be ‘‘merit’’ 

or it be the other one (self-creator) a cause which is related 

to the fruit etc. is familiarly known tn the world as sukrta. 

That universal recognition is possible only if there is an eternal 

consciousness acting as the cause. Hence, from the universal 

fact of the admission of sukrta, it follows that Brahman exists. 

It exists because of this further reason. Of which 

reason? Since It is the source of joy. How 1s Brahman well 

known as the source of joy? The answer is: Yat vai tat 

sukrtam, that which is known as the self-creator; rasah vai 
sah, is verily the rasah (a source of joy). Rasah stands for 

anything that is a means for satisfaction, 1.e. a source of joy, 

such as sweet and sour things which are well known to be 

so in the world. Hi, since, :asaim labdhya, begetting a thing of 

joy; avam bhavati, one becomes, Gnand?, happy. A nonentity 

is not seen in this world to be a cause of happiness. Inasmuch 
as those Brahmanas (who have realised Brahman) are seen 

to be as happy as one is from obtaining an external source 

of joy—though, in fact, they do not take help of any external 

means of happiness, make no effort, and cherish no desire—it 

follows, as a matter of course, that Brahman 1s the source of 

of their joy. Hence there does exist that Brahman which is 

full of joy2 and is the spring of their happiness. 

1 SuArta (lit. well done) means merit, which 1s one of the causes of 
creation. 

2 Taking the expression, rasavaf, to mean “like a juice, i.e a 
sweet thing’”’ (instead of “‘full of joy’), the concluding portion may be
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Brahman exists because of this additional reason. Of 

which? Since such actions as exhaling areseen. This body, 

too, of a living being, exhales through that function of the 

vital force called prana and tinhales through that other called 

aupana. Thus are the body and senses, in their association, 

seen to perform theit vital and organic functions. This 

achievement of unity for serving a common purpose is not 

possible unless there is an intelligence whichis nota part of 

this conglomeration. For such is not the case anywhere 

else.! That fact is being stated: yar, if; esah anandah, this 

Bliss; xa syat, should not be there; akdse, in the (supreme) 

space—that is lodged in the cavity of the heart; then in this 

world, Aah hi eva, who, indeed; anyat, should inhale— should 
perform the function of apana; or kah pranyat, who should 

exhale—should perform the function of prana? Therefore 

that Brahman exists. People’s happiness is caused by that 

very entity for whose purpose there are such activities of the 

body and senses, as exhaling etc., How? Esal hi eva, this 

one—this supreme Self—indeed; aduandayati (is the same as 

dnandayati), enlivens—people, in accordance with their’ 

merit. The idea is this: That very Self, which is Bliss by 

nature, is thought of as limited and diversified by people 
because of their ignorance. 

That Brahman exists as the cause of fear and fearless- 

ness of the men of 1gnorance and knowledge (respectively). 

For fearlessness comes as a result of taking refuge in something 

that exists, whereas fear cannot cease by resorting to some- 

translated thus: “Brahman, which 1s the spring of their happiness just 
as a sweet thing ts.” 

1 Building materials themselves, for instance, do not erect a struc- 

ture. A house stands there because somebody built it and yet did not 

form a part of it.
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thing that does not exist. How does Brahman become the 

cause Of fearlessness? The answer is: AH, since; yadda eva, 
at the very time that esah, this one —an aspirant; efasmin, 

in this one —in Brahman. (Brahman) of what kind? Adrsye: 
drsya is anything that is meant to be seen, that is to say, any 
modification; for a modification 1s meant to be perceived; 

what is not a drsya is adrsya, i.e. changeless. In this adrsye, 

changeless, that which ts not an object of cognition. Andatniye, 

in the unembodied. Since It is rmperceptible, It is incorpor- 

eal. Since It is incorporeal, It is aniruktam, inexpressible. 
Anything possessed of attributes can alone be expressed in 

words, and anything possessed of attributes is mutable, 

whereas Brahman is changeless, It being the source of all 

modifications. Hence, It is inexpressible. That being so, 

It is anilayanam: nilayana is a nest, refuge; anilayana is the 

opposite of that; It is not the sustainer. The meaning of the 

sentence is: (When) in that entity which is this changeless, 

unembodied, inexpressible, unsustaining Brahman, (the as- 

pirant) vindate, gets; pratistham, stability, Self-absorption; 

*abhayam, in a fearless way. The word, abhayain (fearlessly), 

is used adverbially (to modify the verb vindate, gets); 

or it has to be changed in gender to abhayam fearless) 

to qualify the noun (pratistham, stability). (When the 
aspirant gets this fearless stability in Brahman) atha, then; 

since he does not see then diversity that is the creation 

of ignorance and is the cause of fear, thercforc, sah, he; 

abhayam gatah bhavati, becomes established in fearlessness. 

When he becomes established in his true nature, then he 

does not see anything else, does not hear anything else, 

does not know anything else. Someone gets afraid of 
someone else, but it is not logical that the Self should 

be afraid of the Self. Hence the Self is the source of
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fearlessness for the Self. There are Brahmanas to be found 
who are free of fear from all quarters. This would be un- 

justifiable if Brahman, the protector from fear were not there, 

at the same time that the causes of fear persisted. There- 

fore, from the fact of noticing their fearlessness, it follows 

that Brahman exists as the source of that intrepidity. When 

does that aspirant reach fearlessness? When he does not 

perceive anything else and does not create any antaram, differ- 

ence, in the Self, then he attains fearlessness. This is the idea. 

On the contrary, /i/, since; yada, when, in the state of 
ignorance; esah, this one, the ignorant man; sees in this Self 
something, presented by nescience, like the vision of a second 

moon seen by a man suffering from the eye-disease called 

timira: and efasmin, in this, in Brahman; Aurute, he creates; 

ut aram, even a Slight; anvtaram, hole, difference--since the 

perception of differetnce is the cause o: fear,! it means that 

even if he sees the slightest difference— atha, then, because 

of that seeing of difference; rasya, for that soul that perceives 

difference; bhayam bhavati, fear crops up. So the Self alone 

is the cause of fear for the ignorant man himself. The Upa- 

nisad states that very fact here: 7u, nevertheless; fat eva, 
that very Brahman; is béayam, a terror; vidusah, to the man 

of (apparent) learning, who perceives difference: that very 

Brahman, when perceived through a sense of duality and 

called God, becomes a terror for the (apparently) learned 

man who knows thus, “God is different from me, and I am 

a worldly creature different from God,”’ and who creates the 

slightest difference—(a terror) amanvanasya, for that un- 

thinking (learned) man, who does not view from the stand- 

point of unity. Accordingly, the man who does not realise 

1 Another reading is bhedadarsanam eva hi antarakaranam—‘the 
seeing of difference itself 1s the creator of difference’’.
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the entity of the Self as one and undifferentiated is really 
unenlightened, though he may be learned. Anyone who 

considers oneself destructible becomes struck with fear at 

the very sight of a destructive agency. A destroyer (in the 

ultimate analysis) can be so, only if it is itself indestructible. ! 

Now, if there be no cause of destruction, there should be no 

such fear in the destructible as issues from a perception of a 
destroyer. The whole world, however, is seen to be stricken 

with fear. Therefore, from the perceived fact of fear in the 

world, it follows that there does exist a terrifying thing which 

1s an indestructible agency of destruction, because of which 

the world shudders. 

Expressive of this idea, too, there is this verse: 

CHAPTER VIII 

WgseATaTa: TAT 1 Aaa AT: 
AMorsearahaeaerea | qeaetafa cay fa | 

asrssteaca HTATzaT waft i | aa eareara- 
qarsemta: | sifetsat efesal afess:1 aedta grat 
aati faaea gut cata | A UT ATTN ataea: | 

G Me ATT ara ear: Wk a TAAL ASAT HATO. 
Ararat: | aifraca araragaea | a oO ae wWasa- 

TIAA: | A UAl saMesanaaea: | 
1 The ultimate cause of fear must itself be indestructible, synce a 

contrary supposition will lead to an infinite regress. And such an 
eternal agent is Brahman.
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faa AaHAsaey | AF A Wa SaTepaoaacad: | 

a un: faut farateoreraraaa: 1 attract 
apiyedea | at ot aed frat facolealararar- 
Tat. | @F UH ATAAAAT FaAarTavara: ul 2 ti 

Dyqeg AEA | FF PARA Fatar- 
Waar: | AF UH: HAAaAT TaTAT AAs: | A BATT 
aarafaata | sifraeaq areTagaea it oa a Wa 
pyeari TaAAarat: | -F UH savararara: | 
siffaeg aretazaea | a o We FavATArAeaT: | 
QT Us PReASSAKa: U ZU ApITy APHIATAET | 
a a wafaereaissarear: | | THT TeeTARTAKa: 
mfaqey aETagaea | ot A MA TeeTaUAay: | 
quR: TATTATA a: | wMifasred waTAgdea | ta 
qd AaTTaaaeayt: | A VHT aT araea: | aTta- 
AeQ AHTACAET 1 1 

1-4. Out of His fear the Wind blows. Out 
of tear the Sun rises. Out of His fear runs Fire, 

as also Indra, and Death, the fifth. 

This, then, is an evaluation cf that Bliss: 

Suppose there is a young man—in the prime 
of life, good, learned, most expeditious, most 

strongly built, and most energetic. Suppose there
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lies this earth for him filled with wealth. This 
will be one unit of human joy.' If this human 
joy be multiplied a hundred times. it is one joy 
of the man-Gandharvas, and so also cf a follow- 

er of the Vedas unaffected by desires. If this 
joy of the man-Gandharvas be multiplied a hun- 
dred times, it is one joy of the divine-Gandharvas, 
and so also of a follower of the Vedas unaffected 
by desire. If the joy of the divine-Gandharvas 
be increased a hundredfold, it is one joy of the 
manes whose world is everlasting, and so of a 
follower of the Vedas untouched by desire. If 
the joy of the manes that dwell in the everlast- 
ing world be increased a hundredfold, it is one 
joy of those that are born as gods in heaven, 
and so of a follower of the Vedas untouched by 
desire. If the joy of those that are born as gods 
in heaven be multiplied a hundredfold, it 1s one 
joy of the gods called the Karma-Devas, who 
reach the gods through Vedic rites, and so of a 
follower of the Vedas unaffected by desire. If the 
joy of the gcds, called the Karma-Devas, be multi- 

plied a hundredfold, it 1s one joy of the gods, and 
so of a follower of the Vedas untarnished by 
desire. If the joy of the gods be increased a hun- 
dred times, it is one joy of Indra, and so of a 

1A unit of measurement for the estimation of Bliss.
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follower cf the Vedas untouched by desire. If the 
joy of Indra be multiplied a hundredfold, it is one 
joy of Brhaspati and so of a follower of the Vedas 
unaffected by desire. If the joy of Brhaspati be 
increased a hundred times, it is one joy of Virat, 
and so of a follower of the Vedas untarnished by 
desire. If the joy of Virat be multiplied a hundred 
times, it is one joy of Hiranyagarbha, and so Is it 
of the follower of the Vedas unsullied by desire. 

Bhisa, through fear; asmat, of Him,; vatah pavate, (the 

vod of ) Wind blows. BhAisa, through fear; udeti, rises: siiryah, 

the Sun. Bhis@ axsmat, through fear of Him; dhavati, runs; 

agnih, ca Indrah ca, Fire as also Indra; (and) mrtyuh paiica- 
mah, Death, the fifth. Since Wind etc., greatly adorable 

and lordly though themselves they are, engage regularly in 
such highly strenuous works as blowing, it is reasonable to 

conclude that this is possible on the supposition of a ruler 

because of whom they have their disciplined activity. Since 

they engage in their duties out of fear of this Brahman, just 

as servants do out of fear of a king, therefore, Brahman does 

exist as their ruler as a terrifying entity. 

And that Brahman, the source of fear, is Bliss. Esa 
bhavati, this is; a mimamsa, evaluation; Gnandasya, of the 

Bliss, that is the aforesaid Brahman. What is there to be 

assessed about the Bliss? The answer is: The Bliss can be 

studied thus from this point of view; whether [t arises from 

the contact of subject and object, as is the case with worldly 

bliss, or whether It is natural. As to that, the worldly bliss 

attains excellence owing to a concurrence of external and 

internal means. The bliss, thus attained, is being instanced
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here as an approach to the Bliss that is Brahman; for through 

this familiar bliss can be approached the Bliss that is com- 

prehended by. an intellect, free from objective thought. Even 

worldly bliss is a particle of the Bliss that is Brahman, which 
becomes transmuted into impermanent worldly bliss, con- 

sequent on knowledge becoming covered up by ignorance, 
and ignorance becoming successively thicker according as the 
individuals, starting with Hiranyagarbha, think diversely of 

this Bliss under the impulsion of the result of their past 

actions and in conformity with their past contemplations. 

Again, according as ignorance and desire become attenuated, 

that very Bliss appears to the vision of one, who is learned, 

versed in the Vedas, and free from passion, as rising higher 

and higher a hundredfold each time, in the planes starting 

with that of the man-Gandharvas, till the bliss of Htranya- 

garbha is reached. But when the division of subject and 
object is eliminated by enlightenment, there is only the all- 

pervading and intrinsic Bliss that is one without a second. 

In order to impart this idea, the text says: yuvd syat etc. 
" Yuva, a youth—once in the prime of life. Sadhu yuva is 
an adjective of youth, and means one who is both young and 

good. A youth may be bad, and a good man may not be 

young. Hence the specification, “Suppose there is a young 
man who is a good youth.” Adhvayakah, is one who has studied 

the Vedas. Asisthah, the best ruler or the quickest in action. 
Drdhisthah, most hardy (i.e. having all the senses intact). 

Balisthah, strongest. (Suppose the youth is) blessed with 

such physical accessories. (And let there be) tasya, for him, 

iyam sarva prthivt, this whole earth; pirnd filled, enriched; 

vittasya, (should rather be vitrena), with wealth—with seen 

objects that are meant for enjoyment, and unseen objects 

that follow from karma. The idea is that he is a king ruling
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over the earth. Sal, the joy that he has; is ekah manusah 
dnandah a single human bliss—a unit of the highest human 
bliss. Te ye Satam manusa@h a@nanda@h, that human bliss mul- 

tiplied a hundredfold; is sah ekah manusyu-gandharyanam 

anandah, a unit of the bliss of the man-Gandharvas. The 

happiness of man-Gandharvas becomes a hundred times 

better than that of man. Man-Gandharvas are those human 

beings who become Gandharvas through some special Karmas 
and meditations. As they are possessed of the power of dis- 

appearance etc., being endowed with subtle bodies and senses, 
so obstacles in their way are few, and they have the power to 

resist obstacles and have a wealth of accessories. Therefore, 

a man-Gandharva will have mental tranquillity inasmuch as 

he remains unopposed and can repel opposition. From the 

progress of that tranquillity follows a progressive expression 

of Bliss. Thus it stands to reason that in proportion to the 

betterment of tranquillity on the succeeding planes as com- 

pared with that on the preceding ones, the excellence of bliss 

also progresses a hundredfold. The man free from desire 

has not been taken into consideration at the initial stage’ 

with a view to showing that the bliss of one, who observes 

Vedic duties and is untouched by desire for the enjoyment 

of human objects, is a hundred times higher than the human 

bliss and is comparable to that of a man-Gandharva. Devo- 

tion to Vedic duties and sinlessness (Br. IV. tii. 33) are tmplied 

by the two terms “learned” and “young and good”. These 

two qualities are, indeed, common to all the planes. But 

desirelessness has been treated distinctively in order to de- 

monstrate the superiority and inferiority of bliss indepen- 

dently of the superiority and inferiority of objects. Thus 

since happiness 1s seen to improve a hundredfold propor- 

tionately with the advance of desirelessness, it is treated here
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with a view to enjoining dispassionateness as a means for 
the attainment of supreme Bliss. The rest has been already 
explained. 

Deva-Gandharvah, divine-Gandharvas, are so from their 

birth. The term ciralokalokanam, of those whose world lasts 
for ever, is an adjective of pitrnam, of the manes, the manes 

being so qualified since their world lasts (relatively) for ever. 
Ajana is the world of the gods; those who are born there— 
born in the regions of gods as a result of special rites pres- 
cribed by the Synrtis-—are the Ajanaja gods. The karmadevah 

are those who reach the gods by mere Vedic Karma, such as 

Agnihotra etc. The devah, gods, are those who are thirty- 
three in number! and receive oblations. Indra is their lord. 

His preceptor is Brhaspati. Prajapati is Virat who has the 
three worlds (earth, heaven, and intermediate space) as his 

body.2. Brahma pervades the whole universe as the cosmic 
and individual persons. This Brahma is Hiranyagarbha in 
whom all these varieties of bliss become unified, and in whom 

reside virtue as the cause of that bliss, consciousness of that 

bliss, and dispassionateness of the highest order. This bliss 
of His is directly perceived everywhere by one who is versed 

in the Vedas, free from sin, and unsullied by desire. Hence 
it is inferred that these three qualitics are the means (for the 

attainment of Bliss). Of these, Vedic learning and sinlessness 

are invariable (in all the planes), whereas desirelessness 1m- 
proves; and hence the last is known to be its best means. The 
Bliss of Brahman that is perceivable on the perfection of 
desirelessness and is also open to the direct vision of one who 
follows the Vedas, that supreme Bliss, a particle or a bit of 

which forms the bliss of this Brahma, in accordance with the 

1 Right Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve Adityas, Indra, and Prajapati. 
2 Commentary on Br. III. iii. 2. 

22
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Vedic text, “On a particle of this very Bliss other beings live” 

(Br. IV. iii. 32), is that very Bliss from which all this bliss has 

separated like spray from the sea and into which it gets united 

again. It is the natural supreme Bliss, and tn It there is no 

bifurcation of the joy and the enjoyer, since [t is non-dual. 

The result of this evaluation is being concluded here: 

q aay ged } weaararfaad | a UH: | 
qo vafad | AeaTeaHTSa | UAAAAAATCATA- 
qqaaata | oat STATA Ae 1 Ua 
ATAAATATATT TAHA | Oe fas aerareararayg- 
aaa | UaATARPeR ATT TATA | Tata 
RH AAT UU eaATAISTaTH: 

5. He that 1s here in the human person, and 

He that is there in the sun, are one. He who 

knows thus attains, after desisting from this 

world, this self made of food, attains this self 

made of vital force, attains this self made of mind, 

attains this self made of intelligence, attains this 
self made of bliss. 

Expressive of this there occurs this verse: 

He who, after projecting all the creation—beginning 

with space and ending with the body made of the essence 

of food—entered into it and is lodged in the supreme space 

within the cavity of the heart, is here indicated by the words 

sah yah, He who. Who is He? Ayam puruse yah ca 

asau @ditye, He is in the human person, and He is the
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same as resides in the sun. The supreme Bliss, that has 

been indicated as directly perceptible to the follower of 

the Vedas, and on a particle of which subsist all the beings, 

worthy of joy—counting from Brahma—that supreme 
Bliss ts being described as ‘“‘He is the same as resides in the 

sun’’. He is one in the same sense that the space in a pot, 

standing separately, is one with space (as such). 

Objection: Im the matter of describing that Bliss, 

the corporcal soul should not be referred to in general 
terms by saying, ““He that is in the human person’, rather 

it is proper to indicate that soul by saying, “‘And He that 

is in the right eye” (Br.1.ti.5, 1V.i1.2, V.v.2.), that being 

better known. 
Answer: No, for the discussion ts here about the 

supreme Self.! The supreme Self certainly forms the 

subject matter here in the texts, “In the changeless, bodi- 

less” (Tai.ll.vii, “Out of His fear the Wind blows”’ 

((.viii.1), “This, then, is an evaluation of that Bliss” 

(ibid). It is not reasonable to refer suddenly to some- 

thing out of context. And the subject sought to be taught 

is the knowledge of the supreme Self.2 Therefore the 

supreme Self is referred to in the expression, sah ekah, 
He ts one. 

Objection: Is not the topic started with an cstima- 

1The other text, quoted above, ieters to a meditation based on 
the identity of the individual soul and Hiranyagarbha, and not the 

identity, as such, of the individual self and the supreme Self. 

2“The same unsurpassing Bliss of the conscious Reality that 1s 

reflected on a superior medium, viz the sun, is also reflected on an 

inferior medium, viz a human being possessing head, hands, etc. Thus, 

from the standpoint of supreme Bliss, the two distinct entities are on 

a par, and intrinsically they are the same. This is what is taught.’’ 

—A.G.
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tion of Bliss? The result of that estimation, too, has to 

be concluded by saying: ‘‘The Bliss that is non-different 
and intrinsic, and not a product of the contact between 

the subject and the object, is the supreme Self.” 

Answer: it is not quite in line with that to indicate 
(that Self) by way of eliminating the distinctions, per- 
taining to different loci, that we come across here in the 

sentence, ‘He that is in the human person and that is in 
the sun is the same’’? 

Objection: Even so, is it not useless to single out 
the sun? 

Answer: No, it is not useless, because it is meant 
for obviating (notions of) superiority and inferiority. 

In the sun is found the highest perfection of duality, 

consisting of the formed and the formless. If, from the 
standpoint of the supreme Bliss, that perfection can be 

placed on the same footing with the human personality, 

after eliminating the peculiarities of the latter, there will 

remain no superiority or inferiority for one who attains 
that goal; and hence it becomes reasonable to say that 

“he attains a state of fearlessness’”’ (Tai. IT. vii). 

The question as to whether Brahman exists or not, 
raised after the teacher’s instruction, has been dealt with. 

One of these post-questions has been dismissed by saying 

that from the reasonings that justify the phenomena of 

creation, acquisition of joy, functioning of life, reaching 

a state of fearlessness, and experience of fear, it follows 

that Brahman does exist as the cause of those space etc. 

There are two other post-questions relating to the attain- 

ment or non-attainment of Brahman by the enlightened 

man and the unenlightened man. Of these, the last post- 

question is, ““Does the enlightened man attain or does he
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not?’ In order to settle this, it is being said (as below). 

The middle post-question is settled by the answer to 

the Jast one; and hence no (separate) effort is made for 

solving it. 

Sah yah, anyone that; is evarivit, a knower of this 
kind: who, having discarded all ideas of superiority and 

inferiority, knows Brahman, described earlier, in this 

manner, “I am the non-dual truth, knowledge, infinity’’; 

for the word evam, thus, is used for alluding to some topic 

already mooted. What does he become? The totality of 

things seen and unseen is indicated by the term ‘“‘this 
world’; he, pretya, (lit. after departing), desisting, 

becoming indifferent; asmat lokat, from this world—as 

described; upasamkramatri, attains; efam annamayam atma- 
nam, this body built up by food, as described already. 

The idea is that he does not perceive the totality of objects 

as different from his body built up by food; he sees all 

the gross elements as identical with his body built up 

by food.! Then he attains etam pranamayam a@tmanam, 
this body constituted by the vital force, that is itself un- 

divided and is inside the (cosmic) body built up by all the 

food. Then he attains this body made of mind, this body 

made of intelligence,2 this body made of bliss. Then he 
reaches the state of fearlessness in the changeless, bodiless, 

inexpressible, and unsupporting (Tai.II.vii). 

With regard to that, this has got to be considered: 

1 He attains identity with Virat, the gross Cosmic Person, whose 
body is constituted by the three worlds—earth, heaven, and inter- 

mediate space. 

2 Hiranyagarbha, conceived of as possessing the powers of action, 
will, and knowledge, has a subtle body constituted by the totality of 
vital, mental, and intellectual energy.
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What is he who knows thus, and how does ht attain? 

Is the attainer different from or the same as the supreme 

Self? What follows from that? Should the attainer be 

different, the conclusion will run counter to such Vedic 

texts as ““‘Having created that, He entered into that very 

thing”’ (Tat. Lf.vi), ““COne who worships another god think- 

ing), “He ts one, and | am another’, he does not know” (Br. 

L.iv.10), ‘“‘One without a second’’ (Ch. ViLii.l), “‘Thou 

art that’? (Ch. VI. viii-xvi). On the contrary, if the Self 

Itself attains the blissful self, we shall be faced with the 

unsoundness of the same entity being both subject and 

object; moreover, the supreme Self will either be reduced 

to a transmigratory soul or a nonentity. 

Objection: The discussion is useless if the fault 
that arises on cither assumption is unavoidable. On 

the other hand, if cither of the assumptions is free from 

defect, or if a third flawless assumption is so, then that 

alone is the meaning of the scripture, so that the dtscus- 

sion is uncalled for. 
Answer: No, for the discussion is meant for its 

ascertainment. True it is that the accruing defect cannot 

be avoided by accepting either of the two positions, and 

that the discussion becomes useless if a third flawless 

position is ascertained; but that third alternative has not 

been determined. Hence this consideration is fruitful as 

it is calculated to lead to that ascertainment. 

Objection: True it is that an investigation is fruit- 

ful so far as it culminates in the fixing of the meaning of a 

scripture. But in your case, you will simply cogitate with- 

out ever hitting upon any meaning. 

Answer: Is it your view that there can occur any 

Vedic sentence whose meaning need not be determined?
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Objection: Wo. 

Counter objection: How then (is the discussion 

useless) ? 

Objection: Because there are many opponents. You 

are a monist, since you follow the Vedic ideas, while the 

dualists are many who are outside the Vedic pale and who 

are opposed to you. Therefore I apprehend that you will 

not be able to determine. 

Answer: This itself is a blessing for me that you 

brand me as sworn to monism and faced by many who 

are wedded to plurality. Therefore I shall conquer all; 

and so I begin the discussion. 

The attaincr must be the supreme Self alone, inas- 

much as merger into that state is the idea implied. What 

is sought to be imparted here in the text, “‘The knower 

of Brahman attains the highest’? (Ta1.II.i), is becoming 

the supreme Scif through Its knowledge. One thing can- 
not surely become something else. 

Objection: ts it not also unsound to say that the 
individual soul becomes the supreme Self? 

Answer: No, for the tdea conveyed is that of re- 

moval of the identity (with the body ctc.) created by 

ignorance. The attainment of one’s owr Self through 

the knowledge of Brahman, that is taught, is meant to 

imply the elimimation of the distinct selves—such as the 

food-self, the products of mnescience —which are really 
non-Selves, superimposed as Selves. 

Objection: How is such a meaning understood? 

Answer: Because knowledge alone is prescribed. The 

effect of knowledge is scen to be the eradication of ignor- 

ance; and here that knowledge alone is prescribed as the 

means for the attainment of the Self.
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Objection: May not that be like the communicat- 

ing of information about a path? So the mere prescrip- 

tion of knowledge as a means does not amount to show- 

ing that the supreme Self is the Self of the attainer. 
Counter Objection: Why? 

Opponent: For it ts seen that, in the matter of reach- 

ing a different place, the information about the way is 

communicated. Not that the village itself can be the 

goer. ! 

Answer: Not so, for the analogy is inept.2. In the 

illustration cited, the information imparted is not of the 

village, but it is of the path, leading to one’s arrival there. 

But in this case, no information about any other means 
apart from the knowledge of Brahman is imparted. 

Objection: The knowledge of Brahman, as depend- 

ing on such means as rites etc., enjoined earlier, is taught 

as a means for the attainment of the highest. 
Answer: No, for this was refuted earlier by saying 

‘Since liberation is eternal’? etc.3 And the text, “Having 

created that, He entered into that very thing’ (Tai.[I.vi), 
shows that the Self, immanent in creation, is identical 

with the Supreme. And this follows from the logic of attain- 

ing the state of fearlessness. For if the man of enlighten- 

1 The traveller is not the village, though the knowledge of the 

path to the village is valuable to him. Similarly, the individual is 
not Brahman, though the instruction about Knowledge of Brahman 
is valuable; for by practising it he can reach Brahman. 

2QOne does not say, “You are the village’, when talking about 
the path leading to it, whereas the identity of the two is taught here 

explicitly. 
8 Brahman is identical with liberation, and as such, It is not to 

be attained. But we can know Brahman in the sense that our ignorance 

about It can be removed.
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ment sees nothing as different from his own Self, then the 
statement, ‘‘He gets established in that state of fearless- 

ness’’, becomes appropriate, since (for him) nothing 

existS aS a separate entity which can cause fear. More- 

over, if duality is a creation of nescience, then only is it 

reasonable to show its dissipation through knowledge; 

for (the proof of ) the non-existence of a second moon 

consists in its not being seen by one whose eyes are not 

affected by the disease called fimira. 

Objection: But non-perception of duality is not 
thus a matter of experience. 

Answer: No, for duality is not perceived by those 

who are deeply absorbed in the Self during sleep (or 
samadhi). 

Objection, The non-perception of duality in deep 

sleep is comparable to the non-perception by one who 
is preoccupied with somcthing else. 

Answer: Not so, for then (.e. in sleep and samadhi) 

there is non-perception of everything (so that there can 

be no preoccupation with anything). 

Objection: Duality has existence because of its per- 

ception in the dream and waking states. 

Answer: No, for the dream and waking states are 

creations of ignorance. The perception of duality that 

occurs in the dream and waking states is the result of 

ignorance, because it ceases on the cessation of ignorance. 

Objection: The non-perception (of duality) in sleep 
is also a result of ignorance. 

Answer: No, for it is natural. The natural state of 
a substance is immutable, for it exists in its own right. 

Mutability is not its real nature, since that depends on 

other factors. The real condition of a substance cannot
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be dependent on external agencies. Any _ peculiarity 

that arises in an existing substance is a result of external 

agencies, and a peculiarity implies a change. The percep- 

tions occurring in the dream and waking states are but 

modal expressions, for the true state of a thing is that 

which exists in its own right, and the unreal state is that 
which depends on others, inasmuch as it ceases with the 

cessation of others. Hence, unlike what happens in the 

dream and waking states, no modality occurs in deep 

slecp, for the non-perception in the latter state is natural. 
For those, however, for whom God _:s different from 

the Self, and creation, too, is distinct, there is no elimi- 

nation of fear; for fear is caused by something external; 
and neither can an existent be annihilated, nor can a non- 

existent emerge into being. 

Objection: Something external becomes the source 
of fear when it is supplemented by others.! 

Answer: That, too, stands on an equal footing. For 

that permanent or iImpermanent agency,2 which helps 
demerit etc., and whose help that something else takes to 

become the cause of fear for others, cannot have self- 

effacement by the very fact of what that agency is assumed 

to be:3 or should that have self extinction, the real and 

1 God, in association with merits and demerits of creatures, causes 

fear. But the liberated man has no fear of God since he 1s free from 

merit etc. 

2 Adrsta, unseen result, whose help God takes. 

3 This above view cannot be advanced cither by the Samkhyas or 

the Naiyayika:; for the former do not believe that an existing demerit 

can be wholly annihilated; and the latter do not say that so long 

as demerit persists, its effect will be totally absent. Adrata also creates 

the same difficulty.
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the unreal will become mutually convertible, so that no- 

body will have any faith in anything. From the stand- 

point of non-duality, however, that objection has no bear- 

Ing, since the world is a superimposition through ignorance. 

For a second moon, seen by a man afflicted by the eye- 

disease, called tinivira, does not attain any reality, nor is it 

annihilated. 

Objection: Knowledge and ignorance are qualities 
of the Self.! 

Answer: Not so, for they are perceived. Diuscrimi- 

nation (i.c. knowledge) and non-discrimination (i.e. ignor- 

ance) are directly perceived, lke colour etc., as attributes 

of the mind. Not that colour, perceived as an object, can 

be an attribute of the perceiver. And Ignorance is ascer- 

tained by such forms of its perception as, “I am ignorant’, 

“My knowledge is indistinct’. Similarly, the difference of 

knowledge (from the Self) is perceived, and the enlightened 

people communicate the knowledge of the Self to others; 

and so, too, others grasp it. Accordingly, knowledge and 

ignorance are to be ranked with name and form; they are 

not attributes of the Self}? in accordance with another 

Vedic text, “(That which ts called Space) brings about the 

manifestation of name and form. That in which these two 

LIf knowledge removes ignorance, then both of them must be 

qualities of the soul, and the soul must be subject to mutation by their 

emergence or disappearance. 

2“*The beginningless and insciutable neselence, dependent on pure 

Consciousness for its existence, gets transformed as the internal organ. 

That organ, agam, gets modified in the form of real knowledge and 

error in accordance with the preponderance of its sdttvika or tamasika 

qualities. The substance called Consciousness, when reflected on such 

an organ, is ether called enlightened or deluded. In reality Consciousness 

is neither enlightened nor uncnlightened.”—A.G.
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exist is Brahman” (Ch. VILLxiv.1). And those name and 
form are imagined to extst in Brahman like night and 

day in the sun, though in reality they are not there. 

Objection: If (the Self and Brahman are) non- 

different then there arises the absurdity of the same entity 

becoming the subject and object in the text, ‘‘He attains 
that blissful Self’? (Tat...viii 5). 

Answer: Not so, for the attainment consists in 

mere enlightenment. The reaching taught here is not like 

that by a leech. How then? The text treating of attain- 

ment means merely realisation.! 

Objection: Attainment in the literal sense is meant 

here by the expression upasamkramati. 

Answer: Not so, for this 1s not seen in the case 

of the body made of food; for in the case of one reach- 
ing the (cosmic) food-body (i.e. Virat), one is not seen 

to reach out from this external world like a leech or in 

any other manner. 

Objection: (Attainment is possible in the sense that) 

the mental body or the intellectual body, when it has gone 

out (in dream etc.), can return to acquire its own natural 

state again. 

Answer: No, for there can be no action in one’s 

own Self. (Moreover), the topic raised (by you) was 

that somebody, different from the food-body reaches 

the food-body; to say now that either the mental body 

1“The blissful self is not the supreme Self, nor is there any 
samkramana in the sense of entry. But what is meant here is the 

transcendence or negation of the blissful self, accepted falsely as the 

Self, through the realisation of Brahman, not as an object, but as 
identical with the Self.”—A.G.
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or the intellectual body reaches its own state involves 
a contradiction. Similarly, the returning to its own state 
by the blissful self is not the meaning of samkramana.' 

Therefore samkramana does not mean acquisition, 
nor does it mean the reaching of one of the five sheaths 
beginning with the food-body, by one among themselves. 
As a last resort, sankramana can reasonably consist only 
in realisation by some entity, other than the selves begin- 
ning with the food-self and ending with the blissful self. 
If samkramana means realisation alone, then through 
that samkramana i.e. through the rise of knowledge about 
the difference of the Self (from the non-Self ) is removed 
the crror of thinking of the non-Selves like the food-body 
as the Self, which error arises from the association of the 
Self with the cavity of the heart: for the Self, while resid- 
ing within the blissful self, really permeates cverything, 
since It entered into creation after projecting all things 
counted from space to food. The word saitkramana 
is used figuratively with regard to this eradication of 

error created by ignorance, for in no other way can the 
attainment of the all-pervading Self be justified. More- 

over, there is no other thing (that can reach the Self ). 
Besides, the attainment cannot be of oneself; for a leech 

does not reach itself. Hence it is with a view to realising 
the Self, which has been defined above in the text, ‘‘Brah- 
man is truth, knowledge, infinity’? (Tai.1L.i.1), that becom- 
ing many, entering into creation, acquisition of bliss, 

1 The opponent might say that the sarikramana, in the case ol the 

blissful sclf, means the attainment of its natural composure after a 
sorrowful experience. But this also is open to the objection that 
this runs counter to the opponent’s line of argument, and the existence 

in one’s own nature is not an acquisition in the real sense.
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fearlessness, attainment, etc. have been attributed to 

Brahman, conceived of as the basis of all empirical dealings ; 

but with regard to the really transcendental Brahman, 

beyond all conditions, there can be no such ascription. 

Tat api, with regard to this also—with regard to the 

fact that by reaching, i.c. realising, the unconditioned Self 

by stages in this way, one ceases to have any fear from 

anywhere, and one gets established in the state that 1s 

fearlessness —esah slohah bhayati, there occurs this verse. 
This verse stands for expressing briefly the meaning of 

the whole topic, the gist of this Part called the Anaundavallt, 

the Part On Bliss. 

CHAPTER Ix 

at aral fraaeay 1 || ATTA AAA Ae 

ae Ta fag 1 7 faafa gavasfa | 

maz @ ara a agfa fHAes Ay aTHTaT | 

feaz aqaecatata | a a va fagrad aicaray 

ead | SH MAT mg AAAs wT | A wa 
az gcaghayd eu aft TaaIsAary. 1 

sta FANAraqqest FATA II 

|. The enlightened man is not afraid of 
anything after realising that Bliss of Brahman, 
failing to reach which, words turn back along 
with the mind.
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Him, indeed, this remorse does not afflict: 

“Why did I not perform good deeds, and why did 
J perform bad deeds? He who is thus enlightened 
strengthens the Self with which these two are 
identical; for it is he, indeed, who knows thus, 

that can strengthen the Self which these two really 
are. This is the secret teaching. 

Yatah, that from which — from the Self, which is un- 

conditioned, has the aforesaid definition, and is non-dual 

and Bliss; vacah, words that stand for conditioned objects. 

Though words are applied by their users even with regard’ 

to the unconditioned and non-dual Brahman, expecting 

to express It because of Its similarity with other substances 

still those words aprapya, without reaching, without ex- 

pressing (that Brahman); nivartante, turn back, become 

despoiled of their power. The word manah stands for a 

notion, a cognition. And as a word proceeds to anything, 

Supersensuous though it be, conceptual knowledge also 

strives 10 encompass that thing as well as its significance; 

and where there is knowledge, there words too go. Hence 

words and ideas, speech and mind, move together every- 
where. Therefore, that Brahman which is beyond all 

concepts and all words, and which has such attributes as 
invisibility, from which words, though used by their 

utterers in all possible ways for expressing Brahman, 

return manas@ saha, together with the mind —with con- 

ceptual knowledge that is able to encompass everything 

else; the vidva#, one who has known, through the afore- 

said process; that brahmanah Gnandam, Bliss of Brahman— 

the supreme Bliss of Brahman that is the Self of the follower
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of the Vedas, who is sinless, unaffected by desire, and 

wholly free from all craving—the Bliss that is free from 

the relation of subject and object, is natural, eternal, 

and indivisible; (the man of knowledge) having known 
that Bliss, na bybheti kutascana, is not afraid of anything, 

for there remains no cause of fear. There does not certainly 

exit anything, distinct from the man of knowledge, of 

which he can be afraid; for it has been said that. when any- 

one creates the slightest difference in this Brahman, through 

ignorance, then one is subject to fear (Tat.II.vu). But since 

for the enlightened man, the effects of ignorance have been 

removed like the second moon seen by a man with diseased 

eyes, it is proper that he has no fear of anything. This 
verse was quoted in the context of the mental self as well, 

because the mind is an aid to the knowledge of Brahman. 

But there the idea of Brahman was superimposed on the 

mental self, and then by saying by way of eulogy of that 
imaginary Brahman that ‘tone is not subject to fear at any 

time’ (Liv), fear alone was denied; but by saying, “‘he ts 

not afraid of anything”, in the (present) context of the non- 

dual (Brahman), the cause itself of fear is negated. 

Objection: But causes of fear, viz omission of good 

deeds and commission of bad deeds, do persist (even in 

his case). 

Answer: Not so. 

Objection: How? 
The answer is: (Such omission and commission) 

na tapati, do not worry or afflict; etam, such a man, who 

is a knower as aforesaid. Ha and vava, are particles im- 

plying emphasis. 
Objection: How, again, omission of virtue and 

commission of sin do not afflict (him)?
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The answer is: When death approaches, the remorse 

comes in the form—'‘'Kim, why; na akaravam, 1 did not 

perform; sddhu, good deeds?” Similarly, the repent- 

ance in the form—‘'Kim, why; akaravam, 1 did; pdapami, 

prohibited things?’*°—comes to him who is thrown into 

hell. These two—omission of the good and commission 

of the bad-—do not torment this one, as they do the igno- 

rant man. 

Objection: Why, again, do they not afflict the en- 

lightened man? 

The answer is: Sah yah evan vidvan, he who knows 
(Brahman) thus; spriuure delights or strengthens; ere 

atmanam, these two— virtue and vice, the causes of grief— 

which are (really) the Self. The idea is that he considers 

both as identified with the supreme Self. Afi since, he who 

having divested both virtue and vice of their individual 

distinctions, has known ete @tmanam eva, these two as 

verily the Self; he @tmanam spruute, strengthens the Self. 

Who? Yah evam veda, he that knows Brahman thus—-as 
non-dual and Bliss as described earlier. Virtue and vice, 

seen by him as identified with the Self, become powerless 

and harmless, and they do not bring about rebirth. /ti 

upanisat, this is the secret instruction—-thus has been stated 
in this Part the knowledge of Brahman called Upanisad. 

The idea is that the most secret of all knowledge has been 

revealed; for in it is ingrained the highest consummation. 

ag Waa | ae at wtaq ag ate wrarag | 
aafeq arettaaeg at fafesrag | 

se afd: atfea: ated: 1



PART ITI 

ON BHRGU’S ENLIGHTENMI NI 

CHAPTER I 

a ae ataad | as at HAA Ie ae 
aaiag | aufea aradtaneg ar fafgarag | 

a atfea: ated: aria: 
Since Brahman, that is truth, knowledge, and infinity, 

brought about this creation——starting with space and end- 

ing with the body made of food--—then It entered into it, 
and seems to be possessed of distinctions because of this 

fact of entry, therefore one should realise thus: “If am that 

Brahman which is the Bliss that is distinct from all creation 

and is possessed of such characteristics as invisibility.” 
For the (subject of ) entry (of Brahman) Is meant to imply 

this. In the case of one who knows thus, good and bad 
deeds do not bring about a rebirth. This was the idea _ 

intended to be conveyed in the Part On Bliss (Ananda-vailli). 
The knowledge of Brahman, too, has been concluded. 

After this is to be taught concentration which 1s helpful 
to the knowledge of Brahman as also such meditations 

with regard to food etc., as have not been dealt with so far. 
Therefore this Part beigns. The story is meant to heighten 

the value of the knowledge by showing that it was impartcd 

to a son by a father. } 

wg arefy: | ae frarqraar | waite 
wrat warfa | aeAT WaHTaTaA tHe NTT Aa: 

1 As a valuable heritage out of affection.
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ara wat arafafa 1 as atara i aat at gaia 
watfa staged to Aa orarfa strafea | | aeraecafa- 
dfaata | afeferaea i ag aatfa t a agts- 
Tot! a aqmercar eu sfa aAIsTaTs: | 

1. Bhrgu, the well-known son of Varuna, 

approached his father Varuna with the (formal) 

request, ““O, revered sir, teach me Brahman’”’. 
To him he (Varuna) said this: ‘“‘Food, vital 

force, eye, ear, mind, speech —(these are the aids 

io knowledge of Brahman). To him he (Varuna) 

said: “‘Crave to know that from which all these 

beings take birth, that by which they live after 
being born, that towards which they move and 
into which they merge. That 1s Brahman.” He 

*practised concentration. He, having practised 

concentration, 

The particle rai, alluding to a recognised fact, calls up 

to memory one who ts well-known by the name Bhrgu. 
Varunih is the son of Varuna. Varuna’s son, becoming 
anxious to know Brahman, upasasdra, approached; his 
pitaram varunam, father Varuna; with, ii, this, sacred 

formula (mantra): “‘Adhthi bhagavah biahma, teach (me) 

Brahman, O revered sir.” And tasmai, to him, who had 

approached in due form; the father, too, provaca, spoke; 

etat, this—this sentence: ‘“‘Annanr’ etc. He spoke of 

annam, food, i.c. the body; of pranam, the vital force, 

which is within that body and which is the eater; and
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(he spoke) of the aids to knowledge, viz of caksith, §rotram, 

manah, vacam, eye, ear, mind, speech—he spoke of these 

as the doors to the realisation of Brahman.! And having 

spoken of food etc., as doors, he uvaca, told tam, him, 

Bhrgu; the definition of Brahman. What is that (definition) ? 

Yatah vai, that from which, indeed; ima@ni bhitani, all 
these beings—starting with Brahma and ending with a 

clump of grass; jayante, take birth; jdatani, being born; 

yena jJivanti, that by which they live—grow; yat, that 

Brahman towards which prayanti, they proceed, into which 
they abhisanivisanti, enter, with which they become fully 

identified, at the time of their dissolution —that with which 

the beings do not lose their identity during the times of 
creation, existence, and dissolution. This, then, is the 

definition of Brahman. Vijijidsasva, crave to know well; 

tat, that; brahina, Brahman. Realise, through the help 
of food etc., that Brahman which is defined thus- this is 

the idea. Another Vedic text, too, shows that these are 

doors to the realisation of Brahman: “Those who have. 

known the Vital Force of the vital force, the Eye of the 
eye. the Ear of the ear, and the Mind of the mind, have 

realised the ancient, primordial Brahman” (Br.IV.iv.18). 

Having heard from his father the doors to the realisation of 

Brahman, as also the definition of Brahman, sah, he—- 
Bhrgu; atapyata, practised; tapah, (lit. austerity), con- 

centration—as a means to the realisation of Brahman. 

Objection: How could Bhrgu, again, accept fapah 

1**Phese are doors in the sense that they are helpful in distin- 
guishing the object aimed at. For it is from the fact of the impossi- 

bility of the activities of the body etc. continuing in any other way 

{than through the consciousness of the Sclf) that consciousness ts 

distinguished from them as a separate entity.”-—-A.G.
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(concentration) as a means, since it was not taught to 

be so? 

Answer: (He accepted this) because of the incom- 

pleteness of the instruction. Varuna said that food etc., 

are the doors to the realisation of Brahman, and that Its 

definition is, ‘“That from which all these beings take birth’’ 

etc. That, indeed, is incomplete; for Brahman was not 
directly pointed out there. For were it not really an in- 

complete statement, Brahman, in Its true nature, should 

have been indicated by saying, “‘This Brahman is of this 

kind”’, to the son who was desirous of knowing. Not that 

he indicated thus. How did he do then? He said in an 

incomplete manner. So it is to be understood, that for the 

knowledge of Brahman, the father certainly had some 

other discipline in view. As for singling out rapah (concen- 

tration), this is because it is the best discipline, for it is 
well known in the world that of all the means that are 

causally related with definite ends, concentration is the 

best.) So Bhrgu accepted tapah as a means to the know- 

ledge of Brahman though it was not taught by his father. 

This tapah consists in the concentration of the outer and 
inner organs, for that forms the door to the knowledge 

of Brahman in accordance with the Smrti, ‘““The concen- 

tration of the mind and the senses is the highest sapah. 

Since it is higher than all the virtues, it is called the highest 
virtue” (Mbh.Sa.250.4). 

1 From the father’s description of Brahman, Bhrgu could not 

arrive at any non-composite, unitary conception of Brahman which 

ruled out all duality and which could not be analysed back into its 

component parts; for the description itself was soaked in plurality. 

Bhrgu aimed at an irresolvable concept, and hence he went on 

revolving in his mind what he had heard. That was his tapah.
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And sah, he; tapah taptva, having practised concen- 

tration, 

CHAPTER II 

aa waif srad | aateda afeqarfa 

watts stad | orate srania sttafea) aat sacar 
afaaedta | afearat gata ae frazaqaai< | 

adife wrt gafa 1 ae gary) aca gar 
fafaatara | att aafai a atsaaa 4 aq- 
eareeat et ata fedrarsqrara: 

1. herealtsed focd (.e. Virat, the gross Cosmic 

person) as Brahman. For tt ts vertly from food 
that all these beings take birth, on food they 
subsist after being born, and they move towards’ 
and merge into tood. Having icalised thai, he 
again approached his father Varuna with the 
(formal) request, ““O, 1evered sir, teach me Brah- 
man. To him he (Varuna) said: ‘“‘Crave to 
know Brahman ihrough concentration; concen- 
tration is Brahman. He practised concentration. 
He, having practised concentration, 

Vyajanat, he knew: annam brahma iti, food as Brah- 

man; for food is endowed with the aforesaid characteristics. 

How? Hi, for; annat, from food; khalu eva, indeed; imani
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bhitani jayante, these beings are born; /@tani Jivanti, hav- 

ing been born, they live; annena, by food; and prayanti 

abhisarivisanti, they move towards and enter into; amnam, 

food. Hence it is reasonable that food is Brahman. This 

is the idea. He having practised concentration in this way; 

and tat vijtava, having known that food, as Brahman, 
from its characteristics as well as reasoning; varunam 

pitaram upasasara, approached his father Varuna; punah 

eva, over again; with, /t/, this, formal request, “‘Adhthi 

bhagavah biahma, O revered sir, teach me Brahman.” 

Objection: What was, again, the occasion for his 

doubt? 

The answer is: Because food Is seen to have an origin. 

Concentration is repeatedly inculcated in order to 

emphasise the fact of its being the best discipline. The 

idea is this: “Concentration alone is your discipline till 
the description of Brahman can be pushed no further and 

till your desire to know becomes quictened. Through 

econcentration alone, you crave to know Brahman.’ The 

rest IS easy. 

CHAPTER Il 

art aatfa saaata | aTtgaa afeaaria 
aaa start 1 oar atta stata 1 TT 
sarcataatarcdia 1 afsstta i gata ae fqax- 
ATTA | aes wal gaia | AL elaTA | TTAT 
ga fafeataca ! att aafat aattsaagi a 
aTeaay Wg aia aTeaatsTarH: 1
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1. he knew the vital force as Brahman:’ for 
from the vital force, indeed, spring all these be- 
ings; having come into being, they live through 
the vital force; they move towards and enter into 
the vital force. Having known thus, he again 
approached his father Varuna with the (formal) 
request, ““O, revered sir, teach me Brahman”. 
To him he (Varuna) said, ““Crave to know Brah- 

man through concentration; concentration is 
Brahman. He practised concentration. Having 
practised concentration, 

CHAPTER IV 

nat qalfa saaata | aaa wa afeaatia 
aaft sat 1 Aaa atta state i Aa: 
sarcataafardia 1 afsama | gata aan frax- 
mTaaT | aretis wal agalfa AL aT A TTT 
qa fafastaca 1 act aatfa a agiscad) a 
array Wu aft AGaistars: i 

1. he knew mind as Brahman; for from mind, 

indeed, spring all these beings; having been born, 

1 As Virat (the food-Brahman) has an origin, Viraét could not 
fully answer the description. So Bhrgu pushed on his inquiry to arrive 

at Hiranyagarbha, conceived of as possessing vital energy. Then he 

reached the same Hiranyagarbha, as possessed of mental energy, 

and lastly as possessed of the energy of knowledge (See footnotes, 

p. 357).
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they are sustained by mind; and they move to- 
wards and merge into mind. Having known that, 
he approached his father Varuna again and 
made the (formal) request, ““O revered sir, teach 
me Brahman. To him he (Varuna) said: ‘Crave 
to know Brahman through concentration; con- 

centration is Brahman. He practised concen- 
tration. He having practised concentration, 

CHAPTER V 

fant aaifa sastata 1 faaratgzaa afeararia 
waft stat | faataa craft stata 1 fasta 
saecataataredifa | afesra 1 gata ae frac- 

qTaat! adtfe wat gata as lata arar 
gal fafaaraca | agi agate) aatisacadi a4 
TUTTI UL aft TSAHISAATH: 11 

1 he knew knowledge as Brahman; for from 
knowledge, indeed, spring all these beings; hav- 
ing been born, they are sustained by knowledge; 
they move towards and merge in knowledge. 
Having known that, he approached his father 
Varuna again, with the (formal) request, “SO 
revered sir, teach me Brahman . To him he 

(Varuna) said: ‘“‘Crave to know Brahman through 
concentration; concentration is Brahman.’ He
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practised concentration. He having practised 
concentration, 

CHAPTER VI 

Ararat Tafa saa | atararaaa afeaatfa 
was sae 1 ataeca oratia sitafea 1 tard 
sacatvetagedtta (Fat anrat arel faar | 
qey sarmefatssar | oa a ud aa ofatacofa | 
aaaraal waft | welewafa saat Tatasa- 
aaqagt) wart wleat eu efa wslsqaray: 1 

1. he knew Bliss as Brahman; for trom Bliss, 

indeed, all these beings originate; having been 
born, they are sustained by Bliss; they move 
towards and merge in Bliss. This knowledge, 
realised by Bhrgu and imparied by Varuna 
(starts from the food-self and) terminates in the 
supreme (Bliss), established in the cavity of the 
heart. He who knows thus becomes firmly estab- 
lished; he becomes the possessor of food and 

the eater of food; and he becomes great in pro- 
geny, cattle and the lustre of holiness, and great 
in glory. 

Thus becoming pure through concentration and fail- 

ing to find the characteristics of Brahman, in their fullness, 

in the selves composed of the vital force etc., Bhrgu pene-
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trated inside by degrees, and with the help of concentra- 

tion alone realised the innermost Bliss that is Brahman. 

Therefore the idea conveyed by this topic is that anyone 

who is desirous of knowing Brahman should undertake 

the concentration of internal and external organs, which 
is the most excellent practice of tapah (austerity). 

Now standing aside from the story, the Upanisad 

states the purport of the story in its own words: 3d esd, 
this, then, is; the vidya, knowledge; (which was) bhargavi, 

realised by Bhrgu; (and) V@runi, imparted by Varuna; 

(which) commencing from the self, constituted by food, 

pratisthita, culminates; in the supreme, non-dual Bliss that 

is lodged paraine vyonian, in the cavity that is the supreme 

space within the heart. Anybody else, who realises the 

Bliss that is Brahman by entering through this very process 
and through concentration alone as his aid—-that man, too, 

in consequence of his knowledge becoming firmly rooted, 

gets similarly fixed in the Bliss that is the supreme Brahman; 

that is to say, he becomes Brahman Itsclf. 
° Moreover, a visible result is being vouchsafed for 

him: Annavan has to be taken in the sense of one who is 
possessed of plenty of food, since knowledge would get 

no credit if the term meant simply possession of food as 

such, for that is a patent fact in the case of everybody. 

Similarly, annadah, (derived in the sense of an eater of 

food), means that he is blest with good digestion. Mahan 

bhavati, he becomes great. In what does the greatness 

consist? The answer is: prajaya, in sons etc.; pasubhih, in 

cows, horses, etc.; brahmavarcasena, in the lustre resulting 

from the control of external and internal organs, know- 
ledge, etc. He becomes mahan, great; Atrtya, through fame, 

from a virtuous life.
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CHAPTER VII 

aa aT fra | TATA ATT aT ara) ATe- 
AAA | ost wat sfafesaq 1 TAR NTT: 
sfafssa: | atacana sfaftear 1 a a Waa 
sfafssad aa sfafascfa | saarraral wafa | 
qervata Ia Taha sag | AA HAT et 

afa aeanisdare: | 
1. His vow ts that, he should not deprecate 

food. The vital force 1s verily the food, and the 
body is the eater; for the vital force is lodged in 

the body. (Again, the body is the food and the 
vital force 1s the cater, for) the body is fixed on 
the vital force. Thus (the body and vital force 
are both foods; and) one food is lodged in an- 
other. He who knows thus that one food is lodged 
in another, gets firmly established. He becomes 
a possessor and an eater of food. He becomes 
great in progeny, cattle, and the lustre of holiness 
and great in glory. 

Moreover, since Brahman is realised through the 

portal of food, na nindyat, one should not deprecate; 

annam, food; just as one would not cavil at his teacher. 

(This is) tad-vratam, a vow that is enjoined for him who 

knows Brahman thus. The inculcation of the vow is meant 

for the praise of food; and food is worthy of praise, since 

it is an aid to the realisation of Brahman. Prda@nah vai
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annam, the vital force is verily a food, for the vital force is 

encased in the body. Anything that is encompassed by 

another becomes the food of the latter; and Sartre pranah 
pratisthitah, the vital force is lodged in the body; therefore 
the vital force is the food, and Sariram annadam, the body 

is the eater. Similarly, the body, too, is a food and the 

vital force is an eater. Why? Since prane sariram pratis- 

thitam, the body is fixed on the vital force, since the con- 

tinuation of the body is dependent on the latter. There- 

fore both of these two--the body and the vital force—are 

(mutually) food and eater. In the aspect of their being 

lodged in each other, they are food; and in the aspect of 

being the support of each other they are eaters. Hence both 
the vital force and the body are food and eater. Sah yah, 

he who; veda, knows; etat annam anne pratisthitam, this 
food as established on food; pratitisthati, becomes firmly 
established—in the very form of food and eater. More- 

over, he bhavati, becomes; annavan, a possessor of (plenty 

of) food: annadah, an eater (i.e. a digester) of food. All 

these are to be explained as before. 

CHAPTER VIII 

aa a ofaata | aqaqy 1 ATT aT AAA | 
safacaray | area satfa: sfatsoaq i sarfacara: 
sfafsoat: | aeaeaaa sfafssar i a a wader 
ufafssa aa sfafassfa 1 awaataareal wafa | 
yeraata saa Tafwadasay | Aer CAT Ug 

SCUSSH IST ATH: Ul
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1. His vow is that he should not discard food. 
Water, indeed, is food; fire is the eater; for 

water is established on fire. (Fire 1s food and 
water is the eater, for) fire resides in water. Thus 

one food is lodged in another food. He who 
knows thus that one food is lodged in another, 
gets firmly established. He becomes a possessor 
and an eater of food. He becomes great in pro- 
geny, cattle, and the lustre of holiness, and great 

in glory. 

Annam na paricaksita, he should not discard food. 

This is a vow for him, which is meant as a praise (for 

food) just as before. Thus the food, that is not ignored 

through ideas of good or bad, becomes eulogised and 

heightened in csteem. The idea, as explained before, 

should be similarly understood to be implied in the sub- 

sequent texts: Gpah vai annam, water, indeed, is food, cic.’ 

CHAPTER IX 

wat ag gaia i daaay 1 gfaat at way | 
aTarensaa: | ofwearararar: sfafeoa: 1 arate 
qfaat sfafsear 1 atasaas sfafisaq 1 a a 
vaenaa fated az sfafassfa 1 | ararataqatel 
waft 1 aelewafa saat afataasart | Aer 
erat i gil Sta TaAtsTarH: U
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1. His vow is that he should make food plenti- 
ful. Earth is food; space is the eater; for earth is 
placed in space. (Space is food; and earth is 
eater, for) space is placed on earth. Thus one 
food is lodged in another food. He who knows 
thus that one food is lodged in another, gets 
firmly established. -He becomes a possessor and 
an eater of food. He becomes great in progeny, 
cattle,. and the lustre of holiness and great in 
glory. 

The vow to make food plentiful ts meant for one who 

worships fire and water as possessed of the attributes of 

food and eater in the way that was mentioned by the text, 

*‘water is established on fire’ etc. (in the preceding chapter). 

CHAPTER X 

qT Hat qaqa Wasa | AeaAAH | ACATSAT 
eat a faqar qa aaa | aeqeny aafacar- 
aad | Ude Fada USA | Wadiseat way 
Wear | Tae WeAAISAY USA | AEAAISEAT sry 
WEIT | WaT AeAT SAL WSFA | AFqAAStAT sary 
zleqgy UW 2t Aura aq: ay efa ara atrera7 
efa srogiaal: | eafa seat: 1 afafefa area: | 
fanfaatefa rat 1 aft araqst: aataT: | aT sae: | 
qfafefa qszt aafafa frafa ei
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1-2. His vow is that he should *not refuse 
anyone come for shelter. Therefore one should 
collect plenty of food by whatsoever means he 
may. (And one should collect food for the further 
reason that) they say, “Food is ready for him’’. 
Because he offers cooked food in his early age 
with honour, focd falls to his share in the early 
age with honour. Because he offers food in his 
middle age with medium courtesy, food falls to 

his share in his middle age with medium honour. 
Because he offers food in this old age with scant 
esteem, food falls to his share in old age with 
scant consideration. To him who knows thus 
(comes the result as described). 

(Brahman is to be meditated on) as pre- 

servation in speech; as acquisition and preserv- 
ation in exhaling and inhaling; as action in the 
hands; as movement in the feet; as discharge in 
the anus. These are meditations on the human 
plane. 

Then follow the divine ones. (Brahman is 
to be meditated on) as contentment in rain; as 
energy in lightning. 

So also there is a vow for one who meditates on earth 

and space (as mutually food and cater): na pratyacaksita, 

he should not refuse; kam cana, anybody, whomsoever; 

vasatau, in the matter of dwelling. The meaning is that
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he should not turn back anybody who may come for 
shelter. Since, if shelter is given, food, too, must be supplied, 

therefore yaya kaya ca vidhaya, by any means whatso- 

ever; prapnuyat bahu annam, he should get, 1.e. collect, 

plenty of food. Since the enlightened people (1.c. meditators) 
possessed of food, dcaksate, **Annam aradhi asmat, food has 
been cooked for this man,” and they do not refuse him by 
saying ““There is no food’’, therefore also, one should 

acquire plenty of food. This is how this poition should 
be construed with the earlicr. Moreover, the greateness of 

the gift of food is being stated: Food greets one back in 
that very manner and at that very period (of life) in which 
it is offered. How? That is being explained: Etat vai, 
the fact that, annaim, food; raddham, cooked; mukhatah, 

in early age, or with the best attitude, with veneration; “he 
offers to the guest seeking food’’, this much is to be added 
to complete the sentence. What result will he get? The 

answer iS: Asmai, for this one—for the giver of food; 

annam radhyate, food is cooked; nmukhatah, in the early 
“age, or in the best manner. The idea is that food falls to 
his share just as it was offered. Similarly, madhyatah 

means during the middle part of !ife, and with middling 
courtesy. Thus, too, antatah means in the old age, and 

with scant courtesy, ic. with discourtesy. In that manner 
annain radhyate asmai, food is cooked for him, food ac- 
crues to him. Yah evam veda, he who knows thus—knows 
the greatness of food as stated to him befalls the afore- 

said result of that gift. 

Now is being stated a process of meditation on Brah- 
man: Ksemah means the preservation of what has been 
acquired. Brahman is to be meditated on as existing vaci, 
in speech, in the form of preservation. Yogah means the 

£23
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acquisition of what is not in possession. Though these 

acquisition and preservation occur so long as exhaling and 

inhaling function vigorously, still they are not brought 

about by the mere fact of living. What are they, then, due 
to? They are caused by Brahman. Therefore Brahman is 

to be meditated on as existing pranapanayoh, in exhalation 

and inhalation, in the form of acquisition and preservation. 

Similarly, with regard to the other succeeding cases, Brah- 

man is to be meditated on as identified with each one. 

Since work is done by Brahman, Brahman is to be meditated 
on as existing hastayoh, in the hands; karma iti, in the 

form of work: gatih iti, as movement; padayoh, in the feet: 

vimuktih iti, as discharge; payau, in the anus. /ft7, these 

arc; samajidh, cognitions, perceptions t.c. meditations; 

which are manusih (should be rather mauusyal), pertaining 
to men, belonging to the physical body. Atha, after this; 

daivih, (should be rather daivyal), divine, the meditations 

pertaining to the gods—are being related. 7rptih (ti vrstau, 

as satisfaction in rain. Since rain causes contentment by. 

producing food etc., Brahman is to be meditated on as 

existing in rain in the form of contentment. Similarly, in 

the case of other things, Brahman is to be meditated on as 

existing in those forms. So also It is to be meditated on as 

energy in lighting. 

mer afa var 1 satfafefa aeata 1 sata 
waaaTaee geaaed to aa facararet | acafaeaea 
ft 1 sfassrata wafa | arne Eagar | 

Reraata | araat Rearoeta | ATAaTewateg 1 3 

aqaA SATA | TERA HAT: | TTHRICATT-
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att | aaatewata | aKa: TAT seq ate 
qa feared feoea: aorcart: | oF asfirar yraeat: | 
qT AAT FET | aVaTaTafacs | TH 

3-4. Brahman is to be worshipped as fame 
in beasts; as light in the stars; as procreation, 
immortality, and joy in the generative organ; 
as everything in space. One should meditate 
on that Brahman as the support; thereby one 
becomes supported. One should meditate on 
that Brahman as great; thereby one becomes 

great. One should meditate on It as thinking; 
thereby one becomes able to think. One should 
meditate on It as bowing down; thereby the 
enjoyable things bow down to one. One should 
meditate on It as the most exalted: thereby one 
becomes exalted. One should meditate on It as 
Brahman’s medium of destruction; thereby the 
adversaries that envy such a one die, and so do 
the enemies whom this one dislikes. 

This being that is in the human personality, 
and the being that is there in the sun are one. 

(Brahman is to be worshipped) as yasah, fame; pasusu, 

among animals;! as jyotih, light, naksatresu, among stars. 

Prajatih, procreation; amrtam, immortality, getting of 

immortality—this being brought about by the son’s repay- 

lie. as existing in cattle-wealth, since wealth makes a man famous.
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ing the debts; duandah, happiness—all these originate 

from the organ of generation and Brahman is to be medi- 
tated on as existing in those forms in the generative organ. 

Since sarvam, everything, is placed Gk@se in space (or the 
Unmanifested); therefore one should meditate thus: ‘All 

that is in space 1s Brahman.’’ And that space, too, is 

Brahman. Therefore that space-Brahman is to be meditated 

on as the support of all. By meditating on the attribute 

of being a sustainer, one becomes well established. So 

also with regard to the previous cases, it is to be under- 
stood that any effect that 1s produced by any of the factors, ! 

is but Brahman only; and by meditating on that (effect as 

Brahman) one becomes possessed of it. This also follows 

from another Vedic text, “‘As he worships Him, so he be- 

comes”? (Mudgalopanisad, HI. 3). Tat mahah etc.: upasita, 

one should worship fat, that (Brahman), mahah iti, as 
possessed of greatness; (thereby) bhavati mahan, one be- 

comes great. Tat manah etc.: (Brahman should be meditat- 

ed on as) manah, thinking; (thereby) bhavati manavan, 

he becomes able to think. Tat namah, etc.: namah means 
bowing down, (possessed of suppleness); Brahman is to be 

worshipped as possessed of suppleness; (thereby) Aamah, 
desires, things that are desired, i.e. enjoyable things; 

namyante, bow down; asmai, to such a meditator. Tat 

brahma etc.: One should meditate on fat, that Brahman; 

brahma iti, as the most exalted; (thereby) one bhavati 

brahmavan, becomes possessed of that quality of being the 

most exalted.2. Tat brahmanah etc.: parimarah is derived 
in the sense of that in which die, from all sides, the five 

leg. preservation, produced by speech, is Brahman. 

2 Like Virat, possessed of all gross means of enjoyment.
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gods, viz. Lightning, Rain, Moon, Sun, and Fire. There- 
fore air is their parimarah, destruction—in accordance 

with another Vedic text, (*Air [Virat] is, indeed, the de- 
vourer’’, Ch. FV. iii. 1). Again, this very air is non-different 

from space; hence space is brahmanah parimarah, Brah- 
man’s medium of destruction. Updasita, one should medi- 
tate on fat, that space, which is non-different from air,! 
as Brahman’s medium of destruction. (As a result) sapat- 

nah, adversaries; who are dvisatah, envious; enam, towards 
this man; pari nuiyante, part with their lives. There may 

be adversaries, who are not envious; hence the singling 
out in this form, ‘the envious adversaries’. Those ad- 

versaries that are envious towards this man die. Moreover, 

ye bhratrvyah, those adversaries (of this man); who are 

apriyah, disliked (by him), though they may not be spite- 

ful—-they, too, die. 

Beginning with the text, ‘the vital force is, indeed, 
the food, and the body 1s eater’, and ending with space, 

the entire creation has been shown as food and eater. 

Objection: \t might have been said so; what of that? 
Answer: Thereby is proved this: Worldly exisience, 

comprising enjoyment and enjoyership, pertain only to 
created things, but not to the Self; yet it is superimposed 
on the Self through ignorance. 

Objection: The Self, too, is a product of the supreme 
Self, and hence the Self ’s worldly existence is quite in 

order. 
Answer: No, for the Upanisad refers to the entry 

of the Transcendental (Brahman). In the text, ““Having 
created that, He entered into that very thing” (Ta1.H.vi. 1), 

1 Since air comes out of space. 

23 A
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the entry into creation is predicated of the transeendental 
supreme Self which is the cause of space etc. Hence the 

Self which has entered into creation as the individual soul 

is none other than the supermundane, supreme Self. More- 

over, this follows from the propriety of the same entity 

being the subjcct of the two verbs in the expression, “‘hav- 

ing created, he entered’’. If the two verbs implying creation 
and entry have the same subject, then only is the suffix 

ktva (-ing) justifiable. 
Objection: But the one which enters undergoes a 

change. 
Answer: No, since entry has been explained away 

by giving it a different meaning (II.vi.). 

Objection: May not the entry be through a change 
of attributes, since such a categorical text as “‘entering in 

the form of this individual soul, (let me evolve name and 

form)” (Ch. VI.iti.2) speaks of entry under a different 

mode. 
Answer: No, since reinstatement into the earlicr 

mode is spoken of in ‘‘Thou art That’? (Ch. VI.viti-xvi). 

Objection: It is a meditation, involving the super- 

imposition of the greater on the less, which is calculated 

to remove a change that has come over one (of the two). 
Answer: No, for the two are placed on the same 

pedestal in the text, “That is truth, That is the Self; and 

thou art That.” (ibid). 
Objection: The worldly state of the individual soul 

is a perceived reality. 
Answer: No, for the perceiver cannot be perceived 

(Br.IJ.iv.14). 
Objection: The (individual) Self, as endowed with 

worldly attributes is perceived.
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Answer: Not so; (for if they are real attributes of 

the Self, then), since the attributes of a thing are non- 

separable from the substratum, they cannot reasonably 

become objects of perception, just as heat and light (of 
fire) cannot be subjected to burning or illumination (by 

fire). 

Objection: The soul is inferred to be possessed of 

sorrow etc., since fear etc. are seen (in It). 

Answer: No; for fear etc. and sorrow cannot be the 

qualities of the perceiver (soul), sincc they are perceived 

(by it). 
Objection: This runs counter to the (Samkhya) 

scripture promulgated by Kapila, and to the science of 

logic built up by Kanada and others. 

Answer: Not so; for if they have no Vedic basis 

or if they are opposed to the Vedas, it is reasonable to call 

them erroneous. And from the Vedas, as well as, from 
reasoning, the Self is proved to be transcendental. Besides, 

this follows from the unity of the Self. 

Objection: How is that unity? 

Answer: That is being stated (in sah, yah ca uayam 
etc.). The whole of the text, salt yah ca ayam ctc., 1s to be 

construed as already explained (Tai.II.vuii.5). 

aq a wafaq | weATemTaT | waTATAA- 
MATTATaAET | Ca ATTAARTATAT aa |e 
aaa Tas ot Ud faaaraAaTay- 
GHA | UAATECAATATAIAR TA | ZATCOTRT- 
RATA PHIASTTAATT | Uda AIA WATATEd |
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G3 MIA STRAT UGM ASTAASTAASAAA | 
ASAATATS SSAA ZSBAATS: 1 -ACVAGTHHETS 
RHTPHESS WlHHT | ASA WTAST Aaa | Ta 
SaratsTaca aT 3 als | Al ar eat a Fea ATS Say: | 
qenananaraarafa | ae faet WAAAAAATRA | 
gad sata: | a uve ae | Raa 1G 

ata saralsrara: 1 

ata Wraest TaTeAT 

5-6. He who knows thus, attains, after de- 

sisting from this world, this self made of food. 
After attaining this self made of food, then attain- 
ing this self made of vital force, then attaining 
this self made of mind, then attaining this self 
made of intelligence, then attaining this self 
made of bliss, and roaming over these worlds 
with command over food at will and command 
over all forms at will, he continues singing this 
sama song: “‘Halloo! Halloo! Halloo! I am the 
the food, 1 am the food, I am the food; I am the 
eater, | am the eater, I am the eater; I am 

the unifier, J am the unifier, I am the unifier; | 

am (Hiranyagarbha) the first born of this world 
consisting of the formed and the formless, I (as 
Virat) am earlier than the gods. I am the navel
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of immortality. He who offers me thus (as food), 
protects me just as Iam. I, food as I am, eat 
him up who eats food without offering. I defeat 
(i.e. engulf) the entire untverse. Our effulgence 
is like that of the sun. This is the Upanisad. 

Starting from the self, constituted by food, and 

anandamayanm a@tmanam upasamkramya, reaching the self, 

constituted by joy; aste, he sits (continues) g@yan, singing 
on, efat sama, this sama (song). 

The meaning of the Rg-mantra—-“‘“Satyam jhanam 

etc.—-Brahman is truth, knowledge,” etc. (f1.1.)—has been 
explained elaborately in the Part On Bliss, which is an ex- 
position of it. But the meaning of the statement of its result 
contained in the text, ‘‘He enjoys, as identified with the 

all-knowing Brahman, all desirable things simultaneously” 

(iL.i.), has not been elaborated. Now the following text 

begins, since it remains to be shown what these results are, 

what the objects of all those desires are, and how he enjoys 
’ them simultaneously in his identity with Brahman. As to 
that, in the story of the father andthe son (in Part ITD), 
that is supplementary to the knowledge imparted earlier 
(in Part ID, concentration has been spoken of as a means 
for the knowledge of Brahman. Besides, it has been shown 
how the creation, beginning from space and ending with 

food, can be divided into the eater and the eaten; and the 
meditations on Brahman have been referred to. Further- 

more, all the enjoyments that there are and pertain to diverse 

products like space etc., have been shown to be the results 
of multifarious means that are systematically related to 

their results. On the attainment of unity, however, there 

cannot logically remain any desire or desirer, since all 
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diversity becomes merged in the Self. So how can one 

enjoy all desires simultaneously in the state of identity 

with Brahman? In answer to this question it is being said 
that this is possible because of his becoming the Self of 
all. To the question, ‘““‘How is there an attainment of 

identity with the Self of all ?’’—the answer is: Having dis- 

carded excellence and non-excellence as a result of the 

knowledge of the identity of the Self existing in the individ- 

ual and the sun, having attained in succession the sclves-— 

starting with the one made of food and ending with the 
one constituted by bliss —that are fancied through 1gnor- 
ance, and having realised, as a result, Brahman which is 

truth, knowledge, and tinlinity, which is unchangeable etc. 
by nature, which is natural Bliss, and which is birthlcss, 
immortal, fearless, and non-dual; and then (that man of 
knowledge) anusamcaran, wandering; on iman lokan, 

these worlds —the earth etc.; this 1s how the expression 
iman lokdan 1s to be construed with the remote word anu- 

samcaran. Wandering how? (Becoming) k@mani——one 
who gets anna, food, according to kama, wish, is kamanni, ~ 
(having command over food at will); similarly, one who 

gets riipas, forms, according to his wish 1s kdnaript: 
wandering on all these worlds, in his identity with all, t.e. 

perceiving all these worlds as the Self. What does he do? 
Etat sdma gayan Gste: aste, he continues; gayan, singing, 
uttering; efat sama, this sama (song). Brahman Itself is 

the sama, because Jt 1s sama, equal, non-different from 
everything. (So the idea is); He continues declaring the 
unity of the Self as also announcing, for the good of others, 
the result of that knowledge consisting in absolute con- 

tentment.
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How does he sing? (He sings): Ha-d-a vu, ha-a-a- 
vu, a-d-a- vu: the expression is used in the sense of halloo 

to indicate supreme surprise. What, again, is that surprise? 

The answer is: Although I am really the untainted, non- 
dual Self, still I am annam, the food, as also annddah, 

the eater. Moreover, aham slokakrt: sloka means union— 

union of the food and the cater; the conscious being cn- 
compassing that union 1s the slokakrt. Or the expression 

may mean this: I bring about the assemblage of food 
itself, which is naturally meant for somebody other than 

itself, viz the eater, and which becomes diversified owing to 

this very fact. The three repetitions are meant for expres- 

sing astonishment. Afam asmi, lam, prathamajah (is the 

same as prathamajah), the first born (Hiranyagarbha); 

rasya, OL this world, consisting of the formed and the 
formless; and (I am Virat which is) piirvam, carlier; deve- 

bhyah, than the gods. (Lam) nabhih the navel, middle part; 

amrtasya, Of immortality, Le. the immortality of living 

_ beings is in my keeping. Yah, anyone who, dadati ma, 

offers me, to those who beg food —talks of me as the food; 

sah, he; iti, in this way; avah, 1.e. avati, protects (me); 

evam, intact and just as | am. On the contrary, afam, 1; 

who am but avnain, the focd, for the present; adi, eat up; 

adantam annam, that eater of food — any other man, who 

eats food without offering me in the form of food to his 

solicitors at the proper time. 

At this point someone may say: “‘If this be so, [ am 

afraid of liberation, consisting in becoming the Self of all. 

Let my worldly existence itself continue; for even though 

liberated, [ shall still be food to be eaten by somebody.”’ 
(The answer) is: Do not entertain such a fear, for the cn- 

joyment of all the desirable things falls within the range of
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relative existence. But this man of knowledge has become 

Brahman by transcending, through illumination, all that is 

described as the eater and the eaten which fall within the 

domain of empirical experience and which are the creations 

of ignorance. For him there exists nothing separately of 

which he can be afraid. Hence there is nothing to be afraid 

of in liberation. 

Objection: If this be so, then what is meant by say- 
ing, “I am the eaten and the eater” ? 

Answer: This phenomenal existence, constituted by 

by the eater and the eaten, that cndures as a product, is 

nothing but a phenomenon; it is not a real substance. 
But though it is so, still, having in view the fact that it 

exists because of Brahman and that it is reduced to a non- 

entity apart from Brahman, this phenomenon is referred 
to in the text, “I am food” etc., for the sake of recommend- 

ing the state of identity with Brahman which follows from 

the knowledge of Brahman. Thercfore, when ignorance is | 

eradicated, there cannot exist for the man, identified with 

Brahman, any remnant of such taints as fear which are 

the creations of ignorance. Accordingly, aham, 1; abhya- 
bhavam, overwhelm, engulf in my true nature as God; 
visvam, the whole, bhuvanam, universe —derivatively mean- 

ing that which is enjoyed by all beings counting from 

Brahma, or that on which all creatures are born. Suvah 

na jyotih: Suvah is the sun; ma expresses similitude. The 

meaning is: Our jyotih, effulgence, is ever-shining suvah na, 

like the sun. Jti upanisad, this is the knowledge of the 

supreme Self, inculcated in the two Parts (II and IID. 
To him come the aforesaid fruits who masters the above- 

mentioned Upanisad by attaining the stature of Bhrgu
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afier the acquisition of control over the inner and outer 

Olgans, dispassionateness, imperturbability, and concen- 
tration. 

eae Waa | Asal Wat 1 as ala He 
alae | asifea araettraes at fafgorae | 

3% atfea aifa arta
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